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PREFACE

The papers appearing in this edition of Selected Papers in School

Finance reflect the variety of issues that have dominated schOol finance

research and policy concerns in recent years. The revenue limitation move-

ment in California that received national prominence as a result of the

passage of Proposition 13, is the subject of the first paper. Equity in

raising funds for schools and distribution of resources to school children

is the central concern in several papers. Two additional papers on timely

topics complete the volume, one of which deals with local education cost

differences and their measurement, and the other with the releVance of

municipal overburden in school financing.

Gerald Hayward has provided in .rich detail an account of the under-.
lying conditions and political forces that led to the adoption of the now

familiar Proposition 13. f he paper traces the history of the revenue limita-

tion movement in California that goes back to 1968 and describes the early

ramifications of adoption of Proposition 13,- a decade later.-

G. Alan Hickrod et al. measure the perThrmance of the school finance

systems in three States for a period that spans most of the decade .of the

seventies. The States are compared for their achievements on three equity

goals,, namely reductions in disparities among school districts in tax rates

and in school expenditures, and achievements in wealth neutrality. The

results of their analysis strongly suggest to the authors that state progress

towards equity depends on the way the equity goal is implemented and on

the pattern of school district organization. "Fiscal policies designed to

reduce expenditure disparities may or may not contribute to wealth

iii
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neutrality....States with separate elementary and high school districts,
as well as K-12 districts have probably aggrevated their equity problem
by this form of administrative organization."

.In their article, Leanna Stiefel and Robert Berne have built on
previous research analyzing local price differences among school districts
in Michigan by utilizing an expanded data baie° covering virtually all the
school districts in that State. Using the same methodology as that of Harkiey:-e*s /Brazet-land Ann Anderson, 1- the authors have observed that their findings
-yielded an index of diStrict salary differences quite similar to the index
constructed by Bi-azer and Anderson, which had been based solely on a
sample of school districts. Further, the district price indices'ihowed-
remarkable stability over time, and minor. alterations in the specifications
of the equations upon which 'the indicei were based produced little change
in the calculated index number for each district. -Given that most States
have the required district data readily available, this methodology becomes
a useful and inexpensive measurement tool for -calculating the effect of local
price differences on school expenditures.

In recent years, the school finance literature on State developments
has tended to focus attention on a relativelif small'1:?ntimber .of States while
the remaining States fell into an information void. In %this edition, a report
on the school finance system in, Nevada, prepared Glen', Atkinson and Thomas
Sears, is included that provides -information on the aChooVfinance systemt,

1/- See Selected, Papers in School Finance, U.S. Department of Health, Educa-tion and Welfare ffice of Education, the 1974 and 1975 editions.
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and issues in one, of the "unknown" States. Since the paper was written,

the Nevada voters have rejected a proposal to radically cut local property

taxes in November 1980 Currently, school districts are operating under

a revenue cap for property taxes imposed by the State Legislature.

In their paper, Richard Aronson and John Hilley analyze district

power equalizing and wealth neutral systems of financial aid to school

districts. The analysis shows that both systems lead to a wealth related

bias in the treatment of taxpayers. The nature of the bias depends on

the responsiveness of a school district's level of expenditure to school

district -fiscal capacity arid-the price of edikation. Drawing on empirical

estimates from Pennsylvania school districts, the authors show that the

achievement of wealth neutrality would require poor school districts to

face higher tax rates than wealthy school districts. They conclude that

a conflict exists between the achievement of student equity and taxpayer

-equity-under-a-system of wealth neutrality.

Alternative specifications of local wealth and the distributive conse-

quences for State aid are analyzed by Robert Thornton. Income is

incorporated in an expanded measure of local wealth, and the qu.estion

of the appropriate weights to attach to income and property in indices

of school district fiscal capacity -is examined. Empirical data from. a

number of States are included and the consequences of using alternative

fiscal capacity measures are analyzed for the various types of schools

in these states.

The final paper in this volume concerns a recurrent topic in school

finance issues. James Knickman and Andrew Reschovsky explore the impact

of urban fiscal stress on the financing of public education. The authors

v
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view existing municipal overburden measures as deficient and propose an
alternative that defines fiscal stress in terms of the fiscal effort necessary;
to provide a "minimum bund:e" of public services. Little evidence exists
that links fiscal stress with education spending levels.. Courts, however,
may require that state education funding systems be adapted to account
for municipal overburden. In the authors' view, court mandated remedies
may be very costly or may require States to mandate education spending
levels.

Esther 0. Tron
Project Officer

,
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THE REVENUE LIMITATION MOVEMENT IN CALIFORNIA: 1968-1978*

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES iNFORMATIOW

CENTER (ERIC)

&Xis document has bun reproduced
received from the person or orgenizetion
originating it.
Minor changes have been made to improve
reproduction quality.

I. Introduction Points of view of opinions stated in this dom.
mint do not necessarily represent official NIE
maroon or policy.

On June 8, 1978, the voters of heNState of California overwhelmingly approved

the most significant property tax relief mei-Sure...in the state's, and probably the

country's, history. In spite of the opposition of most of state's political leaders and

over the protests, of most locally elected officials, the voters approved a simplistic

proposal which would remove $7 billion from the property tai ,rolls of the state, throw

the state and local agencies of government into unprecedented turmoil and force

government officials throughout the country to take notice.

In this paper, we will (1) examine the factors leading to this momentous political

event, (2) analyze the Initiative, (3) explore the preliminary legislative response, (4)

examine the short term impact on local agencies of government, mid (5) speculate about

the post Proposition 13 future.

The paper will have as a particular fond, the impact of Proposition 13 on

wheat. California's schools, more than any other local governmental entity were

dependent on the property tax as a source of revenue and consequently were made the

most vulnerable by its loss. In addition, California's school finance system has undergone

*Gerald C. Hayward, Director of Government and Public Relations,
California Community Colleges. (Formerly, principal consultant
to the State Senate Committee on Finance).

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of legislative
staff members, the Office of the Legislative Analyst and the
Department of Finance in the preparation of this paper.
Especially helpful have been Martin Helinke of the Senate Office

? of Research, Cliff Al lenby of the Department of Finance and John
KVickerman of the Office of the Legislative Analyst. Of course,
any errors in this report are attributable solely to the

r0 author. Special thanks go to Pam Hawes, whose help was
ft./ invaluable. .

0 Finally, and most importantly, I wish to acknowledge publicly the
truly extraordinary efforts Of the Charman of the California

r_gt Senate Finance Committee, Albert S. Rodda, in meeting the
challenge of Proposition 13. Nobody could have done it better.

1
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a decade of change unmatched In its history.- Ot particular interest will be the ability of

the school System to withstand what may well be its most serious challenge. we will also
explore tax implications, the Impact on local governmental entities othPP than schools

and the implications for the state as a whole.

It If important to note the tentative and speculative nature of this paper.
California is still in the midst of the first year of experience in the post Proposition 13

era. As this is written, the Legislature has not yet decided what kind of funding

mechanisms will exist In the' fiscal year, commencing July I 1979. Another statewide
initiative calling for a spending limit on government has just qualified for the ballot end

could conceivably be before the voters this summer. The double impact of an
expenditure limitation on top of the massive property tax relief contained in Proposition
13 makes the future even more difficult to assess.

II. Roots

The "message of 13" was a popular, rallying cry in political campaigns all over the
nation in the fall of 1978. Depending on the campaigner and the campaign, PropoSition

13 was a general tax revolt, or a property tax revolt, or an anti-government message, or
an anti-politician peaceful revolution, or all of the above. It was alternately a blow
against waste in government, against fluoride, against centralization, against corruption
in government, or against lying politicians. It was, in sum, a protest against almost
anything about taxes or government that anybody didn't like. Clearly, the "message of
13" was not clear. In this section we will examine five factors Which may help explain
why this Propostion succeeded where all its predecessors failed. All five are inextricably

interwoven and mutually reinforcing. Starting with ,what is generally agreed to be the
heart of the Proposition 13 movement anti-tax sentiment (particularly the property
tax) we will explore four additional factors:
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=-Therdalifornitilnitiative process which permits the voters- to overrule the
judgement of the'Legislature in a direct, fairly simply-manner; .

The dietachantment with government marked by increasing public
.° concern over governmental- eXpenditUres and growing cynicism about the

purpOses and services of government; .

,The-inability of the Legislature to respond meaningfully and in a timely
manner`to the property tax problem;

The California surplus which, like Topsy, just "growed and growed" much
-to the embarrassment of.just about everybody except Howard Jarvis.

A. Taxes

The Governor's Budget for California proposes to spend $33.7 billion in 1979-80.

That works out to above $92 million a day, or $1,470. for each Californian. The majority.

(about $17.1 billion) of the state's expenditures are funded from the state's General Fund,

which is, in turn, funded by a variety of taxing sources. About 80% of the General Fund

dollars will flow to local agencies ,of government (cities, counties, special districts and

schools) to assist- their operations. In addition, about $8.5 to 7.5 billion is expected to be

generated fro'm local' property taxes in 1979780.

If indeed, as widely touted, Proposition 13 was a taxpayer's revoltlit is important

to review California's tax structure. The Section which follows will Include a description

of the major tax sources of state and local revenue (including property;. taxes), a

discussion of the phenomenal growth rate in some of those tax sources and a comparison

of tax structure and growth rate of California with other states.

1. State Taxes1 Total state 1978-79 fiscal year2 revenue for California is anticipated

to be approximately $17.1 billion. Of these funds, approximately $2.4 billion are special

fund revenues3 which can only be expended for specific purposes. The remaining $14.7

1 Governor's Budget, 1979-80

2 California's fiscal year is prom July 1 to June 30.
3 Motor vehicle taxes and fees account for 7896 of all special
fund revenue, much of which is designated to be returned to local
governments and for various state programs relatel to
transportation and services to vehicle owners.

3
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billion (about 85% of the total) is deposited in the General Fund which is then allocated

by statute or through the anaual budget bill for the general expenditures of the state.
The major source es, sales and use, personal income, and bank and corporation taxes,
provide

over 85% of General Fund revenue4. The major tax sources, revenue produced, and
pertinent proiisions include:

a. Sales and Use Tax - Oa Billion. The California sales tax was enacted in
1933. The use tax was enacted in 1935 and has always been at the same rate as "the sales
tax'. In 1955 an additional 1% was.added which allowed cities and counties to impose a
state administered sales and use tax. The sales tax is based on gross receipts froM sales

of tangible personal property for final consumption-and the use tax is measured by the
sales price of tangible personal property which is Lored, used or otherwise consumed'
within the state.

c-

The California rate has increased from its original 1!_1/2% in. 1933 to a rate of
6%. 'This rate now includes a 4-3/4% state rate, a 1% uniform local sales and use tax
rate and a 1/4% county tax (included since 1972) to be used for the support of local
transit systems5. Several items are exempted from ttie sales tax, including sales of
natural gas, electricity, water, food for home consumption, newspapers, periodicals and

prescription medicines.

The revenue generated by California's sales tax has historically paralleled the
growth in California's personal income growth. However, since 19i546 the growth in
spending has occurred at a rate 50% greater than growth in personal income, reflecting a
substantial increase in consumer debt. Sales tax revenues increased at the extraordinary

4Other taxes, such as taxes on insurance, inheritance and gifts,cigarettes, alcoholic beverages and parimutuel betting on horses,riake up a significant portion of California revenue, but noneprovides enough revenue to be considereda reasonable alternativeSo the major sources cited above.
Some areas of the state levy a 1/2 cent additional sales tax tosupport their local regional transit system.



rates of 15.1% in 1976 -77 and 1,7.596in 1977-78. The state's economic forecasters doubt

such a high-growth rate can be sustained.

b. Personal boon% Tax - $4.7 Billion. The California personal income tax was

originally enacted In 1935.at a rate which was graduated from 1% cn taxable income-

under $b,000 to 15% on taxableineome in excess of $250,000. Both .the tarrates and the

levels of income subject to taxation have changed'significantly since enactment. The

California law contains a, low-incoMe tax credit which exempts single persons with

income less than $5,000 ($10,000 for married couples). The tax is currently imposed on

net California taxable income (gross income less deductions) with tax rates ranging from

1% to11%.
,1

Because of the highly progressive nature of ire California schedule and the high

rate of inflation, income tax collections since 1974 far exceeded the growth in California

personal hicome. As individuals moved upward through the income brackets, the impact

on state revenue& was quite dramatic. While California income grew by 10.55% in 1974,

income tax collections in 1974-75 grew by over 40%! The next three years saw-an

average growth in personal income of slightly above 10% while revenues from the income

tax grew by over 20% per year.

In 1978, in response to the Proposition 13 mood and growing taxpayer unrest about

this phenomenon, the California Legislature enacted AB 3082 which provided for, among

other things, an upward adjustment of income brackets by the annual percentage change

in the California Coniunier Price Index (C.C.P.L) in excess of 3%. In addition, tax

credits were increased by the annual percentage* change in C.C.P.I. and a one time
o

increase in personel income tax credit was gtanted. The measure is estimated to reduce

projected state revenues by almost a billion dollars in 1978-79. The ongoing features of

SB 3082 will reduce state revenues by about $800 million in 1979-80, and substantially

higher amounts each year thereafter.

C

>
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Revenues generated by the income tax more than_doubled-fromA97-3-74-to-1675-
77. From 1966-67 to 1976-77 personal income-tax collections increased almost. sixfold

from $627 million to $3.761 billion.- Next to the growth in property taxes, .it was the

1growth
in personal income taxes that most anguished Californian taxpayers.

c. Bank- -and Corporation Tax - $2.3 billion. The bank_ and corporation tax was

{.enacted in 1929 as a privilege tax levied on corporations doing business in California.

Gerieral- corporations currently pay a 9% rate on net income. Banks and other financial

institutions pay an additional tax, not to exceed 4%, based on net income. The tax on
bonds is in lieu of all state and local-taxes except real property and motor vehicles. Bank

and corporation taxes grew by only 2.6% in 1975-76 due to -the- effects of the recession

but in the next two years had a truly astounding growth rate of 27% per year. When one

takes into account that the bank' and corporation' tax rate, is not graduated, the gain is

even more remarkable and is further testimony to the phenomenal growth in California

economyeduring this period. Economists project this growth pattern cannot continue.'

d. Tax Growth. In order to compare the growth of these tax sources with the
i

growth in Californian Population and personal income, a five-year period from 1973/.1978
,..

was selected. In that period the California populatiOn increased from 20.6 million to 22.3

' million, a growth rate of 8%, an average growth of only 1.6%. Personal income,

1

however, grew from $112.4 million to. $197.4 Million, a growth rate of 76% and an
:average- of 15%.

,!"..!,,:,

General Fund revenue grew from $6.4 billion to $14 billion, an increase 'of 118%

and an average increase of 24%. In that same periodi -taxes per capita were increasing

from $366.91 to $622.55, an increase of 103% and an averagegf110.5!,'6. However, when

one uses another, more meaningful, measure of tax incidence,. general Fund taxes per
.,-

$100 of;Personal income, the figures show, a growth frorn,;$0.66,ito.,$7.09 in the period
--n, f --observed, an increased of 25% and a more modest average inereaseof 5%., ..

1



While, the rate,,Or gri*tkof ,pereonal-income in the five year period was Trite

substantial, it was drathatieelly exceeded by General Fun" tar revenue, because of the

,progresSivity income ',tax and the.generally,favorable business. climate. Even when

General. Fund taxes are controlled fOr personal income growth, they still. show a 5% per

year averageincrease.

As noted above, state General Fund tax collections increased.by 118% from 1973
,

to 1978. In that same period, revenue from sales and use taxes increased from $2.2

billion to $5- billion, an increase of 127%. Personal income taxes grew from $1.9 billion

"to $4.7 billion, an incridible.increase of 147%. Bank and corporation taxes grew at least

as dram4ticallY, from $867,000 to $2 billion,' a. growth of 141%.

In sum,- California's,revenues during the 1973-to 1978 period grew at a phenomenal

rate, -reflecting the progressivity of California's income tax; the overall health of the

California 'economy and' the Willingness of the California citizenry to go into debt As

never before. None of the economic analyses of the state's economy predict the state

can sustain- such growth. Realistically, with the inderfing provisions adopted in AB 3082,

the growth rate in at least one major source, personal income tax, cannot keep pace with

prior years.

2. Property Taxes The 'centerpiece of the Proposition 13 campaign was property

taxation. California citizens were genuinely frightened by the high levels and the

unprecedented growth. A California poll conducted during the summer of 1977, showed

that 60% of the respondents felt property taxes were RI high. Even opponents of

Proposition f3 generally agreed that property taxes should' be reduced. A recurrent

image throughout the Campaign was the proverbial little old lady being driven from her

home by exorbitant property taxes which she could not pay because she lived on a fixed

income. Although the number of people so affected was never verified and in fact was

probably quite small. the successful imagery and the plausibility of the outcome was such

that it was perceived by the voters as a not unrealistic possibility. In .this section, a brief
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.description of the mechanics of Californians per-Porposition 13 property tax system will

serve- as a base for an analysis of the prodigious increases in assessed value which drove

property taxes higher and higher.

a. Pre-proposition i3 Property Tax System, Prior to Proposition 13, the California

property tax system operated in the following manner:

Assessments - All property was assessed at 25% of full value. Full value was

based upon the assessor's estimate of the fair market value of the property.

Because all property was not revalued each year, the actual assessments fell short

of the prescribed 25% of fair market value.

Exemptions - The major eiamptions inchiiksd property owned by the government,

cemeteries, hospitals, property used exclusively for religious, scientific,

charitable or educational purposes, crops and household furnishings. Other

properties given preferential treatment included open space land, historically

significant property, nonprofit golf courses, property owned by veterans, owner

occupied homes and a portion of business inventories.

Tax Rates - California tax rates were based on a specific dollar rate for each $100

of assessed value. Each level of local government: cities, counties, school

districts and special districts (such as fire, mosquito, abatement or a district

established for another special purpose) was authorized to levy a property tax..

The County Boards of Supervisors were responsible for collecting the taxes and

distributing the revenues.

Tax Rate Limit - Cities, counties and special districts were limited to tax rates no

higher than the rate In effect in one of two base years 1971-72 or 1972-73. School

districts were treated differently. Instead of a tax rate limitation they operated
nr

under a revenue limitation. The tax rate limit on cities, counties and special
,

districts proved to be of little impact in reducing local government expenditures

because in most cases the rapid assessed value growth permitted substantial

increases in expenditures.

15



As an exam* Of 'heir California property tax system Worked prior to

-Proposition 13, Corisider.thelollewing ortse: A homeowner living in his $80,000 hoMe in a
,

county With a.-tax riWof. $10 per $200 Of assessed valuation (about the state average

prior to Proposition 13).. The: house, is assessed itt:25% of market value or $20,000. Under

California.laiv $1,750 of, tlies::asSessed value of a homeowner's hime is exempted from

property taxation so the $10..4it rate per $100 of assessed Valtie when applied to $18,250

would produce a tax of $1,825.

b. Property Tax Growth California's property taxes were about 40% greater than

the national average in 1976:and the state ranked fourth nationally in taxes per $1,000 of

income ($84.90).8 There are'several. factors which contributed to California's position

but three are particularly impOrtaat:

Assessment Practices :' In 1967, the Legislature passed the Petris-Knox bill (AR 80)

which altered California's assessment practiCes. Whit was seen as a strong reform law in

the late 1960x,- actually proved to be a major cause leading to the passage of Propostion

13 over a decade later.

In.1965, the two principal San Francisco papers (Chronical and Examiner) began

competing series on assessment praCtices within San Francisco. Included among the

findings were cases where. locally elected assessors received campaign contributions

conditioned upon a lowered assessed valuation on the contributor's bbsiness property.

The public, and then the Legislature, became incensed and AS 80 was passed. It called

for a uniform statewide ratio between a property's assessed' value and its market value.

In-addition, provision was made for sufficient reassessment to keep the ratio constant.

Local-assessors were given three- years to reassess all property to 25% of market value

with provisions for reassessments on a periodic basis to keep the ratio constant. The

State Board of Equalization was to monitor the local assessment practices.

°Source: Governmental Finances, 1976-77
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The AB 80 reform was based on the notion that business paid less than its fair
share of the property taxes. In point of fact, business paid relatively -more. San
Francisco's single family homes were assessed at only 9% of market value while business
property was taxed at 35% of market value.?

San Francisco was the-Mist dramatic- case of assessment differential but the
principal generally held statewide. By requiring a uniform tax ratio for all property, the .

Legislature actually shifted a substantial portion of the property tax burden from the
business/commercial community to homeowners. Because the turnover of
business/commercial property occurs on a much less frequent basis than the turnover of,
homes, the market value for business property was less frequently established than for
homes, leading to a further shifting of the incidence of property taxes to the
homeowner. This shift to the homeowner of property tax incidence became increasingly
noticeable in the sevenC..s and created added anti-property tax pressures. Thus, it wase.
"reform" bill that served is one of the major stimulants to Proposition 13.

Assessed Value Growth: General inflation and the incredible growth in the value
of single family residences led, over the past decade, to,significant increases in assessed
values, far outstripping the increases in the%Consumer Price Index and population.
Annual percentage increases in assessed values have ranged from a low of 5.3% in 1968-
69 to a high of 14.4% in the 1977778' fiscal year. The average annual growth rate over
the ten year period was-8.89 However, within the ,last, four years the average annual
rate has increased by an average of.12.4%. The LegisliltivAt Analyst8 reports that at this
rate; compounded, assessed value ,inIthelstatet,woulcl,double:every:six years. Because
properties are not assessed annually, ,it shOuldbe:noted tliaOuvindividual taxpayer might

\7See Diane B. Paul's The Politics of the Pro ert Tax, Lexington,
Wassachusetts, D.C. Heath tic Co., 1975°California's Legislative Analyst is the Legislature's answer tothe Governorrs Department of Finance. The office is responsibledirectly to the Legislature and advises on fiscal matters,particularly those relating to the Governor's budget.

10
1



find his assessed value in any given year growl* by ra amount significantly greater than

the county or statewide average. Assessed value changes in excess of 100%, while

uncommon, were not unheard of.

-Tax Rate Changes: The final element in the tax revenue picture is the tax rate,

which grew at a rapid rate for the first half of the last decade but levelled off and

actually declined slightly in the second ha.1.9

The major cause for the relative slow growth in tax rates stems from the

statewide funding formula for schools which caused dramatic decreases in property tax

rates and the rapid assessed value growth which gave other agencies of local government

sufficient operating revenues without requiring the tax rate increases. Most local

agencies, in fact, did not even levy the rates authorized by statute.

Table I

Growth of Assessed Values and Tax Rates
1967-68 Through 1978-79

Fiscal
Year

Taxable Assessed Values,,
Amount Percentage

(Millions)ions) Growth

Statewide Average Tax Rate
Rate Per Percentage

S100 -of 'AV Change

1967-68 ; 46,187 111# 41.. $ 8.90 --
1968-69 48,627 5.3 . 9.30 4.5
1969-70 52,115. 7.2 9.92 6.7
1970-71 55,580 6.7 10.85 9.4
1971-72 58,785 5.8 11.43 5.4
1972-73 62,791 6.8 11.46 0.3
1973-74 67,278 7.2 11.15 -2.7
1974-75 74,299 10.4 11.24 0.8
1975-76 82,689 , 11.3 11.33 0.8
1976-77 93,717 13.3 11.19 -1.2
1977-78 106,694 14.4 10.68 -4.6

Source: Legislative Analyst

9See Table I.

?veil-WOW"



Due to the combined effect of the above three factors, total local property 'tax
revenues grew from about $4.1 billion In 1967-68 to an estimated $11.9 billion in
1977-78.10 Per capita property tan_ have more than doubled from $214 per person In
1967-68 to $525 in 1977-78. However, because of the growth- of California personal
income, the ratio of property taxes per $100 of personal income has grown by' over
the decade, a more modest increase. This represents an almost threefold growth, an
average growth rate of almost 16%.

The relatively slow growth of property taxes per $100 of personal income was more
than offset by the visibility of the property tax and the dramatic shift of the overall tax
burden to the homeowner. In the 1973-1977 period, housing prices in the major
metropolitan areas of the state were increasing at about 15% per year. It should he
emphasized that in a typical county, reassessments take place every two or three years,
so than an individual homeowner in a major metropolitan area during this period might
see his assessment jump by 30% or 45% every assessment period. Given the size and-
nature of these increases, it is'not difficult to understand the underlying unrest among
the property taxpayers of the state.

3. Comparisons with-other States By any index, California is a high taxing state. In

terms of general tax revenue for each $1,000 of personal income in 1976 -77 California
ranked third, e...:,:eded only by Alaska and New York.11 In terms of property taxes, in
1976-77 California ranked fourth. For each $1,000 of.personatincome Californians paid
out $65.14 for 'property taxes, exceeded only by Alaska, Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. In similar comparisons for 1977, California ranked fifteenth and sixteenth
respectively in terms of income tax and individual income taxes. Given the spectacular

"Part of the $41:4 billion (about-31.2 billion)° is neveractually paid by property owners because of state' property taxrelief subventions to local government.
11U.S. Bureau of the Census, bovernmental Finances, 1976-77.t



,growth of the California economy, figures for 1978 will show California even higher in

the- rankings.

Perhaps even more importantly, in terms of the tax revolt movement California
P.

was rated third In the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations study,

Measuring the Fiscal Blood Pressure of the States 196445.12 California trailed only
, 1,

New York and Missachuietti in the "Thigh and rising", category determined by a two

dimensional measure displaying a state's current position relative to the median state and
,,,.

the state's tax growth since the base year, 1964. It is especially' significant to note that

California not only ranked high in absolute terms, but its rate of growth was also among

the highest.

To add flame to the property tax revolt fire, California ranked 42nd among the 50

states in terms of reliance on state sources as a percentage of total state-local revenues.

By the latter half of the 1970s, California was well established as a taxation leader

among the states. Both its state and local taxes were high relative to other states and

its taxation growth rate was little short of phenomenal. -Although the general public was

probibly not aware of California's relative ranking among the states, it was becoming
O

more urgently interested in what was perceived as runaway taxation. The citizens in

most other states would have had to either generate more heat on their legislators or

wait until the next election to "throw the rascals out". But in Californias a more

convenient and expeditious alternative existed: the initiative.

B. Earlier Initiatives

Section 8 of Article- II of the California Constitution, `sets forth the constitutional

guarantee for the initiative process. California has the most liberal initiative process in

the United States. An initiative statute may be placed on the ballot by a petition signed

13



by electors Nual to five percent of the total number of voters who voted for Governor in

the last election.' A constitutional amendment such as Proposition 13 requires signatures

equaling eight percent. The initiative process dates from the early years of the 20th

century when California's most noted Governor, Hiram Johnson, wrested control of the

state from the Southern Pacific railroad.

California has had a long and stormy history of utilization of the initiative

process. Issues varying from housing, busing and the death penalty have shared positions

on the ballot with pornography, coastline control and smoking. Although most measures

introduced through the initiative process do not receive final voter approval, it is a fairly

'simple matter, if one has the money and/or the manpower, to qualify a propostion for.the

ballot.. There are firms which specialize in getting initiatives on the ballot for a
specified fee per signature.

Proposition 13 was not. the first tax or expenditure control measure on the ballot in

California. In fact, the last decade alone witnessed three such efforts, all of them

unsuccessful, but definitely precursors to the success of Proposition 13.

1. The Watson Initiative - 1968 The Watson Initiative could trace its lineage directly to

the Petris/Knox bill. The resulting shift in tax burden caused large increases in the

average homeowner's property tax. Phillip Watson, the 'County Assessor of Los Angeles,

instigated the Initiative, which qualified as Proposition 9 on the November 1968 harlot.

The proposal called for the division of property tax revenues into two categories - one

for "people related services" (such as education and welfare) and the other for "property

related services" (the remaining local government functions). "People related'services"

were to be phased off dependence on the property tax, while for the purposes of

remaining "property related services", the tax would be limited to 1% of current market

value.12

12In 1968, the average tax43111 equalled about 2-1/2% of marketvalue.
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To counteract the Watson Initiative, the Legislature also placed a constitutional

amendment on the 1988 ballot. It was a very simple homeowner's exemption, allowing

the first $750 of an owner occupied home to be exempted from property tax. It also

exempted the first 15% of the value of business inventories and authorized the

Legis.sture by subsequent action to increase the homeowner's exemption to $1,750 and

the businiss inventory exemption to 50%.

The ensuing campaign pictured the Watson Initiative as irresponsible (cutting

education and welfare) with a high probability of sales and insurance tax increases. The

legislatively sponsored homeowner's exemption was portrayed as "responsible" with more

certain results. Levy and Zamolo13 In their excellent analysis of Proposition 13,

maintain that the general economic climate in California wag good and the level of

satisfaction toward the cost of public services was still relatively high in 1988 and this,

more than any other factor, determined the outcome of the election. The legislatively

sponsored homeowner's exemption was approved by 54% of the voters and the Watson

Initlat:ve went down to an overwhelming 2-1 defeat.

2. The Watson Initiative - 1972 Watson II was similar in general outline to its

predecessor with two imOortarif differences. First, it specified the sources of

replacement revenue (sales tax, liquor tax, cigarette Lax and corporate income tax) for

the reduction in the income tax. Second, it established a uniform educational

expenditure with a fixed state-local total of $850 Per A.D.A. The a.zohol and tobacco

industries joined forces with a set of unusual colleagues, the educational establishment,

to oppose the Initiative vigorously. Governor Ronald Reagan and the Legislature, fearing

a substantial revenue shortfall from the measure, also joined in active opposition.

I3Frank Levy and-.Paul Zamolo, "The Preconditions of.Proposition
13", Working Paper 1105-01, October 1978, Department of Housing
and Urban Development.
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Despite a declining economic climate and continued acc(sleration of *sassed values, the

second Watson Initiative fared only slightly better than Watson!, getting only 34% of the

vote.

In the meantime, the Legislature was embroiled in an extended battle to proilde

property tax relief, Serrano compliance and 'controls on local government expenditures.

The two most powerful politicians in the state, the Republican Governor Ronald Reagan
.

and the Democratic Assembly Speaker Robert Moretti, ,joined forces to endorse Senate

Bill 90 which had as its major ptovisions:

1. The imposition of an additional one cent on the sales tax;

2. Revenue limits placed on schools and wealth equalization features designed to

comply with Serrano;

3. Tax rate limits placed on cities, counties and special districts;

4. An increase in the homeowner's exemption and the business inventory tax to

the maximum provided in the Constitution;

5. A tax credit for renters. .

After a long holdout by the more liberal Democrats in the Senate who 'objected to

the sales tax increase and who viewed the Serrano features to be inadequate, the bill was

finally passed,, partly as a result of pressure from the educational lobby who were

desperate for additional funds. The Legislature had once again delivered a more

moderate, if slightly belated response to ,the increasing voter demands for property tax

relief. It is also important to note that by /972 the issue had shifted beyond more.

property tax relief and had begun to encompass expenditure limitations.

3. Proposition I - 1973 Governor Ronald Reagan, dissatisfied with the government

expenditure limitations imposed by SB 90, attempted, by the initiative process and by

calling a special election, to lend the imprimatur of his office to a measure which would

have tightened the eicpanditure limitations on local government and would have required

a two-thir... vote, instead,of a simple majority to increase taxes. More importantly, the
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-anitiure featured: on State- expenditures. Thelimit was establisned

grath in personal indonii Statewide:

-Given what we hail' recently- experienced in personal income growth rates, the

limiteion now seems relatively genernits. However, in 1973 it was viewed, eapecially by
,

the Legislature, as overly restrictive on the state's capability to expend funds. Public

sector employees Seined 'forces with the Legislature and other Reagan political foes in

, the campaign against 'Propoeition I. The complexity of the Proposition and the relative

newness of that concept for the average voter, plus the resistance on the. part of many

voters who saw it as-a-political move on Reagan'a part to establish a national campaign

platform plank, helped to bring about its defeat. However,: the martin of defeat was

significantly less than for the two prior statewide propositions, perhaps indicating that

the voters were feeling a little more antagonism toward the public sector. Proposition I

failed, but received a 44, percent affirmative vote.

It is important to note that during this period, in response to the initiative

challenges, the Legislature answered with simpler, 'more "responsible", less drastic,

alternatives. First came the constitutional amendment 'authorizing. the homeowner's

vemption, and then 913 90. However, in spite of the legislative response, the public

attitude began to-shift and in the Proposition I campaign i definite swing to the

anti-government theme can be noted. The comparatively narrow defeat of Proposition I

should have served as a warning for the- movement to come, and the increasing

disenchantment with government by the votes.

C: Disenchantment with Government

The decade just prior to Proposition 13 saw a growth rate in state and focal

governmental expenditures which .far outstripped inflation and population growth within

State: -'11hb growth lireic--pendiutres was not pere4iv0 -if predtichig an equivalend

increase in the quality or quantity of governmental services and when this factor was

coupled with an increasingly evident mistrust of public servants, it added an anti-
.
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government component to the anti-tax theme mentioned earlier.

1. Growth in Expenditures a) State: In the decade from 1967-68, state Qenel:al find,

expendiutres grew froM $3.3` billion in 1967-68 to $1.1.0 billion 1977-78, an average

growth rate of 13.9%. The growth rates ranged from 3.6% in Reagan's first veer of his

second term, to a high of 30% in 1973-741 the first year of implementation of SR 90.

Over that same period the population grew at an average rate of 1.5% and the Consumer

Price Index grew at about 6.3% per year. A better indicator of government sector costs,

the state and local government price deflator; grew at an average 7.4%." In the

meantime, as mentioned earlier, personal income greiv at an aver4e rate of 9.R %.

b) Loeal: From 1967-68 to 1,976-77, the growth in local expenditures was

spectacular. County General Fund expenditureti excluding debt service, Increased from

$2.75 billion to $7.15 billion an increase of 160%. The major categories of expenditure in *-

city govr:rnmentfir, ew overIthe same period of time from $1.27 billion to $3.44 billion, an

equally impressive increase of almost 175%. School expenditUres grew at about the same

rate over the decade but hada distinctly different pattern based upon the school finance

law in effect at the time. The period of 1967-68 through 1971-72 was a period of low to

moderate growth, with the schools getting little increase in state support and ;widest

increases based upon property tax growth. After ST3 40, the school's received double digit

inflation adjustment growth for three years and then settied into a growth pattern from

1974-1977 roughly equivalent to the growth in county expenditures. From 1471-73 and an

expenditure total of 86.62 billion, schools in K-12 by 1978-79, were expending $9.48

billion, an average,growth rate of about 5.1% per year.
_ _

It is significant to note that SR 90 moved school districts off .a tax rate limit based

formula and placed schools under revenue limit controls." Had schools peen. able to

14Office of Legislative Analyst, Analysis of .the !ludget Rill,yorious years.
"Under revenue limits, if school revenues exceed the limit, theproperty tax rate is' automatically adjusted downward.
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receive the benefits of the fantastic assessed value increases in the period after SD P.0,

,

the property tax increases cited earlier would have been much higher.

1. Public Attitude Probably more important than the actual dollar expenditure growth

were the increasingly skeptical public views of public service. Public skepticism was

often highest about those services which enjoyed major growth during the last decade,

namely health, welfare and public employee benefits.

Several factors aided in the erosion of public 'confidence in Public services:

a. The growth in major welfare irogruns - over 200% in the decade, publicity

concerning growing welfare fraud, and the frequently held perception that

there was no incentive for welfare beneficiaries to "get off the dole".

b. The growth in major health programs and the continuing allegations 'abOut

governmental inefficiency in adminigtering the program, and allegations of.

/political pay-offs to and from health care providers.

c. The growing antipathy toward the public schools generated by growing

mistrust of the schools of the 90s,, the declining student achievement scores,

growing teacher militancy, forced busing, the advent of collective bargaining

and the general perception that school dis:ricts are top-heavy

administratively, all can be added to the fact that school costs were

escalating at a time of declining enrollment.

d. The growing problem,. associated with public employee retirement systems

which often are woefully underfunded. This, plus the perception of excessive
/.

protection through tenure f civil service and perception of "excessive"

benefits (dental, vacation, pensions etc.) added to the public's concern.

e. The Watergate mentality, which had tremendous carryover effect to all

political figures and which led to a general mistrust of politicians; neither

state nor local political limes were able to escape the tarnish of Watergate.

nrowing public sector costs, plus growing mistrust and appfehension about the

19
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quality of publikservices and servants .when added to general anti-pOlitician attitudes

fostereeby Watergate; created a not-so-strange anti-goyernment bedfellow for the-

anti tax advocates.

In the past, the Legislature had always been able, to rise to the occasion and:.

iforestall any challenges bought through the initiative process, no matter who the

bedfellows. Many Obtervers,4mthey,Woul0 do so ataPiiiThey. were wrong.

D. L10litivelnititictiteferm'
Thi1977"legitlathie:sesaion:opepeit with ,the enactment of a major tax relief bill as.

the top ;priority for most legislator's., In, l'aut,the enthipijasm was so great that the

Senate -passed thret,.stieh--MeisUres, one 7-generaliy,,,derribed,tas- the Governor's Tax,

ReforM Bill, a amend - supported: by the liberal Demeeratseoi,the Senate, and'a third a

personal income:tax-relief bill which.featuredan inoexing;otsthebraekets by an inflation.

facto;,16' .* .

1. Key Questions The two competitive. to theJiberal,Democratiebill were killed in the

Asiembly and that measure,.,senate Bill 154, became theyehiele for Potential reform.

When the Senate refused to concur in Assembly amendments, the bill was sent to a six

member, two house conference committee charged with the responsiblity of approving a

bill which could' achieve the required 2/3 vote in' each house. The conferees faced the

same problems that had plagued their predecessors and would Plague their successors.

Essentially, the problems can be characterized as "How much?" and "To whom?".

The year, 1977; saw enactment of -Assembly Bill 65,,,the most expensive and most
5, 4.

comprehensive- school finance bill ever enacted, in California. There was a constant

jockeying for position between the pro-education and pro-tax relief forcei. Each was

played off against the other by the Governor and the Department of Finance who were ,

"The California Income tax is highly progrestiVe
pushes salaries upward, the individual taxpayer I
automatically thrust into a higher bracket. The
from this phenomenon approaches $1 billion annual

. As inflation
Inds himself
income gehetated
1 y .
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Con'cernOd Viet an overly 'gener would Pas :legislation which would

ultimately lead to a tax increase. The fact.that California was attemotinglo enact a

Major school -finnenee bill designed to comply with Serrano and increase general funding

levels for a variety of educational progranis in the same year that tax reform legislation

was, being, sought, create a dilethma among the policy makers that was difficult to
solve. Coupled with the continued underestimates of the size of the statn surplus,

members of both houses argued whether the proposed tax relief would be enough to

forestall a possible initiative effort.

The other major issue was to whom the relief should be directed. Should relief be

focussed on those who had paid the most, or should it become a vehicle for income

redistribution? Generally speaking,. the Senate favored the former course, the Assembly

the latter. When SB 154 emerged from the joint conference comittee with the "circuit

breaker" concept" still intact, its passage in the-Assembly wakassured as tints its defeat

in the Senate. A "second, conference committee aehievorl the same result end the

LegiilitUre was foreed_to adjourn ht September without enacting a tax relief measurt..

The political problem .generated by the "circuit breaker" as contained in SR 154, was

simply thitt:not enough ,people got enough _relief. -Some 3396 of the homeowners would,

have received no relief and10% of the homeowners would have received $65 or less. In

retrospect, had the Legislature, known the size of the impending surplus, he ante could

have been Upped substantially - probably by enough to insure passsage. At this point,

neither the Legislature or the Governor was willing to guess wrong and fa the

prospects of a potential tax increase.

2. Senate Bill 1 and Proposition 8 It Is interesting to note that unlike the two Watson

Initiatives discussed 'earlier, the Legislature was unable to agree upOn a substantial

OThe circuit breaker is a tax relie
as one of the'variables to determine
Relief is inversely proportional to
two indiyiduals paying' the stme tax,
income.would receive more relief.
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f provision which uses income
the amount of relief.
Income, i.e., :1n the case of
thcone with the lower
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property tax relief package to pose as a counter to the forthcoming initiative assault..

The optimist among the legislators argued that there was still time and in early MR

enactment 'could still reach the ballot by June of that year. ilut once again the

Legislature became embroiled in the issues that had stymied action the year before. The

Governor did not help matters when he called a, special session - several observers felt it.
made it more difficult to achieve concensus Bills with no income redistributionai

effects tended to get bogged down in the liberally -dominated Senate Revenue and'

Taxation Committee while those containing the "circuit breaker" could not pass the more

conservative Senate Finance Committee. By this time a mild panic had begun to set in.

The Jarvis-Clann Initiative had qualified for the ballot and the tax relief promised by that.

measure looked truly gargantuan.'' Again the Legislature was hampered by the overly

conservative nature of the surplus estimates.' I Had thilike of the potential surplui been

known, a more attractive ballot proposition might- 'have gained relatively quick

approval. Finally, after weeks of jockeying for position betWeen members of both houses
I

and Advocates for each of. the distribitionar formulasejoint conference committee,

approved Senate Bill 1 which successfully 'Passed both houses on March 3, 1978. Its

implementation was conditioned upon the passage of its companion SCA 6 (which became

Proposition 8) on the ballot and the defeat of Proposition 13. SB I consisted of .five

major and separable programs. Each dealt with a different aspect of the property tax

problem faced by California taxpaYerS:

a. SB 1 would have imposed limitations on property tax revenue growth of cities,

counties and special districts. SB 1 would have allowed revenues to grow based on

increases in the GNP index for the cost of local government services. In those

areas of rapidly increasing assessments, SB 1 would have forced reductio s in

property tax rates. The higher the reassessment, the greater the reduction in tax

rates. -By Utilizing a :"differential tax rate" as authorized by Proposition 8, S 1

recognized the historical trend for owner occupied property values to increase at a

22
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both owner *Olaf property /all other property, SR 1

netild,:haveallowedgreater:.proPerti ter, reductions -AR homeowners than for

oWners of all, *Other -:Property.- -BothIroupt-of ::propertY would have benefited-by

redtieed grovithin;pcorril tylincetirderthe:looal revenue limit. The tax-savings

'from theaerliMitayOUN,Aippvt tirretriitipe.: was 'estimated that by 1981-82

$1.5 billiOnin potentially increased prOperty taxes would have been saved by these

limits:
`1.

SB 1 would have provided at least a 30% cut in homeowner property taxes beginning

in 1078-79. This reduction was.in additiorilo-the 'current homeowner's exemption.

This cut youldThavelieen-aecomplinhed -byz.state aSiumption_oLthe_tiomeownerta

applying *tine jOcal revenue limi*, ts to

share, of mate* eounty,healtk and welfare.,eosts,, and cut 'in tax rates- sO that the

total-11x rate reduction, ineltiding the redUction,attributable to welfare, would have

been 30%.

1 would have targeted .special,, additional relief to lower income senior citizen

hOrneovinets and renters ;by adding extra benefits into the Senior Citizens' Property

Tax Assistance Prograrn,4nd opening the:prograM-to near recipients.

SB 1 would have doubled' the existing income tax. credit for renters,from $37 to 575

'and would have extended the credit to" public assistance recipients for the first

time.

e. SB 1 would have imposed revenue limits on the state. All:revenues in excess of

personal income growth adjusted by a 1.2 elasticity factor would have accrued to an

Excess Revenue Fund. Such funds would have been specifically designated for

future taxpayer relief and other limited uses.

The California Constitution, Article X111,--requires both uniform assessments and

uniform tax rates for all classed of real property. Proposition 8 would have changed that

proviiion. Proposition 8 would have authorized a split rate to permit a lower tax rate for

23
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,--r owner-occupied dwellings than all other property. It -would _have expressly protected
i... __

commercial taxpayers from a shift thlit would finanbe homeowner's' relief. Uniform

assessments, based on fair market value, would have continued to be required under-

current law. Propostion 8 would have permitted the dual revenue limits contained in

SB 1. These limits would have required reductions,in tax rates for all property when
..,

assessed value increases exceedthe.growth in the revenue limit.

The provisions. of SB 1 and Proposition 8, if approved by the voters, would have

provided only $1.4 billion first year tax relief as compared to the $7 billion ommised by

Jarvis. The question- -most frequently asked in the legislative cootidors was "Is it.

enough ? ".

The Legislatuie had finally responded to the challenge of Jarvis-Gann just days

prior to the deadline for getting measures on the statewide ballot. Unfortunitely, the

size of relief and the complexity of the package caused one long time legislative

observer to note that the measure was simply "too little, too late and too hard to

understand."

Some have opined that a similar measure enacted a year earlier would have been

enough to forestall the Jarvis-Gann Initiative. However, most observers are of the

opinion that it was so complex and looked like such a small amount of relief when

compared with the ,Jarvis-Gann proposal that even an earlier, start would not have been

enough. They argue that the basic flaw with the legislative response was that it was

simply "not enough" and, the reason it was comparativelY'small can be directly attributed

to the projections about the size of the State'iurnlus:

E. Surplus

Before discussing the changing size of the California surplus, it may he helpful to

discuss briefly the process by which the Department of Finance makes estimates about

the state's revenues and expenditures.

Within the Department there is a unit responsible for forecasting the state of the
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California economy tar the'neXt fiseai year. The difficulty of projecting the economic

future fora statetatilarge andCompler as the State of California should he obvious. It is
, re&!, .!I .

this:prOjection. which forma the heart,of ,the,Governor's annual budget.-

Ght° of the contrib4ting problems to the understimation of the size of the annual
t: . t.1+ h0..et.`f ff tf

surplui has been the natural proclivities of,: the, Department of Finance to make "safe"

estimates. The reCiWIloi7ihe conservatism is the understandable tendency to protect

against overly optimistic projections which might lead to expenditures in excess of

revenues. This phenomenon, over time, inexorably results in the forecaster's nightmare -
1

the necessity for calling for .a tax increase. Even given the inclination towards caution,
-,

there is another, much more powerful explanation for the size of the surplus - the

absolutely unparalelled economic growth in the California economy since 1973-74,

especially in the two fiscal years preceding the passage of Propostion 13. For 1977, the

Department of Finance underestimated the state's economic performance in such areas,

as personal income, corporate profits, taxable sales, employment, building permits and

new car sales (the largest increase in history - 24.9%). Again in 1978, the Department
o

underestimated the state's economic performance in a number of dimensions: personal

income (strongest gain in 27 years) employment, taxable sales and corporate profits. In

fairness to the Department's prognostications, no other economic forecaster did much

_better and several were further off the mark.

The economic forecasts cited above are a part `of the Governor's Budget when
O

introduced. These estimates are then recalculated using more recent data and some time

in May are amended and become the base for another unit within the Department of

Finance to use for making revenue pi:ejections. Obviously, if the base portrays an

unrealistically conservative estimate of the economy, the ensuing revenue estimates will

be seriously understated. In just one meal., 1977-78, General Fund revenues were

underestimated by $1.3 billion, using January 1977 as the basis for Projection. Even the

lisp revised, estimate was $1 billion short of the actual revenue. This latter figure is

9,5
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especially significant 'because it is the last estimate the Legislature gets price; to

enactment of the budget.

At the same time that the revenue projections are being made, the Department of

Finance is also updating its January expenditure estimates for its May report to the

Legislature. Just as it is natural for financial prognosticators to underestimate revenues,

so it is natural to overestimate expenditures and for the same reason - to avoid a

,potential tax increase.

Table 2 reflects the growth in the state's surplus since 1973-74. The year end

surplui in 1973-74 was $180.1 million. It grew continuously through 1977-78, reaching

1---44,686.1 million on June 30, 1978. It is important to note that changes in the year end

surplus occurred-in 1977-78 and totalled $1.9 billion. (Caused by budget cuts generated

as a response to Proposition 13-3113-_

General Fund Surplus, 1973-74 throUgh-1977-78
(in millions)

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-1977 1977-78

Pr ior Year
Reserves (adjusted) $ 688.5 $ 383.0 $ 696.1 $ 904.6 $ 1,877.5
Revenues and.
Transfers 62965.0 617.3 9 612.8 11 380.6 11_3695.0
Net.Expendi tures VrITOT3.1 f$1,261W4 $9M1.7 --$1
(Annual Surplus
or Deficit) ( -443.8)( +349.9) (- +141.1)
Carry-Over
Reserves (-) 178.'2 105.4tr 77.0
Year-End Surplus 180.1 $ 554.7 3 731.8

0T495.1

(+885.5)(+1,913.6)

105.0 200.8
3.-1-1127 :r17116.1'

18The size of the surplus displayed fails to capture its true
magnitude until one realizes that in the period- 1977-78 and
1978-79. the Legislature passed: a $4'.2 billion local government
bail out in response to Proposition 13 (i rs iissurned thet, about
the same amount will be made available in 1979 -10)4 the largeSt
school finance bill in its. history with 4,nnuilf:eosts aoprooching
$1 billion; and the largest tax relief bill in the state.'s
history, again totalling-almtiat41.billien-Ithe4Irst year.
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te,,old.on nil, , !Mates were create confusion

einbarnOinlent ito....:Legiiiisittiriluict:the4Oitirnor_in the. subseqttent ,Proposition 13

caMeoeign. .The,credibility of the pOlitiehins in Sacramento was seriously eroded by the

consistent =overstatement of. ther-iitittesiarabieM,in. dealing, with Proposition 13. Both the
`z ;

Govrnor and his Department.of:Pinamexere under attack by other state officials, most

,proMinently the Controller .Of the ,state,:- and the State Treasurer, for their errors. in

,estimation. The GovernOrlhelPed bring about the high visibility of the suipius. Brown

'thought it enhaneed his national stature to be able to point to his record of frugality and

he used the surplus as a measure of his fiscal skills and conservative spending record.

Although there is some evidence that Brown didn't reveal all he knew about the size of

the surplus and-although, 'like other fiscal analysts, the Department of Finance portrayed

a conservative bias, the big problem in forecasting the suroluz occurred because of the

unprecedented and unpredictable growth in state revenues which apparently exceeded the

expectations of everybody, except Howard Jarvis.

F. 'Summary

Although property taxes provided the focus behind the "revolt", it is evident that

other factors contributed significantly to the Jarvis-Gann effort. While the.incidence of

the property 'tax was shifting more and more to homeowners, their other taxes were

too. ing at record rates. Revenue from the sales- tax had doubled in five years and

income, tax revenue - -had multiplied by. six times in the last decade. California, in

comparison with other states, was a high-taxing state and was growing even more so.

In spite of the growing evidence of the tax revolt,-the-begislaturc did not respond

as they had earlier in similar situations and failed to provide the necessary relief.. In

many other states there are no .alternatives to convincing or "turning out" a recalcitrant

7,egislature. In California that is not the case. Its citizens have a fairly simple and easy
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option - the initiative process. Although past efforts to reform and reduce taxes by this

process were not successful, those efforts served as precursors to the success that was to

follow.

Stung by legislative unrevonsivener rind the decreasing credibility of politicians in

general (epitomized by the increasing distrust generated by the inaccurate surplus

projections) the California citizenry were ripe for a "grass-roots" change effort. -Howard

Jarvis and Paul Gann provided the vehicle.

III. The Jarvis Gann Initiative

The tailore of the California Legislature to enact a meaningful property tax reform

measure in 1977 lent impetos to the effects of Howard Jarvis and Paul Gann to put their

own initiative on the ballot. Both had unsuccessfully sought to qualify initiatives before

(Jarvis had failed three earlier times). But this was to be different.

Jarvis, an offiitil of the Apartment Association of Los:Angeles, Director the

United Organization of Taxpayers; and a king time foe of the property tax, concentrated

his efforts to gain signatures in .Southern California. Thelnorthern California effort was

headed by the less bombastic, but no less persistent; Paul, Gann, the self-proclaimed

leader of "People's Advocates",,a group dedicated to reducing the size of government. It

was this interesting combination of the ebullient :Mr. Jarvis and the restrained Mr. Gann

that brought together in one package an anti-tax; anti-goVerfirient message which was to

deliver an unprecedented political victoryai .
t

Usho, very little money, but depending= onvarstrongcommunity based organization,
;

the Jarvis-Gann Initiative qualified with a irecord 1,2 -millioesignatures, almost three
R ,.* :; 4 .3

times the ^Wilber required. By ,Deeember ,1977;' the InitiativeiNhich was to become

Proposition 13, had qualified for incliiiiin-on-tho June 1978 ballot. )i

The Ca m pa ing that followed was one of the most interesting and volatile in the

history of the state. Jarvis and Gann relied most heavily on local citizens groups who

.2 8 ti
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-Ware tipset,by *Om* and "wasteful" government. Campaign.support also came from

apartment" house owners and other real estate groups but it wits the broad and locally

baled,. deeply. concerned taxpayer groups which formed the heart of the organization.1
s. .

Jarvis iuid Gann sudeessfully emphasized the role of the local groups by encouraging
-;Ar.. .

(-
them to form =and 'organize their can local campaigns: A significant portion of the

'3"1,- d t" ts, V ii 1'1"

campaign's Sticeess.eawba,Sitributi&to theporiasive utilisation of radio talk shows. In
"ii.:0244trol..11ti!.'iA,.,34.'14?)!.5',1iik.1

San Franciseo'imi:LesJingeles.eni:Ciallif hirdly turn the rade dial without hearing the
`if -111.

vocie of a ,PropoolOoliA3ePrOpOnent.:7-The talk ihew had the added advantage of being a
"1-16"0Spiti43.N1.,1.:'41,13t !frit'

"no-cost" campaigi.vieapon,,:.Jarvia and Claim were assisted by the campaign firm of

Butchei and Fords. 'Although this organization had little radio and television experience,

its campaign efforti were effective. The three campaign themes were entirely

predictable: anti-tax, antigovernment experuditure, and anti-politician. The "Yes on 13"

campaign rhetoric neiuded sueh statements as "send a message to those popcorn balls in
if' !

Sacramento", "" the fat ", "cut property taxes by two-thirds", and "show the politicians
".

who's boss".

The "No on 13" campaign was almost totally different. It was late getting started -.

a viable coalition was not formed' until February or March of -1978. The coalition,

primarily composed of labor, business, education, good goverment groups, public

employees and various politicians, was brought together through the leadership of the

California Assembly Speaker, Leo McCarthy and a California -Teacher Association

offiCial, Cal Rossi.2 One of the first actions of the coalition was to hire a highly

1The list of statewide organizations in favor included-the Farm
Bureau, the United Organization of Taxpayers and People's
Advocates.
The list of statewide organizations opposed included the

California Taxpayers Association, California Tax Reform
Association, California Fire Services CoalitioN, State Board of
Education, California Labor Federation AFL-CIO, League of Women
Voters4,California Teachers Association, Common Cause, League.of
California Cities, California Supervisors Association, California
State Employees Association, Sierra Club.
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successful and highly sought after campaign firm, Winner, Wagner and Associates.3

Winner-Wagner had been spectacularly successful in defeating anti-nuclear initiatives in

three states, including California, and in campaigning successfully for a parks and

beaches bond issue in 1376. In addition, their record of campaign successes for political

candidates was equally impressive. However, several decisions made by the firm were to

be criticized later by the,Propos ition's opponents: First, Winner-Wagner insisted on a

highly centralized, tightly controlled campaign, including the centralized development of

campaign materials and TV spots. Many of the potential local supporters were nut off by

the lack of local involvement in the strategy and implementation. Winner-Wagner had

additional problems. By the time the opponents had organized an anti-Proposition 13

coalition, had hired Winner-Wagner and had begun to solicit funds, it was getting

perilously late to buy the critical TV and other media time which is so vital to any

California political campaign.. Other critics.point out that the Winner-Wagner response

was tepid when compared with the *Jarvis campaign and that not enough emphasis was

placed on the potential anti-education, pro-business impact of Proposition 13. Perhaps

the major difficulty the firm had was in deciding which one of the three themes stressed

by Jarvis to attack. the dominant messages of the opposition were that the passage of

13 would result Ii increased sales and income taxes or drastic cuts in service or both and

that Proposition 13 contained no guaranteed renter relief.

Part of the opposition strategy was to discreditProposition 13 as irrational and
2.,

irresponsible. The Proposition 13 advocates countered 'with television advertisements

featuring Nobel Prize economist, Milton FriedMan. Winner-Wagner countered with their
' -tt %Litqlt:A.

own economist, Walter Heller, a move whiclidisplayed thtreactive,mocie of the anti-11,
r t ititi f44 f4.;,forces. ,. --,10

As if the battle was not sufficiently difficult, the,.pr000nents were.able to raise

3Jarvis-Gann even tried to gain their services -- they refused.

1



;$2.S million coniperedilltir.the41:6 m111166 raised bY.,the opPonenti.

. Throughout the campaign, the size of the state surplus was to be a- source of

continued embarrassment for the anti -13 coalition .members. Just as they made their

point that Proposition 13 would inevitably result in a major income or sales tax increase

or a drastic cut in public services, another estimate would be released from the

Department of Finance showinracklitional hundreds of millions of.dollars available from

the surplus. Jarvis was particularly successful in arguing that the important services,

tire, police. and education, would not be forced to undergo) the kinds of cuts portraye&oy

the opposition, because the surplus was more than sufficient to avoid the problems.
e

In February of 1978, the publif was asked its ?faction to Proposition 13 by the ,Field

Institute, a noted California based public opinion organization. About 56% stated they
,

were aware of Proposition 13, but only 30% were willing to take a position. This latter

group divided 20% for, 10% opposed. Although early results showed a two to one margin

for the proponents, the opposition took heart at the large number of undecided and
, ,

unaware voters. Field's experts stated that given the relatively low level of commitment

at this point, strong legislative action prior to June 6 could have a great effect on the

final decision. About six weeks later, Field published his second assessment of public

support for Proposition 13. His findings, caused guarded optimism in the camp of

opponents. ,field found that those .who,now claimed knowledge of Proposition 13 had
1, N I .

climbed from 56% to 70%. 52% of the total sampled stated they now had an opinion and
A ,:t`

and of these, the supporters barely edged the opponents 27% to 25%, a marked contrast

tothe February resulis.. The passage by the Legislature of a competing ballot measure

(Proposition 8) was seen as an aid In eroding some of the support for 13. However, Field's

survey closed on
ei

an ominous note, "...the proponent arguments, in general, promote more

intensely positive feelings than do the arguments of the opponents." In May, the next

round of Field results portrayed a still split public attitude with the supporters at 42%

and opponents at 3996. One of Proposition 13's major advocates, Assembly minority
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leader Paul Priolo, was quoted in the LotifteielLIimes as stating, "It doesn't look all

that good for passage of Proposition 13. I'd say it's nip and tuck at this point."

Two actions in May by the'*Los Angeles County Assessor turned what might have
o

been a close election into a rout. The Assessde; Alexander Pope, in an unprecedented
.

action and 'under pressure from the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, made
4

public residential reassessment notices in advance of their actual mailing, which would
4

normally not have occurred until July. The results were devastating. About one third of

the homeowners in Los Angeles County were .reassesaed' 1978 and the resulting

reassessments; many increasing by 100%, 'and the largest In 30 years, triggered an angry
.; ) ;

taxpayers' storm of protest. Pope then dropped bombshell two by proposing the
,

1978 reassessments be frozen at 1975' leVels (an illegal policy). This action caused a
.,1

negative reaction by the homeowners who had been reasiesseo in the prior two yews.
t ;;f:.

Pope had, by his early announcement of assessments, angered, about one third of the

homeowners and by his second action, alienated the remaitiing two thirds, especially

when it was discovered he had na power to enforce his latter promise. More than any

single event, many observers alledge that the actions by Pope had guaranteed the

outcome of the Proposition 13 elections.

The next Los Angeles Times poll on May 28, displayed the expected results. Now

the ayes led the noes by 55% to 39% with only 69( undecided. The legislative alternative

was viewed with ambivalence by the voters and led by 47% to 41%, down from the 51%

to 30% figure reported in late April.

The Field Pnil released June 3 confirmed the earlier Proposition 13 trends with 57%

supporting and only 39% in opposition. It was clear by now that an overwhelming victory

for Proposition 13 was all but inevitable. As if to underscore the victory, Governor Jerry

Brown, who had been one of Proposition 13's most vigorous critics referring to it as a

"rip-off" and "consumer fraud" and having accused Jarvis of "a kind of demagoguery",

quit the campaign trail and began making plans for its implementation. The media too
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captured tlii, idgnifieenov-ef.. thmoMent and ,the "California' Taxpayer Revolt"

ecame the heart OfithelnewaaridintervieW prams nationally.

The June 6 election-results.wercanticlimactie. Only three of California's 58
t

counties Nan -Prenciscoo:ltern- and ;Polo) opposed the Proposition as it won an

overwhelming 84.7% Noteraffirmationo.:Propositior. 8, the legislative counterproposal,
, -

was defeated 539C-to 4795,,nenierliavinbeen understood by.the voters.4

In retrospect and tirlispitcotlhe continued criticism of the anti-Proposition 13

campaign, -it seems .that :the decision; to join the themes of anti-taxation with anti-
..!:

government and anti-politicians' was crucial factor for the campaign's success. It meant

that at no time was there a single focus for the anti - Proposition 13 advocates and when

this lack of focus was coupled with the actions of the Los Angeles assessor and even

more importantly' with the specter of the huge property tax .increases which the

assessor's notices promised, the results-seemed preordained..

It should be emphasized that the Campaign was merely one segment in the, long

running Proposition 13 saga. Had It not been for ,the tax.growth, giant surplus, and lack

of confide-Wee in the political system and governance mechanbmi, the campaign segment

might note-have taken place. AlthOugh the initiative has played an important role in

California pplitical historY, only.28 of the 148 proposed initiatives between 1960 and

1978 have even gotten on the ballot and of these only seven have been successful.

The success of Proposition 13' was at least partially attributable to its relative

rr

-

simplicity. The Watson Initiatives mentioned earlier suffered from the fact that they

were more cotr?licated than the legislative alternatives. This was not to be the case for

Proposition 13 which, although poorly drafted and filled with confusing provisions, looked

like a Dick and Jane primer when compared with its legislatively generated counterpart,

Proposition 8.. ,

° 4The statewide -polls all portrayed a lack Of understanding of
Proposition .8's provisions. When the provisions .were explained
by the pollsters, those polled often expressed strong support.

0
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A. -P,rii.Visions,et PrOpoitiOnli
..

'444041 atia,atioh,,hit-upon, a ,decipth/ely siinpli..but politically insightful solution topolitically

the niajOr=Prebient faCecrbirita!Unseceesatut-predecessors :1!;-iti;ini;g .paesage of a tax-.

. . _. , . , , . , :- - -; ;., ..f, , ,, ..-.. ,

Onttiat initiative.. 'theyraisohkyed-They the tax mechanism and left it to others, In this
.

. .00 .*be , Legislature- and' he: gisl11i to ;801Ve.-the- COmplicated .problems -of deciding.-

WhiefrgoierritnentzairVieeato OatOr which aiternatiVe,revenUe.reseurces to increase. By

se,ddingi, they tifettlyely'blunted.much et--the.potential opposition who-were uncertain

ena.iniable- to,artiOUlate -their Concerns)- about the -impact of the Proposition )n their, . =

OliiPkti'-'1iiioll*iii-

The -ikorOnenta of-.Proposition -13 could` argue that' no essential services wo' Id be

cut. "Bssential"reMitined largely undefined and varied from-...audience to audience but

generally. -included_ fire; Pollee- and .education. High on the "non-essential" list ere

'health and Welfare.. It is another of the ironies surrounding Proposition 13 that the "c ts"

Were left to the same Legislative and Governor who were so thoroughly excoriated or

past irresponsible behavior.

summarized briefly:

The essential provisions of Proposition' 13 can be

1. Limit Proposition 1.3 limits taxes on real property to 1% of the full cash value, plu

such rates as are necessary to retiree previously voter approved bonded

indebtedness. Since property is assessed at 25% of full value and taxed at a dollar

rate on each $100 of assessed value, the 1% of full market value translates to a $4
? _

per $100' of assessed value tax rate.5 In 1977, the average tax rate war $10.32 and

represented an average ,of approximately 2.7% of market value. In addition to the
-71th4 ti ,"`

. $4 limit, a' tax tO: repay previously voter approied bonded indebtedness is

authorized. This adds approximately an additional $1;:to the -average tax rate.
; s $4, ilcr* .

---1.,Since the Proposition did not eliminate existing state property'tax relief programs, and since tax. telief is calculated after tile
1% maximum is determined, the ,effective tax rate is actually less
than 1%.
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ition431 doesnotpermIt :ieekt voters Or 41$.3,St*te Legislature to exceed the

;limit. The limit 3ean beltiereised:Only,i*anOttier,:conatitUtional-arhendment._

2. Roll-Back .Proposition 43 r011s,baelc;the'llit cash value" , for property tax purposes

,to-the3,1975464aluatiOn. of Teal:Prope rty. 'Properties assessed after 1975-7R must

be relled-bielcio-that3ievel:PropertrIvhieh Wis-hewly-censtructed or sold after

Mareh-:1675,--wouldbe,aSSeaSed,-at its market value at the date of the construction'

or sale. RollintasieSsrpenticbaelc-to-lhe,1975-76-10Vel Creates, in effect, a double

reduction. Instead Of ,a-'1%-lirnit the 'additional loss of statewide assessed value

giOh Makes itoloserloleven-tenths of 1%.'"

3. -LiMited3Aliessed Value Increases Proposition -13 limits increases in full cash value

t0'.394:f.per,apoto:PrOperty: purchased, newly constructed, or on which ownership

his:etiange4iWOUld'iieireasseose0,0-,thii:iouitiotirket, price.

4. Btate'Teirinereasei 'Proposition 13,4e,qUires atwo4hirdS vote of both houses of the

.Legislature,-to. :increase- -existing- taxes or levy-new ones, instead of a simple

majority. <Since the-:OilifOrnia,'COnstitution:.,requires -a two-thirds vote for all

appropriationbills ,and.-aince most taxincreetes/include appropriation sections, the

tWaithijrd; requirement is not particularly onerous:

5. 3Localiaic-AiternittiVes. Pi.OpositiOn 12%,requires a two-thirds vote of the voters of
r

.

iOnat,ageneizttiniet4O:iimpolie,OCincrease/itrictleixes (other than proPertv taxes).

In,Mostteisisitinificiiii.ittion,by;the,,itettelegisliture also would be required before
;;-',

a'SPat gOii**Olie*itACEIMPoileft.heAeiticcit
3 .

. , Although,Propositiesit.13-WaLaj:Picture,otaimplicity, its potential

governinentrevenue*SSicieVasttiting:it3?,
3 ,`7 : '

B ,Pro eetedIrii' EidtOmReienUesand3Tax_Burden

impact on local

Proposition 13 Ii estimated to reduce the state's aggregate piopertv tax revenue by

3.

6The actual. limit -is the Coniumer Price Index but not to exceed
2%. Because C.P.I..,..-483,proj.secte'd.. to grow at a much faster rate,
the 2% limit is, fai. all 'practical purposes, the real limit.
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approximately 57% or by approximately $7 billion in its firs t year orop-eratIonw-The-$7--------1--_

billion loss in property tax revenue is partially offset by an estimated $640 million which

repreients the decrease in state subventions to local government' for tax relief
payments. Iteduced Pfcberty tax payments would automatically induce increases in the
state income and business and corporation taxes because 'Property taxes currently are
deductible from both. However, if high unemployment results from the local agency

revenue reductions,' the state costs for unemployment, welfare and and medical care
would soar. In addition, drops in state revenue could be drastir because of reductions in

sales andineome tax revenue.

State officials. were faced with a dileMma in explaining the projected impact of
Proposition 13 on state revenues and tax burdens. One set of assumptions normallyLS

presumed there would be no taincreases to provide for any replacement revenues. for

local agencies of government. This proved .to be a more realistic projection -in the short

run as it became clearer that the voters did not expect increases in other taxes to offset
the loss in property tax income. Although the Department of Finance and the Legislative

Analyst went through the motions of projecting tax burden and tax incidence changes

brought about by increases in Other state tax sources, most observers ignored these
projections as being politically Unrealistic.

More relevant were the estimates that related to how many dollars the state would/redirect from existing revenue sources, including the state surplus, to "bail-out" local

government.

There were two extreme sets of assumptions upon which these impact projections

were .based. The first case was made that the state would replace none of the- local

agencies' lost revenue and the second that the state would replace it all.

\ Under the first set of asamptionS, known appropriately as the "doomsday"

`projections, sector employment was projected to drop by about 25%, prompting

laypffs for about 270,000 employees. This would have the "ripple" effect of sharply

1



reaSing.thkstate'sUneMploymentrinstiranee,and welfare costs. There would also occur

-S,dramitic 'deCrease-in.pOblie lector ..ipending:whiCh would-more thanoffset any increase

hiate-sectOr-Otpeniiitures.. The pepartment:otFiltancer the Legislative Analyst and

re tedU.C.L.A. forecasters, projected'ineome and sales tax declines. In

'addition, some analysts-estimated California would lose as much as $2 billion in

purchasing power flowingout,of ':the state, primarily in increased federal taxes brought

about-by lower property'tax deductions and property tax savings accruing to out-of-state
_

taxpayers.
(0-1'':.7itt '-

For the purposes of this ,paper, it will suffice-to- describe projected tax burdens

assuming that local agencies of government will be, significantly "bailed-out" (they were).-
and that there-will be no large scale increases in other revenue sources (there weren't).

ESsentially, Proposition 13 carves to benefit both residential' and nonresidential

property owners in interesting. ayi: One of the compelling argumerts for Proposition 13

was. that taxes vere being shifted froM nonresidential to yesidential property taxpayers

because of -the comparitively_rapidirowth in reaidentialassessedvalue: PrOPosition 13,

by limiting the growth of assessed value, would stop that. However, becatise of the

Proposition t3 clause which-provides for reassessment upon a sale and because residential

property changes ownership much more frequently than nonresidential, the shift of the

relative burden from nonresidential to residential will continue, albeit at a reduced rate.i
Owner-occupied. residential property will receive only about 38.8% of the to:al

relief. Renter-occupied residential property about 18.5% and commercial, industrial and

agricultural property about 447%. Since renters do not pay property taxes directly, it is

difficult to assess the net benefit for renters. In any case, it is expected to be

substantially below the $1.2 billion accruing to.the owners of.rental property.

Individual tthcpayer benefits can vary appreciably and making assumptions about the

incidence of taxes by level of income is a relatively uncertain proposition. However, the

Legislative Analyst has prepared a table which, when holding other variables constant,
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displays that the impact of Propositioq 13 on property taxes is mitigated by federal and

state income taxes. Table 3 shows that the reduction in property tax alone tends to he

regressive but when state and federal income° tax interaction is included, the results are

tempered, with the largest percentage of tax relief accruing to low income

homeowners. If, however, homes occupied by lower income citizens are resold at a

faster rate than higher hicome generating households, the advantage may be short lived.

Table 3

Illustration of Net Tax Reduction at Selected'Intome Levels
Married Homeowner With Two,Dependents

Average
Total Home
Family Market
Income Value

Current-
Law Net
Property
Tax

Proposi-
tion 13
Net Prop-
erty Tax

Net Tax Chan e.
Before

State/Federal
Income Tax
Weraction

Amount Percent

fter
State / Federal
Income. Tax
Interaction

Amount Percent

$ 5,000 $30,000 $ 425 $122 $-303 - 71.3% $-303 -71.396
10,000 34,000 505 150 -355 -70.3 -355 -70.3
15,000 37,500 575 174 -401 -69.7 -309 -53.720000 42,500 675 209 g..468 -69.0 -340 -50.4nom 54,000 905 289 -616 -68.1 -394 -43.5
50,000 72,000 1,265 415 -850 -67.2 -400 -31.6
75,000 80,000 1,425 '471 -954 -86.9 -344 -24.1

In sum, the largest portion of tax relief from Proposition 13 accrued to owners of

business, commercial, agricultural and renter-residential property. That proportion of

the relief will grow as property tax burdens continue to shift toward owner-occupied

residential property. Renters' relief is uncertain, but undoubtedly less than the amount
i,

of relief enjoyed by owners of renter-residential property. Finally, when, one takes into

account federal and state income tax interaction, the net impact of Jarvis is not as

regressive as it 'first appeared, but that may altered if homes occupied by lower income
11_, , i"

citizens change hands at a faster rate than those owned by high income citizens:

While the outcome of Proposition 13 for owners of property was undoubtedly

welcomed by most, the projected impact on the revenues for local agencies of

government was senn by supporters of those agencies as catastrophic.
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. :PrOjedted,Reirennelin ictrin,LoCillloVernitent

Sri the..folloiving.; section ,,We' Wit:look at the estimated revenue losses for local

,:goVenrinent Caused by the Passage of:Proposition 13. The State of California contains 58

counties, .413 eitlea;14.14 school cilstOcts.(inaluditig community colleges) and between

3,560:and-4;000apecial districts. Thi,piethora of districts has caused several observers

to ,note that riniCti:O f'ihijr:fierifith'ii01iaaiv.distriet expenditures can be attributed to the

number of local- entlijekiihinn of organized oversight, interdistrict

coordination and fiscafAiiponsibiltyl'i!'"

It is important tO'eMPhiefie thi relative size of the revenue,loss. In 1978-79, local

government 'entities in California would have had total revenues exceeding $30 billion,

abSent Proposition 13:' Withfitspasiage,IOCSigoveinthenta faced a devastating $7 billion

loss in te-iienuei this repreieiitait 22 percent" loss in total revenue and a 57 percent loss in

property tar revenue: Quite' loial agencies most dependent on property taxes,

as a source' of revenue .Would -be. nibre heavily impacted. Schools were potentially the

most adversely affected with a projected loss of, 30 percent of their. total revenue.

COuntiet Were projected. to lose 23 percent of their total revenue, with cities being the

least adVersely affected, losing a Projected 15% of their total. Special districts vary

widely in' their relianCe on property taxes that au average figure for their losses would he

meaningless.

1. Counties The 58 counties in California provide a wide variety of services, some as an

arm of the state, others as mandated by thestate and still others as desired by voters

within each county.? California's county governments reported general revenues of $R.85

billion in 1977-78, of which 33.2 p'ercent came from property taxes and 49 percent from

the state and federal governments. Expenditure.; totalled $9.94 billion. An examination

7Fo.r further detail about projected impacts on local agencies ofgovernment,* see the analysis by the Legislative Analyst, AnAnalysis of Proposition 13 the Jarvis Gann Property Taxn teat ve,.Nay 1: .

-"-'7.a1M:474:97;7=7/10,111001.Prf°



of prior budgets shows that four categories account for over 90 percent of annual

expenditures. Below, are brief descripttnns of the, major county programs:

a. \Public Assistance (40% of total) Counties provide cash assistance to eligible

children and their parents whose. income is below a specific level; cash assistance to

eligible aged, blind and disabled; and administer the food stamps program. Counties

are required by state law to provide for indigents who do, not have adequate means

of support. There are many other county programs for which the counties must

assume administrative responsiblity including Title XX Social Services, adoptions,

and Work Incentive Programs. Most of these programs are state mandated and are

not subject to substantial cutback at county. discretion.

b. Public Protection (19.6%) Currently funding for the California Court system is

primarily a county function and most of the levels of support are state mandated.

Expenses of the offices of the district attorney, the public defender and the grand

jury are all county responsibilities; Sheriffs, constables and marshalls are under

county jurisdiction as are county jails and other detention and correctional

institutions. Several counties also serve as providers of fire protection services.

These services, because of their nature, are difficult to reduce.

c. Health and Sanitation (13.9%) Counties provide a variety of services dealing with

health and sanitation. In terms of total dollars, hospital inpatient and outpatient

medical services at county hospitals comprise a major county burden. Although not

all counties operate hospitals, it is a major cost consideration for most. In addition,

counties offer environmental health programs ranging from afr sanitation to animal

disease control.. These services do not generate much in terms of federal and state

dollare and tend to make good candidates for county budget cutbacks. Much less

vulnerable, because of substantial state and federal mandates are programs for

personal and mental health as well as services for crippled children. Finally,,

counties also offer sanitation services which in some counties are funded by user
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fee5enr0 others 'from the ;generalfund. proposition 13 will unddahteOlv create a

,greaterTielitthee Ai:0'68er fees. ,

'ii..- deneial'Funetions-(18.4%) These functions include the general operating expenses

for the counties themselves and include expenditures f.'or the County Boards of

SuPeryitors, legal, fiscal, election, property management, plant acquisition,

employee benefits and 'retirement benefits. Some of these programs would he

suSceptIble to cutbacks, most notably property management and plant acquisition

services which, because of Proposition 13, would result in a large reduction in

workload. Further employee benefits and retirement funding could he reduced but

the cOurts have kited- that pensions, for existing employees cannot be reduced- ,

without violating the-federal and state .constitUtions.
9,

2. Cities. Cities, unlike counties and school' districts, do not place heavy reliance on the

property tax as a source of revenue (only:about:15% - 20% is the average and some cities

do not even levy a property' tax). City governments in California are seen as having the

major responsibility of responding to local needs. Consequently, there are fewer ,.

mandated state and local programs, and fewer state and 'federal dollars. Over 85° of

city expenditures occur in three ai-2as:

a. Public Safety (32%) Police operations consume a large proportion of the average

city budget (20%) with fire protection second. These services are in such high

demand by constituents that significant reductions in- service levels are extremely

sensitive.
.

b. Public Works (22%) Sewage and waste collection and disposal, area repair and

lighting are among the most prevalent expenditures here. Many of these services

could become more reliant on user fees as a funding source.

c. General Government (31%) 'Retirement, insurance and building operation and

maintenance make up the largest municipal costs. Some functions are mandated,

but most are locally optional and, as such, Could be trimmed or have costs replaced

,
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by other taxes or fees.

3. 'Soecial Districts Speciardistriets_are local governing entities which are ,ormed to

`provide services or to compliment city or county sery ee e 3,800 or so special

districts, most are formed Tie general service. districts with a substantial number, o

protection and maintenance. districts. The most frequent service required by special

districts deals with lightiPg, 'followed by water supply and-fire PrOtection. ,Proposition .

13's impait on special districts varies greatly beticen,typea!prdistrieta; Those which

rely on user charges or fees (enterprise.dlitricts)-areiittuch fess negatively:iinpaated than

thoge districts-which do notInonenterprisidistriCialf In i97i3-77;notienterprIselltistriets

were supported by ;1.25 billion in property tax revenues.. The-average enterprise district

would lose only about 8% of its revenue while the average Within the nonenterprise is

estimated at about 28%.

'There are two important conclusions about t-special districts. First, many of the

enterprise districts are in little or no need of state fiscal' assistance and Second,

Proposition 13 must give encouragement to recent'efforts to consolidate the tremendous
. .

numbert of existing districts, which havebistorically made lediffieult to insure fiscal

accountability and have made it virtually impossible to 'establigh a meaningful set of

local government priorities. Of the special districts, fire protection is the most visible

and among the most popular.

D. Projected Impact on Schools

The California school system, both in terms of variety and size, almost beggars

description. There are about 4.3 million public school pupils enrolled in the state's 7,000

public elementary and high schools.' These schools are organized into 1,044 separate

school districts ranging in size from less than 1,0 to over one-half million students in the

Los Angeles Unified School District. Another 1.5 million students attend one of the 10s

4,1.
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cOrnOurtitsittellege system.- The combined total means

that near*, one quartet OCCalifornia'1,,citixent; aboy3 the age of foul. are enrolled in some

kind of.:publie echool'inStrALional program. Over one-thircl of the annual state gederal

fund-expenclitUresgo4'te-ineet the needs of these Pupils and their brethren enrolled at the
I;

,

University of-California and the Califorpiti State University and Colleges.

1. Kinferga-cteri through Crade 12 Of the kindergarten through grade 12 enrollment,

over one million, come`from,homes where fkmily;income ',below the federal definition of

erty. Over 300,000 disoliy little:or no facility in the English language, and another

450,000 have define or mental handleabs.

In grades ft;42about-89:5 hillier-% was orov h. Is in the 14177-7R fiscal year

from state,, local and-federal sources. The state's share represented' Hon

38.2% of the total. ,Local property taxpayers contributed 84.R-billion or 48.7% while thd

federal government amisted the schools with an $850 million (7.R%) appreoriation.P Of

the total funding source?, nearly 81 billion is sPerlt on one of the twdnty-five or so

categorical aid Programs - Many of which are &:A nd(' to meet the special needs of

bilingual, economically disadvantaged or handicaoped pupils. California's school hudget

exceeds the total budget of most states, many countries, and is larger now than the total

but et for the State of California a decade ago.

School 'finince in such a large and diverse state is obviously a problem, especially in

terms of magnitude 'and equih. The slightest adjustment in a se'lool aid firmula may

cost hundreds of millions or even billions of dollars and mat' create unforeseen inenuities

impacting millions of students. The late 19arls was a period of increasing awareness that

something was terribly amiss within California's s&tool finance swst'em. That 'system,

like most other school finance systems throughout the nation, was based on the

foundation pro,gram. concept.1 That concept, which was originally devised to correct

R Another $500,million comes from food sales, sale of oropeety,
sale of bonds, interest, fees and rentals.
The foundation program generally proYides for a base level of

support for eachstudent. If a district has low property values,
the state steos in with additional support to guarantee the base.
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interdistrict expenditure variations, had failed to achieve its task because of the

relatively low level of the foundation programs compared to average expenditures and

the tremendous assessed valuation
_ differences betWeen districts. In 1970-71, for

instance, the following ranges existed:

Low High

Assessed value/ADAM $ 75 . 51,053,000

Tax rateal) $.39 $ 7,83

Expenditure/ADA . $420 $

NOTE: WASseased value = 1/4 of market value.

ADA = average dani attendance.

(11) Tax rates are hvied n each $100 of Assessed Value.

These ranges tend to overdramatize the-actuaLsi fferen,.ces by emphasizing the

differences between the extremes. Howver, the variations were quite substantiariirthat

year and growing ever more so. The foundation program concept embodied a fixed tax

rate so .that as assessed values grew.,a district's revenue grew automatically. The more

dependent a district was on the property tax for its revenue and the greater its assessed

value growth, the faster its revenues increased.

a. Serrano I In August of 1971, the California Supreme Court, in the case of

Serrano v. Priest, ruled that the system just .described. failed to meet the equal

protection clauses of the United States and California Constitutions 10 The court held

that the finance system "invidiously discriminates against thepOor becauie it makes the

quality of a child's education a function of the weiltiiiCtf his parents and neighbors." This

decision was to lead to a series of major reform efforts in California as well as a series

"For a fuller discussion see John B. Mbcklerand Gerald
Hayward's "School Finance in California: Pre Serrano to thePresent" in Jouranl of Education Finance,.Spring 1078, Vol. 3,
No.4.

...
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UfzcoOrt-etialiengits

b. Setiate-Bill:90- Thelogislature reacted to Serrano with uncommon speed and in

1972 Senate13111:90,,,teutedaby its advoeateil as "California's greatest' school finance. bill"
!-.....e.rtc:4til rZli"

and by,iti,ffitiecitilonisealltisititietland.Ais,-;,erirel.hoaty. way enacted. In conjunction
4i'itst---

with_ the Serrancvmandateotwo othettfaitorsv contributed to changing the political
" te

climate making thel-piusigelof;thitt bill a. reality. Pinto, California's public schools
.,--4;q,,

espt'cially those of lower,svealth, had been starved by the conservative iiical policies of

Governor- Reagan. Wilson Riles, the newly.elected Superintendent of 'Public Instruction,
.

testifying before the SenatelEducationTomoittee in 1971, offered dramatic evidence

that there was-a genuine school finattecerisiewhen he notedg

30 California school' -districts went/ broke in 1970 and had to appeal to the

Ixtgislaturelii,loans.t
9,000 feiver teachers were employed in spite of an increase in enrollment. ,

26 percentof the districts reduced ti'e number of classroom teachers.

California had slipped to 22nd in per pupil expenditures.

The state also dropped to 42nd. among the 50 states In class size, tied with

----Alabama.
California dropped to 306-ii istate-aid-toloceAschools.

Next,' there were definite signs of what was to become an eie-r-ihereasing-____

phenomenon, a property taxpayers' revolt: The Legislative Analyst's annual report

showed the percentage of the state's share for public schools declining from almost 50

percent in 1953-54 to 31.1 percent in 1971-42. This; of course, meant that the major

burden for increased education costs was consistently being shifted to the local prOperty

taxpayer.

For California in 1970, property taxes generated $5.23 billion.dollars, representing

47 percent of all state and local tax revenues. The next single state-local tax source, the

sales tax, generated only about 1/3 of that amount. The schools, heavily dependent on

O

9
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the property tax, felt the crunch and 2/3 of all tax override and bond elections were,

Far more frightening to the Legislature and the Governor than a recitation of data

about the incidence of property taxes, was the Watson Initiative, the brainstorm of the

Los, Angeles County Assessor, Phil Watson." Althotigh Watson's Initiative was soundly

defeated by the electorate in November, he scored particularly telling points regarding

the property tax revolt and the past inability of the Legislature and the Governor to

respond to the demands of the citizens for relief.

Fearing.. political disaster for both parties, the Democratic Speaker of the

Assembly, Bob Moretti, and RepubliCan Governor Reagan joined together to organize a

coalition around the Governor's property tax relief bill. In the hope of soliciting support

from the educaticnal establishment, provision for new aid to schools and some Serrano

zcompliance features were added.

Although perhaps lot as important as the property tax problem, it is clear' that

Serrano was a highly salient political force in school finance legislation during the 1172

session., The case emphasized -the plight of the low wealth school district and gave added

impetus to a large 'number of measures, including SR 90, which did succeed in reducing

the expenditufedisparity-between low and high wealth districts.

Although SB 90 failed to alter the basic foundation program appioach "to school

finance, it, along with AB 1267, a "clean-up" the, next session, did contain

, important Serrano related provisions: ' Y "
t

1. FoUndation Program Increases SB 90, increased the elementary guarantee from

$355 to $76.5 per A.D.A. (a 115% increase). The high school program increased

from $488 to $950 per A.D.A. (a 95% increase). These measures assisted in Serrano

compliance by "levelling-up" low expenditure, districts .1. and permitting tax rate

reductions in low assessed value,odistects, whether
F highs or . expenditure.

:
Automatic- inflation adjustments were ialiot,introduced., which tended to keep the
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state's share of school aid at a higher percentage.

2. Revenue Limits Brfep lacing a tax rate system with a differentiated revenue limit

schethe, two additional Serrano Itlated, reforms were initiated. Revenue limits

moved future givwth in expenditures away. from being a function of the growth in

assessed valuation,' as held occurred under the tax rate-system. Under the SR cm
,t -

system, if assessed value grew at a faster rate than the permitted revenue limit

adjustment, a tax rate reduction automatically occurred. An even more ant .

. t:h
feature was the "'squeeze" factor applied to the annual in on. adjustment.

California's revenue limit concept permitted school d ricts with revenues below

the new foundation program amount to grow a rate of up to 15% Per fear untilo

they reached the foundation level. Districts at the foundation level were

authorized to increase expenditures by an inflation factor of about 6% per year:

Districts above the foundation program were "squeezed" by being permitted to
;$-

increase their expenditures by less than 6% per year.1

3. Reduction of Permissive Overrides Prior 'to ST3 90 California school district

governiqg boards were authorized to levy numerous tAies of permissive property

tax increases without a vote of the citizenry. These "permissive" override's

increased the wealth advantage of high-assessed value districts and by eliminating

the authorization for future increases in most of these taxes, SR 00 served another
I.

Serrano purpose.

The first round of Serrano 'responses focused on expenditure disparities and tax

_ rairfer low- wealth- districts...''However, in subseauent years, high wealth districts also

received substantial tax rollback since assessed values often grew at a faster rate than

their permitted revenue limit adjustments, thus producing sizeable tax rate reductions.

1High expenditure'distric:s were, in effect, double equeezed.
The allowable inflation adjustment was aonlied not to 'their own
revenue limit but to the foundation, program which was lower.
Very high expenditure districts sometimes Rot only a I% or 104
increase.
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Finally, it is important-tO-'tiott 'that- SB 90 contained $82: million for the
,, .:3: 44:4;r4 +

'Educationally Disadvantaged YOutit Acti a Program for districts with high percentages of

family poveityvbilingqalism and:PUP" transciency, along with $25 million in 1973-74 ana

$40 million in 1974-75 for_the Early 'Childhood Education Progtrm, Superintendent of
----

Schoolslillson..13ilestprogram for reforming and restructuring K-3 educatiOn.

c. Jefferson Shortly-after the passage of Senate Bill 90, trial commenced in a Los

Angelis Superior Court with Judge -Bernard Jefferson presiding. Before the trial was

eontOjeted, the Legislature enacted another statute, AB.1257, and the Supreme Court of

the .Uitited.Stotes issued its decision tiv,Rodriguez. The court held in_Rodrigue% that the

Texas- sehoOl finance statute, a 'foundation Program system similar to California's,' was,
. .

not in violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the

United States, Constitution.

In spite of Rodriguez, Judge Jefferson found that uneqUai district wealth, as

measured by assessed value; produced unequal, educational revenues and that unequal

revenues produced unequal education quality. Having further found that education was a

fundamental interest, the court reaffirmed that unequal educational opportunity was not

permitted by the California Constitution and that the California public school financing

system was therefore unconstitutional.

Jefferson gave the Legislature until September 1, 1980, to reduce any wealth based

expenditure differences to substantially less than $1.00 per pupil. The decision found

three features of the state's system to he particularly onerous:

First, the failure of the state to correct for wealth-based disparities in

expenditures.

Second, the failure to eliminate the basic aid pcovision (a $125 per A.D.A flat grant

for all the state's A.D.A). Basic aidis diitributed equally regardless of distrIct wealth
--

and actually exacerbates wealth related disparities. 3;

Finally, failure to prohibit permis.sive and/or voted tax rate increases. The former,
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which require 01Y:board- apprOvolultnd the latter; which require voter approval, both

result in greater .expenditure variations.

The Jefferson judgement was appealed by the defendants and again the issue faced

the Supreme Court. In the Meantime, two additional school finance bills were successful,

SB '220 and SB .1641. Both bills increased foundation programs, (the "levelling-up"

approach), in order to reduce expendituke disparities.

di. Serrano II On December 30, 1976,_the California Supreme Court reaffirmed

Serrano I and Judge Jefferson's Judgement by a narrow 4-3 vote. The court

acknowledged the positive steps taken by the Legislature in enacting four school finance

bills since Serrano I, each contributing to Serrano compliance. However, the court found

the arguments of the plaintiffs about the inadequacy of the remedies compelling and

eclared the financing system invalid as denying equal protection of the law as

aranteed-by the California Constitution.

e. Assembly Bill 65 The Legislature and the Governor fully expected Serrano II to

result as it did. Both houses of the Legislature: and the respective staffs of the

Depart ent of Education and the Governor were all at work constructing alternative

systems, eating simulation models, testing hypotheses and evaluating potential revenue

sources. Shortly after the decision, Governor Brown introduced his Serrano compliance

proposal and Assemblyman Leroy Greene, - Chairman of the Assembly *Education

ComMittee, a

Senator Albert R

d to carry it provided certain amendments could be agreed upon.

da, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, introduced Senate

Bill 525, the principal competing measure. Both bills had similar Serrano provisions but
n.

with different emp The Governor's bill, AR 65, stressed reduction of tax rate

disparities and large ea ical aid increases, while the Rodda bill concentrated 6n the

reduction of expenditure v: lotions and included oilyminer categorical augmentations.

Since it was clear that each of the houses would support the bill of its chief school

finance expert, a conference 2ommittee to resolve the differences between the two
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houses was inevitable. The final conference committee report on AR 65 was accepted
\unanimously by the s conferees and adopted overwhehningly, in both houses. The

success of the measure as at least partially due to the comprehensive nature of the

legislation and its broad appeal to several Compet g and highly visible demands.

1. Expenditure Equity Sut stantial foundation pr am increases totaling $1.8 billion

were approved, moving the foundation program evel to what would' have been the

75th percentile of base revenue limits uptier the 90 system. This was to have

been accomplished over a three year phase period.i It s estimated that this feature,

combined with the "squeeze" factor would have re ltedrin,9596 of the state's
\ A

A.D.A. with base revenue limits within a $200 expenditur band by 1.961782.

2. Tax Rate Equity Six features in the bill contributed to the ignificant reduction of

tax rate differences between districts:

a. Elimination of "Slippage" As assessed values increase fas er than state

the foundation program operates automatically to shift a him -r proportion of

school funding from the state to local property taxpayert. This phenomenon is

known as "slippage". AB 65 guaranteed that the current statVlocal ratio

would have been frozent'thus eliminating "slippage".

b. Guaranteed Yield Program The Guaranteed Yield Program was s wealth

equalizer for all but the most wealthy districts. This feature provi d that

the state would guarantee, by increasing state aid, that for any given t rate

in the district covered, an equal revenue would be produced. Some 85

the A.D.A. of the state resided in such districts.

c. Recapture This provided for the recapture of a portion of the wealth of the

highest assessed value districts. By requiring these districts to phase in

uniform tax rate per dollar of expenditure which was applied to an increasing

amount of the difference between the district's revenue limit and the

appropriate foundation program amount, tax rate disparities were to have
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been reduCed. This tax rate was to have been applied to the dittriet's assessed

value and the difference in revenue was to have been returned to the state.

This was a highly Controversial feature of AR 65 but would have fallen short .

of the 100% reeepture which would he ,required to provide absolute district

power equalizing.

d. Minimum Tax Rate This required all districts to levy a minimum tax of $1.00

for elementary; $.80 for high school and $1.80 for unified districts. It had the

effect of raising excess revenues in those few districts so 'wealthy as to he

able to fund their programs through a tax rate less than the minimum. Most

of the money is produCed by low populated, extremely wealthy rural districts.

e. 'Ttiit'PiovisiOn insured that all future voted property
4

tax -inereaser*Puld be: totally Wealth equalized. That is, for any future

successful eleCtion in any district in the state, any given tax rate would

produce equivalent dollars of revenue per pupil. This is in direct response to

the Serrano II decision, in which the court found the lack of any similar kind

of provision the single most objectionable part cf the then existing school

finance system.

f. Reduction of Basic Aid A minimum of $120 in state funds per pupil is

guaranteed br the California Conititution. An additional $5 was providedN

several years ago by statute. The Legislature merely repealed the statutory

$5, a modest reform.

3. Educational Needs The Legislature and Governor responded positively to the needs

of the educationally disadvantaged, bilingual pupils and all special education

students. Almost three quarters of a billion dollars was provided for. these

Programs over a five year period. The needs of urban districts were also addressed

in this bill, which benefited those 19 largest school districts with the highest

incidence of categorical aid students.

.........41H11-14474t.:410473:MIM, MAC
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4. Educational Reform Since 1972, the Legislature, acting on the request of

Superintendent Riles, had been moving to provide more discretionary funds at the

school site level. Th3 beginning of this effort was Early. Childhood Education

(E.C.E.). This thrust provided $140 per pupil at the school site level to modify the

governance and educational structure at such schools'. The concept was that

teachers, Parents and site administrators ought to have more say over how funds

were utilized at the school site. The allocations were permissive. That is, no

school district had to participate. If a district chose to participate, it had to (1)

have a school level advisory committee, (2) prepare a detailed school level plan

which included. a 'needs assessment of each pupil,. and (3) 'agree to address the

individual needs of each child in the school in grades kindergarten through grade

three. Each school was evaluated both internally according to their adopted plan,

and externally by state-hired evaluators. AB 65 modified the provisions of the

initial E.C.E. legislation, -changed the name to School Improvement Program

(S.I.P.), and applied the modified provisions to Grades K-12. Funding was provided

to allow approximately 50% of the elementary school (K-6) population and 12% of

the secondary school (7-12) population to be included in the program.

In sum, AB 65 was a massive $4.3 billion, five year comprehensive educational

package, responsive to the full array of, educational demands on the state made by

different groups. As a result, it was easily the most significant and popular of

California's school finance measures. The leadership in both houses of the Legislature

joined with the Governor, the State Department of Finance, the Superintendent of Public

Instruction and the State Board of Education to defend the new statute vigorously against

any future legal challenges.

Plaintiffs, however, were not quite as sanguine about the passage of AB 65 and

argued that its provisions fell short of the standard of compliance called for by the

courts.
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Both sidei, hoWevir, joinid as one voice fo,Oppoie roposition 13, arguing that its

passage would significantly-erode the progress alreadY accomplished.

f. P$jecteirK-1-2'IMpact .The uncertiiinties` siociated with any analysis of

Proposition `13 prior to tiissa ge were great. An al post infinite number of potential

distributions
,

could occur. However, some estimate of the impact was necessary and
.. , .. .

most observers assumed that schools would get a pro-rata share of the $4 limit (excluding
. . 1 H , , ,

bonded. indebtedness) ind that theii would be 'nó changes -to existing school finance

laws.t 2

Absent .any statrePlieeMent revefiliestichools1C-12 expected to lose about 5606 of

their property tat rreietibe ,arld. about '30%: or-their total revenue, with community

colleges losing. a slightly' larger amount in* each category. The Jarvis-Gann Initiative

created a distributional irony = high wealth districts which had historically.received little

state aid because their property tax revenues were sufficient, were projected to suffer

the greatest losses. Conversely, low wealth' districts with heavy reliance on state

support and relativily little dependence'on local property taxes were expected to emerge

with a. much less damaging 'result. Two examples of this phenomenon should suffice.

Baldwin Park, a low. wealth/low expenditure district, would lose about A1.1% of its

property tax revenue, but because that is such a small portion of the district's total

revenue, it would lose only 16% of its total'state and local revenue limit. Beverly Hills,

a high wealth district, on the other handf.stoal to lose 55.* of its property tax revenue

but since it had such little reliance on the state for revenue, that figure represented II

61.4% loss of total revenue. if there were to be no additional state dollars, the low and

high wealth districts might find their relative positions precisely reversed. In absolute

dollars, Baldwin Park would stand to lose $237 per A.D.A and Beverly Hills tl,759 per

A.D.A. The passage of Proposition 13 precisely reversed the Serrano problem. Instead of

t2See a document prepared by the Assembly Education Committee
staff, "Jarvis Initiative - Impact on Schools".
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providing added dollars for low wealth districts, the state would now be forced to provide

more state dollars to high wealth districts or stand watch over. their demise.

There has long been an extended and heated debate in California about the

approproate manner in which additional state funds should be, allocated to local school

districts. Most of the "educational' establishment" has preferred the "general aid"

approach allowing the maximum flexibility for local .schOol boards to deterthine

expenditures. Others have emphasized the "categorical aid", approach, targeting

incremental dollars for special students (disadvantaged, handicapped) or special programs

(school reform). The passage of Proposition 1 intensified that debate - each side

arguing that the cuts ought not to be at the expense of their favorite distributional.

mechanism. Targeted for extinction by some were such programs as driver training,

programs for mentally gifted minors and bilingual education. Others, fearful. hat certain

of their favorite programs, if left solely in the hands of school boards, would be

decimated, advocated protective, legislation forbidding school boards to

disproportionately cut programs such as child care and programs for the handicapped.

Since the total amount of dollars annually spent on categorical aids in California

approaches $1 billion, categorieals offered an inviting target for potential reductions.

The carefully honed, comprehensive provisions of Assembly Bill 65 were placed in

serious jeopardy by the passage of Proposition 13. The foundation increase4 designed to

"level up" to Serrano compliance were placed at risk. All of the tax rate equity

mechanisms were rendered totally inoperable. Funds previously set aside for growth in

aid , for bilingual and disadvantaged pupils and for Superintendent Riles' School

Improvement Program were suddenly fair game in the search for potential cuts.

The almost ten years effort to achieve significant, comprehensive school finance

reform would be quickly and effectively, and perhaps irrevocably, destroyed by the

passage of Proposition 13.

On a more specific, district-by-district level, school superintendents paihted
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,disastrous (Pictures:- of What could occur, "absent. state -alit Massive teacher lay-offs,

strikes and schookeloSures:were common predicted results. Substantial increases in class
Size, the total .elimination, of athletics tend -,,catastrophic reductions in_ home -to- school

busing were also ptedieted.,;:tProgratit cutbacks in:music, the arts and college preparatory

courses were alsoloreseen-Less often mentioned, but highly visible possible cutbacks

were also expected to. occur, in school construction and maintenance. Summer schools

and adult programs would have to be all but eliminated. The public was given the picture

in hundreds and hundreds of newspaper articles, radio soots, service club luncheons and

even in messages carried home, by pupils, that the effect on the school district in which

they resided would be disastrous. Floit.

2. Community Colleges.lpalifornia's 106 ,community colleges in 1977-78 served more

than 1.3 million students with the followir diverse characteristics:

Three-fourths were part-time; s.

Most worked full or part-time;

One-fourth were over 35 years of age, the average being 28;

More than half were women;

30% were from minority racial or ethnic backgrounds.

In the 1977-78 fiscal year, community colleges received over $1.3 billion in total
federal, state and local aid. The, state's share, represented $570 million or 43% of the
trAal. Local prOperty taxpayers contributed $667 million, or 50%, with the federal

government contributing only $90 million (6.7%).

The community college programs have been amicably referred to as v"people's

colleges" by virtue of their many sites and their no tuition and open admissions policies.

Their programs include courses for transfer to other institutions of higher education,

vocational and technical courses leading to employment, geneial and liberal arts courses

and community services.

The community college system of school finance has also historically been based on



the foundation program concept. In fact, the system prior to 1972 -7.3 closely paralleled

the 1C-12 system. The problems which brought about the court challenge of the K -12

system also pervaded community college finance. The 1972-73 range in expenditure per

A.D.A. was from $814 to $2,173. The disparity was caused precisely by the same factors

that generated the K-12 disparities - an unrealistically low foundation program and large

disparities in assessed value per A.D.A. between districts.

a. Senate Bill e Senate Bill 6 was passed in 1973 to place the community colleges

under a revenue limit mechanism roughly equivalent to that in Senate Bill 90. The ,

revenue limit provided for a base year amount per A.D.A. with a built -in annual inflation

factor. Like the K-12 mechanism,- if assessed' value grew at. 'a faster rate than.that

provided in the limit, tax rate reductions automatically occurred. In order to converge

the wide disparity in expenditure, the Legislature utilized a "squeeze" ;actor by providing

lower inflation increases to districts with high revenues pet' A.M. and higher increases

to those with low revenues.

The revenue limit concept, while appropriate for K-12 with a well defined clientele,

created for community colleges a tremendous incentive to increase A.D.A. Each new

A.D.A. would generate a full revenue limit amount. The amount generated far exceeded

the marginal cost of adding an additional student and enrollment grew rapidly in response

to this incentive. State apportionments, in fact, grew so rapidly that the Governor and

the Legislature imposed a 5% "cap" on increases in the number of state-supported A.D.A.

for 1975-76. The "cap" created a new set of inequities, especially for districts which

were located in areas of rapid population growth. Declining growth districts were not

adversely affected.

b. Senate Bill 1641 In 1976, the Legislature enacted SB 1641, an omnibus measure

which dealt with a number of school related issues, most importantly community college

finance. SB 1641 abolished the cap, as well as the foundation program and revenue limit

mechanisms which had prevailed in SB 6. The new system called for a modified return to
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t*i,iate control mechanism, provided state aid at a rate* lower than in SR 6 and tied

'total local revenue to assessed property value, irrespective of the number of students.
76,1The new program reduced the inc entives for growth in A.D.A. and contributed to a

levelling off'in district enrollment:13

c. Projected College Impact Just' as for the K-12 districts, the

relative stability of a reasonable, workable community college funding mechanism would

be shattered by 'th. e' Passage of Prepositio.t 13: Again like K-12, community colleges

faced the revertall.Prolilith .7 now the/state would have to contribute more state dollars

to the high expenditure. ilitriet.f if .they were to continue operatinp;.

Since cornmunity'Colleges were slightly more reliant on Property taxes than weret}-3,

school districts, it might appear that the 'estimates regarding impact would be even more

pessimistic. However, two factors significantly reduced the likelihood that community

colleges would be more negatively damaged than Would K -12. Community colleges unlike

K-12, have a highly variable number of p:Aential clients. Simply by increasing or,
4,`

decreasing offerings, or by enlarging' or diminishing promotional efforts, the numbers of

students can be effectively controlled within limits. K-12 does not have that luxury.

The pool of K-12 students is fixed and only in the adult programs and in certain optional

programs such ds summer school, can numbers of clients be varied.

In addition, community college finance mechanisms plus sound management

practices have enabled community colleges to.build substantial reservei. Only 12 of the

70 community college districts in the state had reserves smaller than 5% of their total

revenue. K-12 districts were not in any way similarly blessed.

13Corrmunity college enrollment is obviously a functioh of severalfactors. Historically, the pattern has displayed an inverserelationship between the California economy and enrollment. Thatis, when the economy is going well, unemployment is low and
enrollments increase and vice vM.S4. It is difficult to assessjust what portion of any increase or decline is attributable toany cause. In spite of that difficulty, it is clear that theincentives for growth were less under SR 1641 than under SR R.
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The major concern for community colleges was that when compared with K-12, the

colleges would be given a low priority in distributing' any state funds to bail out local

agencies. If so, the mission of the community colleges to offer low cost education to

anyone 18 years of age or over who could benefit from instruction would be threatened.

On a distr4ct-by-district basis, the presidents/superintendents of community college

districts painted the same- kind of dismal pictures of substantial program reductions that

were being painted by their K-12 colleagues - substantial lay-offs, community services

slashed, capital outlay and maintenance eliminated or deferred, athletics, music and arts

programs -wiped out and summer programs terminated. More significantly, the specter of

community college tuition and the "closing of the open door" was raised.

F. Summary

The Proposition 13 campaign was the "worst of times" for government in

California. Never had local agencies received such negative scrutiny. Elected public

officials ....ere excoriated and abused in an unprecedented manner. The word "politician'

was,equated with "untrustworthy", "devious" and "dishonest". The words "civ!l servant"

were soften used synonymously with "lazy", "unintelligent" and "parasitic". The addition

.,of the anti-government arguments to the already strongly based anti-property tax

foundation was an important key to the Initiative's overwhelming success. It is difficult

to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the other components of the campaign, but the

grass-roots based campaign, Jarvis" newsworthiness, the ineffectiveness of the opposition

campaign, and the comparative simplicity of the Jarvis-Gann solution all contributed.

Local agencies of government were the big losers. t, rs -

Owners of business, commercial, agricultural and renter-residential property were

the big winners of the election and because of ithe features of Proposition 13, their

proportionate relief will continue to grow. Renters' relief is less certain. Owner-

occupied property received immediate benefits biut over time those benefits will be

exceeded by the benefits to owners of nonowner-occupied property.



iicin:,,,oebilei:44ecade,of school finance reform effort,

ending-In the paisage:OPAitemblyi13111,65 :,demollshed by the actions of the voters. on

June -6.'-: and thotghtfully drawn Serrano privisions delicately

balancing'-' the intifriatilifAhe different.:educational and other, public interests, were

rendered ineffectiveLbY4liVitirGann.'*hether the state 'can, or will, put the "egg" back-,

together again rethajnsitobe Seen.103tit it was not` Serrano, nor the School Improvement

Program, nor the Bilingual "Prograni:lhat was the issue of the campaign. The issue was

survival. Most school:of,fiCialis argued schools could not survive, or at best, only at a

greatly diminished caiiability.

The campaign and ultimate passage of Proposition 13 die nothing to assuage the

government credibility problems. The "doomsday" projection which characterized the

passage of Proposition 13, as akin to the outbreak of the plague and predicted

catastrophic negative impact to the California economy were, quite simply, overdrawn.

Jarvis, portrayed by his opponents as California's answer to the mad bomber, appeared

eminently reasonable when he explained that the government, as had as it might he,

would not let fire protection, police services and education be destroyed. Once again,

Jarvis was right.

IV. Response to Proposition 13 - Senate Rill 154

As the June 6, 1978, election date approached and as the members of the

Legislature and the Governor realized the inevitability of the passage of Proposition t3,

they directed their respective staffs to begin work on what was to become knoim as a

"bail-out" bill for local agencies. There was no precedent, in or out of the stati . Not

since the Civil War had any state been subjected to such a drastic revenue lo . Each

house of the Legislature and the Governor began independently drawing up alt rnative

plans for the distribution of the state surplus, estimated at $2.5 billion - $3 bil ion. At

first, many of the proposals contained strong elements of .governmental reform. The

most noticeable reform was to abolish all special districts and place their functi ns under

reform.

.
!
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the control of County Boards of Supervisors. Also considered were 'attempts to reorder

`local priorities at the state level of government, by establishing differential percentage

rates of state dollars depending on the relative "worth" of the local agency's functions.

While to some degree that policy was implemented; for the most part, as time Passed end

as the cries for help from the local agencies of government became louder, the impetus

for reform and for any attempt to reprioritize local agency funCtions yielded to the more

immediate survival needs of local government.

After Proposition 13 had passed, Governor Jerry rrown drop o,ed the firit bomb. He

announced ttiat there would be made available to loci goVernment for hail-out purposes,

$5 billion ($4 billion in grants and $1 billion in the form of short-term loans). Prior-to the

paimtge of Proposition 13, the most optimistic estimates were in the. 52.5 billion. to S3

billion range. Many legislators who had vigorously campaigned 'against the Proposition

and had done so utilizing the figures provided them by the Department of Finance, felt

betrayed by the surprise announcement of the larger sum. It was especially galling

because the limes more close'g comported with what Howard Jarvis had been. saving

throughout the campaign. The Speaker of the Assembly, 'Leo McCarthy, was visibly

angered by what t; considered to he a serious breach in communication between the

Governor anil the Legislature. But in most quarters, there was general relief that more

dollars would be available for the local districts.

A. "Super" Conference Committee

After several preliminary meetings, it was determined that because local agencies

begin their fiscal year on July 1, a speedy and efficient oroCess was needed. At first,

thought was given to calling a special session of the Legislature. However, the lessons of

the unsuccessful earlier special session were remembered and a truly extraordinary

alternative was adopted, the aPpointment 'of a bioirtisaniCaineralisuper-committee.

This committee would he made un of the Speaker of the Assembly :La his counterpart in

the Senate, the President Pro Tempore; they would he joined by the chairmen of the

5 n
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reSpeetiYeliical.Oininitteecand-tha-leadei'of-theminority party oteach house to serve

as the third conference *;). mattes for Senate Bill .154.1 The- appointment of the'

sUpercomtnittee virtually gUaranteed the, passage in each houseohouse of whatever the

gonfereei could agree upon. t-

Veteran capitol observers could recollect nothing like the conference which was to

follow. The conferees Were responsible' for the distribution of 85 billion in state general
,

fund resources. This sum represented it larger dollar amount than-any annual budget for. x _

,.. : t

tile entire state until Ale administrations of Governors' Reagan and Brown. ' 'The --
. . . t. .

committee was to find so lutions to.thesi knotty1 problems In 'a "circus" atmosphere with

teleiiision and newspaper,,,sreporters from all.,:,oyer. the country. watching their

deliberationi.
t. a

The conference proCeedings can,be divided into three parts. The first - testimony

from the public - generally representatives of local agencies and anti-tax advocatessuch
.

as Paul Gann. The second was. a Period Hof political rhetoric as both political patties
O.

struggled to gain whatever-political-advantage could he achieved. In this period the

RepubliCans scored fairly heavily by insisting Oat the level of service for fire and police

ptotection not be 6t below 1977-78 levels, a stance mhich the Dolls showed to be highly

popular. The third period consisted 'of a -responsOo the myriad of legislatiVe staff

proposals on the allOCation of the $5 billion.
w

As -the latter -stages' progressed and as more alternatives were discussed, the

conferees became more and more convinced that a simple approach would be necessary

in ordet to guarantee, legislative passage. Virtually every attempt at large scale reform.
1

or reallocation of resources was dismissed as being impractical or-politically,dangerous,

1 1311 Is must pass both houses in Identical form. If they do not,
differences may be resolved by a joint conference committee. The
resulting conference committee teport must then be adOoted byboth hooses. Any single piece of legislation is limited to threesuch conferences. ,S13 154, the vehicle for two previous. failures
to enact tax reform, was the logical choice for a third and lasttry.

-
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or both, in the short term. The general philosophy emerged that local agencies should

each get a fixed percentage of what they would have expected in 1978-79 had Proposition

13 not passed and that each lolal agency, was best suited to determine its own

expenditure patterns.

B. S13154 - Provisions

Senate B:11 154 was ultimately adopted uvnimously by the Joint Conference
a

CoMmittee, overwhelmingly by both hc-ses of the Legislature and signed immediately hv

the Governor on June 24, 1978. Its passage prosiecl7-.,.ttl,ie, could act quickly

and responsibly to meet a crisis and at least, partially rettored some of the confidence
. ,

lost during the Proposition 13 campiign. :In just twoindi half Weeks the Legislature had

suecessfully distributed over $5 billion in state funds to provide assistance to local
government. -SB- 154; and subsequent clean-up Iegislation;p :provided the following

.allocation of state funds:
..-

Amount
Loca-IAgency CS-- rhi-l-l-iOn4

Counties $1 94 80 vi`! 4. -,
Cities / 250

iSpecial Districts 162

Schools, K-12 2,072

Community Colleges 260

Emergency Loan Fund 870

Bond Default Loans 30

Total $5,124

The major feetures of the BS 154 bail-out included:

1. Restrictions Most of the funds were in the form of block grants, allowing local

discretion, however several,restrictions accompanied the dollars:

Local agencies receiving bail-out -funds could not offer cost-or-living increases to

R?
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-the rem lomai,whic :ineee inereasea'foratateemPleisibes. To-do
11/1,5i

0o ''.would;:,,meityza,,,103 ,a11,:baillqufitunds. , Since In later budget action state

employees
wer0el1-TOrantet

d no .inCreate,..thit, policy resulted in a pay. freeze. This1-1.1t 1.0' '

proyition --,WAS:Jaubieluently found ,,by, the California Supreme Court to be
'`MVP:041.;:a =e4.

unconstitutional, many state and local employees failed to receive a pay
t0,141.?1,1:4

increase for 1978-79: i,s
..(-

The first priority of funds allocated to cities, counties and special districts was

the maintenance of police, andIfire =services at 1977-78 levels. This provision was
- ,

insisted, upon by the .RePuhiican- members of the conference committee who
.

successfully arguede-that these !were viewed by the public as the highest priority
,.

local services.

Several services such as certain county public health,. inpatient and outpatient

services, child care, and programs for the handicapped, could not he reduced

disproprotionally beyond the loss of revenue for the agency as a whole.

_--AocaLagencies__with_generalfund reserves- in excess of 5% of their operating

budgets were expected to contribUlte one- third of that excess to offset state

bail-out monies.

2. Distribution, of Property TaXes The 1% property tax allowed by Proppiition 13 was

required to be levied and revenues were to be allocated on a pro rata basis - cities,

counties and special districts were to receive three year average shares of property tax

revenue with schools, county superintendents and corn munity colleges using a single year,

1977-78, as their base.

3. Distribution of State Assistance

a. Cities Those cities which sustained a\property tax loss because of Proposition

13, received $250 million. Cities were to be reimbursed based on their tax loss compared

to the property tax loss of all cities statewide, which 'amount was projected to he about

90 of projected 1978-79 revenues had Proposition 13 not passed. The money was in the

R3
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form of block grants with local discretion of expenditure except for the restrictions cited

above.

h. Counties SB 154 relieved counties of their fiscal liability for several health and

welfare costs including Medi-Cal and AFDC grants. These "buy-outs" totalled over 31

billion. In addition, 3436 Million was authorized in block grants offsetting the property

tax loses for other functions of county government. The figures were projected to

guarantee counties about 90% of their expected 1978-79 revenue had Proposition 13 not

passed.

c. Special Districts Special district funds were not distributed directly to the

special districts but were allocated to counties who in turn reallocated the 3161 million

to the special districts within the county. Each county received the apportionment based

on the total tax loss of all special' districts within the county.. Priority was given to

districts with high property tax reliance and low reserves with an additional proviso for

fire and police mentioned earlier.

d. School Districts SB 154 allocated 42.044 billion in state aid to guarantee, on a

statewide basis, an average 90% of estimated 1978-79 budgets. In order to maintain

movement toward Serrano compliance, bigh expenditure districts were required to take a

15% cut while low expenditure districts were to trim only 9% off their 1978-79 projected

revenues. Prior year amounts for summer school and adult programs were included in

each district's base used to determine the level of the block grant for 197F-79. However,
If.t' t " !'districts were not required to offer these program's. This provision created an interesting

competition between funding categories. The school district will receive no additional
. I

funding for offering summer session or adult school. Therefore, offering either of those
.,

programs reduces the amount available for the regular programs. Several other program

restrictions were removed and 'local districts were given greater flexibility in their

expenditures.

While districts were generally given greater flexibility, several maintenance of
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effort provisions prohibiting disproportionate cuts in programs were added to protect

child care, handicapped, certain courses for adults and summer courses required for

graduation.

'Finally, the categorical aid programs cited below were each reducted by 10% of
tz

their projected 1978-79 levels.

Categorical Aid Funds K-12
('In' Mil 1 i ons )

Program.'"1"- t'f -4 ''S .`;: el.. , 4:" ). "!',",. 1 1978/79
,,,tSchool ImproVimentsPrograM : -(

CompensatoryEdication
"470

4
EducationallyZisadvantaged Youth

Special Elementary School Reading Instruction 15
-Bilingual-Bicultural Education 14
Amer ican- Education - 1
Instructional Materials 31
Child Nutrition, . 39
Mentally Gifted",APport lanments 15
Regular. .Transportation_Apportionments 58
Dr iver Training2Apporelonments 23
Urban Impact- Aid Program 49
School Personnel Staff' Development 1

Assistance to Public Libraries 5I'm
e. -Comm:mitt? College Districts Community colleges were guaranteed, through the

block.granttipproach, 85% of their 1978-79 projected revenues. There was no attempt to

equalize expenditures by requiring a larger reduction for high spending districts. The

85% figure was chosen for community colleges rather than the '10% for other local

agencies because most community colleges enjoyed higher than average reserves and had

greater client flexibility than other agencies. The same program restrictions regarding

child care, handicapped programs and certain programs for adults were applicahle to

community colleges. Community colleges, like g-12, had the ontion of offering summer

sessions. Their funding base included dollars for summer sessions, but the districts were

not required to offer these.



C. Impact of Senate Bill 154

The deliberations surrounding Senate Bill 154 represented the Legislature's

desperate attempt to sort out what the voters were really saving when Pioposition 13

was passed. Was it solely a property tax cut measure or an attempt to cut local

government services drastically? The Legislature opted for the former formulation

arguing the proposition was primarily a tax cutting device and that, with the available

state resources, cuts to local agencies- should he minimal. The Legislature WAS

particularly impressed by the arguments that if locaigovernMents were forced to assume

all the revenue loss, the economic dislocations for the California economy would be so

severe as to disrupt California's economic activity seriously. Ot,was,decided to devote a
t

large amount of the state's surplus in order, to "bail out" local governments in the short,

run and buy time so that local agencies, would he able to make,personnel adjustments
:".through attrition and Program adjustments incrementally.

As this paper is written, it is much too early to tell the ultimate impact of

Proposition 13. Clearly, the quick and substantial aid to local government approved in Sll

154 masked the real impact which may not be fully felt for several years. The state's

economy, its revenue producing capability, state agency cutbacks that will have to' he

made, and the period of time taken to use up the state's surplus, will all play a role in

establishing the date at which "the other shoe, will drop" and local agencies will clearly

understand what has happened to them.

If one were forced to summarize the first year impact on all local agencies of

Proposition 11, one would conclude that the Proposition 13 impact has nrt been highly

visible. The average ralifornia citizen has not been directly and forcibly impacted

negatively bylhe loss in local agency services. That is not to deny that soecific services

have been reduced (especially libraries and parks), but because of the F,eneraous bail-out

contained in SFt 154, local governments have not disappeared, nor have they suffered

dramatically. This, of course, is precisely what Jarvis had argued. The Legislature, by

its timely and generous response to the Proposition 13 crisis, probably further eroded



"f-

'coniidefice in its integrity because1he dire Consequences it predicted simply did

.not come to fruition. To look at impacts of specific categories of government we will be

largely dependent on surveys conducted by the Department of Finance, the Department

Of Education, the Community College Chancellor's Office and by a special Commission

appointed by the Governor.r.

These surveys, while helpful in establishing some generalizations about the impact

are not very precise indicators of Proposition 13's impact, because of reporting

irregularities, incomplete information, and timing. .Much more important will be surveys
hii

conducted after this fLscal,year when ,actual 1878-79 expenditure and revenue data can
"t1.31"rk3

be compared with actual4977-78.inforMation.,Even though the conclusions to be drawn
t ,""

from the utilization of theisurveyi are, necessity tentative, a definite pattern of

-decisions across agencies emerges which may be useful in projecting future impacts .2,
In the next sections examine the impact of Nopostion l3 on the state and

federal goYernments, cities,,counties,and special districts and, finally, schools.

"State The major and most direct _impacts ortiroposition_13-on State government

were:

3. In the short run, the increasecof tax revenues caused by increased income and
-,Je/

business and corporation taxes,(less property tax deductions) and savings in

reimbursements to local governments for property tax relief programs (less

property tax incidence means smaller subventions), and
0

tThis Comrnission, chaired !.y the recently retired and and highly
respected former LegislatIve AnalysZ, A. Alan Post, and including
Los Armies Mayor Tom Brr_dley, Superintendent of Public
InstructionlYilson Riles and other luminaries, was viewed by
skeptics as established more to buy the Governor time during; hisre-election campaign. The diverse makeup of the Commission
almost precluded making any wide-ranging, agreed upon
;ecornmendat ions .
For further'detail, see: A StudV of the Local Government
!meets of Proposition 13 by the State of California Department
of Finance; the Final Report of the Commission on Government
Reform; and Summary of Ivronosition 13's Impact on Community
Colleges by the Chancellor's Office of the Califnrnia Community
Co le7es.
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b. In the long run, the restrictions on the state's ability to increase taxes (by

requiring a 2/3 vote and by prohibiting any increases in property taxes).

In addition, by forcing the state to contribute increased state dollars for local

goiernment, the number of dollars for state programs is thereby reduced. Dramatic

evidence of this phenomenon was diiplayed when, after the passage of Proposition 13, the

Governor and the Legislature reconsidered the allocation of funds to. state agencies in

the Governor's Budget. The Governor's Budget, as signed, was $1.5 billion less than

introduced, a reduction of approximately nine percent, the largest decrease in state

history. The largest decreases occurred in health and welfare progams (a $2t6 million

drop - mainly loss of cost-of-living increases for welfare recipients, loss of increases of

fees for Medi-Cal providers and loss of expansion of local mental health services); state
.1

employee salaries (a $201 million drop - state employees received no cost-of-living

increases for 1978-79) and general state agency reductions (a $130 million drop - caused

by making across-the-board cuts to all state agency budgets).

2. Federal Federal impact is extremely difficult to assess. The California situation is

truly unprecedented. It appears that there will be both positive and negaative benefits.

Federal income tax revenues will increase because of the reduced property tax

deductions. However, if there is a dampening effect on the national economy, federal

revenues may decline.

Since many federal assistance programs require a loCal match and conti

"mainenance of effort" provisions, to the degree that California governments may be

unable to provide the requisite local match, federal costs may decline.. Again, because of

the magnitude of the bail-out, there appears to be only a minimal immediate loss of

federal funds to California. Because about 80 percent of all federal grant dollars are in

programs with these requirements, the long range potential impact cannot be ignored.

California stands to lose substantial amounts of federal dollars unless replacement
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'revenues Can be gained from the state or unless the federal government eases its

matching requirements to reflect California's loss of revenue.

3. Local As mentioned above, 1978-79 generally was'not a year of a sharp decline in

local agency budgets due primarily to the magnitude of the hail-out. The property tax

losses were also partially offset by the state aid and an increased use of fees (about $200

million), spending down, of prior reserves, no salary increases for local employees and

cutting back on expenditures.

According to the Department of Finance, total for 1978-79 is projected to

be down only 2.4 percent3fronL1977-78:3 However, total expenditures will be up slightly

statewide by about 5.2,percent, including capital,outlay expenditures. At this point it is

important to discuss the difficulties, in .making mid year assessments about revenues

and/or expenditures. By necessity we must look at the actual prior year expenditure or

revenue and compare that figure with thc.. budgeted .1978-79 figure. Unfortunately that

process leads to misleading resat.. Historically, loci' agencies have overestimated their

budgets in order to be safely within the budgeted figure. It should also he noted that in

1977 -78' the tendency was even greater. The comparison is distorted even more than

usual because local agencies began to make cuts and impose hiring freezes in 1977-78, as

the the enactment of Proposition ,13 became more imminent. In fact, 1977-78

expenditures were almost 10 percent less than budgeted forothe same year. Most of the

effects of Proposition 13 and the bail-out bill are not local agency specific in nature and

prove to be reasonably consistent across types of local agencies.

a. Capital Outlay-Maintenance Most local a4ancies relied on the sale of local

general obligation bonds to finance capital improvements. The bonds were secured by

the tax levy on the property of the district sufficient to cover the debt service.

However, Proposition 13 prohibited any new property taxes of any kind and all local

government capital outlay funded 'by this mechanism was virtually eliminated. Most

Excluding enterprise special districts.
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local governments will be forced to defer major capital outlay projects unless alternative

funding mechanisms can be developed. Maintenance of existing capital is also suffering

in 1978-79. Agencies repeatedly cited cut backs in the maintenance budget, because

they felt expenditures of public funds to avoid employee layoff was a higher priority.

Deferring building and equipment repair is bad public policy the buildings do not fix

themselves and the costs of repair have a tendency to grow at rates even faster than

normal inflation.

b. Public Employees Local public employees, because of the prohibition on salary

increases for cost-of-living were forced to bear a large portion of the costs of

Proposition 13 compliance. Even though the California Supreme Court was later to

declare this provision unconstitutional, by the time" the deCision was rendered the fiscal ,

year was more than half over and prospects for getting any increase for many employees

were very dim.

Layoffs fell far short of the figures projected by most analysts. Again, the size of

the bail -out and the restrictions on cost-of-living adjustments made it possible for most

local agencies to maintain their staffs. Of those initially 'dismissed one third were

rehired. Layoffs were surprisingly low, only about 18,000 is the estimated net layoff

figure. However, a number of positions opened because of retirement or resignation have

gone unfilled. Layoffs when they have occurred, occurred disproportionately in part-

time categories. In addition, the Employment Development Department reports that

several job classifications, such as electronic data processing personnel, engineers and

health personnel, are leaving public service for private industry. The Department further

reports that the total number of local government civil service employees declined by 8.4

percent (108,000).

In response to SR 154, state and local governments imposed hiring freezes. Jobs

made vacant by retirement or other attrition were simply not filled. This leads to
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another negative result for local agencies. Those areas where personnel cuts are

occurring may not be the areas where staff reductions outght to occur. Salary savings

generated,by not filling the vacated positions may assist agencies to survive in the short

run, but are not available in the future.

Retirements were reportedly increasing at a rapid rate, especially in those cases

Where an individual felt a demotion was a high probability. Individuals, where they were

able, often tranferred from non-mandatory programs to programs mandated by the state
...

or federal government those programs were the least likely to be cut.

Indications are that .in all sectors of local government, the average workload was

higher. Agencies tended to make across-the-board cuts and tried to avoid layoffs and

program service cuts wherever possible. These policy decisions lead, alniost

automatically, to worklOad increases for the employees. Workload increases were of
_

course, not rewarded by higher remuneration.

The one impact alniost almost always mentioned in the agency responses dealt with
p

the declining_ morale of public employees-generally. For-the-most part-public employees

are not exceptional risk-takeis. Many became employees of public agencies because of

the relative security involved in such politions. Many also sought public employment

because they had a genuine desire to serve the public. Proposition 13 was a nightmare

for these people. Never have public sector employees been subjected to such intense

criticism of their work and even of their motives and rarely has public employment been

so uncertain. Transfeis and demotions were common and although layoffs were

relatively rare in the first year, the certainty that more extensive layoffs were ahead,

heightened the anxiety of civil servants throughout the state,

c. Planning The uncertainty of future funding has led to a severe diminution of

the planning capabilities of all local agencies. The planning function is often among the

first programs to he cut in times of limited resources just when agencies are faced with

decisions about reprioritizing current tasks. It is another of the ironies of Proposition 13

,-4
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that just as the Planning function becomes more important - planning is even more

essential in times of fewer resources - the dollars available for Planning have been

diminished.

d. Programs Most of the cutbacks in 197R-79 were flat percentage Is
across-the-board. A typical budgetary directive was to reduce travel, maintenance, etc.

in all deoartments within an agency. Again, the goal was to minimize the nuinher of

layoffs. Those programs which did get cut tendedto he programs,in nonessential (but not

unimportant) areas. Libraries, parks and. recreation and cultural affairs tended to take

the heaviest cutbacks. Even in those cases, the services were rarely eliminated - in mosto

cases the hours the facilities remained open were ?educed.

Because of the language in SB 154 prohibiting cutbacks in police and fire services,

those programs were almost universally maintained at 1977-7R levels;

e. Tees Fees were increased in a number of areas but the statew;de aggregate

of fees collected did not proVide substantial replacement revenue. Speculation is that if

the state dollars had been less, the imoosition of fees would have been greater. Local

officials were reluctant to impose fees on their constituents because' of the adverse

reaction they received from citizens who argued that Proposition 13 was intended to cut

government revenue, not increase it. In some cases the imposition of a new or higher fee

led'to a reduction of the particular service. Reluctance to fee imposition may lessen as

the revenue Picture becomes tighter.

4. School Districts Pursuant to Senate Bill 154, the average school district was

projected to receive Q(1 percent of its projected 1978 -79 income. This represents about a

2.7 percent decline over the average total revenue for 1977-7R.

Many of the school related impacts of Proposition 13 were similar to the impacts

already noted for other local agencies. Schools saw capital outlay and maintenance

among the first services to be out. Their P moinvees, like others, reeeiver! no

cost-of-living increees, although some districts may grant such raises retroactively since
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the Supreme Court has ruled the pay freeze unconstitutional. District part-time

employees, as compared to full-timers, suffered disproportionate cuts. Full-time

certificated employees suffered fewer layoffs - many were subsequently rehired. Morale

of school employees was almost universally stated as a principal problem and evidence is

growing that more and more teachers are exploring early retirement or considering .a

transfer to the private sector.

School districts did not opt to cut the length of the academic year although a few

districts reported a shorter school day. About one half of the districts reported cuts in

numbers of teachers and/or aides, which undoubtedly will convert to an increase in
.

average overall workload. Summer school and adult education appear to be the school

programs most adversely affected. Many districts, given the uncertainty of funding,

cancelled summer school except for students who needed summer courses in order to

graduate and students who were enrolled in year round programs for the handicapped. It

now appears that attendance generated by adult programs will drop from one third to one

half of the 1977-78 attendance levels. BOth of these reductions are predictable given the

funding pattern established by SR 154. By providing bloek grants, actually offering an

optional program like adult school or summer school represents a cost to the district but

no additional revenue. In the cometition for limited dollars, these two programs were

losers.

Many districts also charged fees for the first time for courses which had previously

been offered at no charge. The imposition of these fees tended to drive away students,

especially senior citizens.

About one quarter of the districts reported reductions in instructional support

services and auxiliary services for food and community services. General su000rt for

school operations and transportation also dropped. Districts frequently reported they

responded to the revenue costs by reorganizing in an attempt to increase efficiency.
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'There appears to be no noticeable Proposition 13 impact on the number of students
served in the multitude of categorical aid programs. However, the total dollars available
for these programs were reduced by 10 percent. The services available to these students
have probably been reduced by the slight reduction in the numher of employees available
to provide the services.

With the exception of the negativeimpact on'its employees' salarlei and the sharp
drop in adult schools and summer schools, most schools did not incur highly visihle
reductions. The result can he attributed to the amount of state dollars made available in
SR 154 and the savings for the districts by not paying cost -of- living increases. Schm!s

which appear to have been injured the most are high expenditure (they were required to
take a 15 percent cut) and small (they were not able to accommodate the reductions
because of size). Most of the smaller districts have a very limited number of functions

._which they could successfully eliminate.

5. Comnitistricts Pursuant to SB 154, in 1978-79 community colleges will

receive approximately 85-87% of the 1978-79 income they would have received absent

Proposition 13's passage. This represents about a 6% decline from the 1977778 level.

Community college districts responded to the loss of revenue in 1978-79 by

reducing the numbers of courses (down 6%) and sections (down 13%) offered. Section
sizes were increased by about 5%. Major programs dropped were recreational (down
66%) aad offerings for senior citizens (down 50%). Summer sessions were cut by 50%.

Overall A.D.A. in the system was reduced by 9.3%, including a 50% drop in summer
session. Part-time students declined at a higher rate than full-timers. Colleges also

substantially reduced student services, especially in the areas of counseling, athletics and
libraries.

The pattern for college employees is not significantly different than for K-12.
Full-time faculty declined by only 2.1%, while part-timers dropped 22.9%. The same
pattern was displayed among classified employees. Although community colleges were
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subject to the pay freeze provisions of SB 154, many districts maintained enough reserves

to pay salary increases retroactively in case the court voided the SB 154 provisions. It is

now expected that most community college employees will receive a cost-of-living

increase ofsome kind during 1978-79.

Student fees were increased about 9% over the prior year, primarily by increases in

existing fees and by charging new fees for recreational and community service classes.

D. Sum mar/

The legislative response to the passage of Proposition 13, in balance, probably

further eroded the public's belief in the credibility of their elected officials. In very

real sense, by responding so well . to the needs and demands of local government, the

Legislature may have produced an ironic result. Their actions precluded the kinds of

catastrophic results most of them had predicted. By providing adequate resources, they

may have further diminished public confidence in their veracity and enhanced the Jarvis

image. The Governor, because of his quick switch from vigorous opponent to enthusiastic

implementer,, is frequently referred to a "Jerry Jarvis" and his political prospects may

have suffered by his apparent vacillation.

The Legislature, by almost any standard, had responded to Proposition 13 in a

responsible and timely .manner.. With a rare singleness of purpose, in less than three

weeks, the Legislature provided a plan to distribute ;5 billion to local government. Had

there been such a singleness of purpose in enacting a property cax relief measure,

perhaps there would have been no need for Proposition 13. The very size of the bail-out

provided enough resources so .that, for the most part, the public service cuts had little

visible impact on the average citizen. Local agencies tended to make the cuts in those

areas of their budgets which did not have a direct impact on the citizenry. This too may

have produced an ironic result. Reverse the government cutbacks have not been highly

visible, Paul Gann has been able to argue that government has not been cut back

adequately enough to match the "Spirit of 13". He has since qualified another initiative
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to be' voted on in the fall of 1979 or the summer of 1980, which would further constrain-

.the revenues for local government.'

The cuts that were made_ were remarkably similar across agencies and included

deferral or elimination of capital outlay or maintenance, loss of cost-of-living

allotments by almost all state and local employees, a reduction in planning, program

_cuts: (but not- close -to- those -projected) -and--the- Increased utilization of-fees.- Fire- and-

Police service's were among the least cut.

A significant long term problem is the dramatic= decline in the !Rustle of pliblid

employees and the possible negative .:tnbact of the campaign on potential public servants.

School cutbacks were not dissimilar from those of others local agencies, with

summer schools and classes for adults taking a disproportionate, share of the program

The most important impact of the legislative response to Proposition 13 may well

be the lack of felt impact of the Proposition on moa! of California's citizenry. This has

led to demands for additional cutbacks. in governmental services, increased pressure for

further tax relief and the enhanced exportability of the Proposition to other states.-

V. The Post Proposition 13 ERA

Although the short term consequences of Proposition 13 are not as devastating as

either its proponents hoped or its opponents feared, the Proposition will undoubtedly have

significant repercussions in California and across the country. United Press International

recently reported that 34 states have either proposed or enacted major tax cut programs

this year., Of the 16 remaining states, twc had already enacted significant reforms.

Most states are considering substantial tax cuts, almost none - tax hikes. This movement

is definitely a response to Proposition 13' and represents substantial political pressure to

reduce taxes and government spending. Texas, because of its gigantic surplus (California

considering a tax relief prograth exceeding one billion dollars.. While it is unlikely that

and Texas account for nearly one half of the state surplus for all, states) is seriously
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tax reduction devices in the form enacted in Calfornia will sweep the country, strong

inpetus has been given to a wide variety of other tax reduction or expenditure cutting

proposals. The unexpectedly modest reductions in local agency budgets in California may

encourage other states, but it must be 'remembered that no other state has experienced

the kind of surplus that enabled the Legislature to so substantially bail out local

_government._ _

The California situation will change abruptly when its economy is no longer able to

sustain the extended growth- it has enjoyed over -the last decade. The California

Department of Finance is projecting a recession for `California beginning with the last

quarter of 1979 continuing into 1980. if that projection holds true, the state will

experience serious difficulty in meet:ng the demands of local government for the 1980-81

fiscal year.

A. State

There are several predictable outcomes of Proposition 13 which will change the

face of state government. The extent of the change will depend largely on variables

unknown at present but the major changes appear to be:

1. Centralized Decision-Makin% Another in a long string of ironies of Proposition 13 is

that decision-making will probably move away from that sector of government people are

most generally favorable toward - local government - to the state, which currently has

low marks in public satisfaction. As local budgets compete with state agencies for the

revenues of the state, the Governor and the Legislature will inevitably take a closer look

at many local functions, especially those with prodigious growth rates, such as health and

welfare. Proposals are now being considered by the Legislature to shift the funding, of

these public., services as well as educational services to the state. Although shifting the

source of funding from local sources to state sources does not necessarily mean a

transfer of decision-making authority, the temptation for the Legislature to decide how

those funds are to be spent will be difficult to overcome.
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2. Increased ScrUtincies The Governor and the Legislature will a.4.1

demand closer budgetary review of existing state agencies. Efforts are already underway

to rediice the number of governmental agencies, commissions and regulatory and advisory

boards. The Legislature will also take a careful look at state agency regulations which

often add costly mandates for local government.

3. Tax Cuts The pressure for relief, somewhat abated by the passage of 13 and the

subsequent legislation which returned a billion dollars to taxpayers in 1978, is still very

real. Governor Brown's 1979-8p budget contains a proposed additional billion dollars plus

for tax relief. So far; the Legislature has not responded to the Governor's request,

'Preferring to provide funds for local government and to see how the economy performs

before committing to added relief. Howard Jarvis is currently circulating an initiative

petition, called Jarvis II, to cut the income tax in half and to freeze the sales tax at its

current level. The' election year, 1980, will create in California added pressure for.

substantial tax relief, espicially if state surplus continues at its present size. Obviously,

large tax cuts reduce the capability of the state to respond to the needs of local

government.

3.. Expenditure Limits Californians will face another proposition in the fall of 1979 or

the summer of 1980 which proposes to limit the expenditures of both state and local

agencies of government. This initiative, sponiored by Paul Gann, qualified easily and is

expected to pass overwhelmingly. Any revenues collected by state or local government

must be returned to the taxpayers if those revenues exceed authorized expenditures.

Authorized expenditures are not to exceed base year (1978-79) expenditures plus

increases in the consumer price index and population. Expenditure limitation measures

were bottled up in the Legislature last session and Gann took the initiative route to

bypass the reluctant Legislature. At least ten similar limitations were introduced by the

Legislature this year as the members stampeded to get on the limitation handvapon. The

ease by which Gann qualifi )is initiative and a promise by Assembly Republicans to
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bottie up any alternatives, points to the district possibility that once again the public will

overrule legislative judgement. This initiative, plus Jarvis II mentioned earlier, marks a

continued trend to bypass the normal political process when the Legislature fails to

respond.

4. Public Employees Public employees will have their noted political power severely

tested as the civil service system undergoes lb: most intense examination. The state's

Little Hoover Commission, a respected government reform body, soon will report to the

Legislature on recommended changes to the system. Governor Brown has pledged to

materially reduce the number of state employees and he took the lead in insisting that

state employees not receive cost-of-living increases in 1978-79. Brown is currently

holding firm on no retroactive pay increases, but has recently offered a 10.5 percent

increase for 1978-79. the California State Employees Association has countered with a

promised work slowdown or strike if their demands for retroactive pay and increases for

1979-80 do not total 15 perc,-nt. The California Highway Patrol has just commenced its

first ever "sick-out" and the prospects for similir state employee actions have never

been greater. The concerns of the public about the civil service system will be countrired

by increased employee dissatisfaction and militancy which observers predict could lead

to an attempt to repeal the civil service system by the initiative process. Few civil

servants would care to wager on the outcome if the test were to come. In any case, it is

a time of increased frustration for the state's employees.

5. Political Changes The immediate short term impact of Proposition 13 on the politics

of the state was to swell the ranks of the fiscal conservatives in the Legislature. In

addition, formcrly liberal and mod'rate members moved distinctly to the right in the

wake of 13. Only a fcw members of the Legislature, mostly those from kilitically "safe"

districts, did not alter their prior positions. ReoubIcans, many of them endorsed by

Jarvis, made the biggest legislative gains since the Reagan landslides of the sixties

Fourteen new Republicans joined the Assembly, ending the period when the Democrats



controlled the house by more than the two-thirds necessary to control the budget and

other appropriation bills. In the immediate past, If the Assemb:j Democrats could agree,

the Republicans could be ignored. That's no longer the case as the new breed of fiscally

conservative Republicans have dumped their relatively cooperative party leadership for a

more partisan, fiscally conservative group and will play a significant role in all the key

issues before the Legislature. It remains to be seen if the Republicans can sustain and

build on their impressive gains of 1978.

Proposition 13, the Gann initiative, and tax cut issues have so far virtually

paralyzed the Legislature. Veteran political observers report they cannot remember a

legislative ses,ion when so many important issues went unreso.' for so long. There's

still no clear path for the Legislature to pursue. Gale Cook, a political reporter for the

San Francisco Examiner, observes that the Legislature is leaderless as the Governor has

his eye on the White House and the other legisla.uve leaders have their eyes on the

governorship.

As the competition increases for the respective shares of the state pie, former

allies in the allocation process have shifted from trying to build coalitions for more

.."'zIlars, to protecting their own specific programs. It becomes harder and harder and

harder to build the two-thirds support necessary to pass the budget and uther

appropriation legislation. Unless this splintering trend is reversed, the Legislature will

be frozen into total inertia and public disenchantment will grow.

B. Local Agencies

Cities, counties and special districti will find their futures radically altered.

Although it is not yet clear what the,path loud governance will be, it is certain that it

will be different than the status quo. , Of the three, special districts are the most

vulnerable. Several key legislators had expressed support for reorganizing local

government along more orderly grounds. Proposition 13 speeded up that process. The

major changes appear to be:



1. Consolidation and Reorganization The continued autonomy and even the existence of

many of the almost 4,900 special districts in the state will be among the most obvious

challenges to local agencies. The Legislature either will provide for c substantial

reduction in special districts themselves dr indirectly address the problem by permitting

county boards of supeivisors to allocate special district bail-out funds among competing

districts. In either case, some of California's more esoteric districts (such as school

crossing guard districts) are clearly in jeopardy. It makes little sense to continue the

current proliferation of special districts and it appears that Proposition 13 will, assist in

the realization of a long overdue reform in local governance.

2. State Assumption Largely because of the state's concerns about unnecessary costs of

some of the current state mandated locally administered programs, it is expected that

mach of the costs of several programs, especially health and welfare costs and possibly

judicial costs, will be borne directly by the state. Police and fire services will remain

controlled by locally elected officials. Since the former class of services have such

explosive growth rates and the level .and quality of these services are so variant between

locales, it again appears to make good sense for the state to provide state funds for these

programs and to assume control over the provision of these services, which are

considered by the general public to he the lowest priority program among the major state

awl local services. Another Proposition 13 irony is that it has hastened the possible

reform of health and welfare programs but has reduced the state's capability to fund the

solution.

3. Tax Shifts Related to the funding and local control questions raised by Proposition 13

are questions regarding the appropriate revenue sources for these services. Thep are

now at least three major alternatives being considered. The first is a continuation of the

local government bail-out (similar to SB 154 of 1978-79) in which the source of support is

the General Fund of the state. There appear to be no strong advocates of this approach,

but it now looks as if, because i4 the lack of agreed upon alternatives, this funding
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alternative may continue. The Governor advocates a plan which calls for the state

assumption of certain county functions and the transfer of what had been county revenue

from the local property tax to schools. This would increase the school reliance on

property taxes from 30% to 50%. The Sepaker of the Assembly advocates a reduction of

school reliances on property taxes from 30% to 20% of their total revenue and a

corresponding increase in city and county reliance on property taxation. The rationale

for the Speaker's proposal is that where possible, property related services, especially

police and fire, should be funded from taxes on property. The Republicans in both houses

have coalesced around a plan which would replace the current bail-out mechanism by a

redirection of the sales tax revenues. Each of these proposals has its advocates and

detractors, but no clear leader has, as yet: emerged. It is quite likely that in spite of the

unpopularity of the current bail-out mechanism there will be consensus on the best long

range approach and the bail-out will continue.

4. Expenditure Limits The Gann Initiative, if successful, will limit local (as well as

state) government growth to the growth in the Consumer Price Index plus population. A

major outcome could be to limit city and county development. A city or county may not

be able to provide, within the limit, the services needed to support a large housing

development or a new industrial complex. As far as revenues are concerned, it is

unlikely that given the existing limit on property taxes, local government could

realistically exi act to receive revenues which woziki exec ed the appropriation

limitation. The Gann Initiative will add impetus to the movement to shift certain fast

growing costs to the state, especially in health and welfare. Because of the size of the

state's total revenue, the state would have greater flexibility to absorb the costs of these

Programs within its limitation.

C. Schools

School districts and community college districts will become, in the post

Proposition 13 era, more and more reliant on the state for revenue. In 1978-79, the state
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provided about 7096 of the districts' total state-local revenue. It is unlikely that

percentage will decrease appreciably. The shift of funding source could have a radical

impact on the schools of the 80s.

1. Centralized Decision-Making Although California's 1100 plus local school governing

boards have a strong tradition of local controls there are signs that concomitant with

funding shifts to the state, at least some of the decisions historically left to the boards

may shift to the state. Both. last year's state budget and this year's proposed budget

contain language requiring districts to maintain offerings of certain kinds of classes

which had been offered in the prior year. The Legislature, to a higher degree than at any

time in the last decade, is making decisions about school curricula and is conditioning the

receipt of state dollars on district compliance. Absent a substantial public backlash to

the centralization of these decisions, the tendency is unlikely to abate. The state's

attempt last -fear to o4°.Iwride already existing collective bargaining agreements and to

require a pay freeze was the most glaring case yet of the inclination of the Legislature

and the Governor to assume control. If. the state cannot resist the temptation to control,

and decision-making power is shifted further and further from local constituents, public

disenchantment with both the state government and the local schools is likely to grow. A

succemion of polls in California over a significant period of time have consistently shown

that California citizens have more confidence in local governmental officials than they

do in either state or federal officials.

2. Serrano As the court imposed date for compliance with the California Supreme

Court's decision in Serrano comes perilowly close (1980), the Legislature must readdress

a problem which was perCeived to have been solved with the passage of Assembly Bill 65

of the 1977 session. The Serrano provisions of AR 65 were completely emaciated by

Proposition 13 and the Legislature is again faced with an incredible dilemma, which must

be sorted out and solved in an all - too-short, time frame..
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The Serrano suit was based on the notion that assessed value differences between

districts led to expenditure differences tyhich were constitutionally imperrn!ssible. The

passage of 13 virtually reversed the problem. Prior to 13, districts which were-low in

assessed value per ADA received substantial state funds, whereas districts with high

assessed value only received the constitutionally mandated minimum of $120 per ADA.

Proposition 13 drasticall"; reduced the revenue of the high assessed value districts - those

most reliant on the troperty tax, but had little effect on- low- assessed value districts

which had never t'ceived much revenue from property taxes. Had the state not acted,

the formulas in efferJt at the time would have generated the situation in which all

districts would have lost revenue, but the low assessed value districts would have

received relatively more revenue than their' higher assessed value counterparts - a

reversal of the case prior is 13. The Legislature was faced with the awkward situation

of providing more money to the higher assessed value districts that: to lower wealth

districts. Not to do so, would have resulted in the destruction of the high wealth

districts.

The plaintiffs in the Serrano suit have taken note of the Legislature's actions and

will continue to demand greater -errano compliance. The larger fiscal role now played

by the state argues for increased attention to Serrano and makes the possibility of full

state assumption of educational costs at a nearly uniform basic rate, while not yet a "fait

accompli", a distinct long term possibility. In the short term, the Legislature will be

thrown ba.* into the pre AR 65 Serrano morass of trying to determine the appropriate

methodology and weed which should be used to equalize district revenue per ADA.

Given the other legislative problems in the post 13 era, an easy solution to Serrano, as

modified by 13, appears remote.

3. Expenditure Limits l'he Gann Initiative, if successful, would do nothing to ease the

Serrano compliance burden. It may, in fact, make it appreciably more difficult. If a

local school district's revenue is limited to its prior year revenue Plus inflation and ADA
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growth, it would be impossible for low expenditure districts to "level-up" their

expendlutres to those enjoyed by higher expenditure districts. The only permissible

alternative may be to lower the expenditures of high expenditure districts, something

which politically is never easy to dci.

Next to the Serrano problem caused by the Gann Initiative, other school related

problems caused by Gann appear less impactful. Schools, unlike other local agencies of

government, have already experienced life under revenue limits and the level of the

appropriation limit may well exceed the level of district revenue they may reasonably

expect. The problem will occur in declining enrollment districts which may be unable to

accommodate the losses in revenue generated by losses in ADA by comparable cost

reductions. Finally, given several interpretational problems regarding what constitutes a

district's base for the purposes of imposing the limit plus problems requiring judicial

interpretation, it may be several years and several court decisions' before the full impact

of the Initiative will be known.

4. . Categorical Aidis With the regular per ADA allocation of funds becoming

More and more a state problem, the Legislature will examine more closely than ever'

before the other major educational expenditures for programs targetted to individual

groups such as bilingual and economically disadvantaged youth and to individual programs

like the School Development Program. All programs will be subjected to new standards

of effectiveness. 'the pre 13 luxury of being able to assuage the demands of advocates

for special programs by simply providing more dollars is over. The 25 plus categorical

aid programs in California will all come under increased scrutiny, with programs without

large constituencies and without political clout especially vulnerable: A major funding

bill,ttiis session which has already passed the Assembly, even goes so far as to "sunset" all

categorical programs. The competition-bet-we-Cp, regular apportionments and categorical

aid dollars has been a virorous one and the impact of .Proposition 13 will undoubtedly

heighten the cuntroversy. The end result may well he to create increased pressure within
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dismissed. Again, the initiative process will offer a tempting solution to those who would

wish to abolish the tenure system.

An issue that divides teacher and other employee groups and which has been

highlighted and exacerbated by Proposition 13, is employee affirmative action. The two

largest statewide teacher's associations, the California Teachers Association and the

California Federation of Teachers, have been torn by this issue. As teachers get laid off

because of program cutbacks, the problem will become worse. Essentially the issue

involver the older and more experienced teacher whp is a natural advocate for the

seniority system.. Arrayed on the other side of the issue are the smaller group of

younger, less experienced teachers,,some of whom favor a system which emphasize.s skill

and quality of teaching over years in the system and the minority employees recently

hired because of an affirmative action program who now find theinselves to be among the

first group of employees to be let go.

With the new pressures on the seniority and tenure systems will come new pressures

to reevaluate California's existing teacher evaluation law, the Stull Act. Thus, virtually

every statute relating to the employer-employee relationship' in the California schools

will be readdressed with all the divisiveness and bitterness that these, among the

"hottest" of the political educational issues, engender. The "ultimate impact will

fragment the educational establishment just at the time its political needs call for a

united effort.

Growing frustration will characterize the post 13 era as school board members

resent inroads into their historical power by'. the Legislature and by teacher groups.

Teacher morale will continue to erode as threats to tenure and,,pther protective

legislation grow. Salary limitations caused by limited revenue will be compounded by the

ills that accompany declining enrollment and the teacher community will continue to be

split between groups with different priorities regarding job security and performance.
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the education community, making it more difficult to achieve the kind of consensus

necessary to enact education finance legislation.

5. Personnel Issues Another set of issues *impacted by Proposition 13 and bound to

create intra-educational disputes, are those issues relating to employees.

Collective bargaining is a relatively new phenomenon in California. After a

decade's experience with a "meet and confer" statute, California enacted in 1975 ,a

comprehensive K-14 collective bargaining' statute. The passage of 13 has important

implications for collective bargaining. First, Ur; reduction in revenues, will probably

generate increased employee frtistration and will lead to a more militant employee

stance than would have coccurred had more dollars been available. Increased militancy of

public employees in the past has led to increased public antipathy toward its employees

in California. Labor leaders fear that this attitude, combined with the recent notable

success of the initiative process, may lead to the attempted repeal of the collective

bargaining sttutes.

Because of decreased revenue flexibility, collective bargaining issues at the local

school board level will turn to non "bread and butter" items as teachers attempt to

secure greater \control over their destinies. Unde the existing collective bargaining

statute, many of these non "bread and butter" issues are not within the scope of

bargaining. Teacher groups will attempt to expandthelist of bargainable issues and will

be firmly and vigorously opposed by school board and administrative groups. In fact, as

revenue becomes more scarce, boards and administrators 44/1111 seek repeal of many

statutory provisions which now grant specified privileges or -benefits to employees.

School boards will become even more pressured as pressure from the state centrists and

the locaLemployees tug and pull at their power and control. I .1

4

If the increased ,frustration caused by Jarvis arid Gann, et a ,1 leads to public work/0-

stoppage, and I think it will, the public may well act olkone of its long and most deeply

held anti-teacher attitudes - that the tenure system protecti incompetents from being

.88
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6. Vouchers Perhaps no exterior threat is vied with greater alarm by the educational

establishment than vouchers, Currently, an effort by Jack Coons, professor of law at the

University of California's Boa lt Hall and an'ardent and articulate advocate for vouchers

as an alternative, may develop into yet another initiative - that implementing a voucher

system. Problems generated by Serrano compliance in high expendittire districts,

opposition to mandatory busing, general dissatisfaction with public school performance,

disenchantment with teacher quality are enough to cause the public sector to flinch when

the word "voucher" is mentioned. The prospect of declining school revenue caused by

Proposition 13 and the Gann Initiative materially enhince the chances for a voucher

alternative. Increased public dissatisfaction caused by growing factionalism within

education will only add to its chances.

7. Fees California, more than any other state, has been committed to virttially free,

open access education to its Citizens through the 14th grade. Almost every community

offers, either in its adult high school program or in its community colleges a wide array

of free, or low cost educational options. That freedom of chance and choice has been

seriously jeopardized by Proposition 13 and the future will see a new reliance on fees,

tuition and other charges. The effect, if unchecked, will be to reduce the educational

opportunity for low income, minority students. California's tuition-free community

colleges and its low tuition University and State University and College system will be

forced to reexamine carefully their revenues and priorities. Increased reliance on fees at

all three sectors and in adult high school programs is a virtual certainty.

8. Uncertainty If the post Proposition 13 era can be characterized by a tingle

predictable outcome, uncertainty will be the theme. Questions about the health of (-

state's economy and its ability to maintain growth; the impact of the centralization of

ooliticaj decision-making in Sacramento; the possibility of additional tax cuts and the

probability of expenditure or revenue limitation, join with questions regarding the state's

political future, and the impact of the 13 mentality on the future elected local and state

. officials, to paint a picture of such complexity that the only certainty is uncertainty.

88
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For schools, the added unanswered questions regarding Serrano compliance, the

future of the voucher, busing, affirmative action, collective bargaining and increased

school board and teacher dissatisfaction make for unpredictable times. The interaction

of all of these factors increase the uncertainty of any predictable,

(

result. Normally, one

might predict nefrotive outcomes for a state beset by so many problems and so many

unanswered questions. However, the CaliforniR economy may prove to be, once again,

the states's salvation as it gives the citizens of the" state necessary time to provide

longer range solutions to the most pressing problems.

Many of the problems which led to the passage of Proposition 13 can be tied

directly to past governmental excesses. Proposition 43 hits already led to, and will
o

Continue to cause a reex mination of the state's functions and its priorities, a not
unhealthy exercise for any goyernmental enterprise. In retrospect, one can only wish

that the Legislature had been more able io respond in a meaningful way to the demands

of its citizens. For the future, one can only hope that theLegislature, against, even

tougher odds, will respond to., the voters in a convincing manner. Failure to do so will

lead inexorably to the continued bypass of the legislative process an highw

bodes ill for the future of this nation's largest state.
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,PRICEANDEXES FOR TEACHERS IN MICHIGAN:
A'REPLICATION AND EXTENSION* ,

I. Introduction

During the last decade, researchers Nye been vigorously pursuing many of

the issues surrounding the elusive concepts of equity in public education.

.Examples that stand out include the differences between equity for ren

versus taxpayers, alternative measures of equity, and the effects of school

finance reform on equity. One issue that cuts across almost every other dimension

of equity is the problemof price differences across districts. Whether the

question is measuring equity or designing or evaluating, state school finance plans

whose purpose is to foster equity, educationa nputs measured in dollars (i.e.

revenues or expenditures) may not be the ppropriate object of concern if price

differences across districts permit equal dollars to purchase unequal inputs.

Over the past five years, researchers have begun to estimate price differences

for educational inputs and this article both replicates some of the previous

research and extends it in several ways.

Since this article is intended to build on earlier work on price indexes,

it is necessary to point out what part of the price index literature is being used

as a foundation.
1 First, while some of the research endeavors have produced a

complete price index for all educational inputs (Chambers, 1978a), this research

*Leanna Stiefel and Robert Berne. The authors contributed equally to this paper.

The authors are Associate Professor of Economics and Public Administration, respec-

mi tively, at the Graduate School of Public Administration, New York University, New

"4 York, NY. Funds were provided by the Ford Foundation. Dr. James Phelps and

r, Mr. Thomas Nicol, Michigan Department of Education, deserve special thanks for,data

provision and general encouragement. The computer assistance and the research and

m secretarial suppol , provided by Mr. Chris Hakusa and Ms. Karen Gruhn were critical

4.4 to this paper.

CD
1. Much of the literature refers to these indexes as cost indexes. However,

!S since only one part of cost, that attributed to differences in input prices, is

w of concern, we prefer the narrower label of price index.
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is limited to priceindexes.for teachers' salaries. Teacheri' salaries comprised

55 percent of operating expenditures and 74 percent of instructional expenditures

for one year Of our data (1972=73 in Michigan), so, that we are focusing on the

most important input in terms of size. Furthermore, the methodology developed

for teachers can be extended for other salaries. Price indexes for nonsalary.
0

items such as transportation and energy are, however, beyond the scope of the paper.

Second, this article is limited to the estimation and computation of a price

index for teachet.s' salaries. No attempt will be made to utilize the index in

measuring equity (Borne, Odden, and Stiefel, 1979), determining school district

response (Adams,'10791,' or structuring a state aid formula (Grubb and Hyman, 1975)..

Third, and finally, the price indexes in this article are based on demand and

supgkequafiont estimated, simultaneously, using district level data. This

follows one distinct line of inquiry in the price index literature (Brazer, 1974;

Brazer and Anderion; 1975; Grubb and Hyman, 1975; Kinny, Denslow and Goffman, 1975).

HoWever, since it has been pointed out by Grubb and Hyman (1975) that indexes based

on this methodology may be'highly sensitive to alternative assumptions and specifi-

cations, various indexes are estimated and compared throughout this article. An

alternative line of inquiry in the price index literature has been to utilize

individual -level data and hedonic price theory (Chambers et al, 1976; Chambers,

1978a; and Wendling, 1979). The benefits of this approach include fewer identifi-

cation problems, simpler estimation techniques, and better data on certain aspects

of quality and the classroom setting. But, compared to the data utilized in the

district level approaches, in most states the individual level data collection

and assembly costs are higher. Of course, furthee'research must continue to use

individual level data and eventually compare the resulting indexes to those com-

puted using district level data. However, until one methodology is shown to be

preferable or cost-effective, research on district level data needs to proceed as

well.



The'reinainder of the article is organized in five sections. Section II

and Anderson (1975) for Michigan using 1972-73 data. In this section,_Brazer and

replicates the price index for teachers' salaries originally calculated by Brazer

Anderson's original index is compared to a similarly specified index based'on

almost all the Michigan dittricts, rather than the one:third originally examined

by Brazer and Anderson. In Section III, the sensitivity of the Brazer-Anderson .

index is tested by altering the specifications utilized to estimate the index.

Two additional indexes are calculated in this section and compared to those esti-

mated in the previous section. The dependent variable employed in all the

analyses carried out in Sections II and III is average teachers' salaries in the

district. In Section IV, similarly specified indexes are estimated using specific

points on each district's salary scale as the dependent variable. The starting.

salary for a BA with no experience.and an MA with no experience are used to com-

pute price indexes,that are compared to the indexes estimated using average

salaries. In Section V, the indexes estimated in Sections II and III are re-

estimated using data fran 1975-76. Thus indexes based on alternative independent

variables, dependent'variabl:n, and time periods exe estimated for all Michigan

school districts. The methodological and policy relevant conclusions that follow

from this analysis are spelled out in Section VI.

II. TheBrazer-Anderson Index for All Michigan School Districts

In the 1975 Selected Papers, Harvey Brazer and Ann Anderson estimated a

price index for 173 Michigan school -districts based on a competitive market,

demand-supply model for teachers' services.
2

They briefly considered other

0

2. They also estimated.a price index for all inputs, but in this paper we limit

ourt elves to indexes based oniteacher salar,es only. The Brazer-Anderson

approach to inputs other than teachers was much less sophisticated than their

teacher index (mostly due to data limitations). It probably needs more develop-

ment rather than replication.
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Iniodeli.thafasSuMeOless'than ,perfect competition due to bargaining or that

Include&-twO teacher quality variables (average years teaching experience and- .

.per- cent teachers with masters debrees) as endogenous. Brazer and Anderson

.rejected the bargaining models because they were too complex to estimate.

They also rejetted the use of endogenous teacher quality variables, as

measured in their data base, because the prevalence of negotiated salary

schedules and,tenUre rules were thought to remove the determination of

these-quality variables from the school district's control.

The logic of the Brazer-Anderson price index calculation was the following.

School districts must spend differing amounts to hire an identical number of

constant quality teachers because the supply schedule of teachers differs across

districts. Supply schedules differ not in their parameters,but in the values of

the exogenous variables affecting supply. In order to develop a.price index

that represents the relative purchase price of constant quality teachers, the

estimated- supply schedule ,of each district can be used to predict the differences-

from average salaries in the state that a district must_pay, given the values of

exogenousyariables not under the district's control. These uncontrollable dif-

ferences from average salaries can than be compared to the statewide average salary

to form an index whose value centers on 1.0. An unbiased estimate of supply

equation parameters is essential to the procedure and thus the need for a demand-

supply model and the use of two stage least squares for estimation purposes.

Brazer and'Anderson estimated their model. using 1972-73 data'for 173

Michigan school districts, less than 35% of the approximately 530 K-12 districts.

The 173 districts were representative of Michigan K-12 districts along many

dimensions and the regression model does not require a random sample for estima-

tion purposes. Nevertheless, if indexes such as the Brazer-Anderson one are to

be used in state policy, it is likely that state policymakerS will want to kslow
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the_serititiiiitYOrthe index it, the nuMber.of-ditiritts'osed for estimation.

Also of interest are the values of the index for the districts not included in

the 173 school district sample. In this section of the paper, we briefly review

the Brazer- Anderson demand-supply theory. Their model is reestimated using data

from approXimately,500 Michigan school dittricts and the resulting two-stage

regression coefficients are compared to the ones estimated by Brazer and Anderson.

Then a price index. is calculated based on the new regression results for the

supply equation but using the Brazer-Anderson assumptions on uncontrollable

variables. Finally this new index is compared to the original Brazer-Anderson

one in order to determine the differences between an index estimated on a sample

versus one, estimated on the populationtof school districts.

The Brazer- Anderson (B-A) Theory

The B-A model is a straightforward demand-supply model, with the addition

of an extra endogenous variable meant to capture the simultaneity of the salary

determination and school budgeting processes. The three endogenous variables

are average teacher salary (ATS), the number of teachers employed per thousand

students (TPUP), and school district millage rate that is voted on top of an

unvoted basic millage allocated by the county to the school district (MILLV).

The MILLV variable is the additional budget-process-endogenous variable.

The demand equation for teachers, with ATS as the dependent variable, is

a function of three groups of variables: the endogenous variables, TPUP and

MILLV; community taste or preference variables; and variables related to ability

or capacity to support education.

I. The endogenous variables: B-A hypothesize the usual downward sloping

demand curve, and thus expect the coefficient on-TPUP to be negative. The

coefficient on MILLV is expected to be positive because MILLV is included as an

indication of a community's willingness to support education.
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2. -Preferences oritaste variables: Four variables are_included to repre-

sent the school distrUt's preferences or taste for education. These variables,

along with the predicted sign of their coefficient, are the following:

PPUPOP( +) proportion of population that is public school pupils;

PFOR(+) proportion of the population who were born abroad or had parents

born. abroad in 1970;

MOB(+) percent of the population aged five and over who lived in the same

house in 1970 as in 1965;

PCOL(+) percent of the adult population who attended one or more years of6

college in 1970.

3. Ability or capacity variables: Five variables are used to measure ability

or capacity to support education. These variables, with the predicted sign of

their coefficients, are the following:

PRICH( +) percent of families with 1969 income equal to or greater than

$15,000.

SEWN 1972-73 state equalized property wealth per pupil in thousands

of dollars,

RES(-) percent of property wealth accounted for by residential property;

REVPL( -) proportion of total local district general reven'e provided by

local sources in 1972-73;

TAXO( -) total non-school tax levy imposed on property in the district.

We were able to replicate all of the variables, except TAXO. Appendix 1 to

this papergives the source for each variable included in our replication of

B-A's model, as well as for variables included in models reported later in the

'paper.

The B-A supply model postulates that ATS is a function of'one endogenous

variable (TPUP) and four sets of exogenous variables: teachers' experience and
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440atiOntIcharacterittiCt of,puPiis and schools in the district, characteris-

tics of thecOmunity; and measures of union strength.

1.; The endogenous variables: Since the B-A model is a competitive one,

the supply curve of labor is postulated to be perfectly elastic for each dis-
a

trict and the coefficient on TPUP is expected to have a coefficient not

significantly different from zero.

g. Teacher quality variables: The two variables available to measure

teacher quality are ones built into the salary schedule:

AYTt(+) average years of teaching experience for the districts' teachers

in 1972-73;

PTECM(+) percent of teachers holding Masters' degrees or higher in 1972-73.

3. Pupil or school characteristics: To measure pupil or school characteris-

tics the following three variables were included:

LIOPUP(+) base 10 logarithm of the number of pupils in 1972-73;

SKCF(-) a measure of fourth grade achievement on a test of basic skills;.

PMALES(+) percent of teachers who are male in 1972-73.

4. Community characteristics: B-A gathered six variables to represent

community characteristics:

CE(+) central city; RUR(?) rural area; SUB(?) suburb; IND(?) independent

city (the control type);

0 PNW(+) percent of the population in the district that is minority in 1969;

MFY(+) median family income in district in 1969;

DENS(+) population density in the county in 1970;

MLEMP(+) average earning of employed males,aged 16 and over in the

county in 1969;

PCOL(-) proportion of the population who attended one or more years of

college in 1970.
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`"000niiation.7Varliblet: WOAinionikation-Variabits are included in the °
0

supply equation:

STRK(+) number of days teachers in district were on strike during three

years, 1970 to 1972;

CONTRCT(+) presence (1) or absence (0) of an agency shop and binding

arbitration in 1973-74.

Reestimation of the B-A Specification With 469 School Districts

We used two-stage least squares to reestimate the B-A model, with 469 Michi-

gan K-12 school districts for the 1972-73 school year. Approximately 60

districts in existence in 1972-73 were omitted due to lack of data on at least

one variable. The estimated demand and supply equations are presented in

Tables la and'lb, along with B-A's estimated results. Variables with no dates

are for a calendar year, usually 1970, while those with a 73 following their

mnemonic are from"the 1972-73 school year. The results of the two estimations

are very similar. Almost all the variables have the same sign and similar

magnitude; with one or two exceptions the (asymptotically) significant variables

are the same. While the results are not necessarily surprising given-that,

regression analysis doe', not require a random sample for good estimation, still
0

it is reassuring to confirm that estimations with a sample representative of ,the.

state and with nearly all districts in the state yield similar results. We do

not report an R
2
with our estimate, since two stage least squares does not

readily lead to an R
2

calculation. However, for those who are willing to define an

R
2
as equal to 1 _SEE 4;g1111192-9Ya

reduced CM equation) , the inputs to this cal-
tion)

culation are given at the bottom of the table.

Calculation of a Price Index Using the Reestimated Supply Equation

A price index that is constructed from an estimated teacher supply equation

is meant to indicate differences in the price of constant quality teachers due
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t Tibleja

TSLS ESTIMATES OF.OEMAND EQUATION FOR AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARIES (ATS73)

IN 469 MIZHIGANISCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR 1972-73 USING B-A SPECIFICATION

Reestimated B-A Specification From B-A (1975)

Regression Regression . 't'

Variable Coefficient' .Statistic Coefficient Statistic

INTERCEPT 19260. 11.83 15517. 5.75

TPUP73* -303.1 -7.90 -294.4 -5.18

MILLV73* 335.1
0

5.59 387:1 7.44

PCOL 9.815 .70 52.68 2.46

PPUPOP73 149.4 .09 6927. 1.89

PFOR 3936. 3.90 3332. 1.90

MOB ,(-7.415 -.68 24.12 1.54

-6.453 -.57 -28.10 -1.58

SEVP73 169.1 4.94 305.1 6.76

REVPL73 -6076. -3.25 -11630 -.93

RES -15.58 -3.08 -8.720 -4.67

SST(ATSj = 767,798,260

SSE(Equation) = 954,053,184

*Endogenous variable
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Table lb

TSLS ESTIMATES OF SUPPLY-EQUATION FOR AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARIES'
IN 469 MICHIGAN 'SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR 1972-73 USING BA SPECIFI 4

Variable

Reesiimated B-A Specification From B-A 11975)

'Regression

Coefficient

t.

Statistic

.

Regression 't'

Coefficient Statistic

INTERCEPT

rr

.1918. 1.42 -591.6 ,

-.20
TPUP73* 13.76 .56 53.87 1.50
AYTE73/ 181.8 11.44 193.9 4.49
PTECM73 21.09 cam, 5.23 33.22 3.31
LIOPUP73 882.6 4.69 813.2 2.65
SVCF 4.872 .35 -1.152 -.03
PnALES73 17..68 3.73 31.40 _ 2.08
CC _ 301:6 1.49

.
462.8 1429

RUR -41.61 -.29 -184.6 -.67
SOB 76.26 .60 -59.5 -.22°
FPM 10.92 2.00 -1.663 -.16
MFY .0620 2.35 .0967 1.89
DENS .2406 7.14 . .1805 2.74
MLEMP .2210 5.56 .2286 2.37
PCOL 2.604 '.49 -28.73 -1.94
STRIKE -14.89 -1.30 30.17 1.98
CONTRACT 214.5 4.02 361.6 2.11

SST(ATS) = 767,798,260

SSE(Equation) = 124,591,912

*Endogenous variable
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to variables :that are,not under.% district's control. The mechanics of.the

.construction of such an index for any district, j,, involve the following

calculations:

+ 'I
b7. (X - Y

1
.)

.Indexi = ' 1

ATS

where - IT is the mean value -of ATS for all d.istircts included in the index, bi

is the estimated regression coefficient for each variable in the supply equation

notundertheschooldistrict'scontrol,.X1 is the actual value of variable i

th
in the j district, and TCi is the mean value of variable i for all districts.''

The choice of which supply variables are not under the ,district's control

is crucial. 'In this section; we replicate the B-A choices, using the coefficisrits

from our reestimated equation. The variables selected as uncontrollable by B -i\/

are: AYTE, PTECM, PUP', SKCF, CE, RUR, SUB, DENS, MLEMP, PCOL. Five variable

were counted as.controllable, mostly for policy reasons. For example, B-A argue

that it would be poor policy to assign a higher index to distriqp that had more

strike -days because of the perverse-bargaining incentives. Likewise, few policy-

makers Would-be comfortable assigning a higher indeX to districts that hired

proportionately more.males. While these choices can be. debated, the most contro-

versial choice is the inclusion of the quality variables, ATYE and PTECM, as un-:

controllable. However B-A are consistent in their argument about these variables,

since they made the variables exOgenous" rather than endogenous in their estimation .

procedure.

.3. There are alternative ways to calculate an index from a regression equation.
They vary depending on assumptions made about the controllability of the unex-
plained variation in the supply equation. B-A present a discussion of the
alternatives (1975) which We do not repeat here. We followed the B-A procedure ..

"and assume the residual is controllable.
/
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Tt!e original BLA index bated on 173 districts and our reeslimated index9 ..

based on 505 districts are compared in two different ways.
4

First, six districts
. -.

.-

from various parts of the state are chose4 fOr compalison. Throughout this

paper, these same six districts will be used. .Second, the Pearson correlation

coefficient between indexes is analyzed. Below are the calculated indexes for

six districts, based on the original B-A estimation (INDEXB) and on our reesti-

mation (INDEX1). While these six districts were chosen from different areas Of

the state, they are not necessarily representative of other districts in those
o

areas. The six are used only to give concrete examples of what the index

culations look like in specific cases.

School
District

School District Number INDEXB INDEX1

Detroit (cE) 82010 1.274 1.383 t
Birmingham (SUB) 63010 1.062 1.255
Kalamazoo (cE) , 39010 1.127 1.174

, .Cheboygan (IND) 16015 1.005 1.004
Marquette (IND) 52170 .963 1.053-

Kingsley Area (RUR) 28090 .818 .850

Mean.for entire sample of districts . 1.000 1.000
Ainge for entire sample of districts (.767.; 1.275) .798; 1.383)
Standard deviation for entire

sample of districts .095 .095

Appendix 3 contains a list of the calculated indexes, where available, for each

school district in the state. The school district number is a coding number,

where the first"two digits represent the county and the last three the school

district within that county. Both indexes have a mean value of 1.000, and a

4. Note that the price index is computed for a .,lightly larger sample.(505)
than the sample utilized for the two stage least squares regressions (469).

For the regressions, districts are omitted if one of the variables in the
specification is missing. Districts were omitted from the calculation of the
price index only if one of the variables in the price index is missing. The
robustness of the regressions for widely varying sample sizes provides a
justification for including districts in the price index that are not in the
regression. A similar procedure is used throughout the paper.
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',standard deviation of .095, but differ slightly in their ranges, with INDEX1

covering a greater range and having a longer tail at the high end.

Detroit is very near or at the top end of both indexes, while the upper

peninsula and upper part of-the lower peninsula districii, Marquette and

Cheboygan, are Close.tothe mean. The Detroit suburb;. Birmingham, is ranked

differently by the two indexes - close to the mean on INDEXB and relatively

high on MM. The medium sized city of Kalamazoo,,. In southwestern Michigan,

is somewhat'above.the mean and the rural districts', Kingsley Area, in the north-

western part of the lower peninsula, is substantially below the mean. While

both indexes rank Detroit highest and Kingsley Area loyiest, the rankings of

the other four districts are somewhat different.

Looking at six districts cannot, of course, tell us systematically what is

happening with all districts. For an analysis of all districts, we turn to the

correlation coefficients. The Pearson correlation coefficients between indexes

are displayed in Table 2. The table Shows the correlations between all the

indexes discussed-in this paper and will be referred to , as appropriate, in

following sections. IMDEXB and INDEX1 are correlated .927, very highly on an

absolute scale as well as,relative to other correlations in the table.

Based"onIthe analysis of the coefficients of,the estimated structural

eciilations,'as well as the calculation -of the indexes, we°conclude that a price

-indeX fOr Michigan school districts, estimated with-,a representative sample of

districts versus one estimated with nearly all ?flitricts, yields very comparable

reOlts.

III. Alternative Formulation of the .Demand-Supply Model

tele certain extent, the B -A choices about endogenous variables and about

appropriate variables to represent types of exogenous factors such as tastes or
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Table 2

CORRELATIONS MOM ALTERNATIVE 'PRICE INDEXES FOR MICHIGAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS*

impExt INDEX2 INDEX3 BRSRI ,LBSBA BRSMA OM ultaxl UINDEX2 UINDEX3

. INDEX8 .927 .657 , .892 .808 .728 .799 .713- .889 .673 .. ..859

(173)' -(173)- .4173)' 1171) (173) (173) (173) (173) (173) (173)
, .

1110811 .788 .972 .894 .801 .890 .784 .964 .787 1938
(505) (505), (505) (505) (505) (505) (505) (505) (505)

Amogn _:833 . .867' .939 .846 .854 .817 .978 .858
(528) 1507) (530) (507) (530) (507) (530) (,530)a

1110813 .849 .819 .839 .800 .942 .950
(505) (528) (505) (528) (505) (528) (528)

BRSBA .907 .998 .890 .914 .890 .873
(507) (507). (507) (507) (507) (507)

LBSBA .892 .958 .830 .951 .859
(507) (530) (507) (530) (530)

BRSMA .887 .913 .873

(507) (507) (507) (507)

LBSBA .814 .874 .831

(507) (530) (530)

UINDEX1 .826 .981

(507) (507)

UINDEX2 .865

(550)

*The number of districts included in correlations is in parentheses. The number is the lower of the numbers included in either index.
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school and Pupil characteristici are arbitrary. From a policy perspective,

it is desirable that slight modifications in theory, e4ecially ones about which

researchers might debate, have little effect on the final price index. In order

to test the robustness of the Michigan price index to slight differences in

thevy, we briefly develop'iome alternative specifications of the demand-supply

modefor teachers' services. We then use two-stage least squares to estimate

the reformulated specification and compare the results to our reestimated ver-

sion of the original B-A specification. Finally two price indexes based on the

reformulated specification are calculated and compared to the B-A indexes.

Reformulated Demand-SuppliThlory

B-A include three endogenous variables in their model. The first two

(salaries, ATS, teacher/pupil ratio, TPUP5)' are specifications of the usual

price and quantity variables essential to any demand and supply model. The

third, extra voted mill rate, MILLV, is an attempt to build into the model the

public budgeting context in which the market for public school teachers operates.

!Mile the budgeting context is important and ideally a full fledged model of

financial decision making fn school districts should be constructed,6 the inclu-

sion of an endogenous MILLV variable seems grossly inadequate to the task. We

choose to simplify the model as much as possible and do not see much loss from

elimination of MILLV in the reformulated model.

/ In the reformulated demand equation, with ATS as the dependent variable, we

follow B-A with the use of three sets of'variables: the endogenous TPUP with an

expected negative sign; community taste or preference variables; and variables

representing ability or capacity to support education. In addition we include

5. See Bruer and Anderson (1975) for a discussion of why the quantity

variable is a ratio of teachers to pupils rather than just number of teachers.

6. See Robert Inman (1979) for a perceptive summary of the state of the art
in public expenditure and budgeting models.
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a variable, the number of school distv9cts per square mile in the county.(DISSMC),

which we use as a proxy for degree of competition among districts and expect to

have a positive coefficfent.7 The community taste variables are similar to B-A's,

with the exception that we omit MOB and include PMALES. The ability to support

education variables are somewhat different frompB40s. While we continue to in-

clude SEVP and RES as they did, we add four new variables in place of PRICH and

REVPL. These are median family income (MFY), change in per capita income between

1970 and 1973 (CHIN7073), state aid per pupil (STDIPP),and federal aid per pupil

(TTFDPP). We think these variables represent well the income of a district and

the intergovernmental aid available to it. We expect positive coefficients on

all four variables.

The specified supply equation uses the same types of variables as did B-A,

buy: with different choices to represent pupil and school characteristics, and

community characterisitcs. For lack of a better alternative, AYTE'and PTECM

again measure quality. For the pupil and school characteristics, we make the

following modifications to the B-A ni.Jel. The number of pupils. (PUP) and the

square of the number of pupils (PUPSQ) substitute for the logarithm of the

number of pupils (LIOPUP). The percent of pupils claisified as special education

(SPED) substitutes for SKCF, with" an expected positive sign. Finally, the number

of noninstructiOnal professionals per pupil (PRPUP) is used to represent desir-

able working conditions within a school and a negative sign is predicted.

Community characteristics are measured by a slightly different group of variables

than those identified by B-A. The location variables are changed to coincide

with distinct areas in the state: districts in the upper peninsula (UP), districts

in the northern part of the lower peninsUla (CENT), districts in the Detroit SMSA

(METRO), and the control group of districts in the southern part of the lower

7. See Jay Chambers (1978b), for a rationale for use of such a variable.
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peninsula, but not in the DetrOit SMSA (OTHER). MLEMP and PNW are included as

before,-but MFY and PCOL are omitted because they, seem to us to be more appro-

priately classified as demand variables. Finally DISSMC is substituted for DENS.

While the two measure different things (degree of competition versus congestion),

they are highly correlated and are difficult to use together.

Estimation of the-Respecified Model

The twi.kttage estimates of coefficients and asymptotic t values are pre-

sented in Tables 3a and 3b. The years in which the data were collected are

once again either the calendar year, 1970, or the school year, 1972-73,and

I.. - 470 K-12 districts have complete data for all variables. For the variables

that are the same between the respecified model and the reestimated B-A model

(Tablela'and lb), the coefficients are essentially in agreement as to magnitude

and sign, except for PPUPOP in the demand equations. In the respecified-demand

model (Table 3a), PPUPOP has A large negative sign while-in the reestimated B-A

model (Table la), it has a positive sign. The t valut. in the respecified model

is high, but should be interpreted with caution. We have used the same data

base to estimate several different equations, so that-the assumptions of classi-

cal hypothesis testing no longer hold. We expected PPUPOP to have a positive

sign. One possible explanation for the negative sign is thatthe variable may

represent both a taste and a cost factor. On the cost side, a larger ratio, of

pupils to population means that constant expenditures per pupil cost the adults

more per capita than in a district with a low ratio, Districts with high ratios

may opt for lower per pupil expenditures, which in turn translate into lower

salaries. While-a plausible explanation, the shift in sign and the large nega-

,tive magnitude means we cannot be confident about the variable's effect.

Othee variables that we added to the demand equation'lletwith fairly good

success.. MFY, CHIN, STDIPP and TTFDPP all have the correct; positiie sign and

three of the four have high
c values.
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Table 3a

TSLS ESTIMATES OF DEMAND EQUATIONS FOR AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARY (ATS73)
IN 470 MICHIGAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 1972-73 USING REFORMULATED SPECIFICATION

Variable
Regression

4,
Coefficient 't Statistic

INTERCEPT

.TPUP73*

PCOL

13223.

-168.8

18.14

10.42

-7.49

2.32

.PPUPOP73 -4896. -5.44

PFOR 2069. 3.15

PMALES73 23.97 2.84

3. DI SSMC 24869. 5.31

SEVP73 37.54 2.38

RES -2.60 -.83

MFY .2211 6.10

CHIN7073 6117. 2.74

STDIPP73 .0674 .06

TTFDPP73 7.609 5.52

SST(ATS) = 770,358,127

SSE(Equation) = 375,422,051

*Endogenous Variable
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Table 3b

TSLS ESTIMATES OF SUPPLY EQUATIONS FOR AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARY (ATS73)
IN 470 MICHIGAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 1972-73 USING REFORMULATED SPECIFICATION

Variable
Regression
Coefficient 't' Statistic

INTERCEPT 4264 4.76

TPUP73* 42.57 2.19

AYTE73 192.3 11.10

PTCEM73 31.86 8.34

PUP73 .0611 7.08

PUPSQ73 ..21X10-6 -7.03

SPED73 6942. 2.04

PRPUP73 -13.33 -2.14

PMALES73 5.316 .93

DISSMC 14812. 3.67

METRO 379.7 2.38

UP -74.45 -.53

CENT -17.81 -.15

PNW 10.20 1.85

MLEMP .2383 5.87

CONTRACT 268.3 4.34

SST(ATS) = 770,358,127

SSE(Equation) = 163,836,050

*Endogenousyariable

LI
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The supply equation (Table-3b) is also successful in terms of predicted

sighs-of coefficients. SPED has a large positive coefficient and a high t

compared to the coefficient of the variable it substituted for, SKCF, in'the

B-A reestimatfon. PRPUP has the expected negative sign,_the PUP and PUPSQ

variables perform as well as LIOPUP, DISSMC is an adequate substitute for DENS,

and we obtain the same mixed results on the location variables as did B-A,"Mth

METRO having a large positive coefficient.

Price Indexes Based on the-Respecified Model

While the differences in the sturctural equations are interesting, the

critical question for policy purposes is how much difference in price indexes

results from the use of alternative equation specifications. In addition to

testing the sensitivity of the index to the equation specification, we will

also look at changes in the index that result from alternative assumptions about

whether the two quality variables, ATYE and PTECM, are uncontrollable.

Two new indexes are calculated, using the estimated supply equation coeffi-

cients presented in Table 3b. The indexes differ Only in terms of whether the

two quality variables are included as uncontrollable. INDEX2 specifices the

following,variables as uncontrollable: UP, METRO, CENT, MLEMP, PNW, PUP, PUPSQ,

SPED, DISSMC. INDEX3 inciludes these variables plus AYTE and PTECM.

The values for the six example school districts are shown below:

School
School District District Number INDEX2 INDEX3

Detroit (CE) 82010 1.103 1.227
Birmingham (SUB) 63010 1.166 1.321

IND) 39010 1.066 1.175
Cheboyganheboygan IND 16015 .953 ,976
Marquette IND) 52170 .961 1.025
Kingsley ArealRUR) 28090 .966 .861

Mean for entire sample 1.000 1.000
Range for entire sample (.890; 1.259) (.786; 1.427)
Standard deViation for

entire sample .068 .102
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INDEX2 and INDEX3 do not both rank Detroit highest nor Kingsley Area lowest,,

as did INDEX1 and INDEXB. Instead, Birmingham is highest on both, Detroit

second, and 'Kalamazoo third. The foarth, fifth and sixth positions shift

among the districts depending on which index is used. The range and standard

deviations for INDEX3 are considerably higher than those for INDEX2. This

might be the expected result .because AYTE and PTECM are assumed uncontrollable

for INDEX3 and these two-variables have large coefficients in the supply equa-

tion as%well as relatively large variances in the sample.

The correlations using all districts for which data are available are

shown in Table 2; INDEX1 and INDEX3, which are highly correlated at .972,

differ in terms of variables used in the 'estimating equations; however, the

two indexes both include AYTE and PTECM as uncontrollable. INDEX2 and INDEX3

on the other hand show a lower correlition.of .833. These two indexes use the

same estimated equation, but in INDEX2, A7YE and PTECM are'assumed to be under'

the control of the school district. Assumptions about whether quality is

controllable make more of a difference for these Michigan districts than do

decisions about which variables to'include in the estimated'equation, When

both the estimated equations and the controllability of AYTE and PTECM are

varied (INDEX1 and INDEX2); the correlation coefficient falls even lower, to

.788.

One conclusion to be drawn from this section is thitmarginal changes in

equation specification make little difference in, the index calculations, but

decisions about the controllability of the quality*variable have an impact on

the variation in the index as well as on the agreement between the indexes.
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IV. Alternative Price Indexes, Utilizing Starting Salaries .

The.two price indexes calculated in the previous section each employed

different assumptions regarding the two teacaer "quality" variables, average

years of teaching experience (AYTE) and percentage of teachers with degrees

at the Masters level and beyond (PTECM). AYTE and PTECM were assumed to be

under the control of the school district and reflective of quality in the

formulation of INDEX2. In INDEX3, however, AYTE'and PTECM were considered

part of the administered salary schedule and, as a result, largely beyond

the control of the individual school district. Following through on these

assumptions, INDEX3 includes AYTE and PTECM in the calculation of the index,

'while they are, excluded from the calculation of INDEX2. The results in

Section III showed that although the ranges and standard deviations in the

indexes are somewhat affected by the alternative assumptions, the correlation

between the two indexes is still relatively high.

In this section an alternative strategy to embody the assumptions incor-

porated in INDEX2 is utilized to calculate four different price indexes._ Note

that the supply equation used to estimate INDEX2 (and INDEX3) included AYTE

and PTCEM as independent variables since both variables are hypothesized to

affect average teachers' salaries in the district. However,. a different way

to take the structure of the salary schedule into account, without using AYTE

and PTECM as independent variables in the supply equation, is to estimate both

the supply and'demand equation for an identical point in each district's salary

schedule. Once a fixed point in the salary schedule (such as starting salary

for a BA) is used as the dependent variable, there is no need to use AYTE and

PTECM as independent variables in the supply equation. Equally as important,

there is no choice in the treatment of AYTE and PTECM in the construction of the

index. They are not in the regression estimates and therefore are not included
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in the index. This is consistent with the assumption that AYTE andPTECM.are

qualify variables that are controllable by the school district, the same

assumption embodied in 1NDEX2.
8

Two dependent variables representing different pointg on the salary schedule.

were obtained from Mithigan Education Association reports for Michigan districts

in 1973-74. The first is thestarting,salary-for BA's with no experienceISBA)

and the'second is the starting salary for MA's with no experience (SMA). Both

SBA and SMA are used as dependent variables in demand-supply models utilizing

the'Brazer-hderson specification. described in Section II and the reformulated

specification described in section III. Specification wise, the only difference

is that neither RITE nor PTECM is included in the regressions estimated in

this section. 'After the equations are estimated utilizing the same data for

the independent variables degcribed in Sections II and III, the supply curve

is uses; to calculate price indexes and these indexes are compared to the ones

estimated previously.

Before the actual price indexes are discussed, however, a few comments on

the°estimated regressions are in order. Appendix Tables 2.1a through 2.1d dis-

play the demand and supply equations for-the B-A specificationand the reformu-

lated specification, respectively, all with SMA as the dependent variable.

(The regressions with SBA as the dependent variable strongly resemble those

shown in the Appendix.) The demand equation for SMA using-the B-A specification

(Appendix Table 2.1a) performs similarly to the B-A specified demand equation

for ATS (Ta4le la). The same six variables in both have t values over two.

The supply equation for SMA using the B-A specification (Appendix Table 2.1b) does

8. If AYTE and PTECM are assumed to be controllable by the school district, then
an additional alternative strategy would be to treat AYTE and MICH as endogenous
variables in the models with ATS as the dependent variable: However, since Brazer
and Anderson tried this without success, it is not replicated in this article.
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not'perfoni as well as the comparable equation for ATS (Table lb). Three

variables (PMALES, PNW, and MLEMP). with t values over two for ATS' have t

values under one for OA. Neither the demand nor the supply eqUation for

.SMA using the reformulated specification (Appendix Tables 2.1c and 2.1d) have

asniany significant variables as the equivalent equations for ATS (Tables 3a

and 3b). Finally, in both specifications of the supply equation for SMA, the

coefficients on almost all variables are smaller in.magnitude than those for

ATS. Although there are differences in the regression resulti, a more impor-

tant question is whether these differences affect the price indexes.

Price Indexes.With SBA and SMA as Dependent Variables''

The two dependent variablet and two specifications yield four price indexes

that are labelled as follows:

Dependent
Variable

SBA

SMM1A

Specification

B-A -Respecified,

BRSBA -LBSBA

BRSMA I L3SMA

These four indexes are cnmputed identically to those that Use ATS as the

dependent variable. The only difference occurs because AYTE and PTECM are not

used in the regressions nor in the-subsequent indexes using SBA and SMA. A .

comparison of these four indexes with those based on ATS could yield two types

of differences. First, the-SBA and SMA indexes' could be uncorrelated with

those produced by ATS. Given our demand-supply theory, if the indexes are uncor-
,

related it would indicate that there is some process at work ihat is mot well

represented in the theory or captured by the available data. That is, from

what is known, the expectation is that the indexes will be highly correlated:

Second, the magnitude of the price variation reflected in the SBA and SMA

indexes may be different compared to the ATS indexes. In fact, since the SBA
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and 104-indeXesissOMe that AYTE:and-PTECM are quaiity variables that should

not be reflected in the -price index, it is expected that the SBA and SMA

indexes will have a smaller price variation-than-the ATS indexes. The indexes

1 for the six districts and the correlation
matrix can be examined to assess

both these.expectations..-

SChool-District

, School

District
number BRSBA BRSMA LBSBA 'LBSMA

Detroit (CE) 82010 1.125 1.160 1.116 1.139Birmingfiam.(SUB) 63010 1.028 1.036 1.050 1.0424lamazoo (CE) 39010 1.037 1.044 1.040 1.043'-Chebbygin (IND) 16015 1.000 . 1.002 .972 .980Mar'quette (IND) 52170 1.004 1,008 .984 .993Kingsley Area (RUR). 28090 .975 .967 .975 .974

Mean for entire sample 1.04 1.001 1,001 1.001Range for entire sample
(.955;1.125)( .945:1.160)(.954;1.128)(.960;1.159)Standard deviation for entire

.;\

sample ,026 .035 .030 .031
O

The individual indexes for the six selected districts as well as certain..

summary statistics for all districts in the.sample, shown above, confirm the

second expectation. The range and standard deviation of the SBA and SMA

indexes are substantially smaller, than those for fheindexes based on ATS

(INDEX1, INDEX2, and INDEX3). Specifically, the standard deviations for the

ATS indexes are two.to three times 9,reater 'man those shbwri above.

For these six districts, the overall Pattern for the ATS, SMA and SBA

indexes is relatively consistent. At a general level, Detroit, Birmingham

and Kalamazoo are consistently above the mean, Cheboygan and Marquette around

the mean,and Kingsley Area below the mean. Hdwever, certain disagreements can,

be found for individual pairs of distridts (e.g. Detroit and Birmingham) when

the ATS indexes are compared to the SBA and SMA, indexes.

A more complete comparison among the indexes can be obtained from the

correlation coefficients-displayed in Table 2. The level of agreement between

1.83.



-the'-AtSriiide*et` and ..ina:,',$Okand;',_04A- indexes is generally high,-with ten o

-twelve:. Correlation CeeffiCients- ranging from di:to .9.- The intercorrelatiOn

09:09 the ,SEIA and-SMA indexes alone are even higher, ranging from .887 to .998.

Finally,. note that the correlation between INDEX2 and each of the four SBA and-

--SMA indexet is always ,higher than the correlation between INDEX3.with the same

SBA..anct-SMA index, again illustrating the effect of a similar treatment of the

Auality'''variables%, .
-The analysis in this section has' shown that utilizing fixed points in the

salary,schedule rather than average teachers' salariesthas some effect on the.
iMaghitUde.of the price differences inferred from the price index. More speci-

the indexet-uting.:SBA and SMA as dependent variables yield price

differences ,only.one-third'to,one-half as large as the indexes that use ATS.

'however,-, the choice Of -sijA or SMA versus ATS does not greatly -influence the

._agreeMent in the price indexe,s.for the individual districts, as evidenced by the

high-.correlations among the indexes. Of all the specification difference's

-cOnsidered thus:far, the assumptions regarding teacher quality stand out a most

important:

V. Update From 1972-73 to 1975776 of B-A and Reformulated Specifications

A final issue relevant to the use of price indexes in state finance plans is

the sensitivity of the indexes to the updating''of the data upon which they are

estimated -and calculated. In this section, we use 1975-76 data, where available,

to reestimate the B-A specification and our reformulated specification. Then the

indexes. calculated on the basis of the updated supply equations are compared to

the 1972 -73 indexes.

The Demand and _Supply Equations With 1975-76 Data

The updated B-A specification is displayed in Appendix 2, Tables 2.2a and/

2.2b. Variables that have been updated are identifiable by the 76 that follows

their mnemonmic (e.g. TPUP76). A comparison of Appendix Tables 2.2a and 2.2b
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1Wiih<teX06010Sja-40dAbollherethesame4quatioOs estimated with 1972-73

"data-, :shows that there are no6ni)Or°chinges. While severalAariablei change

signstenly one of them (PCOL in the 1975,76 equation) has a t value over 2

in either equation. A comparison:of the reformulated specification for 1975-76,

displayed in.Appendix Tables 2.2c and 2.2d, with the same equation for 1972-73

(Text 'Tablet 3a and 3b),,also shows consistent-results. Only one .variable

changes sign, and only four have t values that move from values of under 2 to

values over 2.

4ost Indexes Based on:1975-76 Supply Equations

Given the similarity in results for the estimated structural supply

equations based on 1972-73 and 1975-76 data, we would expect'the price indexes

calculated from the different equations to be very siinilar-as well. A look at

the correlations in Table 2 confirms'this expectation. The updated 1975 -76

indexes are labelled. with a "U".for "update" before their names. Thus UNDEX1s. .

is.calculated_the same asINDEX1,except it-is based on the-1975-76 supply

equation. INDEX1, INDEX2 and INDEX3 are correlated with their respective

updates .950 or higher.- The updated indexes are correlated to one another in

the expected'pattern: the highest correlation (.981) is between the two indexes

that at-asiume the quality variables are uncontrollable and the lowest correlation

(.826). is between the two-indexes that make different assumptions abcut control,

lability of quality and are based on different specifications of the supply

equation. The results. of this section show that the'Michigan price indexes for

teachers' salaries,are insensitive to updating over a three-year period.

VI. Conclusions

It is still an open question whether'or not econometrically estimated

price indexes will become an accepted component of state school finance plans.

Florida broke new ground by recognizing price. differences in their state aid

plan. However the Florida index follows a market basket, rather than econometric,
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approach. .Force_on._iquity in .Education

whoselMandate-is:6 look lagain) at `New York's school fintince.tystem-in the wake

of ______isti.evittOwt his also considered' the price difference issue. The Task

Force has'accepted the legitimacy of-price diffeknces and has had its researchers

eStimate,an econometric, indiviftally based, index. Furthermore, the-price index

is being,used by the Task Force in equity-assesimentsand alternative:formula

simmlations. But-it yill'be some tire, before the' Task Force's final.recommenda-

tions are put forward, andit is'unclear whether these recommendations will be

_accepted by, the legislators. lihilethesetwo examples show that price indexes

may, potentiallyrUvsed by' state leyelpoliCYMakers, their Uniqueness emphasizes

that-there ar,e'still:manYreseirchluestions that are' unanswered.

This article-has, built upon litisting=priceindexreseardh to begin to

address some-of'the issues.that-need carefUl attention before policy implemen=

tatiOnAs feasible. First,:it was' demonstrated that an index based on a repre-

sentative sample of distriCts iskin faCti almost identical to a similarly

specified index utilizing iiirtually'all districts in a state. This suggists that

initial-research in a state can proceed with a-sample of districts and focus on

numerous specifications prior to selecting a single index for the entire state

with some savings in data collection costs.

Sedend, this article has shed some light on the question of alternative

specifications. Within the demand-supply framework used explicitly by Brazer

and Anderson (1975), alternative specifications that used different independent

variables yielded very.similar indexes as evidenced by the correlation coefficients.

Once the supply-demand framework is accepted, marginally different decisions about

independent variables do not dramatically affect the priceindexes.

Third, the question of the sensitivity of the indexes over time was analyzed.

en indexes were estimated 4,or a point in time three years later than the origi-

.
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..nal indexes, fewChatiges-surfaced. Theie results suggest that price indexes may

not-have to.ba,reestimated more often than once every-five years.

The-price indexes estimated in this article were notrobust in every

instance. Specifically, the estimated magnitude of the variation due to price

differences was affected by the treatment of the two teacher "quality" variables,

averageyears of teaching experience, AYTE, and education levels of teachers

measured by the percent holding Masters degrees or higher., PTECM. Indexes that

considered AYTE and PTECM not as qualfty,but as part of the salary schedule that

is beyond the.districts' control, had standard deviations in the .07 to .12 range.

Indexes that assumed that AYTE and PTECM were controllable and representative.of

quality had smaller variation with standard deviations from..03 tot .07. These

latter indexes were estimated using both average teachers' salaries (ATS) and

fixed points-on the salary scale (SBA and SMA) as dependent variables. Although

the total v ration differed depending upon the assumptions regarding AYTE and

PTECM, the indexes were still highly correlated among themselves. However,

compared to, the, other alterations in the price indexes examined in this article,

changes in the assumptions surrounding AYTE and PTECM had the greatest effect on

the,relative agreement among the indexes. Note also that while the Pearson-
.--

correlation was utilized in the article, the Spearman rank correlations are very

nearly the same. For the 55 correlations shown in Table 2, the average Spearman

rank correlation is .826 compared to the average Pearson correlation of .862 in

Table 2.

Previous articles on price indexes estimated from district level data gave
r

the impression that considerably different assumptions yielded widely varying

indexes. This article has demonstrated that within, perhaps, a narrower band of

assumptiqns, the resulting indexes are comparatively stable. Clearly, much more

research is needed before we know for sure which assumptions matter and which ones

do not, but at least every single alternative assumption does not appear to pro-

duce a unique price index. 187
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ApPendix.1

Data'Definitionsand Data Sources

Many of the variables were obtained from Michigan Department of Education
Financial, Student,,and Staff Tapes and from the 1970 Census Fourth Count
(Population)lchool District Data. Tapes. These two sources will be represented
by MICH'TAPCS and 1970 CENSUS SCHOOL DISTRICT, respectively, below. Variable
symbols followedby XX are-included in the analysis for various school years where
the-year As the'second year of the sChool year ti.e. 73 = 72-73). All data are
available on a district basis Unless otherwise indicated:

10291 . Definition

AYTEXX Average years of teaching experience of
all teachers. .

.

CE Duciity'veriable .1 if the district is

located in the central citrof a'standard
Metropolitan statistical area as defined,
by the 1970,Census of PCpulation and City
of Pontiac, 0 otherwise.

, . .

CENT Dummy variable . 1 if district is located
in northern part of lower peninsqla, 0

otherwise.

CHIN7OYY

CONTRACT

DENS

DISSMC

For districts that are coterminous with
incorporated places of 1,000 or more, the
proportion change in per capita money in-
come between 1970 and year YY forthe in-
corporated place that corresponds to'the
district. For all Other districts, the
proportion change in per capita income in
county (less coterminous districts) be-
tween 1970 and year YY.

Dummy variable. 1 if teachers' contract
has both agency shop and binding
arbitration, 0 otherwise, 1973-74.

Population per square mile in the
county in which school district is
'located, 1970.

Number of districts per square mile
in the county in which district is

located.

LIOPUPXX Logarithm (base ten) of pupils.

METRO Dummy variable.. 1 if district is,
located in the Detroit SMSA (Wayne,

Macomb, Oakland Counties), 0 other-

wise.

inn
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Source

MICH TAPES

1970 Census School

District

Michigan Statistical
Abstract (1978)

Michigan Statistical
Abstract (1977, 1978).
from Bureau of the
Census, special release.

Michigan Education
Association, Summary
of Salary Schedules and
Selected Contract
Provisfans, T973 -74.

Michigan Statistical?
Abstract (1978) from
U.S. Census of Population

MICH TAPES, Michigan
Statistical Abstract
(1978), from U. S. Census
of.Population.

MICH TAPES

Michigan Statistical

Abstract (1978), U.S.
Bureau ofthe Census.
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SYMbol v'''-',-.0(11;!1 Definition ,

MILLVXX' Extmvoted millage, voted by school
district, in addition to millage
allocated by county.

Median yearly earnings of all male
civilian employees aged 16 and over in
the county in 1969:

MLEMP

MOB

MFY

PCOL

PFOR

PMALESXX

P'111

PRICH

PRPUPXX

PTECM

PUPPOPXX

PUPSQXX

PUPXX

RES

REVPLXX

RUR

Percent of population over age 5 who
were living in same house in 1970 as
1965.

Median family income in 1969.

Percent of adults in population with
one or more years of college, 1970.

Proportion of population who were born
abroad or had parents born abroad.

Percent of teachers who are miles.

Percent of the population black or
Negro or Spanish surname in 1969.

Percent of familfes with income.
greater than $15,000 in 1969.

Number of professionals other than
teachers per one thousand students.

Percent of teacheri holding Masters
degrees or higher.

.

Ratio of pupils in district in year
XX to population in district in 1970.

Number of pupils squared.

Number'of pupils.

Percent of equalized value of, property
that is residential in 1970.

Revenue from local sources as a'propor-
tion of total general revenues.

Dummy variablen 1 if the district is

located in area defined as rural by the
1970 Census of Population; 0 otherwise.
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Source

MICH TAPES

U.S. Department of
Commerce, General
Social and Economic
Statistics, MiaTgan
TT0727---

1970 Census School
District

1970- Census School

District

1970 Census School
District

1970 Census School
District

MICH TAPES

1970 Census School
District

1970 Census School
District

MICH TAPES

MICH TAPES

MICH TAPES, 1970
Census School District

MICH TAPES

MICH TAPES

1970 State of Michigan Tax

CoMmission tapes and
estimates from school
district b Minor civil
division (MCD) maps of
overlap between school
districts and MCD's.

MICH TAPES

1970 Census School
District



r

SBA

SEVPXX

SKCF

sMA

SPEW

STDIPPXX

'STRIKE

SUB

t, Definition-

Starting salary for teacher with a
BA And no-experience in 1973-74.,

Stite,ellUalizej.vaiUe.of property
in thousands of dollars 'per pupil.

Basic skills composite adievement
test scores for fourth graders,
1972 -73.

Startling salary for teacher with

an MA and no experience, 1973-74.

Proportion of. pupils in district

who are special education.

State.aid (membership and categori-
cal) per pupil.

Number of days teachers-on strike
in dittrict, 1970 to 1972.

Dummy variable stl if the district,
is located in a suburban area,

0otherwise.

TPUPXX Teachers per one thousand pupils,'

TTFDPPXX Federal aid per pupil.

UP DUmmy variable = 1 if district is

located in upper peninsula, 0

otherwise..

Source

MichiganjducatfOn
AsseCiatiOnc Summary of
Saliry:SChedules.and Other
Selected, Contract Provisions

1973-74. .

MICH TAPES

MICH TAPES

Michigan Education.
Association, Summary of
Salary Schedules and Other
Selected Contract Provisions
1973=74.

MICH TAPES

MICH TAPES

Michigan Education
Association.

Note: The control variable:for the dummy variables CE,
independent (non-SMSA) cities, 1970 population between 4

The control variable for the dummy variables METRO, UP,

area.in the southern part of the lower peninsula not in

5
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1970 Census School District

MICH TAPES

MICH TAPES

Michigan Statistical
Abstract (1978).

RUR, and SUB is the
,000 and 50,000.
and CENT is the
the Detroit SMSA.



Two-Stage Least Squares Results for
Demand-Supply Equationsiiith SMA as

Dependent Variable and With
1975-76 Updated Variables



Table 2:1i

TSLS ESTIMATES'OF DEMAND FOR STARTING M.A. SALARIES (SMA)

IN:469 MICHIGAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR'1972-73 USING B-A SPECIFICATION

Regression

Variable Coefficient 't' Statistic

INTERCEPT 11776. 17.64

TPUP73* -107.1 -6.62

MILLV73* 112.5 5.60'

PCOL : -3.691 -.66

PPUPOP73 1083. 1.65

PFOR 1154. 2.91

MOB -1.698 -.40

PRICH 2.958 .65

SEVP73 54.28 4.02

REVPL73 -2157. -2.93

RES -5.737 -2.88

SST(SMA) = 112,523,293

SSE(Equation) = 146,795,254

*Endogenous Variable
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TSLS ESTIMATES OF SUPPLY fOR STARTING M.A. SALARIES (SMA)
IN 469 MICHIGAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR 1972-73 USING B-A SPECIFICATION

Variable
Regression
Coefficient 't' Statistic

INTERCEPT 7152. 8.58

TPUP73* .5522 _.04

LIOPUP73 292.1 2.52

SKCF 7.603 .89

PMALES73 2.197 .72

CE 136.2 1.06

RUR -203.9 -2.20

SUB -43.41 -.53

PNW .5148 .15

MFY-- ..0291 1.75

DENS .1546 7.47

MLEMP .0216 .85

PCOL -5.240 -1.50

STRIKE -.6848 -.09

CONTRACT 134.7 3.99

SST(SMA) = 112,523,293

SSE(Equation) = 51,168,542

*Endogenous Viriable
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Table2.1c-

TSLS ESTIMATES OE DEMAND EQUATION FOR STARTING M.A. SALARIES (SMA)
IN 470 MICHIGAN! SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 1972-73 USING REFORMULATED SPECIFICATION

Variable
Regression
Coefficient 't' Statistic

INTERCEPT. 8359. 16.06

TPUP73* -18.17 -1.89

pcm - -.8337 -.27

PPUP6073 -17.58 -.05

-PFOR 670.7 2.54

2PMALES- -3.697 -1.09

DISSMC . 13788.
a

7.33

SEVP73 4.382 .69

RES -.0455 -.04

MFY .0622 4.28

CHIN7073 2490. 2.78

STDIPP73 -.0197 -.05

TTFDPP73 1.409 2.55

SST(SMA) = 112,524,469

SSE(Equation) = 60,377,873

*Endogenous Variable
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1*-
TSLS ESTIMATESOFSUPOLY 00ATIONI,FOR STARTINGA.A. SALARIES (SMA)

AN 470 MICHIGANICHOOL DISTRICTS IN '1972=73 USING REFORMULATED SPECIFICATION-
_ ..

Variable

INTERCEPT

iPUP73*

PUP73

PUPSQ73:-

SPED73

eRP0073.

PMALES73'

METRO

UP

CENT

MLEMP

RACT

Regression
Coefficient 't' Statistic,

13.52

23.12 1.88

.0298 5.89

96X1e. , .
-5.40 .
1.68

-5;733 77;': -1.43

. -,43

16456.-. 6.51

-84.53 -:84-

114.8 1.28

-50.26 -.66

4 -1.225 -.35

.0394 . 1.57

173.7. 4.55

SST(SMA) = 112,524,469

SSE(Equation) = 66,569,974

*Endogenous Variable
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I

TSLS ESTIMATES 00=0EMAND EQUATIONS-FOR-AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARIFS-(ATS76)

IN' 471 MICHInAMSCNOOL-OISTRICTS IN 1975-76-USING14 SPECT7ICATION
$

Regreision

Variable boeffiCient 't' Statistic

INTERCEPT' 15283. 7.27

TPUP76* - 268.3-
O

-7.42

MILLV76* 601.9 7.15-

PCOL -44.31 -2.65

.00076 -891.2 -.49

MOB' - 6.869. .5i

PRICH -2.357. -.15

SEVP76 94.0L 6.80

REVPI.76 .-2241. -2.64

RES -8.650

SST(ATS) M 1,433,754,847

SSE(Equation) m 14473;363,751

*Endbgehous Variable
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Tabre;'2;21),,,

TSLg ESTIMATES 'OF SUPPLY EQUATIONS FOR AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARIES (ATS76)
?:IN' 471' MICHIGAN .SCHOOL DISTRICTS- IN-1975 -76 USING B-A SPECIFICATION

e

ViAable
:

Regression'
Coefficient -7 't' Statistic

INTERCEPT 3539 1.87
Y

.TPUP76*.' -1.821 -.07

AYTE16 226.4 10.18

'PTdA76 27.71 .6.06

LIOPUP76 773.4 2.69

.SKCF -7.274 -.37

PMALES76 25.62 3.74

CE 565.8 ,2.03

RUR 62.37 .32

.° `SUB 301.3 1.77

PNW 7.887 1.00

. WY' .1166 3.19

PENS '.4130 8.71

MLEMP .2520 4.53

PCOL -1.393 -.20

STRIKE - 17.63 1.11

CONTRACT 183.4 2.48

SST(ATS) 1,433,754,847

SSE(Equation) = 239,890,291

*Endogenous Variable_____
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eV'e,

":4414-2:2C.

fSLS 1ESTIMATES,OF DEMAND' EQUATIONS FOR AVERAGE TEACHERS SALARY (ATS76)

W47241ICHIGAPOCKOL :DISTRICTS IN 197546 USING REFORMULATED SPECIFICATION

AfaHable

=INTERCEPT'

*.fPOP76k,

:PPUP0P76

45MA0.576:

FDISSMC`

RES

'MFY

'000076.

:StOtPhO

OFDPP1.6T

Regression
Coefficient 't' Statistic

. ,

17448'.. 11.60

-233.7 -8.01

7.448 .73

-6.50

'2197. 2.49

27.29 2.31

.39352. 6.11

'4,24* 3.98

4.026 .98

.2927 5.88

2684.

.2407 .53

.

3.84

SF(AT5)'' = 1,437,042,100

.SSE(Equation) = 707,843,869

*Endogenbui Varfable
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tffilAtt*:4Pti'EQ(AtiONS fOR4VERAdE TEACHERS SALARY (ATS76)
OICHISRO;0001; DISTRICTS IN 1970t1SINO. WORMOLATED SPCIFICATION

0007t.

OW-
AYIN

fT(070:

T00076

.4*(076
,00A(
1400-

4p.

:041t:

141.:

*00
CONTRACT

egtO*OiciiiPieffideht,

13:5t

. 2404

-41.50.

.0542

383.1'

1C.64

1104!

495.9.

22.48

1.565

.2503

242.7

SSt(,ATS) = 1,437,0422100

SSEAEquationj .-184,681,340

*Endogenous Variable

't' Statistic'

5.99 '

;67

10.43

9.51 .

.4.30

-4.13

.11

-.49

1.30

5.14

2.37

-1.55

.21

4.78

3.02
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Val;ue.of Price ji.fdexes-
F017. .School Di strict
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-,iisTottcumamt

ALCONB-COMMUNITTiSiNDOLS
AMIRT:TOWNSNIP'SCHOOL'
'HATMPRIS,TONNONIP:SCHOOL
,munstos.moutescmooLs,
:SOCK *IOW TONOMINIP 'SCHOOL
APLAINWELLCONNUNITTICHOOLS
, OTS0111 11411L1C SCHOOLS"
ALLEGAN., VINILICOICIMMILi
11AVLA1144NIONSCHOOLS
FENNVIU.R.Piataciscomi.s
MARTIOPUBLIC 8CHO0L1"
-HOPKION1140LICAICHOOL
41411TUCK4VOLIC SCHOOLS
HAMILTON COMMUNITY:4000L1
ALPENBICITY:SCH00L4ISTRICT
ALSRAPOSLIC.1113001: ' \

-0111LATINCPUSLIC4CHIDOL
.

ELK SAFIDS SCHOOLS'
HANCE:LONA PUBLIC' Wail '

ommac,(Aerum SCHOOL DIST
-AV ORIES,SIN8=80041:118TRICT
-STANDISH STERL'COMNICH DIST'
111BO1110404111,4040L4IST
4.'.MNS4,41114ChV0L!SISTRICT
BELTON MELLOW" SCHOOL DIST
HASTIN118 VUSLICItCHOOL DIST
roomertttxru.oeiLscs Ins/
DAY CITY4CMO0L;DISTRICt
1111041,101411HIPACH00L1 4

tomminut,mompron ICS DIST
PINC0IONINO'AREA4CHOOLS
DENZIE,-CO CENTRAL ;SCHOOLS
FRANKFORT IARIMOCIOOLI
DENTON $0G11. CITY 801 DIST
silt JOSEPN Mt-AK/COL 'DIST
,LARESHORUSCHOOL:DISTRICT
RIVER:VALLET4SCN00L DISTRICT
4ALLEN-IONNONIPAMONN:

'NUN SUPTALCAREA SCHOOL DIiT
soomeywimc.eusuc'scm OAST 's

souttorommocruscscs DIST
EAU CLAIRE,PUSLICAICH DIST
NILES COMMUNITY.SCHOOL-DIST
-DUCHANAN PVILIC.SCHOOL DIST
WATERVLIET:SCHOOL DISTRICT
'COLO14-COMMUNITY,OCHOOLS
DRIMOWN,PUILICSCBK0M.
COLDWATER-COMMUNITY weeks.
PRONSONCOMMUN/TY SCH DIST
OUINCT,COMMUNITY. SCHOOL DIST
ALSION CITY,SCHOOLS
BATTLE CREEK KOLIC SCHOOLS
SPRINSFIELS CITY scmax DIST
ATHENS ARIA SCHOOLS -. 1

HARPER CREEK COMM somas '

SUNDER moan LOINDE12 UIN11X3

1010 0.930 0.1104 0.017
2020 1.011 0.131 1.011

.

2060 .,. 0;131 0.011,
2070 0.916, 0.131' 0.148
-2000 0.115 0.932 .0.814
3010 1.009' '0:969 1.000
5020, 0.111 04420. 4.100
3030 0.985. 0.971 '0.961
3040 0.918 0:969 0.905
3050 4.126 0.144. 0.920
'3060' '0.110 0.963 0.123
3070 0.890 0.963, 0.884
3000 0.907 0.012 0.925
3130 0.159 0.915 0.955
4010 1.065, 4.965 1.044
5010, -: 0.925 0.042
-5040 ' 0.936 0.127 0456
5060 0.918 .0.129 0.916
3070 0.932 0.921 0.920
6010 0400 0.948 0.800
6020 0.111. 0.141 0.922
6050 0.979 0.155 0.975
7020 0479 0.140 0.873
7040 1.010 0.940 1.006
8010 0.942 0.165 0.92?
1030 1.027' 0.171 0.190
1050 0.161 0.164 0.155
9010 1.140 1.036 1.110
9030 1.025 0.901 0.114
1050 4.007 0.979 1.015
90/0 0469 0.983 0.938
10015 0.929 0.910 0.100
10025 0.002 0.906 0.815
11010 1.063 1.031 1.015
11020 1.091 1.010 1.140
11030 1.034 1.010 1.046
11033, 0.971 1.002 0.116
11160 0.907 0.117 0.943.
11200 0.984 0.911 0.911
11210 1.004 1.004 1.001
11240 0.996 1.004 1.032
11250 0.921 1.000 0.154
11300 1.039 1.019 1.070
11310 1.046 1.004 1.061
11320 0.920 1.000 0.936
11330 0.17, 1.005 0.919 ?
11340 0.952 0.996 0.991
12010 0.997 0.159 0.967
12020 0.958 0.941 0.956

-12010 0.934 0.947 0.125
13010 0.999' 0.998 1.013
13020 1.106 1.022 1.086
13030 1.077 0.188 1.099
13050 0.899 0.987 0.890
13070 1.010 0.995 0.999

INDEX/

0.921

0.902
0.938

:

/

1.014

.

0.956
.

0.835

0.011

1.140.

1.023
1.043

0.814

'1.026

0.131

1.027

0.994

INDEX1 110E12

0.1101 0418
0.95T' 0418-

0.118
0.981. 0.921
1.907 0.111
1.004 0.910
0.973, '0.977
1.007 t0.180
0.922' '0.967
0.921 0.961.
0.928 0.043
0.903 0.964
0.922 0.974
0.977 0.961
1.010 1.004

0.955
0.916 00931
0.908 0.945
0.962'"0.947'
0.117 -0451
0.870 0.975
0.916 0.910
0.920 0.151,
1.016 0.931
0.946' 0.970
1.033 0.981
0.101 0.1611
1.147 1.012
1.003 1.006
1.060 0.106
0.971 8.912
0.941 0.927
0.016 0.923
1.071 1.031
1.103 0o09V
1.021 1.005
1.043 0.997
4.801 0.982'
1.020 0.985
1.002 0.111
1.011 1.021
0.111 0.981
11.068 1.016,
1.033 0.997
0.935 0.911
0.961 0.911
0.964 0.982
1.007 0.973
0.946 0.963
0.935 0.939
1.016 0.917
1.017 1.026
1.035 1.000
0.900 ^0.992
1.028 1.000

INVEX3 ORSDA LDSOA DRSMA

0.114 0.976. 0.154 0461
1.053 0.955 0067 0445
0046 -,... 0.967. '.

'0.958 0.914 .972 '0.916
0.922' 4.970, -0068 0.912
0.105 4.11t 0412 .1.00U,
:0.957 '1.002' 4412 1.004.
"0.917' 1.002 00913. 1.005,
0.898, 'MN. -4.11E5 '4.108-
0;912'" 0.186 0.983' MOO
4.943 0:977 0.984 0.969
0:901, 0.104, .4.184 .0:174
0.939 0.970° 4.110.:4.961
0.169- 4418- '0402 0.983
1.071- 1412, 0.182 1:121
0.813 ."..::.' ....7 06982
0.914 .,0.967' .0.972 0.154'

'1411220.172, 0.974 0443
.0.981 "4.976 :0.976 0.969
4.894'."0.1171 0.91? 0.963
0.913 0.973 0.992 0.944
0.916 0419 0.904 1.914
0.947 0.976 0.184 0.961
-1.012 0411 0.969 4.112
0.927 0.111 MOO MOS

.1.031 1.006- 0006 1.008
0:918 0018 8.900 '0.98f
1.127 1.044: 1.026 1.053
0.971 1.109, .0.118 1.012
1.070 1.002 0.909 1.003
0.955 1:000' 0.111 0.910
0.127 0.100 0.916 0.974
0.894 0.972 0.163 0.164
1.058 1.020 1.040 .1.028
1.106 1.007 1.009 1.013
1.015 1.001 1.012 1.008
1.067 0.112 1.008 0.987

1.400 0.174
1.021 0.919 1.002 4.001.
1.007 1.004 1.011 1:006
1.041 'MU 1.023 0.973
0.924 0.985 1.006 0.978
1.072 1.016 1.021, 1.023
1.039 ,.1.004 1.011 1.006
0.936 '0.988 1.003 0.902
0.156 0.995 2.010 0.911
0.998 0.982 1.000 0.976
0.911 1.007 0.789 1.011
0.954 Ma 0.914, 0.971,
0.933 0.904 0.982 0478.
1.001 1.008 1.005 1.013
1.065 1.035 1.024 1.042
1.081 0.994 1.008 0.994
0.913 0.954 0.997 0.977
1.022 1.006 1.002 '-1,....001

LOSNA

0.961,
0.171

.1.91?
0485'
MOO-
'0.911....

..0.991
C.0.913;
0484'
4.180
1.112

.0.012.-:

0:109

4111141

::::1'
0.106-
MN'
0.97?
0.914
0.907'
0.914'
0.974
0.973"
.0.97V

'-0.972
1.026
0.911
0.971
-0.982
0.978
0.976
1.038
.1.010
1.013.
1.009.
0.919
1.001
1.011*
1.026
1.003
1.023
1.011
1.;003
1.010
0.999.
0.990.
0.904.
0.902
0.996'
'1.019
1.002
0.991
0.996

.
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AISSIRSCf NAME

mita ;Cliiistitt TV, SCHOOLS
-44KEVIEWCONS'SCHOOL DIST
,mmtommti.pcocic,scwooLo
remorme.soloot. DISTRICT
4101110611 C0MO1IN1T4SCOOOL
UNION.C114 COMM pcmooi,ozor
CAINPOLIS PUSLIC'SCHOOLS
, DOIASIAC _UNION 8154001.11:, -

IPMARDSPURS PUSLIC,SCHOOLS
.-MMOCELLIMI, COORINITY SCHOOLS
4141111,18LANO COMM SCHOOLS
Tam VALLCY,PUSLICAICH DIST
40411 vaLis4ust.telow DIST
CENTRAL LAKE:PUSLICAICHOOL
CHARLEVIDIWPONLIC:111:11.11187
ltLINOATN'COMNIZAWOOL
C111104811CAPIA'.

INLAMOLAKES4101401LDISiRICT
40ACKINAWCIMPI4LIC SCHOOLS
,WOLVERINE-CONNUNI44'SCN DIST

11 SAUL48M111111411101'40400L8-
SETOUMTUP,SCNOOL
'PICKPORD'PUSLIC SCHOOLS'

.11411111 ASIA ICHOOLI
onimitiv:Puotivsolo0L0
INIVIIIIIN SCHOOL..
CLAM PUBLIC SCHOOLS
14111ELL-AREA:SCHOOLS
-HARRISON 0141t1417410400LS .

K $ITT'PUSLIC SCHOOLS
'F0WLER PUSLIC,SCHOOLS
,DATIN COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
.ovisigutta-mtu-SCHOOLS
4111ANO.41E8TPHALIA,COMM 1.0
844101118 PUSLIC415100LS
to4wr0st4 ausalcusemooLs
ESCANADA4411.PUOLIC SCHOOLS
SLADSIONE,PUSLIC,SCHOOL GIST
mowitplamitomi-scmoot.
RAPIII,RIVER4VOLIC SCHOOLS
DID 044,11240C,SCMCOL DIST
PARK RIVER NARRIS.SCH DIST
ROCK PUSLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT
IRON-MOUNTAIN CIT4SCH DIST
0011444VULCANAREA'SCH00L4
PREITUNWTOUNINIP'SCN DIST
NORTH DICKINSON CO 801 DIST
PELLEVUE,COMPUNITY SCHOOLS
CHARLOTTE:PUSLIC%1CHOOLS
CATCH RAPIDS PUPLIC SCHOOLS
ORANSLEDOCPUMLIC SCHOOLS'
MAPLE VALLEY-SCHOOL DISTRICT
OLIVET COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
POTTERVILLE PUDLIC SCHOOLS

- KARPOR SPRINGS SCHOOL 0931

NUMPER VINPCX1

13080
13090
131I0
13120
13130
13135
14010
14020
14030
14030
15010
13025
15030
5035
15050
30415
16015
16050
14070
141100
17010
17050
170,0
17110
17140
17140
10.010
11020
18060
19010
19070
19140
Ivizo
10125
19140
20015
21010
21025
21040
21040
210415

21090
.21130
22010
22025
22030
,22045
23010
23030
23050
23060
23045
73080
23090
24020

ki

VINDE82 umPrx3

0.970 MOO 0.977
1,003 1.001 1.084
1.042 0.994 1.0.10
0.940 0.991, 0.902
0.918 0.983 0.939
0.883 MS, 0.874
0.912 0:909 0.894
0.992 '. 0.973 0.954
4.944 0.967 0.141
0.945 0;963 0.954

. 0.922 0.934
0.141: 0.933 0.941
.. 0.923 0.831.
0.498 0.927 0.905
0.945 4.928 0.909

0.923 0.464
1.001 0.927 0.9541
0.952 0.919 0.935
0.063 0.914 0.040

. 0.917 0.772
0.947 0.944 0.927'
0.898 0.927 0.911
0,9341 0.929 0.938
0.971 0.935 0.953
0.834 0.928 0.855

0.924 0.9141
1,054 0.944 1.055
0.8119 0.944 0.892
0.888 0.947 0.844
0.37 0.915 r'.914
0.842 0.980 0.842
0.944 0.912 0.134
0.979 0.987 0;975
00198 0.980 0.895
1009 0.994 0.181
0.814 0.912 0,155
1.037 0.973 1.035
0.991 0.142 0.944

o 0.953 0.912
-0.874 0.954 0.878
0.449 '0.955 0.842
0.944 0.955 0.972
0.874 0.953 Met
1.021 0.153 1.024
1.028 0.930 1.037
1.022 0.957 1.008
0.990 0.948 1.0241
0.937 0.412 0.940
1.037 1.003 1.024
0,974 1.001 0.953
0.995 1.011 0.968
0.910 0.915 0.894
0967 0.992 0.973
0.084 0.110 0.888
0.167 0.120 0.179

INP(X8

1.073
0.931 '

o

0.966
.

.

1.005

.

0.904

4.769

0.943

1.020

. .

0.454

0.947

1.015

0:909

0.940
0.898

'

0.493

INDFAI 1814:82

1.009 0.909
1.115 1.0011
1.033 1.0041_
0.972 0.111
0.017 0.406
0442 0.111
0.924 0,949
1.014k 0.973
4.961 0.944
0.943 0.945

0.9211
1.015 0:952

. 0.930
0.880 0.932
0.962 0.930

. 0.93I
1.004 0433

0.939
0.861 0.927

i 0.927
0.902 0.943
0.897---0.915
0.920 0.915
0.952 0.923
0.054 ,0.915

0.913
1.035 0.944
0.903 0.130
0,115 0.141
0.931 0.983
0.884 0.910
0.943 04998
0.418 1.001
0.900 0.941
1.029 1.002
0.912 0.934
1.058 0.974
t.00a, 0.95,

0.941
0.859 0.143
0.871 0.951
0.954 0.950
0.142 0.942
A.000 0.954
0,914 -.0447
0.117 0.950
0.182 0.1134
0.929 0495
1.042 1.010
1.014 1.009
1.014 1.015
0.01. 4.494
0.973 0.992
0.086 .0.915
0.958 0.940

INOEX3

1.025
1.107
1.030
0.954
0.903
0.970
0.887
,0.411
0.954

. 0.950
1.046
0.917
0.151
0.904
0.943
0.054
'0.946
4.939
0.884
0.114
0.940
,0.904
0.995
0.911
0.864
0.114
1.028
0.907
0.,15
0.912
0.904
0.954
0.995
0409
1.045
0.093
1.033
0.978,
0.909
0.844
0471.
0.970
0.893
0.111
1.004
0.950
1.023
0.932
1.023
0.997
0.900
0.902
0.910
0.898
0.979

PRSDA

0.918
1.008
1.005
1.000,
0.980
o.fiv
0:086
,1.006
0.998
0.983
. ,

0.999

0.414
, 0.490'

'.
1.000-
0.973

%0.946

1.004
0.944
0.972
0.114

. 0.945
--::. '

0.995
0.911
1.943
4.997
0.903
0.114
4.994
0.982
1.010
0.984
1.011,
1.000

0.978
0.976
0.979
0.944
0.117
0.991
1.000
0.074

.0.087
1.009
1.007
1.011
0.990

, 0.914
0.980
0.973

LOSIA

0.995
1.005
A.004
4.117
0.114-
0.916
0.984
'CHO,
0:983
0.902
0.963
0.975
0.944
0:064
-0.448
0;148
0.972
0.145
0.959,
0.950
0.981
0.966
MO,
8.175
1496411
4.065
0.973
0.981
4.982
0.187
0.985
0.114
4.917
0.980
1.117
41944
0.110
::::1

0.974
0.979
0.978
0.974
0.982
0.078
0.979
0.972
0.992
0.999
0,999
1.001
0.994
0.111
0.192
0.944

ORSMA LOSSA

0.982 0.980
1.010 :1.001
1.000 '1.001
1.002 0.911
0,973 -4.117
.0:983, 0.089
4.910 0.974-
9.044 4.114
4.985 4977
0.977 0.1175

' ,001711.

1.001, -4.985:
0.971 "'"'

0.050 4.1174.-
0.911 '4474 '

'.4.977
"1.402, 4.040
0.965'''1.171 irill4,:4457 0.963

'4463
1.012 ,0.1194
0.155 4.1180
0.945 4400
0.115 4.100
1.954 111:;::
.,

0.914 0.172
441174,-0 712
0.177 0.902
0497 0.974
0.9741 0.974
0.114 0.106
Met 0.117
0.974 0.975
1.013 0.900
0.978 4.970
1.017 0.911
1.002 0.944

0.970 ::194:
,..

0.164 4114
0.972 0.914
0.954 0.978
0.99, 4110
0.912 0.984
1.002 0.987
0.044 0.941
0.984 0.979
1.012 0.9811
1.009 MSS
1.013 0.991
0.983 0.981
0.077 0.977
0.971 0.970
0.944 0.972



-,.

'

DISTRICT NONE

LITTLEFTELD'491LIC SCH,DIST
PITLIATON-PUILICACHOOL DIST
PIETOSREY'SCHOOL-DISTRICT
FLINTA1TY=0CN00LAIISTRICT
MANS DLANC COMM SCHOOLS
MI.11000/S:C0411010045 -

0000111CH 4801441CHOOL'OIST
OCNOLS:PUSIL1C SCHOOL DIST
SEMESECICWOOL,SISTRICT
CARSAMAC$4002.,DISTRICT
FENTON'AREA;PUSLIC-SCMCOLS
KEAROLEY'CONNUNITY'SCHOOLS
'FLUSHINCCOMMUNITY SCHOOLS
ATHERTOOLCOMM SCHOOL DIST
DAVISCIII;COMMUNITY SCHOIX.S
CLIO AME4,11000e4I0VOICI
swooTz,cmist,commicH DIST
LAKE-FENTON SCHOOL
WES1400.111[14HTS'SCH DIST
IMENTLEYCONN SCHOOLADISTRICT
WIEHER.SCHOOL,01STRICT
'LINSEN COMMUNITICSOMOOL DIST
NONTROSE ;TOWNSHIP, SCHOOLS
LAKEWILLUCOMMACH'111411
DEAVERIONOURAL:SCHOOLS
8LASWIN,COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
OESSORMCITY:SCWOOL DIST
1$0401100AREA SCHOOLS ,

1461111,NISCO,SCNOOL DISTRICT
WAKEFIELOrTVP SCM DIST
WATERINFET TWP SCM DIST
TRANCASE-CITY PUS SCH DIST
DUCKLEYA:OHNUNITY SCM DIST
101011114MARECSCHOOL DIST
ALMA'PUOLIC SCHOOLS
ASHLEY,COMMUNTY OCHOOLS
ORECKENRISOC COMM SCHOOLS
F1LI0N'SCH00L1 ,

ITHACA PUSLIC,SOOOLS
SAINT,LOUISIUSLIC SCHOOLS
CAMDEN FRONTIER 'SCHOOL
-HILLSDALUCOMMUKTY SCHOOLS
'AMEIVILLE'COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
LITCHFIELD COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
NORTH ADAMS pm= SCHOOLS
PITTSFORD RURAL'AO SCHOOLS
REASINO COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
WALDRON AREASCHOOLS
HANCOCE'CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADAMS TOWNSHIP SCHOOL DIST
CALUMET PUILIC SCHOOL-DIST-
CHASSELL TOWNSHIP ICH DIST
OSCEOLA TOWNSHIP SCM DIST
PORTAGE TOWNSHIP ICH DIST
LAKE LINDEN MODELL SCH DIST

0

MOMPER

24034'
24010
24E70
25010
25030
25040
25050
25060
25070
25080
25100
25110
25120
25130
25140
25150
25100
25200
25210
25230
25240
25250
25240
25200
24010
24040
27010
27020
27060
27070
27080'
28010
20035
2809028090
29010
29020
21040
29050
29040
29100
30010
30020
30030
30040
30050

'30060
30070
30040
31010
31020
31030
31050
31100
31110
31130

UINI0111 UINDEX2 UINDFX3 INK111

0.911 0.924 0.922
0.076 -0.9211 0.854
0.979 4.937 0.935 0.943
1.191 1.174 1.245 1.143
1.045 1.040 1.011 0.944
0.994 1.043 0.945'
0.943 1.034 0.9811
1.039 1.037 1.045
0409 1.032 0.110
1.100 .1.062 1.113 0.987
1.081 1.042 1.093
1.071 '1.050 1:080 0.904
1.012 1.052 1.010 0.093
1.054 1.037 1.073
1.023 1.052 1:014- -.0.943
0.990 1.051 1.005 0.934
1.043 1.051 1.045 0.954
1.000 1.034 1.013 0.074
1.043 1.037 1.078
1.033 1.037 1.044
1.064 1.054 1.042 .1.013
0.954 1.039 0.972
0.902 1.037 1.010
0.994 1.041 ,1.011
0.944 0.159/ 0.932
0.944 46941 0.930
0.971 0.934 0.978

-1.054 0.941 1.048
0.932 0.884

1.014 0.934 1.021
0.932 0.064

1.037 0.971 1.019 0.977
0.954 0.844

0.845 0.934 0:045 0.010
1.020 0.960 1.00i
0.849 0:954 0.056
116099 0.960 0.089
0.949 0.950 0.954
0.984 0.941 0.969
0.992 0.941 0.978
0.923 0.956 0.949
1.024 0.945 1.022
0.070 0.959 0.877
0.905 0.957 0.926 0:824
0.073 0.957 0.884
0.944 0.957 0.948

,0.940 0.959 0.189
'0.048 0.956 0.859
0.885 0.914 0.864
0.848 0.915 0.844
0.918 0.920 0.910
0.754 0.912 0.767 .

0.912 0.828
0.980 0.011 0.961 0.767
0.077 0.913 0.008

1414/1

0.074
0.093
1.005
1.198
1.044
1.011
0.940
1.003
0.814
1.075
1.078
1.031
1.012
1.033
1.009
1.016
1.025
0.979
1.012
1.054
1.044
0.944
0.987
0.944
0.942
0.973
0.945
1.107

1.050
.

1.059
',..,

0.050
1.023
0.011
0.916
0.950
1.006
I;015
0.927
1.063
0419
0.884
0;842
0.964
0.979
0.877
0.943
0.874
0.943
0.790

0.915
0.850

1110E12

0.935
0.944
0.158
1.194
1.055
1.040
1.019
1:039
1.001
1.047
1.038
1.046
1.047
1.0211

1.044
1.044
1.043
1.023
1.031
1.029
1.051
1.022
1.024
1.028
0.947
0.971
0.921
0.133
0.919
0.932
0.919
1.003
0.957
0.144
0.174
4.956
0.164
0.140
0.9
0.973
0.147
0.178
0.154
0.159
0.952
0.164
0.140
0.957
0.925
0.171
0.110
0.594
0.995
.0.900
0.096

INDEX]

0.815
0.890
0.983

.1.249
1.027
1.008
0.973
1.019
0.810'
1.077
1.003
1.014
0.193
1.041
0.992
1.009
1.000
0.903
1.019
1.068
1.019
0.954
0.995
0.954
0.933
0.965
0.944
1.094
0.868
1.070
1.023
1.037
.0.897
0.841
1.002
0 023
912

0.151
0.997
1.015
0.941
1.074
0.902
0.907
0.844
0.995
1.010
0.900
0.944
0.951
0.934
0.817
0.915
0.890
0.848

ARSDA

0.945
0.973
4.997
1.060
1.019
1.014
0.991
1.012
0.997
1.025
1.013
1.021
1.019
1.010
1.020
1.010
1.020
1.006
1.010
1.011
1.022
0.999
16001
1.004
0.1188
0.989
0.184
0.991
,

0.900

1.015

0.975
1.001
0.973
0.984
0.9114
0.997
0.994
0.975
0.997'
0.979
0.976
0.973
0.977
0.970
0.973
0.906
0.971
0.902
0.962

MOO
0.971

LINDA

0.944
'0.949,
0.976
1.122
1.037
1.030
1.019
1.030
1.016
1.043
1.021
1.032

* 1.133
1.024
1432-
1:433
1.030
1.021
1.027
1.024
1.040
1.020
1.024
1.024
0.978
0.900
0.149
0.978
0.967
0.974
0.968
0.992
0.169
0.975
0.993
0.182
4.980
0.984
0.909
0.991
0.981
0.190
0.984
0.907
0.904
0.991
0.992
0.984
0.983
1.010
0.979
0.944
0.944
0.973
0.967

11911001 ,LOSMA

0.155 0.949:
0.948 0.97S'
.0.999"0 :983'
1.072 1.135
1".024 1.034
1.022 1.027!
0:907- 1.014
1:017 1.027
0.1119 1.010
1.131 1.843
'1.011 1.026
4.027 toot
1.021 1.131
1.015 '1420-

?..1.1026 -1.131
1.009 7:1.031
1.026 1.028
1409 4.016
1.015 1.022
1.015 1.020
1.021 1.032
0.1^5 1.014'
0.998 1.019
1.001 1.020
0.982 0.978
0.183 0.972
0.1114 0.181
.002 0.11110

0.979
0.101 0.900

4.910
$.022 0.914

0.968
0.967 0.974
3.003 0.993
0.965 0.982
0.11111 0.988
0.978 0484-
0.911 0.990
0.995 0.992
0.967 0.143
0.9118 1.003
0.971 0.901
0.969 0.991
0.965 4.986
0.969 0.994
0.971 0.996
0.944 0.990
0.987 1.010
0.964 1.040
0.974 1.005
0.954 0.990

0.991
0.979 0.999
0.965 0.992

i el 2



' SISTRICT NAME NUHFER UNSEX% UINOCX2 UlNi4:X3 INVCXD INDEX% INDEX2 INDEX3 SRSSA
..

MIA ORSMA LIMA

MD au run.= 'scsiot.1 i, 42o10 0.0:4 0.950 0.806 0.931 0.961 0.923 0.992 0.989 0.994 0.9113
CASEVILLE.PUOLIC SCHOOL 32030 . 0.944 0.890 0.935 0.903 0.975 . 0.979
'ELKTOMPISEON.DAYPORT.C,DIST 32050 0.925 0.950 0.922 0.970 0.958 0.980 0.964 0.967 0.979 0.993
NA8841 DEACM'C0N1040,100L 32060 0.887 0.946 0.894 0.913 0.954 0.912 0.961 0:984 0.973 0.991
'NORTN MINION SCHOOLS', 4 320441 0.907' 0.944 0.927 0.915' 0:956 0.944 0.974 0.967 0.969 0.992
INGINSA4E.SAUTOWN AREA S D 32090 0.905 0.945 0.924 0 0.909 0.925 0.972 0.974 0.944 0.980
,,,,sat, MARIN PUOLIC SCHOOLS 32120 0.866 0.943 0.910 . 0.870'

,0.937
0.936 0.696 0:970 0.975 0.962 s,0P79.

PORT, NOPCCOMMUNITrSCHCOLS 32130 0.944 C.892 0 0.935 '0.943 0.975 . 0:9794.
'USLY",COMMUNITY:SCHOOLS 32170 0.649 0.949 0.857 0.079 0.945 0.971 11:9111 0.961 0.975 0.9115
EAST'LANSIMO'SCHOOL--DISTRICT 33010 1.081 1.010 1.098 1.030 1.102 1.003 1.089 0.992 1.009 0.989 1.006
Lamosmistruxic soNsoL,onT 33020 1.135 1.104 1.186 1.:36 1.167 1.145 1.213 1.030 1.083 1460' 1.098
loamsvauvassemoov 33040 0.906 0.994 0.919 0.908 0.984 0.915 0.9115 0.999 0.980 0.997
'MOLEST FusucAscomfts 33060 1.025 0.999 1.042 0.941 0.991 0.942 0.995 1.002 0.995 0.1199',

-1 BOLT PUSLIC,SCNOOLS 33070 1.025 1.008 1.018 . 1.006 1.007 0.990 1.010 1.010 1.013 1.010
' LEOLICPUDLIC 'SCHOOLS 33100 . .0.922 0.997 0.928 0.941 0.989 0.943 0.992 '1.001 0.91111, 0:998
-MASON PUBLIC-SCHOOLS 33130 1.029 1.004 1.025 1.010 1.005 0.993' 1.008 1.010 1.012 1.009
SKEINS pusucAlcmcoLs- . 33170 1.075 1.004 1.108 1.071 '1.004 1.074 0.991 1.010 0.989 '1.009

. STOCKBRINE CONN SCHOOLS 33200 0.982 0.999 0.999 0.978 0.908 0.983 0.995 1.006 0.991 1.004
wayemLy SCHOOLS 33215 1.100 1.008 1.114 0.990 1.114 1.009 1.119 1.009 1.012 1.012 1.011
NEDSERVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 33220 0.674 0.994 0.911 0.897 0.981 0.921 0.982 0.997 0.975 0.994
WILLIANSION COMICSOOOLS 33230 0.959 0.997 0.952 0.946 0.969 0.926 0.999 1.001 1.001 0.9111
towswoultic SCHOOLS. 34010 1.028 0.973 1'.009 . 1.036 0.961 1.011 1.006 0.991 1.009 0488
DELOING AREA:SCHOOL DISTRICT 34080 0.945 0.949 0.928 . 0.985 0.973 0.959 1.001 0.984 1.003 0.982

--- LAxamos4tisuc. SCHOOLS , 34010 .0.99S 0.972 .0.989 1.019 0.977 1.013 0.992 0.988 0.987 0.984
PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL DIST 34110. 0.940 0.947 0.909 0.974 0.969 0.957 0.997 0.983 0.17911 0.979
SARAMMCASMNAICHOOL DISTRICT 34120 0.972 0.943 0.994 0.948 0.954 0.939 0.963 0.979 0.976 0.973
OSCOSAIAREA 'SCHOOLS - 35010 1.014 0.935 0.970 0:887 1.011 0.953 0.972 1.000 0.975 1.001 0.963
'HALUA0EA,SCN00LS 35020 0.845 ,0.922 0.854 0.813 0.945 0.825 0.972 0.970 0.944 0.974
TANGS AINWICHOOLS 35030 0.882 0.927 0.845 0.933 0.948 0.919 0.911 0.971 0.983 0.978
WHITTEMORE PRESCOTT ARCA S 0 35040 0.930 0.925 0.909 0.942 0.957 0.990 0.960 0.976 0.974 0.954
FOREST..ARK-SCHOOL DISTRICT 34015 -1.034 0.928 1.067 1:014 1.028 0.924 1.057 0.975 14949 0.971, 0.962
WEST-IRON COUNTY SCHOOL DIST 34025 0.970 0.932 0.961 1.011 0.927 0.992 '0.967 0.970 0.992 0.964
NT'PLEASANT'CITY SCHOOL DIST 37010 1.022 0.948 1.034 0:998 1.039 0.960 1.030 1.000 0.985 1.005 0.992
DEAL-CIMICNO04 DISTRICT .37040 0.668 0.931 0.867 0.825 0.934 0.840 0.966 0.972 (.957 0.976
SHEPHERD 'PUSLIC SCHOOL 'DIST 37040 4.901 0.934 0.885 0.928 0.935 0.912 0.963 0.972 0.9711 0.974
WESTERNICINOOL DISTRICT 38010 1.004 0.997 0.996 . 0.994 0.994 0.979 1.000 0.9911 1.001 0.992
VANSERCOOK LAKE'PUD SCH DIST 36020 0.971 0.993 0.968 0.968 0.997 0.971 0.998 1.000 0.199 0.994
COLUMBIA SCHOOL DISTRICT 38440 0.996 0.994 1.011 6 0.987 0.998 0.994 0.991 1.000 0.985 '0494
GRASS LAKE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 36050 0.914 0.991 0.919 0.936 0.983 0.931 0.993 0.993 0.994 0.985
CONCORD COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 31080 0.953 0.992 0.077 0.930 1.004., 0.956 0.984 1.004 0.977 '0.998
CAST JACKSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 36090' 1.057 0.995 1.067 1:023 1.004 0.997 1.013 1.002 1.000 1.004 0.994
NAMOKR HORTON SCHOOLS 76100 0.935 0.993 0.944 0.985 0.983 1.001 0.981 0.993 0.973 0.924
MICHIGAN CENTERICHOOL DIST 7J8120 1.036 0.995 1.040 0.985 1.059 0.995 1.071 1'03 1.000 1.005 0.993
NAPOLEON SCHOOL DISTRICT 38130 0.973 0.993 0.971 0.948 0.997 0.945 1.000 1.001 1.001 0.994
NORTHWEST'SCHOOL DISTRICT 38140 1.010 1.004 0.992 1.012 1.002 0.982 1.014 1.007 1.018 1.000
SPRINGOORT PUBLIC SCHOOL 38150 0:929 0.992 0.941 0.922 0.984 0.927 0.906 0.993 0.980 0.986
JACKSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
KALAMAZOO CITY SCM DIST

36170.
39010

1.170
1.147

1.037
1.043

1.163
1.142

'1.140
f.127

1.164
1.174

1.049
.

1.066
1.139
1.175

1.036
1.037

1.031
1.040

1.043
1.044

1.030
1.043

CLIMAX SCOTTS COMM SCHOOLS 39020 0.894 0.984 0.909 0.093 0.975 0.898 0.980 0.909 0.972 0.983
COMSTOCK PUILIC SCHOOLS 39030 1.075 0.994 1.082 1.054 0.992 1.045 1.006 0.998 1.011 0.994
OALESPURO AUGUSTA COMM 8 0 39050 1.008 0.988 1.006 . 1.043 0.985 1.050 0.997 0.996 0.998 0.991
NULL LAKE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 39065 0499 0.992 1.004 . 0.999 0.980 0.905 0.994 0.996 0.989 0.991
PARCHMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 39130 1.058 0.990 1.066 1.027 0.985 1.021 1.002 0.995 1.004 0.990
PORTAGE pumac SCHOOLS 39140 1.117 1.022 1.125 1.011 1.108 1.033 1.103 1.016 1.018 1.020 1.019
SCHOOLCRAFT COMM SCHOOLS 39160 0.099 0.984 0.912 0.074 0.983 0.886 0.982 0.994 0.975 0.989

1 A



- A

;DISTRICT. 'NAME SUNDER UINDEX1 UINDEX2 UINDEX3 INDEX' INGEX2 INDUS
f ^
USDA .465110 IRMA L'SHA

,GICKISCRO.iiiMiUM1TY.SCHOOLI1 31170 1.004 0.992 1.010 .. 1.008 0.995 1.001 0.996 1.000 0.992 0.916

KALKASKA PUILICAMOOLIU:
40020'''

40040 0.884
-.0.907
0.112

0.767
0.845

. 4

0.947
0.116
0.129

0.978
0.143-

, 0.954
0.979 0.161 0.972

0.961
0.969 ..'.;

el

ORA/111' RAPIDS CIrewm '01ST 41010 1.113 1.127 1.152 1.048 1.109 1.152 1141 1.049 1.089 1.059 1.105
800111N,HE1GHTS:PCOLIC1CN$ 41020 1.115 1.001 1.137 1.094 1.005 1.112 1.0011 1.010 1.012 1.010
N0RTHUIES.PU1LICSEN0111:: 41025 1.034 1.005 '1.035 1.022 1.003 1.011 1.007 1.009 .1.010 boos

-myommmumpLiciamosw. .,

181110011,CENTER.PUSL2CAISH11LS
41026
41040

1.060
0.161

1.024
0.998

1.057
0.976

0.972
0.107

4.055
0.955

1.046
0.909

1.068
0.960

1.017 1.032
0.994---1.002

1.023
0.991

1.036
1000

,..'

ONLEDONIA.COMMUNITY;SCHOOLS, 41050 0.982 1.000 0.910: 0.928 1.015 0.910 1.016 0.991 1.001 0.98" '0.919
,CEDACSPRININrIMMILIG.SCMOOLS 41070 0.964 1.001 0.960 1.005 0990 0.991 0.116 1.002 o.r.1. 1.000

41080 1.033 0.990 1.034 0.917 0.996 0.187 1.005 1005 1.008' '1.004P
'41811fRAP1WPUSLICp10000LS: 41010 1.115 1003 1.139 1.104 0.110, 1.090 0.993 1.006 0,991 1.005
PORESUNILLIP.PUOLIC SCNOOLS 41110 -1.023 1.011 1.020 0.930 1.027 1.009 1.014 1.007 1.011 1.010 1.012
;000F0EY,LEC4USLIC,1CH:DIST 41120 1.030 0.996 1.050 1.019 0.985 1.021 0.918 0.199 1.000 0.997
SRANDVILLEPUSLICACHOOLS 41130 1.037 1.001 1.032 1.031 4.005 1.016 1.012 1.009 1.017' -1.009
latiossouturruoisc:scooms 41140 1.060 4.001 1.063 1.024 0.995 1.022' 1.006 1.006 1.010 1004
,KENOMA'HILLS"PUILICpSCHOOLS 41145 1.026 1.005 1.020 '1.002 1.003 0.9818 1.010 1.009 1.014 4.008
:KENT'CITY.COMMUNIMSCHOOLS 41150 0.193 .0.997 0.888 0.816 0.905 0.880 0.192 0.999 0.908 41-4,97 .

CENTS008,9UOLIC;SCH0OLS 41160 1.025 1.021 1.015 0.900 .1.011 1.015 0.1113 1.013 1.015 1.017 1.016
L0NOLLAME11;800101311' 41170 0.112 1.004 '0.977 0.995 0.996 0.975 1.004 1.006 1.007 '1.004 ''

;ROCKP0SII1USLIC.SCHOOLS. 41210 1.007 1.000 1.007 1.003 1.006 0.906 1.001 1.010 0.998 1.010
SIMI/VAASA SCHOOLS. 41240 1.016 1.002 1.011 1.020 0.999 1.010 1.007 1.007 bolr 1.004
DALD4IIN'PUSLIC'SCHOOL1120 43040 0.854 0.110 0.840 0.872 0.810 0.853 0.167 0.176 0.951 0.979
LAPEMPUSLIC-SCHOOLS 44010 0.991 '0.998 0.948P 0.967 1.008 1.010 0.970 1.014 1.001 1.018 0.994
ALMONT,XONNUNITY'SCHOOLS 44020 0.930 0.972 0.927 0.966 0.976 0.967 0.915 0.913 0.978 0.972
DRYDEN COMMUNITY. SCHOOLS 44050 ''' 0.142 0.969 0.950 0.931 0.977 0.951 0.976 0.904 0.968 0.974
INLAY'CITY'CAMMUNITY SCHOOLS P.. 44060 0.911 0.976 0.991 0.960 0.991 0.951 0.992 0.991 0.98" 0.982
NORTNIORANCN"AREA,SCHOOLS 44010 0.943 0.976 0.9-23 0.950 40.981 0.938 0.992 0.1085 % 0.986 0.976,
OLEN LAWCOMMUNITY-SCH DIST 45010 0.150 0.921 0.962 0.950 0.934 3.971 0.973 0.968 0.965 0.977
LELAND;PUSLIC:SCNOOL.PDIST .45020 0.926 0.940 . 0.934 0.922 0.968 0.976
NORTMPORT'PWSLICASEHOOL DIST 45040 0.120 0.925 0.941 0.929 0.932 0.963 0.961 0.167 0.950 0.975
;SUTTOWNWPCOLIC SCH DIST is. 45050 0.917 0.927 0.923 4 0.909 0.943' 0.934 0.973 0.973 .0.965 0.982
AORIAN:CITYSCHMUL.DISTSICT 46010 1.042 1.000 1.060 1.4,14 1.057 1.010 1.052 1.014 1.009 1.021 1.001 ,

ADDISOMODONNUNITYAICHOOLS 46020 0.921 0.912 0.933 0.950 0.975 0.949 0.187 0.910 0.981 0.987
PP,

-SLISSPIELD'COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 46040 1.034 0.984 1.041 1.013 0.985 1.005 1.001 0.996 1.003' 0.993
AR1TTON.IINC0N'ARM1CN00L 46050 0.901 0.979 0.919 0.942 0.969' 0.963 0.974 0.9118 0.965 0.983
,CUNTOICCONNUNITY.SCHOOLII. 46060 ' 0.923 0.982 0.942 0.933 0.979 0.947 0.981 0.993 0.973 0.981
0EE8V1ELDTPUOLIC4CH0011I 46070 0.921 0.979 0.964 0.873 0.981 0.913 0.171 0.114 0.962 0.991
HUDSON'AMWSCHOOLN

- 46010 0.109 0.984' 0.903 1.023 0.975 1.025 0.996 0.990 0.997 0.987
-NAD10011,112400L.:: ; .' . 46090 0.962 0.981 0.999 0.936 0.994 0.968 0.983 1.003 0.977 1.000
M0UNCL00EA'SCHOOLS 46100 0.969 0.981 0.992 0.175 0.980 0.997 0.983 0.994 0.976 0.990
ONSTED;CONNUNITYPSCHOOLS ' 46110 0.913 0.984 0.914 0.952 0.986 0.963 0.904 0.997 0.977 0.994
SAND CAM COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 46130 0.957 0.980 0.986 0.966 0.980 0.994 0.983 0.994 0.977 0.990
IECUMSEICPUOLIC'SCDOOLS 46140 1.060 0.991 1.063 0:982 1.052 0.998 1.052 1.004 1:003 1.006 1.001
'RICHTON AREA-SCHOOLS 47010 0.996 1.008 0.987 1.005 1.014 0.991 0.919 0.997 0.993 0.981
FONLERVILLE COMMUNITY SCHS 47030 0.933 0 "95 0.919 0.932 1.004 0.924 0.992 0.992 0.186 0.975
HARTLAND CONS-SCHOOL 47060 0.920 0.099 0.945 1.000 0.932 0.99* 0.989 0.984 -0.972-
HOWELL'PUOLIC SCHOOLS 47070 1.008

,0.998
1.011 0.977 0:951 1.023 1.024 0.995 1.013 1.002 1.015 0.987

PINCKNEY COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 47080 0.978 0.999 0.979 0.975 1.006 0.966 0.993 0.993 0.987 0.176
TAH0UAMENON.AGEA'SCH00LS 48040 0.966 0.937 1 0.951 1.002 0.933 0.980 0.984 0.970 0.977 0.979
ST IONACE:CITYPICHOOL DIST 49010 0.890 0.934 0.861 0.926 0.927 0.912 0.987 0.971 0.987 0.914
LES"CHENEAUCCONNAICH DIST 49040 0.889 0.931 0.903

.

. 0.934 0.920 0.947 0.967 0.968 0.958 0.980
ENGADINE CONSOLIDATED =HS 49055 0.925 0.932 0.936 0.920 0.919 0.936 0.967 0.167 0.957 0.979
MACKINAC-ISLAND-PUS SCH DIST' 49110 0.931 0.045 0.918 0.790 0.967 0.979
CENTER LINE PUSLIC SCHOOLS spoil) 1.172 1.137 1.237 1.57 1.132 1.208 1.035 1.044 1.045 1.039

P

.1:0b9
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,90!/10!' WANE MADER 0148(71,UINDC72 UINOCK3 INDEX, 180E71 IMOCX2 SNOW SAIDA' 1.0111 ORSHR

44119:11641111T,Ciliii4il0lii.
,moseviLLEcommumcsamoLL
AN11201140111;11CHOOLAIISTRICT'
AMNON AMMOIRNOOLS
.custommaLcrusuciiiNiai,
SMIPPSITVOTOLIAIT: IDIOMS "'

.

y11n5gaile.s.pusLic.scsomi-
441111113160118LICSC100LL
Ams4smatimucsommi,
-Laicainserumumics000t.s'
i,ammt-eimusu,pult.scscsofis
419,1CLIDORNSAC0101AN400:111ST'
MOVIVANDO COMINIMITILACHOOLS
diummossvcommumartsmoms,
1/11/110', COMMUNI TY:111211101.5 .

111111111.11111111CHOOLS::-
UTICA commuNtrusaiiiii
,vapcsmc05nmumn4csoms
11441101.441NOOLIDATCWSCNOOLS,
limmumoserrumatIcH,Loos
'OCACLANESCH001.
111112VIC.NOSNOM1411C161011111611
1110DUCON8 CONSOLIWITCD.SCHOOL
A61111/DS,SIMSCHOOLS:!:
101CUCONN1110111,1C8001.11
-811110.0114A;CONNUN1TV.100i.S.

''1118ANNW1CNO01.11111TR1CT
ASPUSLIC.NICMISMINUSCNOOL4
NA00UCTTR:CITVA1C100L;1IST.
sampunemreustac'scsoctcsgir.
MASON-CDUNTSALJICHOOL-DIST
41ASOM'CSAASTEMS,SCNOOL DIST
Ineggso:LAmpotimm000nsr--
,LUSINST011,60[4'SCMOW:DIST
111,RAPISCUITLICAKNOOLS,
'CNIMMEWANILLS'SCMOWVIST
NORLCV-STANWOOVCOMIESCHOOLS
comer-amarAtcrusuctwmooLs
NENOMINCCrARCA:PUDLICAICHOOL
41ORTWCINTRAL-ARC4'5CHOOLS
,sTemommorpockus SCHOOLS
.NIDLAHO CITV:SCHOOL.DISTRICT
1111.81OCK-0REEICSCHOOL DIST
COLENAN, L-CONN SCHOOL-
muntwrimersmom DISTRICT

-" L4KUCITIrARCA'SCH001. DIST
MCSAIMAIVRALAO SCHOOL DIST
NONROCCITV:PUSLIC`SCHOOLS
AIRPORT CONM-SCHOOL7DISTRICT
SE1FORD`1411 SCHOOL DISTRICT
DUNDEE,CONOO-SCHOOL DISTRICT
1041NDLIC_SCHOOL DISTRICT
,JCIITRSON.CONS SCHOOL-DIST
N48011 CONS SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUMHERFICLD SCHOOL DISTRICT

50020 1.184 1.150 1.248 1,00, 1.141 1.144 1.214 1.044.
50030 1.223 1.142 4.292 1.121 1.109' -1.170 1.241 1.044

10040' 1.045 1.132 1.087' . 1.032 1:110' :1.050 1.027
50050' 1.035, 1.122, 1.104 1.020 4.097' 1.063 1.004
50070 .1.104, 4:138: 1.154 1.021 1.0910 1.123 1.134 1.030
50080 1.041 1.1341, 1:001 0.143 1.029 1.114 1.043. 1.020
50090, 1.191 1.134 '.261 1:114 1.140 1:132 1:219. 1:034
50100 1.132 1.146 1.106 0.993 1.084 1.135- 1.115- 1.034
'50120. 1:151 4:11:: 1.218 1.120 1.147 4.1511- 1.038'

50130 1.179' 1.140 1.244, 1.124 1.143 -1:173. 1.036.
50140 1.080 1.140 .1.135 0.985 1.077 1:140 1.100, 1.036
50140 1.154' 1.139, 1.235 1.081 1.152. 1.121' 1:192 1:032
50170= 4430 1.124 .1.111: -0 0.186- 1.105 4.033 1.009
50100 1.043 1.123 1.006 1.040 1.099 1.073 1.020
50190 1.083 1.133 1.126 1.004 1.014' 1:117 1.125 1.027
50200' 1.175. 1.133 1.245 1.060 1.140 1:123 .1.184 1.031_
50210 1.138' .10213- 1.225 1.019 1.108.. 1.216 1.175 1.047
50220 1402' 1.141 1.274 1.090 1.155 1.138 1.20 1.034
50230 1.147 1.211 1:274 1.034 1.118 1.251 1:221 1.052,
'50240 -"''1.149 1.155 . 1.145 1001' ..:

51020 1.000 0.133 1.022 0.821 0.900 01055 44121 0.149
'51045 0437 0.133 0.121 0.945- 0.949 0.963' '0.976'

'51060' -0.956 0.133 0.943 0.944' 0:145 '0.145, 0.976
51070 1:002 0.110 0.057' 0.991 1.015, 0.141 0.002 1.000
52015. -,.. '0.949 0:892 . : ' 0.131 0.110 .

'52040' .1.054 0.954 1.044 1.037 0.053 1.009 1.005
12090 1.044 0.111 1.062 1.117 0.150' 1.123 1.002
32110 0.149 0.144 0.180 0.988 0.134 1:024 0.975,
52170 04994 0.964 0.991 0.145 1.053 0.141 1.025 1.004

52180 1.041, 0:949 1.066 : 1471' 0.949 1.062 1.001
23010 0:131 0933 0.932 0.913 0034' 0.077 0.013
33020 0.920, o.vvre 0.942 -0.930 0t054 -0.145 0076
33030 0.946 0.872 0.140 0.849
33040 1.067 0.950 0.911 0.933 1.023 0.067 1.001 1.002
34010 0.976 0.922 0.900 1.004 0.128 0.9,4 0.989
54025 0.150 0.123 0.937 0.154 0.127 Vo147 0.984
54040 0.051 0.117 0.841 : 0.161 0.917 0.054 0.174
55010 0.824 V.123 0.028 0.804 0.101 0.010 0.948
55100 ' 0.988 0.134 0.087 1.000 1.010 0.127 0.184 1.000
55115 0.883 0.125 0.079 0.898 0.912 0.095 0.975
55120 0.127 0.927 0.123 0.933 0.917 0.113 0.982
56010 1.135 1.048 1.157 1.045 1.147 1.078 1.160 1.011
56020 0.114 1.011 0.962 0.087 0.198 1.024 0.184 1.063
56030 0.993 1.008 0.903 0.121 1.014 0.120 0.113
56050, 0.965 1.010 0.946 4 0.961 1.018 0.944 0.995
57020 0.365 0.900 0.839 0.842 0418 0.055 0.975
57030 0.907 0.898 0.897 . 0.044 0.909 0.846 0.973
50010 1.081 1.034 1.109 1.045 1.094 1.049 1.096 1.024

58020 0.939 1.012 0.927 0.095 0.942 1.011 0.926 0.999
58030 1.068 1.026 1.062 0.974 1.040 1.038 1.032 1.017
58050 1.006 1.007 1.019 0.930 0.972 1.010 0.978 0.994

511070 0.994 1.008 1.004 . 0.991 1.030 1.023 0.114
58080 1.009 1.058 1.014 1.017
58090 1.004 1.007 1.013 1.001 1.017 1.014 0.998
58100 0. °67 1.005 0.990 0.937 1.005 0.979 0.990

1.041- 1.055 1 .05::
1.044. 1.055/ 4:043..'
1.023 1:035 4.025"--"

=1.024 4404' -1.4.17-,,
1442, 1.040" -1.0314'.:
1.035 1.03S- 4:021r::-
1.044. 1.043' 44311:'
.1.045,, 4.045' 4.1040."-
4451' 1.041- 4:404k,.
1450 .1.045 .1-4411,k...

'1.050' '1.046 :1.04517.,

1.047 4--.043 '1:0381,',7

1.030 -2:000 rativ,
1.020. 1.027- -1.0111-
1:038- 4:015 1.0311:,:

1.039 1.010 1:0316'1.:.

'10005 1.059 ,toriv;i.
1.047' 1.044 '1.042.C.7
1.104 1:044 4.117'...=:

1.050 :._,, 1.04k,
'0071 .0.960' '0:97C
.0.141 11:968 0.970'
'0.945' =0:167' :0966,:'
0.174 '1.002 .0.974\

:- ,

6.902 1.000^ 0.989',.
0.972 ,m75,

0.072 1:005',-0:113:
0.949 0.947 ,0;975,'
0.984 1.000 '0:9113Y
0.977 1.004 4:9114.-
0.900' '0.979' 00114
0:101 0.940- 0.011,.*

44973' ,I, 4.97r,
0:11117 1.004 -0441119;-

0.976 0.911 114980
0:174 0.980 '0141111;',
0.170 '0.170 04082;
0.165 -0.141- 0.0111'-%

0.974 1.005 .0.001%c
0.947 0.967 11.113".'
0.161 0.977 ,0'.1115'

1.021 1.023 1..003h
0:995 1.004 0.970:
0.111 0.984 0.945%
0.991 0.909 0:964',.

0.950 0.948 0.971.
0.954 0.966 0.945.-..-

1.021 1.032 1.013:'
1.002- 0.995 0.990' '
1.015 1.021 1.004r-
1.003 0.909 0.11.
1.017 0.992 1.006
1.003 0.111
1.005 0.994 0.001
0.998 0.184 0.085
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DISTRICT -NAME. SUNDER UINDCX1 UINFI12 U1881X3 INDEXO INDEX1 INOEX2 1NDEX3 BRCS% LINDA IRMA LIMA.

iiIi0011111811.1.1161100L DIST 58110 0.960 1.044 0.980 0.976 1.006 0.999 0.187 1,001 0.900 '0.147:
'CARSON CITY'CRYSTAL'AREA S 0 39020 0.977 0.951 0.187 0.961 0.957 0.968 0.984 0.185 0.970' 0.988;
VONTAMELLA COMMUNITY.8,11 59045 0.935 0.151' 0.938 4 0.158 0.931 0.951 0.913 0042 '0.977 0.985'
.81NIENVILLENOLIC'ACONIOLS 39070 0.985 0.959 4.161 0.997 0.162 0.976 1:000, 0.987 1.002 44.112:'.e)
TRICO AREeSCHOOLS7' 39010 b.eps 0.951 0.887 0.908 0.954 0.908 0.982 0.914 '4.776 4.187:
LAKIVIIIN'CONN'SCNOOLS 39090 0.153 0.932 0.948 0.954 0.960 0.934 0.186 0.186 0.100' 0.110,3;",,'

OINTRAL.NONICALN UD SCHOOLS 39125 0.937 0.952 0.940 0.967 0.964 0.977 0.915 4.981' 0.11119 1.193:.:5'
'VESTADURS CONNUNITYSCHOOLS 69150 0.890 0.94$ 0.900 0.932 0.957 0.9?1 0.177 0.185 0.970' 01181 '-'...'

ATLANTA CONMUNITYAICHOOLS 60010 0.884 0.898 0.873 01593 0.922 0.916 0.967 0.961 0,959' 0.971;:
NaLNAN.CONNUNITY SCHOOLS 60020 0.979 0.899 0.979 0.974 0.929 1.039 0.972 0.163 0.164 0.11C''

'.

HUSKUON:CITT'SCHOOL-DIST
'MUS1010011,NOTS CITY'SCH DIST

61010
61020

1.092
1.027

1.030
1.011'

1.074
0.998 r

1.056
.

1.114
1.042

1.039
0.161

1.101
0.913

1.033
1:024

1.039'
1.026

1.043
1.030:

1043,,' t

,.1.016
'NONA:SHOSOSACHOOLAIISTRICT 11060 1.068 1.012 1.068 1.021 1.084 1.012 1.074 1.012 1.016 1.016 1.020:,..i7.

'OAKRISOE,SCNOOL:DISTRICT 61065 0.947 0.998 0.940 0.973 0.996 0.976 1.003 1.009 1,006- 11.011','
FRUITPORII.COMOUNTTY SCHOOLS 61480 0.999 1.406 0.907 1.000 1.006 0.919 1.010 1.013 1.014 1:0161
H0LT0N-418LIC1CH0OLS 61120 0.889 0.994 0.897 0.893 0.914 0.917 0.938 0.184 1.003 0.97$ 1.005:,7-

'HONTADUC'AING4 PUOLIC SCHOOLS 61180 0.994 0.417 1.014 0.914 0.996 0.113 0.991 1.009 0.914 1.0111., '....

.
ORCHARD VIENACHOOLS
AtAVENNWPUSLIC'SCHOOLS

61110
61210

1.053
0.970

1.006
0.995

10056
0.991

1.045 1.062
0.986

1.040
0.187

1.104
1.006

1.009
0.917

1.033
1.004

1.014
'0.982

1,038'''''

,1.043`: ''-''

RIETMS-PUFFER'SCNOOLS 61220 1.019 1.007 1.012 0.141 04846 0.998 0.972 4.008 1.012 1.012 1.013:;.;
NORTNHUSKIOON'CITY SCH,DIST
WHITE NALL'11119,SCHOGLS

61230
61240

1.002
1.031

0.994
0.999

1.426
1.037

1.037
1.006

0.979
0.110

1.050
1.004

0.914
0.119

1.000
1.007

0.182
1.001

1.0002''Z'

1:008Y,
FREMONTPUSLIC^SCHOOL DIST 62040 0.197 0.941 0.162 1.600 0.961 0.913 0.119 0.914 1.001 0487. '

h 'GRANT UOLIC-SCHOOL DISTRICT
ICNESPERICOON SCHOOL -DIST

62050
62060

0.895
0.920

4.944
0.942

0.880
0.917

0.871
0.899

0.947
0.955

0.143
0.904

0.913
4.980

0.977
0.982

0.979
0.974

4.978.
0.9114:.

NEWAYSO U8L2CANCHOOL DIST 62070 4..930 0.942 0.922 0.964 0.938 0.955 0.911 0.971 0.974 '0.972.
WHITUCLOUD.UBLIC SCHOOLS 62090 0.880 0.943 0.064 0:809 0.133 0.938 0.113 0.980 0.976. 0.974 0.975
DIRMINSHAM,CITY SCHOOL -DIST 63010 1.239 1.148 1.341 1.062 1.255 1.166 1.321 1.028 1.050 1.036 111142`
cansaftccm SCHOOL DIST 63020 2.200 1.127 1.254 1.104 1.1e9 1.126 1.244 1.029 1.033 1.036 1.021:
PONTIAO-CIWSCHOOL DISTRICT 63030 1.160 1.188 1.200 1.186 1.221 1.115 1.270 1.061 1.073 1.073 -1.064';''

ROVAL,OAK CITYICHOOL DIST 63640 1.176 1.152 1.221 1.067 1.170 1=075 1.214 1.037 1.034 1.043 "1:048'"
PIRKLEY CITY:4010GL DISTRICT 63050 1.164 1.124 1.212 1002 1.171 1.129 1.210 1.028 1.032 1.034 1420.
SOUTHFIELD PUSLIC-SCH-DIST
AVONDALE SCHOOL SISTOICT

63060
63070

1.272
1.109

1.150
1.113

.1.232
1.143

1.002 1.141
1.491

1.167
1.114

1.183
1.110

1.033
1.023

1:2:
1

1.040 ::::t','",

sumicrcul,HILLs SCHOOL DIST 63080 1.151 1.131 1.216 1.029 1.220 1.141 1.262 1.020 1.039 1.023 1.027' ".
CLARENCEVILLEAMOOOL DIST 63094 1.138 1.111 1.190 0.934 1.096 1.112 1.134 1.017 1:024m 1.021 1.009,
NOVI'COMMUNITY.SCHOOL DIST 63100 1.036 1.109 1.063 1.024 1.096 1.050 1.014 1.013 1.018 0,9119=
OXFORD AREA COMM SCHOOL :1C' 63110 1.046 1.111 1.062 1.063 1.143 1.082 1.421 tome 1.027

_.-

14003'
NA2EL.PAMX C/TY'3CH0OL DIST 63130 1.101 1.131 1.233 1.172 1.189, 1.143 1.244 1.037 '1.040 1.046 1.029
MADISON 845101423 SCNOUL DIST 63140 1.116 1.114 1.147 1.023 1.078 1.111 1.162 1.021 1.023 1,036 1.009"'
9c5v,1JmAc SC201L113 63150 1.037 1.136 1.078 4.955 1.085 1.130 1.091 1.025 1.032 1.0313 1.020
WEB: 14.00MFIELI. TWP SCR DIST 631611 1.093 1,121 1.127 0.934 1.049 1.119 1.059 1.023 1.027 1.021 1.014:-
ORAKOM SCRIM MIBTRICT 65180 0.967 1.108 1.006 4.919 0.993 '000 1.026 .1.007 1.018 1.004 1.002;
CLAW {TON COMM SCHOOL DIST 63194 1.051 1.125 1.092 0.995 1.054 1.122 1.079 10021 1.029 1.021 1".014',
FARMINGTON PUDAICHOOL DIST 63200 1.181 1.155 1.246 1.014 1.137 1.173 1.204 1.032 1.054 1.031 1.04
HOLLY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 63214 1.081 1.115 1.112 1.082 1.107 1.106 1.023 1.022 1.031 1.007
HURON VALLEY 3CHOOL3 63220 1.041 1.136 1.109 1.006 1.073 1.135 1.094 1.032 1.035 1.040 '1.023'
LAKE ORION COMM SCHOOL DIST 63234 1.050 1.122 1.468 0.985 1.441 1.117 1.045 1.032 1.026 1.040 -1.012;.
SO LYON COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 63240 1.070 1.114 1.102 . 1.027 1.110 1.053 1.422 1.024 1.021 1.009;
OAK PARK CITY SCHOOL DIST 63250 1.247 1.116 1.317 1.122 ,1.228 1.117 1.283 1.025 1.030 1.031 1.015'
ROCHESTER COMM SCHOOL DIST 43260 1.141 1.127 1.102 1.031 1.130 1.135 1.155 1.030 1.035 1.037 1,024,
CLAWSON CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 63270 1.100 1.114 1.135 0.960 1.057 1.114 1.071 1.027 1.025 1.034 1.011
LAMPHERE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 63280 1.163 1.116 1.213 1.409 1.105 . 120 1.133 1.027 1.028 1.033 1.014
WALLED LAKE CONS SCHOOL.DZST 63290 1.161 1.142 1.185 1.041 1.128 1.144 1.157 1.033 1.039 1.041 1.029'
WATERFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 63300 1.161 1.1.3 1.213 1.052 1.157 1.185 1.211 1.042 1.059 1.052 1.033
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(
11STRICT NAME

imivoillut=simm DISTRICT
,PENTVATER PUSLIC,SCHOOL4DIST
.SNELWFUOLIC SCHOOL- DIST
NALKERVILLCCONWSCHOOLDIST
V MUNCH 1082,CITUARLA SCHS
MILANO CONICSCHOOLDIST
41121.11412,0111X. CONS'S D
AINTONVAION'AREA SCHOOLS .

141101r,PINE'SCHOOL'DISTRICT
"EVART-FUOLIC.SCROOL
MARION PUDLIC'SCHOOL
1111LAIMICAMEA.SCHOOLS
NEWCIIYIPUSLICAICHOOLS
`11104141-SADLE-SCHDOL DISTRICT
-FAIRVIE111100 SCHOOL.1111
110LORCCOM4 SCHOOLS
..1014ANNESSURIP.CENTRAL SCHOOL
VANGERDILTANWSCH044.
ORAND:1011.112.CITY,80000.-DIST
NOLLANSCIT/ SCHOOL DISTRICT
ALLENDAKENOLIC SCHOOL DIST
1102.0124114 ructemoot. DIST
COOPERIVILLE 0111LICTICH DIST
..12111141 FVOLIC'SCH0OLS
141000HVILLEWP.SCHOOL DIST
'111411010'LAKE-PUOLICAICH DIST
ZEMAN, PUOLIC SCHOOL DIST
ONNMAYAREA,CONM SCHOOL DIST
POSIGN,CONS-SCHOOL , DISTRICT
110001011_11114101CSCH0OL DISTRICT
8211111811,1180111114CHOOL'DIST

:10)214200 LAKE-COMMUNITY SCR's
SAOIRIAM'CITV SCHOOL DISTRICT
CARROLLTON- SCHOOL DISTRICT
"SAGINAW T1111,01411 SCHOOLS
'INJEMA:VISTAAICNOOL:DISTRICT
CHESAMINCUNION SCHOOLS
DIRCH RUN'AREA SCHOOL DIST
SUDOEFORF COMM SCHOOL DIST
9RANCENNUTHiCNDOCDISTRICT%
FREELAND COMM SCHOOL DIST
NEMLOCCPUOLIC,SCHOOL DIST
matottx,comit !WHOM DISTRICT
ST CHWAtES=COMM SCHOOL-DIST
SIAN VALLEY-SCHOOL DISTRICT
root- 14.9101 AREA SCHOOL DIST
ALGONAC COMM SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAPAC COMM-SCHOOL DISTRICT
EAST CHINA TIM SCHOOL DIST
MARYSVILLE PUS SCHOOL DI1T
MEMPHIS COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
YALE PU$LIC SCHOOL DISTRICT
STURGIS CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SURR OAK COMM SCHOULOIST
CENTREVILLE PUS SCHOOL DIST

NURSER

14040
44070
0010*
44090
0045
4010
0042
66050
44070
0020
47050
47055
0040
0010
41030
49020,
0030
49040
70010
70020
70040
70070
7000
70175
70190
70300
70350
71050
71040
71080
72010
72020
73010
73030
73040
73080
73110
73170
73180
73190
73200
73210
73230
73240
73255
74010
74030
74040
74050
74100
74120
74130
75010
75020
75040

UINDEX1 UINDEX2 UINDEX3

0.915 0.940- 0.098
0,050 0.941 0.003
04511 0.947 0.954
0.707 0.941 0.777
0;941 0.911 0.895

0.941 0.777
0.918 0.943 0.921
0.940 0.947" 0.921
0.949 0.942 0.970
0.904 0.934 -0.900
0.930 0.932 0447
'0,900 0.934 0.007
0.912 0.937 0.903
0,114 0.914 0452*
0,922 0.911 0.914
0.971 0.920 0.925
0.1411 0.920 0.043
0,159 0.919 0.854
1.039 1.002 1.056
1.021 0.999 1.035
0.844 _0.981 0.849
1.044 0.994 1.031
0.959 0.988 0.90
0.977 0.997 0.954
0.992 0.911 0.970
1.023 0.911 1.014
0.907 0.988 0.969
0.961 0.920 0.920
0.900 0.924 0.089
1.049 0.920 1.050
0.938 0.917 0./14
0.910 0.917 0.883
1.144 1.070 1.139
0.90 1.003 0.952
1.04$ 1.023 1.035
1.033 1.009 1.024
04977 1.001 0.947
0.939 1.004 0.924
1.011 1.013 0.992
0.985 0499 0.980
0.948 0.999 0.944
0.939 1.001 0.931
0.900 0.999 0.899
0,950 1.000 0.944
0.975 1.003 0.948
1.062 1.031 1.076
0.994 0.983 0.965
0.961 0.977 0.961
1.057 0.990 1.038
1.056 0.979 1.042
0.916 0.975 0.907'
0.939 0.979 0.920
1.064 0.903 1.073
0.891 0.970 0.917
0.897 0.973 0.912

MEX$

.

0:089

.:

/

.

1.019
1.042

0.90

1.004

.1.134

0.947

0.944

0,952

.

0,945
0.'82
0,871
1.031

0:998
.

.

.

:

INDEX'

0,914
0.88:
0.951
0.013
0.934

0.937
0.953
0.90
0.942

0:970
0.903
0.907
0.948
0,090
0.872-
1.052
1.075
0.879
1.043
0.904
0.960
0.994
1.028
1.004
0.944
0.900
1.050
0.951
0.970
1.142
.0.945
1.059
1.027
1.009
0.957
1.020
0.944
1.001
0.934
0.944
0.923
0.948
1.065
0.972
1.013
1.043
1.049
0.925
0.940
1.079
0.882
0.903

INDEX:

0.953
0.935
0.953
0.935
0.934
0.931
0.953
0:944
0.933
0.937
0.932
0.943
0.930
0.934
0.924
0.944
0.931
.0.944
1.015
1.014
0.972
1.001
0.983
0.993
0.917
0.904
0.904
0,951
0.937
'0.951
0.943
0.942
1.090
1.000
1.033
1.001
1.411
: 014
2.022
0492
0.998
0.995
1.004
1.001
1.012
1.053
0.907
0.979
0.993
0.981
0.976
0.983
0.990
0.961
0.972

INDEX3

0.901
0.915
0.945
0.835
0.909
0.704
'0.90
0.942
0.900
0.148'
o;
.,
.040
0:910
0:923
'0437
0497
0.912
4 ,054
1.078
0.889
1.024
0.900
0.931
0.917

v1.017
MOO
0.934
0.920
1:047
0451
0.947
1.157
0.934
1.041
1.004
0.905
-0.955
1.004
0.952'
t.00p
0.924
0.972
0.915
0.932
1.067
0.938
1.027
1.015
1.037
0.925
0.920
1.094
0,090
0.920

DRSSA

0.903
0.940
0.983
'0.944
0.987
-. .

0.970
0.902
0.948
.0.170'CM
0477
0.904
41.974
0.970
0.993
0.973
0.947
.1.014
'1.014
, 0.971-
'112009"
0.994
1.000
1.004
1.002
1.005
0.982
0.970
0.992-
1:979
0.915
1.046
1.006
1.013
1.009
1.012'
0.997
1.015
0.997
0.990'
0.992
0.993
0.992
1.003
1.024
1.005
0.900
1.010
1.002
0.985
0.994
1.002
0.975
0.974

LUSA DRIMA 1111k

0.981 0.974 ;0.903' "r

0.971 0:149' .111:972'f,

0.981 0.977 '0.111141

0.971 0.957 .0.972.
0.90 0481' '0.97r.
'0.948 . -," 46974'
0.901 0.971 ; 0.91/11,

0.974 0.9M,:0:1104,
0.90 .0.118 `-00171, '

0:974 0.972.;:0.1182'
0.973 0.90' ,007011
0.979 '0470 '.0.9114
416924', 0:11/110:061:1
0.943 " 0444, -0:11484,
0.951 ,0.90-41:911e.:
'0.90 0.993.'',0.972ai
0.940: 0.90 ..0.11114
0.94$ 0:08' 11.973;,;

-1411 1.021 '1:010Y-,
1:012 1.020 1:011.3
-0.909 0.970-:'11.1102
1.004 _1:013 4:002',.:
0.994 0.090 0:9110'.
0.11119. "1.011: 0.114
0.997 1.007 0.9031;
0094 1.004 0.992Z
0.194 1.000 -111.91121

0.948 0.974 0:10';
0.940' 0.90 -0.1140
0.918 0.992' -0.9119! il

0.90 0.971, 0:973;-::

0.941- 0.970- -o.973z4
1.054 1.053 1.03't
1.00 1.009 11.1191.
.1.014 2:014 1.0011::

1.017 1.013 1.001':,

1.003 1.017 '0:11147 '

1.006 0.993' "0.1197-4
1.009 1.019, '1000Ft
0.993 OMB 0:0112::',
0.994 0.984 16/111:1
0.995 0.984 "0.984:
1.000 0.989 0.990'2:
0008 0:987 0.98C"1.
1.004 1.005 0.995:;
1.025 1.032 1.0244i
0.909 5.007 0.981' '',

0.914 0.902 0.977
0.192 1.013 '64105:f
0.907 1.004 0:97C '
0,985 0.978 0.975:
0.988 0.990 0.979 I!
1.002 1.004 1.003;
0.986 0.915 0.915 .

0.994 0.964 0.993



A

slump NAME
,

MUNICH UIKASKI Often UINDEX3 INDEX* INDEX1 1140E32 MVO DRSDA 1114114 DASH,

calm "commuwsTv Ada& am 75040 0.873 0.973 0.012 0.896 0.925: 0.972 0.927 0.981 0.992 0.973
CONSTANTINE:PWSAICHOOL DIST 75050 0.884 0.976 0.805 0.896 0.914 0.977 0.923 0.987 0.995 0:981
NORM COMMUNITV,SCHOOL DIST 75040 0.860 0.973, 0.864 0.797 0.854 0.974 '0.849 0.978 0.994- 0.970
WHITE-PISEON'CONNAPCM.DIST 75070- 0.948 0.975- 0.962 0.928 0.982 0.948 omits 0.4,98 44979
'THREE RIVERSAMOLIC',1CH'DIST 75000 1.022' -0.144 1.021 0:939 1.015 0.983 1.013 1.001 1.001 1.003
8001110.CITY'CONN SCHOOL DIST 76040 COOS 0:945 0.075 0.111 0.940 0.843 0.984 0.973 0.978
'CARSONVILLE.COMM SCNOOL:SIST 74870 0400, 0.943 0485 o 0.844 0.938 0.875 0.977 0.972 04969
CROSWELL LEXINSTOCONN 74400 0.975 0.951 0.968 0.987 0.947 0.944 0.989 0.977 0.41194
1ECKERVILLE,CONN SCHOOL:DIST 74090, 0.903, 0.945 0.892 0.927 0.934 0.939 0.934 0.980 0.973 0.973
,MANLETTE,CONN SCHOOL DIST 741140 0.934 0.947 0.910 0.952 4.943 0.932 0.983 0.973 0.976
=PECK CONNUNITVAICHOOL 76180 C833 .4.942 0.834 0:771 0.816 0.934 0.809 0.975 0.972 43.948
11ANSUINIT COIN SCHOOL: DIRT - 76210 0.950 0.947 0.945 0.974 0.943 -0.945 0.985 0.975 4.984
,MANISTIOUrAREA -SCHOOLS" -77010- 0.057 0.933 0.916, 1 0.982 0.931 0.449 0.995 0.971 0.997
711111011 AREA SCHOOLS° 70020 0.924' 4.987 0.933 . 0.930 0.984 0.035 0014 -4.9,1 0.977SUAANWARIC1CNOOLS: 78030 0.191 0.996 0.974 0.969 1.000 -0.931 1.007 0.999 1.0141
,LAINOSSUSSCONN,SCHOOL DIST

tMORRICE 'ART,A4CROOLS`
74040
70040'

0.882
0.902'"

0.117
0.904

0.884
0.907 8

0.884
0.874

0.990-
0.988

0.879
0.888

0.983
0.110

0.995
0.994

0.9741
0.972

NMI LOTIONP.AREA PUS, S 7E070 0.811 0.988 0.894 0.899 0.983 0.898 0.987 0.992 0081
PURY PUBLIC DISTRICT, 70000 0.911 0.991 0.903 0.940 0.994 0.937 0.988 0.'97 0.982
COSUNNA SCHOOL DIST 78100 0.967 0.994 0.939 0. 914 0.984 0.118 0.949 1.005 0.999 1.007
OWOSSO -PUBLIC. SCHOOL -DIST 78110 1.044 1.007 1.050 1.004 1.051 1.020 1.039 1.015 1.009 1.022
,ANION PAISIROVE :SCHOOLS 79010 0.925' 0.969 0.925 . 0.145 0.973 0.958 0.982 0.187 0.174
CARO.CONNONITY, SCHOOLS 79020 1.002 0.977 0.902 o 1.013 0.985 0.999 1.001 0.995 1.003
= CASS -CITY PIM IC ; SCHOOLS 79030 -0.901 0.973 0.885 0.939' 0.975 0.927 0.989 '0.988 0,983
:ximosTowcomosummuscwocii 79080 0.842- 0.969 0.859 0.916 0.980 0.940, 0.981 0.991 0,974
MAYVILLE cONNUMITY'scsoms 79090 0.880 0.971 0.845 0.928 0.975 0.932 0.985 0.988 0.978
AuLLIIISTam COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 79100 0.915 1.115 0.092 . 0.1 ... 0.979 0.114 0.992 0.990 0.987
REESC,PUBLIC_SCHOOLS- 79110 0.870 0.970- 0.848 .` 0.8/9 0.975 0.881 0.986 0.988 0.980
Amminelmonvzus,scopoLs 79145 0.946 0.970 0.948 o 0.988 0.972 0.997 0.985 0.987 0.978.
VASSAR PUBLIC SCHOOLS 79150 0.945 0.9751 0.445 1.004 0.980 0.988 1.001 06992_ 1.005
AIOUTICHAWEICPUSLIC SCHOOLS '10010 1.014 0.985

.937
1.019 . 0.996 0.970 0.075 1.002 1.002 L.004

11ANSOR,PUBLIC'SCMOOLS;
'COVERT rumawocmoms,

$0020
40040

0.959'
0.10

0.974
0.97?

0.976
0.003

8

o

0.950
0.843

0.964
0.940

0.943
0.835

0.984
0.974

0.997
imp

0477
0.965

11ECAT1IIC1ALICAMMOOLS' $0050 0.973 0.974 1.010 0.966 0.965 0.904 0.983 0.996 0.977
DIST 80090 0.901 0.975 0.914 0.898 0.960 0.898 0.984 0.997 0.178,1LOOMINSSALUIU1SCNOOL

008LES,USLIC.4CH00L DIST 80110 0.879 -0.972 0.896 0.897 0.959 0.902 0.976 0.990 _0.968
-HARTFORD:PUSLIC,SCNOOL DIST 80120 0.924 0.974 0.923 . 0.912 0.979 0.913 0.994 1.000 0.99S
A.ANICMCE-PUSLICICHOOL DIST 80130 0.886 0.971 0.901 0.878 0.953 0.879 0.975 0.990 0.967
'LAUTON-CONNUNITY-SCHOOL DIST 80140 0.894 0.971 0.917 0.913 0.945 0.936 0.976 0.993 0:969
,MATTAUAM cOmvsomoot. DIST 80150 0.944 0.975 0.963 . 0.929 0.962 0.930 0.901 0.991 0.974
PAWPAW PUSLIC,SCHOOL DIST 80140 0.983 0.977 0.990 6 0.975 0.974 0.981 0.995 0.999 0.996
=ANN ARDOR C/TY:SCHOOL DIST 81010 1.221 1.051 1.245 1.076 1.223 1.071 1.226 1.030 1.033
YPSILANTI CITYAICNOOL DIST 01020 1.089 1.012 1.092 1.080 1.104 1.010 1.099 1.010

,1.037
1.017 1.013

CHELSEA-SCHOOL DISTRICT 81040 1.046 0.991 1.046 6 1.014 0.991 1.004 1.003 0.995 1.005
11EXTER.COMMUNITY,SCHOOL DIST 81050 1.013 0.980 1.011 1.023 0.989 1.019 0.998 0.994 0.999
LINCOLOUCONSAICHOOL.DISTAICT 81070 1.002 0.993 0.988 1.007 0.987. 1.000 1.004 0.999 1.006
MANCHESTER, WO SCHOOL DIST 01000 0.964 0.906 0.904 0.984 0.984 0.992 0.986 0.991 0.980MILAN SCHOOLS- 81100 1.009 0.993 1.003 1.012 0.990 1.001 1.008 1.000 1.011

SALIHEREA:SCHOOL DISTRICT 81120 1.040 0.994 1.040 6 1.022 0.993 1.013 1.003 0.997 1.005
KNITMOSE LAKE PUS SCN DIST 01140 0.915 0.905 0.901 6 0.920 0.984 0.918 0.993 0.993 0.993
WILLOW RUN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 81150 1.022 0.999 1.009 0.976 1.020 0.993 1.004 16108 1.004 1.011
-DETROIECITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 82010 1.420 1.190 1.358 1.274- 1.303 1.103 1.227 1.125 1.116 1.160
ALLE144RX PUBLIC SCHOOLS 82020 1.291 1.135 1.311 1.092 01022 1.120 1.235 1.066 1.060 1.091
CHERRY-NILL SCHOOL DISTRICT .82025 1.231 1.133 1.250 1.034 -11W29 1.108 1.125 1.059 1.054 1.083
DEARVORM CITY SCHOOL DIST 82030 1.378 1.185 1.420 1.275 1.370 1.190 1.427 1.079 1.095 1.106

148

LDSMA,

0.992;
0.445
0.994
0.9,4
1.001 .

0.974:z,''
0.973:
0.979
4.9745
0.977
0.972'
0.974'
0043,,
-0.91,3.°
4.993
0.98,"
0.984.
4.984:
0:911=
0.112'
1.006 '

0.903',

11.9111.
0.984-,

.0.987
0.984,
0.986,
0.9114'

0.902_-
06988-
1.004: `-
06999,'
16002'
06998 '

0.918
0.9927
1.005'
0.991-
A1.994
0,994-
1:005,
1.039,
1.010_
0.988'
0.987:
0.909
0.983
0.991'
0.900
0.114
0.995
1.139
1.075
1.069
1.118



.

-

'11010.: 4410E1

ileitis/A.16ms, sal 52440
NELVINSOLUM ILLEN.IK s`8, S2045
,DAOSSN'CITTACNOOL:DISTAICT 1112050

112055ANNMNICPTCAMMILICAICNIOLO:
HANTSANCK,CITYISCNOOLS- -112060

,NIONLANDWALCITT,SCNOOLS 112070

41111STMCIIVENSOL'SISTAICT: S20110'

1.INCOLNAPANICCITTAMMOOLS 112090

7LIVONIA4VSLICiSCNOOLS:' 112095'
Non csuncodaNart: riist 42106
'MMUS ONION'OCNOOL EST 112110'
IIIMERAINNICfCITTISCNOOLS- .62120,

,DONULUS.CSOINUNITTYOCNOOLS 112130
MOON DISFORD'OCNOOLSIST, 12140
TATLOR.SCNOOL4ISTNICt '82150
TOINT011:INISLICtSCNOOLS- 82155
.:11/4111I;NESILANS_____,CONWSCNOOLS: 42110
.NTANOOTTC;CIWOCNOWSIST 82170
ILWOOCIVCONMUNITY-SCNOOLO, 112180

*NORTNAIIAOSONM NSTS,OC11 DIST' .62220.
'COCOTWODO41CNOWDISTRICT. '82230
leSTOISOCCOMNUNITY,,SCMOOLS '112240

tOODSC:IMISLIC OCNOOL'OIST .112250
,SIDDALTAWACNOOL;DISTSICT 112210-

;SONNWILUTOONSNIPISCHOOLS 12300
ANNOMCNIONIPS-CITTACNOIST 112320
MORON OCNISOL'OISTRICT'-- '12340.
:1100SNANIN'OCN00L4ISTRICT 412345
MNUNNWILLII4PUSLIMSCMOOLS 1112390'

,NIVIAVICIO-COMMUNITV'SCN DIST '112400.

1041INSATCCONN SCNOCLDIST 112405

VAN-DUACNAMOLIC_SCNOOLS 52430
CADILLAC AREA"P91LIC'10400411 113010
'MANTON CONSOLIDATED SCM DIST 113040

MUCK CONSOLIDATED SCM DIST 43070

1,11492114/14002 11.1141013

. 1.201' 11435, 1.192,
1.278 4.135 1.288
1.252 1.158 .1.201

o

1.312 11::-711:1,

1:213. :153. 1.190
1:183; 1:142; 41194
1:311, 1`151 1420-
1.295- 1'434 1.382
.1.181' 1.164 -1.201
1.217 1.141, 1.273
1.302 1.135 '1.315
'1.155, 1.145 1:163,
1.305 1:138 1.322
-1:241 '1.198 '1.271
1.249 1.143 1.2511
1.231 '1.203 1.252
1:251 1.144 1.282-
1.212 1.123 1.229

44.195 1.125: 1.207
1.10 1:134' 1.077
.1:19 1.135 1.192
1.375. 1.135 1.406
1318- 1.134 1491
'1.174 1.127' 1.175'
'1.175 -1.123 -1.181
1.185 1.134 1.103
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1.140 1.149 1.11111
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0.042 0.920 0.013
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1N0EX1
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1.060 1.205'- 1:077 1.138 1:070. 1.10r
1.129 1.104 1.040 1.144

,1.081-
'1.02 1.070, 4.08,

11234' 1.214' 1.131 1.279 1:073 1:018 4.100°
'1453 1:241 1.258.; 1.334 1:284 1.128 1.114
1.014 1.180 1336 1.114 1.071' 1.049' 4.018
1;097 1.197 1.129' 1.195 1.070 1.014 1:092
1.218- 1.2311 1.082- 4.231 4.014 .1.061 4.086.
11094 -1.145 1.111 1.144 1.068 1.013 '-1:016
1.131 1.232 1.121 .1.242 1.017 .1.010 1:092
1.151 1.214 ;1.109 1.242 '1.083, 1.097 1411"
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1.115 1.229 1.130 1.073 1.0412. :102,
. 1.137 1.089

.1.248
1.118 1.055'-' 1.045 410711,

-. 1.124 1.091 1.122 1454. 1.046, 1.072
.1.014 1.149 1.409 1.139 1.04 4.054 .034
1.039 1.111 1.099 1.141 1.011 1:059 1.0115
1.235 1.272 1:075 1.267 1.042 1.012 1.017
0.976 1.014 1.098 1.011 1.014 1:049 1.082

1.121 1.095 1.117 1.045 1.041 1.0414"

1.231 1.081 1.247 1.052 .1.043 '1.075
1.053 1.131 1.100 1.159 1.053 1.053 4.071

1.013 1.090 1.049 1.055 1.043: 4:078
.. 1.119 1:090 1.015 1.055. 1.049 1.078
1.044 1.149 1.101 1.143, 1.060 1.051 1.084
1.085 1.201 1.131 1.201 1.072 1.015 1498'

1.100
1.013

1.121
0.951

1.075
0.987

'1.068
1.002

1.014'
0.974

1.093
1.005-

0.903 0.940' 0.900 0.972 .0.915 0.913
'0.933 0.943

.

0.154
A

'0.974 0.917 0.914

14)

=

L0411* :

11;;159.:'*-
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The);past, decade has witnessed a reiorm moNiefrient--

to

-

reduce inequality in support of schools. For various reasons,

reform actions peaked in ana,haye, slowed since One

of
,

4thS-..iniafor:'reasona for the ,S:lOwing;,'OE:Lthe -in-Oven-tent was the

-disappearance of state budget surpluses .due to the national
-

reoeSsion: "Every State which -Saw significant reform'either

had _a budget surplus or available revenue sharing money to

,Pc*#. the cost .of reforms" Reforms were implemented by leveling-

up with additional state aid to local districts rather than

redistribution from wealthy to low-wealth districts or bk
,

,

. -tapping - new revenue- Sources. Not only did the movement peak,
. ,.._

. . .

was, also -a-change .in, the_nature of the process from an

emphasis, on equalization -to .accountability and exPenditure limits.2

Early attempts 4.p the -1064's to initiate reform by referendum

Or iitiative popular votes failed. Several reform groups,

including the Ford Foundation and the League of Women Voters,

have, used the judicial system successfully as the mechanism to

bring about the reform of school finance. The coupling of

budget surpluses with popular dissatisfaction with the local

tIlDroirty tax also.made legislatures more disposed to enact reform.
AN.

*GleNW. Atkinson and Thomas A.- Sears, University of Nevada,
al Reno Nevada
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tOPertYtaXlfystek worked,. very
-

sl-small i0i1J04634S101* as
liSq40#6004644-44* '10101464 homes

'10eal-IilOSY as well
; n 116.-aht;Chniehiandv But .the'

,;AthOricah. Society
in :the last= °ha f-cein'tury :slowly but .,surely eroded
*6004#1Y-

-,c0in#0:0%ti*enSepak4telY-tint when Comparing one
c oMthunity*ith anOthekliearkiy."4

The system began to'fail with the suburbanization of affluent

residences and declinin4 property values in the central city.

Slum neighborhoods cannot provide equal education f3r the resi-

dents', even at higher tax rates coMpared to afflUent neighboring

,sChoci districts. The 'inclusion: of central city industrial
.

property-doeS noi_erase the inequity if the property tax must

finahCe more eXpensive city services.4. Actually, central city

districts spend more per pupil than suburban or rural districts.,

This may 'be due to higher costs an needs in central city schools.5

Moke.recentlY,' however, ..industry has bden moving to the.suburbs

as well.

Most of the reform action hasibeen at the state level rather

than through the Federal Government.. The first significant
.

result was the Serrano,v. Priest decision in 1971 by the California

Supreme Court. That court declared that a child's education could

not be a function of the wealth of his parents and neighbors.

The U.S. Supreme Court, on the other hand, ruled in the 1973 case

of. Rodriguez v. SanAntonio that the state education laws that

benefit districts "unevenly",doApnot violate the Federal

Constitution.
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Given the composition of the current court, it is unlikely

that the Federal position will be reversed in the near future.-6

Since educationeducation provision And finance are not explicitly stated

as Federal functions nor forbidden to the states, they automa-

tically fall under state jurisdiction according to the 10th

Amendment to the Constitution.

In addition to the equity issue raised by the Serrano-type

reform, there are efficiency arguments for more equality because

of the external or neighborhood benefits from education. It not

only benefits the student to receive educatioh,,it is also bene-

ficial to the community to have an educated population. But

what is the community? Is it a single school district, a county,

a metropolitan region, or the state?, Until the depression,'

education was primarily a local function. The effets of the

depression on property values made it impossible to support

education solely from the property tax. Moreover, shortly before

the depression a .state minimum foundation program was advocated

by George D. Strayer and Robert M. Haig in a repOrt prepared for

the State of New York.
7 Under the minimum foundation provision

each local school district is required to tax itself at some

state-established minimum level, and the state would contribute

to fill the gap between the minimum program cost and the local

mandatory revenues. This would still allow inequality because

local districts could choose to provide more than a minimum

program. This tendency toward state funding and control of

public education will be exacerbated with the spread of
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lekrano=type reforms. This is a recognition that the more

'mobile the' population, the more widespread the external benefits,,

i.e., the larger the community.

One study, of the effects of the school finance reform move-

Tent between 1970 and 1975 concluded that on a nationwide basis.

overall expenditure disparities which were severe in 1970 had

not decreased by 1975, and possibly increased. However, wealth-'

related disparities did decrease slightly between 1970 and 1975.

For reform states only expenditure. disparities were reduced

slightly, with more substantial leveling for disparities due'to

local wealth. 8

A later reform movement concerning the local property, tax

system is-the revision of state' constitutions and statutes to

limit the property tax levy. Again, this movement had its

origin in California with the passage of Proposition 13 4)

June, 1978. Unlike-the school reform movement, property tax

limitation advocates have used the popular initiative or popular

pressure for legislative action rather than the judicial system. 9

Also, unlike the school finance reformers' concern for equity,

the tax limitation advocates. appear to be only concerned with the

level of taxation and government spending. They have, in fact,

gone beyond property tax limits to general state and local tax

and spending caps.

Each of these reform movements have been on a-state-by-state

basis rather than by Federal action. However, they portend a

national movement. While they appear unrelated, the tax limitation
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movement will impact on the school reform efforts. Whether the

impact will be beneficial or harmful is unclear at this time.

Each movement by itself will result in less reliance on the

local property tax, but together they suggest a major restructuring

of-state and local goV-ernment finance in general, and school.

finance in particular. 'A likely result will be a decrease in the

local share of school funding and an increasing role for the states.

In California, the state's share has risen from 30 per cent to 65

per cent since Proposition 13.
10 Lazlo ECker-Racz believes that

the spending ceiling will have more impact An the ability to

achieve meaningful school reform than\the property tax limit.

Warren Weaver concludes "... that equitable restructuring of

public finance systems will continue, certainly' as long asstate

courts insist that the sluts child is entitled to an education

comparable to his More fortunate suburban counterpart.
"11

Whether the school reform movement can be successful in this

period of tax limits and tight budgets depends on the success

of shifting from the local property tax to other tax bases such

as state sales or income taxes. The continuation of the reform

movement also depends in part on the ability to reorganize the

multiplicity of school districts. Ecker-Racz asks:

"Can a centrally-controlled system of vast
size and embracing divergent economic, demographic,
and cultural societies be reconciled with this
country's traditional attachment to community
control of school operations?"12
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1 44441i0; James Gregg concluded in the case -;of California

that:

"So long as the-state provided less than half the
funding for local schools, the myth of local control .

had substance, atlpast in terms of revenue sources.

"Yet another irony of Proposition 13's passage is
that centralization of power in the state government
at the cost of localcontrol is all but inevitablet"13

It is not knownqf property tax limitation of even spending

caps will reduce support ,for schools or hinder the drive toward

more equality. Much depends on the courts, state support from
,

'other sources, and.the direction of Federal education support.

It is clear that,the combined effedt will be to.reduce the reliance

un the property tax for school finance, and to shift education

'policy making from local control.to the state level.

Clearly, the minimum foundation programs will not be suffi-

cient to cope with the combined pressures of demands for school

reform and property tax limitations. The Strayer-Haig formulation
.

would not have survived the legal challenges of the Serrano type
6

because "they do not develop solid plans to provide for needs,

ao not use correct indicators for wealth, and have, in fact,

-perpetuated inequities in educational opportunities. "14 Other

more substantial proposals are full state funding, redistricting

and Power equalizing. 15
Full state funding and redistricting are

means to include a more heterogenous tax base within each school

district. The power equalizing proposal "requires a wealthy

community to tax itself, say $1.50 for each $1.00 it wants

to spend." 16
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Serious doubts about the future of school finance reform are

raised,-by-the-ibifiiof state surplusys and declining enrollments.

Another complicating' factor is the continuing difference within

the education interest lobby. Some emphasize the need fOr more

across-the-board reduction in wealth7related expenditure, dis-
A

Taritres. Otheri seek more funding for special needs of student

populations such'as the handicapped or central cities. Couple

.these issues with the tax and spending limits and the slowed pace-

, of court actions, and it becomes obvious the drive for school

finance 'reform will have-to bedome more sophi.3ticated.

Because these are state-by-state reforms, it is nedessary

to examine state cases. Nevada has developed a minimum founda-

tioh program and is in the midst of a Property tax reduction and

reform which will have substantial impacts upon the school

distributive formula. Both the distributive formula and the tax

structure will be detailed in subsequent sections. Briefly, the

property tax rate for school support will, be reduced from $1.50

per $100 of assessed value to 50 cents, and this lost revenue will

be contributed from State resources. The remaining 50 cent

rate will be subject to a revenue cap goverened by trends in

assessed value, inflation and enrollments. The combination of the

rate reduction, increased state support and the revenue cap will

increase the portion of State funding to total school funding,

but will most likely increase wealth-related disparities.

As a result, the examination of data or recent years regarding

the operation of the Nevada School Finance Plan will not be an
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accurate yardstick for the future. Nevertheless, we have pro-

vided this analysis in Sections II and III in order to evaluate

the ,probable effects of the new program, as well as to give the

reader a feeling for the objectives of Nevada officials-in--

designing the Nevada Plan. SectionIV will be concerned with the

effects of property tax reform on school finance.

Nevada Population and Enrollment Trends

Before turning to these issues we will present some demo-

graphic trends and structures affecting the State-local school

finance system, and some of the r-ncerns school officials have

regarding the Nevada Plan prior to the tax reform.

Nevada, as one of the sunbelt states,,is experiencing rapid

population growth. The population increased from 285,000 in

1960 to 489,000 in 1970. (See Table 1) It is estimated that the

populition reached 610,000 by 1976, and is projected to reach

732,000 by 980. Nevertheless, Nevada still ranks only 47th in

total population. Most of the growh is due to net migration

rather than natural increase. Between 1960 and 1970 the natural

increase was 59,727-compared to the net migration increase of

143,733 new residents.

While the State is experiencing rapid growth it remains one

of the most sparsely populated states in the nation. (See Table 2)

In 1976, there were 5.5 persons per square mile (110,540 square

miles) compared to 60.8 persons per square mile for the United

States. However, the statewide density figure is as misleading
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Table 1

ti

POPULATIONS OF NEVADA COUNTIES:

1920 - 1976

COUNTY January 1, )mnjuLJ, April 1, April 1, 1, April 1, July 1,
1920 1930 1940 1950

_April
1960 1970 1976

Carson City a 2,453 2,221 3,20c 4,172 3,063 15,468 ,600

Churchill 4,649 5,075 5,317 6,161 8,452 10,513, 11,900

Clark , 4,859 8,532 16,414 48,289 127,016 273,288 343,400

Douglas 1,825 1,840 2,056 2,029 3,481 6,882 12,000

ElkO 8,083 9,960 10,912 11,654 12,011 13,958 15,500

Esnerelda 2,410 1,077 1,554 614 619 629 800

Eureka 1,350, 1,333 1,361 896 767 948 1,200

Humboldt 3,743 3,795 4,743 4,838 5,708. ---6,375 7,100

Lander 1,484 1,714 1,745 .1,850 1,566 2,666 3,100

Lincoln 2,287 3,601 4,130 3,837 2,431 2,557 2,800

A
Lyon 4,078 3,810 4,076 3,679 6,143 8,221 10,500

Mineral. 1,848 1,863 '2,342 5,560 6,329 7,051 6,300

Nye 6,504 3,989 3,606 3,101 4,374 5,599 5,900

Pershing 2,803 2,652 2,713 3,103 3,199 2,670 2,800

Storey 1,469 667 1,216 671 568 .695 1,100

Washoe 18,627. 27,158 32,476 50,205 84,743 121,068 149,000

White Pine 8,935 11,771 12,377 9,424 9,808 10,150 10,000

STATE: 77,407 91,058 110,247 160,083 285,278 488,738 610,000

a
In 1969, Carson City and Ormsb; County became one municipal government - Carson City,
an independent city.

b

Estimate.

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population - Nevada: 1920-70,

and Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of Nevada, Reno.
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County

,Carson {City

:hurchill

Clark .

Douglas

Elko

Esmeralda

Eureka

Humboldt

Land,r

Lincoln

Lyon

,Mineral

Nye

Pershing

Storey

Washoe

White Pine

STATE

UNITED STATES

Table 2

POPUL lOglii;;]; OF NEVADA COUNTIES: 1920 - 1976

(Persons Per Square Mile)

Total County
a

Area 1920 1930

153 16.0 14.5

4,913 .9 1.0

8,084 .6 1.1

751 2.4 2.4

17,181 .5 .6

'3,570 .7 .3

4,182 .3 .3

9,704 .4 .4

5,621 .3 .3

10,650 .2 .3

2,024 .2 1.9

3,837 .5 .5

18,064 .4 .2

6,031 .5 .4

262 5.6 '..2.6

6,608 2.8 4.1

'8,905 1.0 1.3

110,540 .7 .8

- 35.6 41.2

a
In Square Miles.

1940

20.1

1.1

2.0

2.7

.6

.4

.3

.5

.3

.4

2.0

.6-

.2

4.6

4.9

1.4

1.0

44.2

1950 .1960 1970 9761___

27.3 52.7 101.1 173.9

1.3 1.7 2.1 2.4

6.0 15.7* 33.8 42.5

2.7 4.6 9.2 16.0

.7 .7 .8 .9

.2 .2 .2 .2

.2 .2 .2 '.3

.5 .6 .7 .7

.3 .3 .5 .6

.4 .2 .2 .3.

1.8 3.0 '4.1 5.2

1.4 1.6 1:8 1.6

.2 .2 .3 .3

.5 .5 .4 .5

2.6 2.2 2.7 4.2

7.6 12.8 18.3 22.5

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

1.5 2.6 4.4 5.5

50.7 50.3 57.5 60.8

Source: U.S. Bureap of the Census, Census of the Population - Nevada: 1920-19701

and Population Estimates, Series P-26, No. 76-28, and Nevada Department

of Taxation.
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us the national figure.. Carson City had 173.9 persons per square

mile in 1976; Clark County (Las Vegas) had 42.5; Washoe County

(Reno) had 22.5 persons per square mile. On the other end of the

spectrw 8 of the 17 counties had less than one person per

square mile. Three other counties had less than three persons

per square mile. More than half of' the population (56 per cent)

resides in Clark County, and another 24 per cent are in Washoe

County. This population distribution makes it difficult to

provide equal educational services to all areas of the State.

The needs and resources of sparsely settled, rural districts

are quite different from the two urban centers. K.reover,

the eight least settled counties have had very modest population

growth, while the urban counties are experiencing very robust

-growth.

In addition to the rural-urbin dichotomy, educators in

Nevada areconcerned about serving the minority populations.

There were 40,561 people classified as minorities in the 1970

census. (See Table 3) This was about 8 per cent of the total
A

population, Of these, 27,762 were Negroes, 7,933 were Indians,

and 4,866 were other minorities. While 80 per cent of the popula-

tion resides in Clark and Washoe Counties, 90 per cent of the

Negro population is in these two counties. Indian and other

minorities are more evenly distributed throughout the Sta

The State formula makes special allocations.for the physically

and mentally handicapped, but it does not eiplicitly recognize

the problem of minority populations.
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COUNTY

Table 3

POPULATION OF NEVADA COUNTIES BY RACE, 1970

WHITE

Carson City 14;611

Churchill

Clark

Douglas

Elko

Esmeralda.

Eureka

Humboldt

Lander

Lincoln

L

Mineral

Nye

Pershing

Storey

Washoe

White Pine

4

STATE

9,793

244538

6,649

12,429

600

903

5,735

2

21.488

7,688

5,933

5,297

2,513

677

115,924

9,876

448,117

NEGRO

166

135,

24,760

: 1

100

1

.M imso.1=1.

62

1

7

6

473

41

4

8

1,987

10

27,762

;224

1 C 3

INDIAN

525

419

,1,131

.194

1,310

28

44

519

138

53

509

582

_227

126

9

1,926

193

7,933

fr

OTHER .

166

166'

2,859

38'

119

WEVIMIII

1

24

4

9

18

63

34

27

1,231

4,866
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Table 4

ENROLLMENT BY GRADES IN NEVADA IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DURING FIRST'MONTH BY SELECTED YEARS: 1950 - 1976

Grade 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1973 1976

Kindergarten 1,937 4,116 5,286 8,707 8,359 8,335 9,910

1 3,663 5,701 6,470 10,187 10,317 9,574 10,828

2 3,480 5,477 6,125 '9,515 9,954 9,663 9,970

3 3,189 5,775 5,768 ,9,190 10,300 .10,516 9,102

4 2,725 4,518 5,431 8,860 9,566 A0,961 9,441

5 2,530 3,994 5,104 8,479 9,819 10,903 9,735

6 2,495 4,142 5,146 8,128 9,482. 10,796 10,661

7 2,405 4,116 5,143 7,941 9,426 11,214 11,575

8 2,167 3,793 5,309 . 7062 '9,364 10,932 11,496

9 2,001 3,280 4,294 -7,215 9,587 10;189 11,852

10 1,594 2,904 3,807 6,834 8,060 10,232 11,790

11 1,590 2,445 3,185 6,288 7,163 9,566 10,787

12 1,355 1,968 2,682 5,284 6,556 8,302 9,326

Other, Special
Education . 17 94 662 1,742 2,502 3,423 5,318

1'TOTAL:. 31,148 52,413 64,412 105,952 120,455. 135,406 ,141,791

Souice: Nevada Department of Education, Research Bulletin.
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A6a4al enrollment growth-trends and distributions reflect
.

the general population. Eightypercent of the total enrollment

210 in .Ciark and Washoe counties; .(See Table 5) Total enrollment

increased from 127,566 students in 1970-71 to 143,781 in 1977-78.

Clark andWashoe accounted for 80 per cent of the increase, and

another 5_ per cent was accountei for by Carson City and Douglas

in' the Reno,TTahoe region. 'Six of the 17 school districts

experienced an- ehrollment,decline in this period. Only two of

theSe declines were substantial. Mineral Aunty's enrollment
3,;*

declined by 25 per Cent due to a .~eduction in the work force of

a military installation, and. White Pine's decline was 23 per cent

due to labor fayoffs at a copper mining facility.

Zbrife Current. IS Sties:. in :NeVada School Finance

-0Ver the years-Nevada-has developed-a minimum-foundation

program to attempt to equalize expenditures to account for local

wealth disparities. Prior to_the_1979_tax action only 47 per cent
-

of the local prop6rty tax used for school funding was equalized.

oweverT-the-mandatory Local School Support Tax enacted in-196-7-1

which is a one cent retail sales tax, is within the equalization

formula. In 1977-78 the equalized portion of the property tax'

was $28.1 million and the unequalized portion was $32.1 million.

The Local School Support Tax amounted to 43.4 million. Hence,

about 69 per cent of the local resources were within the equali-

zation formula. The equalized Portion tends to increase over

time because the sales tax revenue has increased more in response

a



Table 5

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT:(a) 1970-71, 1973-74, 1975-76,

(KINDERGARTEN-12 AND SPECIAL EDUCATION)

DISTRICT 1970-71 1973-74 1975-76

Carson City 4,338 5,381 5,729

Churchill 2,898 2,990 2,865

Clark 73,846 77,862 81,147

Douglas 1,786 2,438 2,678

Elko 3,746 4,062 3,948

Esmeralda 56 97 129

Eureka 174 203 255

Humboldt 1,723 1,717 1,705

Lander 747 765 883

Lincoln 817 736 803

Lyon 2,531 2,617 2,497

Mineral 1,862 1,752 1,559

Nye li156 1,270 1,429

Pershing-- 671 647 701

Storey 76 107 141

28,563 30,374 31,050Washae

White Pine 2,576 2,388 2,226

STATE: 127,566 . 135,406 139,745

. (a)First month enrollment

Source: Nevada Department of Education, Biennial Report.
-, -

,

and 1977-78'

:

1977-78

6,062

2,813-
84,334

3,093

3,692

119

181

1,670

872

878 ,

2,421-'

1,394

706-'-,
. 7

162

31,933

1;990

143,781



to inflation than theproperty tax has. A few other minor

revenues, 'mainly the Motor Vehicle Tax of $5.4 million, are

unequalized.

The State funded $84.3 million for schools in 1977-78

compared to $103.6 million from the local property tax and the

Local School Support Tax. Thus, the State contributed about 45 per

'cent of,the State-local funds for schools. This proportion has

remained in the 40 to 45 per cent range since 1973. It will be

.less if other minor local revenues are added. Also, about 5 to ,

6 per cent of school funds have come,from the Federal Government

in recent years. As we will explain in Section IV, the percentage

of State funds will increase significantly with the 1979 tax

package, rtut equalization will likely suffer.

One particular problem Nevada has faced is the attempt to

make special allocations to low wealth districts in addition to

the minimum foundation program. Assessed value per student is

generally regarded as a good indicator of the ability of local

tax capacity to support schools. Serious doubts are raised about

this indicatoi from examination of Table 6 and Appendix II. It

is difficult to discern apattern other than the three districts

with the smallest enrollments (Esmeralda, Eureka and Storey) had

the highest assessed value-per student. Curiously, each of these

counties had a per capita personal income below the State's

average in 1975. Clark County, which is generally regarded as

one .of the wealthiest districts, had an assessed value/enrollment

ratio lower than the State's average. Also, Washoe County, which
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Table 6

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND ASSESSED VALVE BY DISTRICT: 1977-78

amm ENWIDENT ASSESSED VALUE (000) ASSESSED VALUE PER PUPIL

Carson City 5,913 119,512 20,212

Churchill 2,743 53,225 19,404

Clark 82,120 1,981,646 24,131

Douglas 2,995 159,365 53,210

Elko 3,567 150,566 42,211

Esmeralda 115 12,785 111,174

Eureka 178 30,268 170,043

Humboldt 1,624 61,613 37,939

Lander 848 30,292 35,722

Lincoln 853 21,769 25,521

Lyon 2,351 73,209 31,140

Mineral 1,361 23,833 17,511

Nye 1,437 79,518 55,336

Pershing 687 36,500
i

53,130

Storey 158 9,824 62,176

Washoe 31,181 1,096,687 35,172

White Pine 1,944 48,781 25,080

STATE: 140,077 3,989,393 28,480

Source: Nevada Department of Education, BiennialRepart and
Nevada Department of Taxation, Local Government Red Book
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had the highest per capita personal income in the State, and one

of the highest in the nation, had an assessed value/enrollment

ratio just above the State's average: Obviously, since these

two districts account for 80 per cent of the enrollment, they will

largely determine the State average. This makes it difficult to

construct a formula that will be able-to deal with such diVerse

pcpulations as Esmeralda ankClark. As a consequence, local

E,chool superintendents have negotiated the low wealth allocations

outside of the formula recently.

In addition to wealth equalization, the formula has evolved

to account for needs of small rural districts, large urban schools,

special needs of the handicapped and transportation. There is no

explicit factor in the formula to address the problems of minori-

ties and their cultural differences. While blacks are concentrated

in the urban centers, particularly in Las Vegas, Indians are

represented in most_districts. There is-a-wide-spread-feeling

among education officials that the formula'has been stretched tc the

limit, and needs to be thoroughly re-examined. The State Depart-

ment of Education made a request to the 1979 session of the

Legislature to fund a comprehensive study of the formula, but the

proposal was denied. Given the diversity of the State's population,

the formula will continue to evolve. The tax reform of 1979 will

give this further impetus.

Finally, our analysis has been limited to inter-district

equalization. Since Nevada has 17 county-wide school districts,

it is possible that intra-district disparities might occur which

our study does not recognize.
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. II

A HISTORY OF THE STATE'S ROLE
IN SCHOOL FINANCE IN NEVADA

The issue of which level of government should be respon-

sible for education policy and finance has been an important

topic throughout the history of the State. To properly

understand the current debate on school finance reform it is

imperative that theevolution of laws relating to the financing

of education be considered. As early as 1884 the State Super-

intendent of Public Instruction made the following lament.

"Why is it that some of Nevada's offspring,
with a scanty three months in school, must struggle
to obtain from a cheaply paid teacher the elements
of a primary education, while others r.:an, for ten
months annually, under the tuition of normal school
and college graduates, enjoy the privileges of the
grammar school and the high school?... Is there
any rational-explanation of the fact that while
Storey County has an average of ten months of
school, White Pine County has an average of four
and one-half months?... Have we a state system
at all or it is not rather a county or district
system?"12

Financing of public education has historically been

developed along the line of dividing the cost among all levels

of government, including the State, the county and the school

district:18 Yet in the early days there was little State

direction in educational policy and little State support. The

role of the State Superintendent was increased in The Reorgani-

zation Act of 1907. Among other provisions that Act made the

Superintendent responsible for apportioning State aid to the

districts.
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'Whatever money the State has given to the
schools has always been allocated on the basis of
an apportionment formula.... The actual 'amount of
per-pupil and per-teacher apportionments which
the State has given has varied considerably over
the years, and the method for computing these
apportionments has changed from time to time,
but the basic system by which State support is
distributed to the individual schools remains
largely unchanged from the time of its creation."19

This system began to break down in the face of a critical

shortage of teachers during World War II. A coalition of the.

Nevada State Education Association, the Nevada Taxpayers

Association and the Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau was formed

in 1946 to deal with this crisis. They submitted their report

addressing finandial and organizational problems of the school

system in 1948. However, the State Legislature dealt. with'many

of their concerns in the 1947 session, and made substantial

changes-in school finance and organization. For our purposes the

Legislature made two important changes in 1947. First, State aid

to rural schools was increased. This was a recognition that small,

low wealth districts did not have a sufficient tax base to supporc

themselves even with normal State aid. Second, it provided State

aid to high school districts for the first time.

The Nevada School Finance Study Group of 1946-48 supported

more far-reaching proposals than those enacted by the Legislature.

They were concerned about the declining level of State aid, the

excessive number of school districts and the inadequate budgeting

staff of the State Superintendent. In 1937, the State provided

23 per cent of school funds; the county 66 per cent; and the
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district 11 per cent; By 1947, the State supplied only 18

per cent;'the county 54 per cent; And the district 28 per cent."

The county which offered the most support had the least voice

in education policy. During the school year of 1946-47 there

were 197 elementary schools and 41 high schools in Nevada.

Of the elementary school districts only 143, levied a district

tax for their own support. The School Finance Study Group

concluded that only 22 of the elementary districts were "large

enough to operate efficiently. "21

The Study Group cited four principles to support their

recommendation.
22.

(1) The principle of State responsibility.

The principle is generally accepted that the State as a whole

is responsible for education. T.ey concluded that little

attempt was made to arrive at a minimum education. "Legal

provision for State supervision of school budgeting, accounting,
. .

or a fiscal policy does not for alI -Pklaical purposes exist."23

(2) The efficiency principle. This principle states that the

State shall make pr-ovision for local initiative, and that

school districts be large enough for the operation of a school

system and for the provision of local leadership. However,

local initiative does not have for an end merely local needs,

but the broader requirements of citizenship as well.

(3) The equalization principle. This principle calls for

a minimum program supported by the State with distriCts

contributing according to ability to pay. The State must

supervise the minimum program, but districts can exceed the
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minimum through local effort. The Study Group concluded that

"-the allocation of State money on a teacher-pupil apportionment

formula has not promoted equalization." 24
(4) The Prudential

principle involves the right of the State to insist upon the

honest and efficient handling of money.

These findings and principles provide a good benchmark

to discuss more recent reforms in Nevada.

The Peabody Plan, 1955-67.

The financial problems of Nevada schools continued despite

the 1947 reforms. The Governor found it necessary to appoint

a State School Committee of prominent Nevada citizens in 1953.

TheCommittee's charge was to:

"First investigate the financial conditions
of schools throughout the state and, upon the
basis of such investigation, recommend as to
whether a special session of the Legislature was
necessary; second, to carry on a survey of school
conditions during 1954 and report the results
of the survey at the 1955 session of the Legislature."25

The Committee did recommend a special session of the

Legislature for 1954. That special session authorized a

fact-finding committee of citizens 'and appropriated $30,000

to carry out the .wirvey. The Governor's School Committee

assigned the primary responsibility to the George Peabody

College for Teachers of Nashville, Tennessee. The Peabody

Report was adopted by the Governor's Committee. It called

for a major increase ($4 million) in State funding to provide

for a basic foundation plan.
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NeVada had neither a general sales tax nor an income tax.

In order to provide the funding for the basic foundation plan

recommended by the Peabody Report the 1955 session of the

Legislature authorized a referendum vote on a 2 cent sales

tax. Voters thought the sales tax revenues were earmarked

for education and approved the tax measure. They were dis-

illusioned to find it was not earmarked for education, and

rejected later attempts to increase the sales tax to 3 cents.

Basically, the Peabody formula for financing education,

as passed in 1955, was as follows: State minimum requirements

would be calculated by multiplying the average daily attendance

of pUpils in grades 1 through 12 by $80, kindergarten-pupils

in average daily attendance by $40, the number of certified

teachers employed by $4,000, and adding the results. From

this figure a 70 cent tax on the county's assessed valuation

would be subtracted. The remainder would constitute the

state's contribution. Changes in the per-pupil and per-teacher

allotments frOm 1955 to 1966 greatly increased the state

appropriation.

In the school year 1S66-67, the last year of state

distribution of school funds under the Peabody formula, the

law provided that the state minimum requirements should

consist of the sum of the following: the number of elementary

and secondary school pupils in average daily attendance multi-

plied by $100, the number of,kindergarten pupils in average

daily attendance multiplied by $50, the number of handicapped
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pupils in average daily attendance multiplied by $500, tb'e

number of teacher entitleMents multiplied by $5,100, and one-half

the cost of transportation.

The other major result of the Peabody Report was the

'consolidation of school districts. After 92 years of local

districts, when as many as six kinds of districts were

recognized by law and allowed to organize with five resident

children and to exist with three, seventeen county-wide school'

districts were created. 26 Each county district is administered

by an-elected-board of trustees and a district superintendent

appointed by the board. The county school districts were made

directly responsible to the State Department of -Education which

over time has made them more accountable to the State. Presently,

the districts' financial accounting and budgeting format is

prescribed by the'State Department.

The Peabody formula did offer more generous support for a

basic foundation program for each district. However, the sales,

tax was not earmarked for education. Moieover, each district

could supplement its basic program with up to an 80 cent additional

levy above the 70 cent levy provided in the basic plan. Most

districts have used the full $1.0 tax capacity, which means

wealthy districts can support each student more generously than

poor districts. The consolidation did bring about a more effi-

cient. system and probably a greater degree of inter-district

equality. Less is known about the effect on intra-district effi-

ciency and equalization, however. More will be said about this in

Section III.
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. The Nevada Plan: 1967-79.

Even after the enactment of the two cent sales tax in 1955,

there was a continuing need to call a special session of the

Legislature in even-numbered years to deal with school finance.

Education was still dependenC on the focal. property tax to a

large extent. Efforts to increase the sales tax to three cents

in the early 19601s were defeated. SinCe the original tax was

passed by referendum, any subsequent amendments must be sub-

mitted to the people.

The State experienced very rapid population growth in the

post-World War II period with few broad based taxes. Gaming taxes

were increasing for the State general fund, but there was no

personal or corporate income tax, estate or inheritance tax, and

a very modest sales tax: Nevada was becoming more urbanized

with centers in Las Vegas and Reno. Carson City and the Tahoe

region in northwestern Nevada also grew rapidly. Eastern and

central Nevada still suffered from sparse populations and the

boom-bust cycle of mining camps.

State Senator Carl Dodge of Fallon began to work for a remedy

to the continuing school finance problems. He devised a plan

whereby an additional, separate sales tax could be adopted

without going to a vote of the people. 27 He proposed a one cent

Local School Suppor.t Tax to be levied on the same base as the

two cent tax. The one cent tax would be returned to the county

of origin and earmarked for use by the school district. The

Legislature approved this tax in 1967. Since it was not submitted
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to the people, a quick Court Challenge was sought. The Nevada

Supreme Court ruled that the new tax was a separate tax and upheld,

the Legislature's action.

The enactment of the Local School Support Tax led to the

substitution of the "Nevada Plan" for the Peabody formula. It

was the intent of the Legislature "that the proper objectives

of State financial aid to public education is to insure each

Nevada /child a reasonably equal educational opportunity." 28

The Nevada Plan as amended attempts to achieve this objective

by a formula which recognizes need on a. per pupil basis and a,

program basis. State financial aid-equals school district basic

support guarantee minus local available funds produced by manda-

tory local taxes. Local revenues are the 170 bent mandatory tax

on each $100 of assessed value and Local School Support Tax

Revenues. If the Local SchoolSupport,Tax is considered a local

tax the State support as a percentage of total school revenues

declined. This is the proper interpret&don since revenues

returned to the district of origin and calculated as part of

the local effort since it is a mandatory tax. However, where

collections are low the State will offset the deficit. While

the tax increased funds eartarked for schools, it did not, in
41.

itself, reduce inter-district inequality.

. For each biennium the Legislature establishes the total

basic sUpporeguarantees per pupil and subtracts the estimated

local mandatory revenues to arrive at the need for State support.

The local mandatory revenues for 1977-78 were $28.1 million
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from the 70 cent per $100 assessed value property tax and,,

$43.4 million from the Loon: School Support Tax.

The State allows each district to raise revenues outside

of basic support. These include an optional180 cent property

tax levy, a motor vehicle tax and P.L. 874 revenues for Federal.

installations. These revenues are the cause of the remaining

inequality in school funding. In 1977-78, the 80 cent property

tax generated $32.1 million compared to $5.4 in Motor

vehicle taxes and $5.1 million in P.L. 874 revenues. Obviously,

the major cause of the difference in support per pupil is the

optional 80 cent tax on each $100 of assessed value."'

The Nevada Plan attempts to satisfy three objectives.

Firat, a State system of public education. Second, a reasonahly

equal education opportunity. .Third, education as a social right

of each child in a manner which cannot be.a function of the wealth

of his, parents or neighbors.
. .

Recognition is,given to ,xist4ln4 variations in costs by

using the following:*,

a. Elementary pupil costs weighted 1.0.

This represents the largest population; therefore,
a convenient base of reference.

6

b. Kindergarten pupil costs weighted o.s: .4

.) Here, the daily schedule is shorter and more 'pupils
can be served by facilities.

c. Seconclary pupil costs weighted 1.4.

The daily schedule is longer; course offerings
are greater; and more facilities are required.

239
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alifeOf:ted044-and-OthercertifiedemOloyee
(other thancteachers of graAdd and subject classes)-
allotMent-isunifOrreGi

. .

e, AllOtments' for teachers- are madefor.different
counts of pupils Wit4ig geographical areas.

Where population is sparse, few pupils are avail-
able for placeMent in a graded or subject class.

Where-population-is larger-, pupils are available
for placement in,graded or subject clsasses of more
efficient size.

Allotments for other certified employees are made
for different counts of teacher allotments within
school-districtsf'

`Where-population is dense, concentrations of pupils
with ;special educational needs,.and complexity of

_ intra!rdistrict_communications.,_management and_
control requiremore supervisory, technical and
professional Staff.

-g. Suppar:E-::iS7prcivideit for 'transPortatioir ,services
at 'the=-legislatively _approved leN.teI.-of 75% of costs.
IncreaSed to-:85% in 1979 -81 -biennium.

*Source: Nevada vart3nt of Education

In addition, since 1973, allotments are made for special

edudation units for handicapped or gifted students on a formula

basis. Recently, support for additional apportionmentl to provide

fiscal neutrality in low wealth districts has been added to the

forMula. The reasOning for this -dditional factor in the formula

as given in.the Nevada Plan is the following:

"Additional apportionments per pupil for lOw
wealth are provided in basic support for a district
Whose resources outside basic support are less than
the weighted average available resources outside
basic support for all districts.

"The effect of this additional apportionment
for low wealth is that each district will have
total resources per pupil of at le_ast-13-0--per-cent-df-
whattlley_would-be-if-ali-iesources, statewide, were
apportioned as Equalized Basic Support is apportioned."29 tA
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Many people involvedin education in Nevada have recog-

nized this means for p;oviding additional resources for low

wealth districts has not-worked as intended. If the basic
_

0

formula actually equalized expenditures on the basis of

wealth as a measure of fiscal capacity, there would be no need

for an additional low wealth factor. If more of the property

tax were included in the basic formq1a, the 'heed for a special

low wealth factor might be reduced. Also, P.L. 874 funds

could be considered as local mandatory revenues in lieu of

property taxes. As we explained in Section 1, high wealth

districts tend to be districts with low enrollments and small

classes. In 1979-80, there are five districts targeted to

redeive a low wealth_allocation.

.

Carson City - $ 30 per student
Churchill - 43 per student
Lander - 35 per student
Lincoln - ,98 per student
Mineral 100 per student

There is no obvious common characteristic shared by these

five districts other than they are neither'the largest nor the

smallest. -We also will point out in Section III that there is

a negative correlation between per capita income and per stu-

dent wealth; In recent years the low wealth allocation has

been made by negotiation among the district superintendents

rather than by formula. This will be illustrated by an

actual example in Section III.

The Nevada Plan includes three program elements in'addition

to the equalized basic support calculated on a per pupil basis.
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The three program elements are (1) transportation, (2) special

education, and (3) low wealth. Transportation expenditures

for equipment and operating are supported by the State at a

75 per-eent-level,This- has been increased to 85 per cent for

the 1979-81 biennium. This increase in reimbursement considers

the extreme costs of pupil transportation in the smaller and

sparsely settled districts of Esmeralda, Eureka, Lander,

Lincoln, Nye and Pershing. The reimbursement is based on-the

experience of capital acquisition and operating expenses of

the previous biennium. Thus, there is always a lag between

the actual expenses and.the disbursements which can cause some

distress for small districts in periods of inflation. Special

education units are allocated to provide instructional services

for pupils who are unable to make satisfactory progress in

regular graded programs of instruction. These units are

apportioned on the basis of teacher allocation. In recent

Years one special education unit is provided for each 9 regular

teacher allocations except every district gets at least two

units. .Low wealth was discussed above. Each of these program

elements are included as factors within the formula.

The major part of the Nevada Plan formula is the equalized

basic support factor. The Plan recognizes that where pupil

population_ is-sparse,-group service units must be maintained

for small numbers of pupils, while in more densely populated

areas, group service units can be maintained more efficiently

by serving larger numbers of pupils in a group. Data generated
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**by the State Department of Education show that not less than

80 per cent of school expenses are for estaJlishment and

maintenance of classroom and service units that serve groups

of pupls while not more than -20- -per cent of expenses 'are for-

serving pupils one at a time.
30.

In recognition of the cost for providing regular instruction

for sparsely populated areas, the pupil/teacher ratio is lowest

for small schools. Curiously, it peaks at middle size attendance

areas (4,800 for elementary pupils and 3,200 for secondary

pupils) and declines for the largest schools. For example,

an elementary attendance area of 3 pupils will have one teacher,

an area of 192 pupils will have a ratio of 26 to 1, and an

area of 14,401 will have 24 pupils per teacher. (See Appendix IV)

In addition, large districts are allocated more non-teaching

certified staff allocation per teacher than small districts:

Lees than 600 enrollment, one for every 5 teacher allocations;

600-120 enrollment, one for every 4 teacher allocation; more than

1,200, one for every 3 teacher allocations.

The rationale for more generous allocations of other

certified employees is that-large-diStricts are more complex
--and more difficult to manage.

The Nevada Plan has evolved since 1967 in an attempt to

meet the diverse needs of Nevada society. It recognizes the

'difference between the costs of kindergarten, elementary and

high school levels. The needs of sparsely settled rural

districts and the demands placed on urban districts are
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addressed. Dollar for dollar equalization is not the goal,

but instead special support is aimed at low wealth districts.

Transportation and special education receives specific attention

. in the formula..__Along_with_the -ear-lier-consolidatio-ri o a i s-

tricts, the Nevada Plan has made reasonable progress toward

the goal of providing a basic statewide system where education

-------is-not--a-function---ot-the-wealth-brthe-PiientS. However,

problems remain.

The State makes no direct provision for educational

handicaps associated with racial and cultural differences in

the student population. Certain areas of the State have

considerable concentrations of Blacks and Indians with inade-

quate family educational backgrounds who need compel,satory

programs. Also, there is a growing Spanish speaking population

in several communities who will need bilingual education.

The so-called urban factor of awarding additional teacher

allotments to large schools compared to medium-sized schools

needs explicit justification in the plan. (See Appendix IV)

Small schools get an extra allotment because of an assumption

of economies of scale. An extra allotment of non-teaching

classified employees is given to large schools because of the

complications in managing a large system. There is no justi-

fication given in the Nevada Plan for the extra allc,tment of

teachers to large schools. Some people we have talked with

suggested that one of the objectives of,the urban factor was

to-provide extra resources to inner-city schools with large
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..minority populations. If that is the case then it should be

clearly stated in the Plan so the provision could be evaluated

-ler-its-61-fectiveness.

The State needs to reconsider its provision for allowing

53 per centof its local school property tax revenues to

remain outside the equalization formula. The enactment of the

1979 tax package was an opportune time to undertake this

reconsideration, but it was not done. In fact, as we will

show in Section IV, the level of equalization will decline

with the new plan.

The Legislature appropriates money for the School

Distributive Fund each biennium. The budget method used

typically leads to larger appropriations than disbursements

because revenues are underestimated. For instance, in the

bienniura of 1977-78 and 1978-79, there was $154.6 million

appropriated te the school fund, but because earmarked State

revenues and mandatory local revenues increased more than

anticipated, $27 million remained unspent at the close of the

biennium, and reverted to the general fund. $22 million

was due to higher than forecast local revenues, mainly the

Local School Support Tax, and $5 million was due to more rapid

growth of State revenues earmarked for the school fund. The

$27 million balance amounts to 17-per cent of the appropriations,

and was a substantial contributor to a hefty surplus. Many

observers felt that the surplus was a factor in the positive

popular vote on property tax reductions. Obviously, better
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revenue forecasts are needed. The Legislature is decidedly

more conservative in forecasting revenues in the second year

of the biennium. The education lobby has won a trigger
4

mechanism to add more than the budgeted funds to the school

distributive fund in the second year if State revenues exceed

the forecast.

After this brief discussion of the evolution of the State's

role in school finance in Nevada, and an introduction to the

Nevada Plan, we turn to a more detailed examination and

evaluation of the Nevada Plan in Section III. In Section IV

we discuss the effects of ee 1979 tax reform on the Nevada Plan.
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III

AN'EVALUATION OF THE "NEVADA PLAN" 1967-1969

Nevada uses a variant of the Strayer-Haig foundation

program to finance its public education. It is the most

commonly used scheme and Nevada's plan has defects Which

are similar to those in other states: Inflexibility,

inequitable allocations of funds, cleavages between the

sources and beneficiaries'of funds, etc. 31
The basic structure

of the program is as follows: The state legislature sets a

required level of expenditure per pupil- (the foundation) and a

Minimum required taxation rate, which each district must impose

(usually on property) . The difference between the foundation

support figure and what revenues the district can raise is

the state's contribution. In the current Nevada foundation

program, called the "Nevada Plan", the foundation support

level varies by district according to a rather complex formula.

The Formula

The mechanics of the plan appear complex, involving as

they do both considerations of needs as well as equalization

of educational opportunity across districts. The crucial

figure is the avera e state uaranteed basic support er student.

This igure-is-arrived-at -through nequtia-tions -etween the

State Department of Education and the Legislature. Using

population proiections for the state, and some cohort models,

the State Department of Education estimates needs.
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This estimate could become quite complex, involving as it does

all 17 districts lumped together. In practice a simple per-

centage increase over the preceeding biennium is negotiated

between the State Department of Education and the Legislature.

Acturlly, two figures are projected, one for each of the two

coming school years. The percentages reflect the relative

importance which the Nevada Legislature places on education

relr.ive to other expenditures. As we shall see in Part Three

of this section, education receives a relatively low priority.

We chose FY 1971 -78, the second year of the 1976-78

biennium as an example of how the basic support guarantee is

translated into allocations to the 17 districts. The worksheet

used to calculate the allocations appears as Appendix III. The

Legislature voted $1,034.84 per pupil as its basic support

guarantee for that: year. But no single district got exactly

that figure per pupil. Instead, the basic support guarantee

varied from a minimum of $1,007 in wealthy Washoe County to

a maximum of $1,954 in sparsely settled Esmeralda County.

The average of the support guarantees for all the counties was

exactly $1,034.84.

Generating the different basic support guarantees for

each county/district is a bit complex, but is for the most

part mechan.cal. Essential to the formula are the teacher

allotments, which are based on student enrollments. On the

last day of the first school month of the school year, official

attendance is taken. A different sum of money is allocated per
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pupil for kindergarten, elementary and secondary. Each dis-

trict received $136 per elementary pupil and $190 per secondary

pupil. (Kindergarten students were treated at 0.6 of an

elementary student.) For each special education unit (teacher

plus his/her students) the district received $17,600.

Somewhat less straightforward is the teacher allotment

formula. The assumption seemed to be that the student/teacher

ratio should be lower in very small and in very large enroll-

ment districts. As an example of this U-shaped cost function,

the following is the table of teacher allotments for secondary

students

Teacher Units for Secondary Pupils*

Enrollment
From To

Number of Teachers Pupil/Teacher
Extremes

Not more than 45 5
. --- 9

46 - 54 6 7.6 9
55 - 77 7 7.9 11
78 - 104 8 9.8 13

105 - 135 9 11.7 15
136 - 170 10 13.6 17
171 - 209 11 15.5 19
210 - 252 12 17.5 21
253 - 3,200 divide by 22, but

not less than 12 22
3,201 of more divide by 21 21

*Source: Nevada Plan for Support of Public Education, January, 1979

The low pupil-teacher ratio in small enrollment areas is called

the "rural factor"; the "urban factor" is reflected in the drop

in pupil-teacher ratios at tha high end.
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Supervisory personnel and other staff positions are allo-

cated' on a 1-5, 1-4, or 1-3 teachers as the districts increase

in size. Special education units in 1979-80 consisted of one

unit per every 9 normal teacher allocations. (See Appendix IV)

It should be mentioned that it is advantageous for a

superintendent to define enrollment areas within his district

to maximize his teacher allocations. Subdividing the district

into more, smaller enrollment areas takes advantage of the

"rural factor" and will lower the overall pupil/teacher ratio

in the district. This means a bigger support guarantee for the

district. It has been alleged that this type of manipulation

has occasionally been tried, though solid justifications

for .the particular divisions in question have always been

forthcoming from superintendents.

Using EY 197778 data for Washoe County we can easily

show how the basic support guarantee for that county was

calculated.

Enrollment (all grades) 31,180.6
Total Teacher ard other

Certified Personnel 1,814*

Teachers + Personnel x $11,900 = $21,586,600
Elementary Enrollment x $136 = 2,137,729
Secondary Enrollment x $190 = 2,937,780

Total Support Value $26:662,109

Support Value Per .12pi7. = $26,662,109
31,180.6

*From Appendix IV
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. This $855 for Washoe County is compared with the lowest

from all the districts, which happens to be $820 in Pershing

County. Washoe is given the value 855
1.0426, or 4.26%

820

above the lowest. The relative percentages for all 17 districts

are averaged and a "discount" factor applied to those below

average. Washoe ends up with a discount factor of .9861 which

is its 1.0426 divided by the state average of 1.058.

The "discount factor" now largely determines what portion .

of state funds Washoe gets. The .9861 is applied to the basic

support figure $1,034.84'to give Washoe County's basic support

figureof'$1,020.46. Added to this are transportation per

pupil funds based on 85% of the expenditures from the previous

two years. Thus, it,appears that Washoe's basic support

guarantee should be above $1,050 per pupil because transportation

amounted to around $20 /pupil.

One consideration that has so far been left out is the

"low wealth" factor, which arises from the frank'recognition

that some counties with particularly low wealth simply cannot

support their schools with the allocations mechanically

generated by this plan. So in a process of multilateral bar-

gaining among superintendents and the State Department of

Education, 3,to 5 counties have received extra funds at the

expense of the wealthiest counties, such as Washoe County (Reno)

and Clark County (Las Vegas). Thus, Washoe County ended up

with an official basic support guarantee of only $1,007 in

FY 1977-78.
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A figure of basic guaranteed support per pupil for each

district is recommended to the Legislature by the State Depart-
.

ment of Education and they may adjust the entire scale up or

down, but the relative sizes of district allocations are

traditionally not matters of legislative concern. Since the

allocationofmonies among counties is a primary function of

legislatures, this non-intervention in the administrative

allocation strikes some people as strange. '

Once the basic support guarantee is passed everything else

is simply arithmetic.

Number of Students in Washoe County 31,180.6
Basic Support Guarantee x $1,007
Guaranteed Basic Support . $31,398,864

Plus

Special,Eduea ion Units

1v)

$ 17,600
x' 132

2,323,200

Total Guaranteed Basic Support = $33,722,064

Local taxes picked up 59.2% of the basic support guarantee

that year in Washoe County. Those mandatory sources are the

following:

70C Property Tax

Assessed Property Valuation $1,096,868,945
x .007

$ 7,678,083

Plus

1C Sales Tax

Total Local Funds Available $

Total Guaranteed Basic Support $

Locally Generated Revenues
Due from State Distributive

Fund to Washoe County
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One pecularity of the Nevada Plan is that property assess-

ments always lag behind actual values. 'Since expected property,

revenues are always lower than actual collections, the'state

'educational distributive fund typically overpays districts

where property values are rising rapidly. This has been the

case in-Washoe County, whe're estimated state fundg distributed

were $,1:3,825,000, which amounted to $67;878 above what they

should have been ex post. This $67,878 went back into state

general revenue funds. While this systematic reversion of

monies from education to general revenues, is certainly not

ideal, it is much better than the chronic shortage of funds

suffered by most districts in the second year of,theibiennium

under the old Peabody Plan prior to 1967.

Totai funding per pupil in Washoe County greatly exceeded

the official $1,007 in FY 1977-78 because considerable revenues

were generated by the optional 80 cent property tax and from

other, less significant sources. Counties like Washoe with.

large property assessments can give their students a richer

educational experience than poorer counties. like Mineral County.

So although the state distributive fund goes some distance in

equalizing educational opportunity among districts, the

existing inequalities in wealth guarantee that a large

degree of inequality remains.

Nevada has a gap,between the rhetoric of equal opportunity

and the reality of unequal funding among districts and within

districts. Distridts with more taxable wealth are able to

C
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spend more per student. In 1977, wealth per student varied from

$170,043 in Eureka County to only. $19,404 in Chuichill

.CountY.
32 Yet, as we will see later, relative income per

capita, which is probably a better indicator of taxable

capacity, waa reversed, In Churchill income per capita was

$6,057 per year, and ta Eureka, only $4,784. To compound,

the difficulties, the state aid figures to various districts-

counties jump around from year to year with little apparent

connection to a formula.

The formula that is used in all such limited equalization

foundation programs is based on two concepts..

1. Need of the district - which is always related

to enrollment and sometimes to special needs such as trans-

portationqtrue in Nevada).

2. Funds are allocated in inverse proportion to local

.

tax capacity-.

This second,_redistributional aspect of the scheme has

two parts. Five districts are presently designated low wealth

and get from $30 to $100 extra state allocation per pupil.",

According to the Legislature, leveling takes place in this

operation because no district is "leveled down" in order to

"level these low wealth districts up." It is not likely that

the entire educational budget has been increased by the amount

of the low'wealth allowance. In fact, we know from calculations .

made above that wealthy districts did give up funds.
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Redistribution aldo takes place in another, more common

way. Some dittriets are able to raise more tax revenues from

their mandatory 70 cent property tax and 1 cent sales tax than

other districts. Since the state fills in the gap between

the foundation basic guarantee and the per pupil amount

raised by the district, the state distributive fund payments

will vary invdrsely with the district's tax capacity. Wealthy

districts get less from the state, poor districts get more.

But lest one become too impressed with the equalizing

tendency of the Nevada Plan, it should be pointed out that

wealthy districts naturally spend far more per pupil despite

all the mechanisms for redistribution. ,We will elaborate how

this' inequality arises for local wealth taxes, discus's some

curious aspects of the needs fo'rmula and discuss alternative,

more appropriate measures of tax capacity. But first, to set

the stage for our analysis, we examine the relative poverty

of public education in Nevada relative to the other states.

Trends in Support.for Public Education in Nevada

By commonly, accepted measures, Nevada has a larger gap

than any other state between its ability to raise tax revenues

from its own sources (tax capacity) and its utilization of

this ability to produce revenues (tax effort). 34
Despite

a high per capita income (4th rank in 1977), Nevada ranked

only 27th in expenditure per pupil in elementary and secondary

schools. Prior to the much heralded Nevada Plan,-in 1960 Nevada

was 9th in the nation in expenditures per pupil. Education
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seems. to.hevea low...priority in Nevada, for education expendi-

tures have consistently been a smaller per cent of total.

government spending since 1960 in Nevada than in 45 other

states. Pupil-teacher ratios were higher in Nevada than any

other state in 1976; the ratio fell from 23.6 (1960) to 31.3 (1976),

a drop from 26th to 50th place among the states.

Some well-known studies have purported to show that expen-

diture per pupil and class size have little measurable effect

on educational achievement.35 Yet, other studies demonstrate

the obvious fact that class size and the quality of the teacher

are the principal variables which can be manipulated to produce

successful educational outcomes. It is interesting that the

Nevada Needs Assessment cognitive tests of 3rd, 5th and 7th

grades'done in 1973-74, showed Nevada pupils dropping below
- .

national norms as they progressed through the.public schools.
36

Third: graders exceeded national norms in all 5 subject areas,

fifth graders equaled or exceeded national norms in only 3

areas (they scored poorly in arithmetic concepts and applications),

-and seventh graders fell below national norms in all areas.

Indians, Blacks and Spanish-Americans already had difficulties

in third grade and were totally below the norms by fifth grade.

Achieving equality of educational opportunity would seem

to mandate higher educational expenditures for all students

to' that they can compete for admission to universities outside

the state or successfully compete for jobs. But especial

attention needs to be paid to minorities since their experience
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in- chools has been_particularly diSappointing. Except for-
..

Federal monies in the case of Indians, no special budgetary

provisions are made for minority students in the Nevada Plan.

The state portion of overall.public school financing has

followed no constant trend since 1950. There is no steady

rise in the centralization of school finance such as that

observed in many other states. There was a rise in the pro-
-
portion of state funding in 1956 with the introduction of the

so-called Peabody Plan and then a sharp drop around 1966-67

as the present Nevada'Plan,was being implemented. (See Table 8)

The total state contribution was down to only 32.3%, with local

sources accounting fur 60.4% in 1977-78. The share of the

Federal contribution has fluctuated around 6% since 1950.

The State will certainly be assuming a larger share of the

total if Proposition 6 (Nevada's Proposition 13)- passes,

cutting local property taxes. Also, we will demonstrate in

Section IV that the Nevada Plan falls far short of providing

equal expenditure per pupil and cases similar to the Serrano

case could be brought in Nevada by parents in poor districts

or in poor sections of any district.

-"Need" in the Nevada Plan

Since 1956 there have been 17 school districts in Nevada,

each coterminous with one of the 17 counties. Each biennium

the State Department of Education uses a formula to calculate

how many dollars per student each county/district is to receive.

This supposedly objective determination is ostensibly based on
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Table 8

- STATE DISTRIBUTIVEFUNDS AS
A PROPORTION OF TOTAL-FINANCING

SCHOOL YEAR STATE FEDERAL

1950 -51 .35 .59 .06
1951-52 .33 .54 .13
1952 -53 .34 .58 .08
1953-54 .42 .50 .07
1954-55 46 .48 .06
1955-56 .50 .44 .06
14561...57 .53 .42 .05
1957-58 .52 .43 .05
1958 -59 ,53 .44 .03'
1959-60 .57 .35 .08
1960-61 .57 .38 .06
-1961-62 .58 .35 .06
1962=-63 .59 .35, .06
1963...64* 7.7..... ......... NO MO M

196A-65 .55 .40 .06
196.5-66* --- --- ---
19'66-67 .33 .62 .05
1967-.68 .35 .58 .07
1968-69 .30 .64 .06
1969-70 .32 .61 .07
1970-71 .32 .61 .07
1971-72 .33 .61 .06
1972-73 .29 .66 .05'
1973-74 ,35 .60 .05
1974-75 .32 .62 .06
1975-76 .35 .59 .06
1976-77 .32 .62 .06
1977-78 .32 .60 .07

NOTE: Rows do not sum to exactly 1.0 because of rounding

*Data not available

Source: Nevada,/Department of Education Biennial Report
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-'need. The calculations are full of assumptions which seem to.

represent the resUlts of political bargaining between the

superintendents and the State Department of.Education. The

LegiSlature seems unwilling toquestion the relative sizes of

the support figures, though these would teem to beof con-

siderable politiCal interest. Instead the Legislature confines

itself-to defining a statewide average number of dollars

per student to be, allocated as basic support.

We have already mentioned that the formula leaves con-

' iderable

.

room for "hortetrading" between 'superintendents

\nd the State Department.of Education. .

Item-The pupil/teacher ratio is dependent on how
the district is divided up into attendance areas.

Item-The "low wealth" factor allocations were
-totally politically negotiated and demonstrated
how antiquated the plan was. Some superinten-
dents have suggested that the plan has demon-
strably outlived its usefulness,

Finally, it is inevitable that actual costs in a district will

not be reliably estimated by any formula. For example, a

district is allowed $11,900 per.teacher. Since 1969, teachers

in Nevada have bargained collectiliely for salaries; some

teachers' associations, e.g., Clark County, are stronger than

others. The absence of non-uniform and changing salary scales

across the state make the Nevada Plan formula too inflexible

to be applied without constant adjustments. It is generally

known that such adjustments have taken place.' The question is,

what is the prOper forum for bargaining over state distributive

education funds?
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Some modernpolitical scientists believe that Ilehind=4:16=

scenes negotiation of interested parties is the most efficient

way to allocate public monies. 37
All the interested parties

(superintendents) are involved and they presumably represent

theinterestsof thosein-their school districts . Their

bargaining may achieve the most efficient and equitable

distribution of funds with no expenditure of valuable time of

legislators.

An opposing view has it that negotiations involving.

dispersal of public monies should be done in full public view

in the Legislature by the elected representatives of the people.

Spending tax revenues is'one of the chief functions of

representative government. To routinely delegate responsibility

for distributing over 34% of the state. budget (1978) to 17

sup6r,intendentd and a few unelected officials in the State

Department of Education seems inconsistent with an open

democracy.

"Equalization" in the Nevada Plan

A. Among Districts

It is hardly a radical proposition.that each child

deserves equal opportailty in education. Different school

districts have different tax bases and when the only source

of school finance is local, schools will necessarily have'

disparate per pupil expenditures (Serrano). The remedy is

for state funets to be used to equalize the expenditure per
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pupil so that each child-Zs education is not dependent on

.;

the wealth of his or her district.

Some people would go further in arguing that equality of

the outcome of schooling is what is important in the job

market. Children with learning difficulties from disadvan-

taged homes must have more money spent on them so that they

finish the schooling process with abilities equal to their

peers; froM more fortunate circumstances. The job market in

Nevada is demonstrably bided; biased schooling simply

compounds the obvious inequality in Nevada and elsewhere in
0

0

the United States.

Correlations run on pooled data for 1973-74 to 1977-78 on

the 17 counties/districts (85 observations) show that the wealth

per student is highly correlated with total expenditure per

pupil: The correlation coefficient is +.86. Counties with

high taxable wealth use that large tax base to supplement the

basic support guarantee. This is the optional 80 cent property

tax which all but three counties add to the mandatory 70 cent

tax.
38

Counties with high wealth spend more per pupil,

creating a source of inequality among counties. State distri-

butive funds do not offset these inequalities according to

our data. The correlation coefficient between wealth per

student and expenditures from the state distributive fund is

not significantly different from zero. However, the state dis-

tributive fund expenditures are naturally correlated with the

total expenditures per pupil of which they are a part.
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It hag been often suggested that income is a better

measure of fiscal capacity.than wealth.39 Property rich

but lcw income areas occur in rural counties (such as, Esmeralda)

as well as in central cities.. In,fact, our data show a nega
.

tive *correlation between pek capita.income and per student

wealth of -.20. When we consider the distribution of State.
c

.

funds relative to per capita income, we find a correlation' of

-.38; this is morein line with our a priori notions of dis-

tributive justice. How this pattern appeared, given the',fact

that per pupil wealth rather than per capita income was one

of the implicit distribution criteria is not at all clear..

The choice of income vs. wealth asa redistributive criterion

in Nevada deserves much more study.

B. Within Districts

Real equality of opportunity involves each individual child,

not just an equalization among districts.' Children's experiences

vary greatly within schools in a county-wide school district.

Although we did not hale the appropriate data, many Washoe

County'teachers will admit that elementary schools in'the affluent

southwestern part of Reno are superior to those in the northeast

where per capita income is lower. This is an areawhich warrants

much more research. The main difficulty.is finding a reliable

source of data. The State is satisfied to' monitor inter-district

equality in order to protect the Distributive School Fund.



IV

PROPERTY TAW REFORM AND
SCHOOL 'FINANCE IN NEVADA

Nevada.is in. the midst of a tax reduction movement

similar to the Jarvis-Gann iniative in California. In fact, in

NoVember, 1978, Nevada voters approved Question 6, which isS

nearly identical to California's Proposition 13. However,

unlike California, the process to revise the State Constitution

by dniative in Nevada requires two consecutive affirmative

votes in successive general elActions. Therefore, the Nevada

yoters must approve the question agaA in 1980 for the

Legislature to actin 41981. The proposed'amendment provides

the following fetUres,

1._ Establishes a maximum one per cent tax rate on the

full cash value of property;

2.' Defines "full cash value" as that value established
, -

for the 1975-76 fiscal year plus a maximum two per cent

inflationary increase;

3. Requires a current appraised value to be placed on

the property for new construction and sales during the year

of construction or sale.

4. Provides a two-thirds voting rule for legislative

increases in non-property taxes; and

5. Provides a two-thirds voting rule for local elec-

torate increases. in non-property taxes.
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Fading the. threat of Question 6, the Legislature made

tax cuts amounting to $244.million over the 1979T81 bienniumto

avoid the obvious inequities in the proposed constitution revision.

The Legislative cut exceeds that.offered in Question 6

with much of the reduction being financed from the State's

surplus. The Legislature preferred.to couple tax reduction

with tax reform. They were concerened that two neighbors

could have different assessed values placed on their identical

properties,odepending on when the property was purchased.

Likewise, they were concerned that corporate-owned property

does not change ownership as residential property does, thus,

such properties as public utilities would never be reappraised.

Also, Question 6 provided no assurance that renters would

benefit from the.tax reduction. In short, property tax

equalization would be impossible to achieve.
C2

The Legislature enacted a five pdint tax reform package
0

in May, 1979, in hopes that Question 6 will be rejected in

1980. If Question 6 is finally approved the legislative

. package will self-destruct. First is an across-the-board
a

tax reduction front $5.00 to $3.64 per $100 of assessed

valuation. 40
The ratio of assessed value to market value

remains at 35 per cent, which reduces the effective tax rate

from 1.75 per cent of full cash value to 1.27 per cent.

Second, certain personal property will be exempt from property

taxation. This includes buSinesS inventory, livestock and

household personal property. These exemptions were allowed
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by a Constitutional amendment-which was approved by the voters

in November, 1978. Third, a provision requiring landlords

to refund a part of their tax savings to tenants was enacted.
ems.

Fourth, the sales tax on.fOod for home consumption was

repealed'by a popular votec,on June 5,1979. This vote was

'-made necessary because the original sales tax was approved

by a referendum vote in 1955. Fifth, limits were placed

on spending of non-school, local governments, and limits

were placed on local revenues for school districts.

Property Taxes Before Question Six

Before proceeding with a -discussion of the reform and

its effect on school finance, it is necessary to describe

briefly Nevada's property tax system prior to the changes

because of the significance of property tax revenues in

school funding. All real and personal property and possessory

interests are to be uniformly and equally assessed according

to Section 10 of the Nevada Constitution. The, Constitution

also limits the combined rate for cities, counties, schools,

special districts, and the State to $5.00 per 100 of assessed

value. The ratio of assessed value to market value is limited

by statute to 35 per cent. Hence, no taxpayer is subject to

more___than_1.75 per cent rate on.full cash value. Each -taxing

jurisdiction estimate their spending needs and how much must

be financed with property tax revenues. They then determine

the necessary rate given their tax base. If the combined rate
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exceeds $5.00, the jurisdictions sit together to negotiate

a reduction to bring the rate .within the limit. If they fail,

the State Tax Commission Makes the adjustment. Since everyone

is subject to the state, county and school district levy, those

'properties outside of cities and special districts pay less

than the $5.00 limit. The State receives 25 cents of the'$5.00

fOr the General Fund, plus the State takes 11 cents for the

.statewide' medically indigent program for a total State share

of 36 cents.

School districts are guaranteed $1.50-6f-the $5.00. This

.left 0.14 for non-school local governMents. Since schools,

counties and special districts are more dependent on the property

tax than the State or cities, a reduction across-the-board to

One per cent as pOrposed in Question 6 would have more impact

on the former entities than on the latter.7,

One of the concerns people have with the property tax

is that 'as the' baserises- with inflated property values, tax

rates have been increased_as-well. 'This has not been, and

cannot be the cape in Nevada since the maximum-rate is fixed.
. .

The base drifts up with,inflation because the county assessor,

is required to reassess,each,propertY at least every five
- ,

years in'ordertomaintainequalizatiOn. However, in some
,

.

rapidly growir'g counties this cycle has not been maintained

because the assesibes staff is not sufficient to cdver new
,

Construction and reassessments. Consequently, during the

present iflationarY'-period proper-tY owners have en3oyed a

windfall during the year between assessments. 41
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Appointed-county equalization boards are required to

review:assegiments annually and heai taxpayers appeals.

The stA6i Board of Equalization serves, a similar function,

but has the additional function of *reviewing the ratio study

of each county to-enaure that each county is at the required

35 per cent ratio or assessed to market values in order to

prOteCttheStateSchodi Distributive Fund. 'If a county is

underassessing property, that county school district would_...._
....-----

..--

' receive more state aid because- of the relaxed tax effort.
,.

,,,---

The State can require-a county to assessethe,property in order

to bring its valuation up to 35 pee-bent.

Considerable property has been provided special treat-

ment or exempted by amendments to Section 10 of the Constitution.

Agricultural land can be taxed at use value rather than market

-value with a penalty levied if the land is converted' to

non-agricultural use. Nevada's Net Proceeds Tax on'mineral

rights or mineral deposits is in lieu of ad valorem taxes.

Property for charitable societies is exempted, and-this list

. tends to increase over time. Business inventories for sale

out of state are exempted by a freeport provision. A

Constitutional amendment enacted in 1979 exempts all business

.inventories, livestock,and household furnishings. The result

of all, of these provisions is to narrow-the tax base.

-..)cause of the rate limit, the reassessment lag, and

the narrowing of the tax base due to exemptions and special

treatment, real, per capita property tax revenues.actUally
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declined between 1970 and 1977.
42

A study of fiscal conditions

of cities and counties in Nevada completed in 1978, found that

these local governments were less dependent on the property

tax in 197f -than in 1970.

The reason for this trend hat property taxes had

relatively low population elasticities compared to expendi-

tures for cities and counties. 43 The gap between property

tax revenues and city and county. expenditures was not closed

by other local revenue sources, but by increasing' Federal

and State grants. What has happened is that State general

fund revenues such as the gross revenue tax on gaining andthe-

general-sales tax respond well to population growth and inflation.

Local governments and schools in particular' are dependent on

the relatively unresponsive property tax. Consequently, the

State has been experiencing a healthy and growing surplus,

which has not been the case for local governments. Instead,

local governments have found the demand for their services

to be driven up by population growth, and their own revenue

sources to be depreciated by inflation. Thus, they find

themselves dependent on revenues from higher levels or government

with more elastictax bases.

Property tax reduction heralded as property tax reform
4

has become one of the most popular public issues in Nevada

as well as around the nation in 1978. One-of the concerns is

that the property tax is levied on wealth which may not

coincide with the flow of income of the taxpayer. While wealth:
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ana.indome are measures. of ability to pay taxes, it is income

whith measures 'the immediate to pay taxes when due.

However,NevadanShavesteadfastly rejected-a tax on income.

In a simpler, less inflationary-economy a tax on property

was a reasonable measure of the ability to support government,
G 0

as well as a reasonable indicator of received from

government. In an inflationary economy property values rise

which allow property tax liabilities to rise. This4 process

falls hardest on those who have accumulated non-income

property, e.g., owner-occupied residences, but because of such

circumstances as age or health, find themselves on a fixed

incbme. The combined effects of inflationary impacts on property

values and fixed incomes has contributed to emotional campaigns

-

to reduce the reliance on property taxes.

:-There is a popular notion' that an across-the-board tax'

reduction on real' property will simply be Rassedon to the

benefit of consumers, renters and homeowners. Economic theory

and empirical research suggests i more complicated process.

The best evidence demonstrates that a reduction in taxes on

real property tends to increase, the market price of the asset

in the short run for a windfall to the existing property

owner. For example, the net effect woula be an increase in

the value of rental property as a reaction to the tax reduction

with little if any net benefits to consumer(' or renters.

Additional reasons were the existence and growth of the

State surplus, an attempt-by-the people to deal with inflation,
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and the-Ability-to-take advanage of neighboring - California's -

tax ,reduction campaign. One of the contributions to the State

surplus is the method used to compute the State's share of the

Nevada School Plan. The,State Budget Office tends to be quite

conservative in forecasting revenues for each biennium. They

have consistently underestimated local revenues for schools

inclUding the mandatory 70 cent property tax and the one cent.

Local School Support Tax on sales. This underestimation

requires more to be budgeted for the School Distributive Fund

than will be used to meet the minimum per pupil support level.

Therefore, at the end of each year money reverts

Distributive Fund to the General Fund which adds

There is a tendency to be even more

the revenues for the

conservative

second year of the biennium

first. School lobby groups have in

from the Legislature

recent years

from the School-

to'the surplus.

in forecasting

than the

woh a concession

to trigger more money into school support

if State revenues rise more

to California's experience,

reliable model for Nevada.

tax rates all along. Also,

than the forecast. With-respect

California does not represent a

Nevada has had a cap on proporty

there is no income tax in Nevada

which is quite responsive to inflation and growth with which

to rebuild the State surplus. Nevertheless, whatever the

reasons for the tax movement the likely result will be an

increasing centralization of expenditures and programs,

particularly for schools in Nevada.
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. Tax Reform and' the Nevada Plan

As noted above, the 1979 session of the Legislature passed

an alternative tax package to that offered in Question 6.

The Legislative .package becomes effective immediately, and will

self-destruct if- Question 6 is finally _passed. The effect of

the total package will have substantial impact on the Nevada

school finance plan adopted in 1967. First, the across-the-board

tax rate reduction from $5.00 to $3.64 will take place in

the following way. The State will give up its claim of 25

cents for the general fund and 11 cents for the State Assistance

for the Medically Indigent Fund. 'The remaining $1.00 reduction

will be effectedby' reducing the schdol'districes levy of $1:50-

per $100 of assessed value to 50 cents. The loss to the school

'districts will be made up by the State-. Remember, the school

dfstrict had two'se'parate property tax levies; a 70 cent mandatory

levy which counted as local revenue to substitute for State aid,

and an 80 cent optional levy which could supplement local and

State support. In other words, the greater the 70.cent revenues

in'a particular district1 the less the State support, but the

80 cent revenues had no effect on State support. Under the new

plan the State will make up the entire loss of the 70 cent

mandatory] evy and 30 cents ofAhe 80 cent levy. 'However,

there cap on.the.uie of the 50 cents. While cities aid

counties had a\'Cap placed on spending. by'the Legislature, the -

school district's fought for A revenue cap instead. The revenue

cap will be 8Q per cent of the five year moving average.of the
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Consumer Price Index and enrollment on the 50 cent optional tax.

Hence, most districts will not be able to levy the entire 50 cents.

It is interesting to note that-Elth-ough-Carson-City received

$30 in 1979-80 for an extra low wealth allotment, it will only

by able to levy 37 cents of the optional 50 cents in that year due

to' the revenue cap. The School Distributive Fund will not be

included in the cap. Tables 9 and 10 depict the method the \`,

Department of Taxation proposes to administer the cap.

The Legislature, however, protected its General Fund by

enacting a trigger mechanism whiqh restrains State support if

"relevant" State revenues do not increase at a prescribed rate.

The relevant taxes are the two cent sales tax and the tax on

gross gaming revenue. If the combined increase in yield in

theie.taxes for 1980-81 is.10 to 12 per cent, the State will

contribute from the General Fund to the School Distribdtive

Fund the equivalent of the tots' 30 cent levy. (See Table 11)

The combined property, tax rate could not exceed $3;64. If

the combined increase is only 8 to 9 per cent, for example,

the State will only contribute the equivalent of 20 cents, and

the combined rate could rise to $3.77 by allowing a school

district to levy an optior , rate of 67 cents rather than 50 cents.

If there is a loss of State funds due to this trigger provision,

school districts can make up the shortfall from their optional

tax if there is capacity iwithiri the rate limit. If there is no

increase in relevant State revenues, the school rate can reach

80 cents rather than 50 cents, and the maximum combined rate
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*
SCHOOL DISTRICT LEVY LIMITATION

State will replace the mandatory 70 cent levy with money appro-
_priated_to the Distributive School Fund.

.state will provide additional tax relief by replacing part of the
optional 80 cent levy with money appropriated to the Distributivb
School Fund.

Cap will apply to the amount of the optional 80 cent-rate actually
levied. The amount of the 80 cent rate replaced by the state
will be unrestricted.

Base Period is, the average of three fiscal years. The three
fiscal years for firstyear of the cap are 1975-76, 1976-77, and
1977-78. Each ensuing year base period is calculated by dropping
the oldest fiscal year and adding the recent consecutive fiscal
Year'.

Base is the amount obtained by multiplying optional levy (this will
be'80cents per $100 Or'less) by the school diitrict assessment
for the baSe period (this will yield a 3-year average).

Base Enrollment is the enrollment for the base period (this will
yield a 3-year average).

Measure of 'Enrollment Change is the index of change in enrollment
in the current year from base enrollment.

Measure of Inflation or Deflation is 80 per cent of the average
annual percentage of inflation or deflation for the 60 months
i*eceding the month of November preceding the year for which the
permissible levy is being calculated.

Source: Nevada Department of Education
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Table 9

COMPUTATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT SPENDING LIMITATIONS

County: Carson City

Person preparing form:

Address:

Date:

Phone:

-4)-

I. ASSESSED VALUATION

1975-76 $ 103,081,217

1976-77 $ 119,511,647

1977-78. $ 171,766,470

TOTAL (A)$ 394,359,334

Line (A) 4. 3 = (B)$ 131,453,111.30
(average assessed valuation)

Line (B) x :005= (C) 1 657,265.56
BASE DOLLAR AMOUNT

II. PUPIL ENROLLMENT

1975-76 5,579

1976-77

1977-78 5;913

TOTAL (D) 17,095

Line. (D) ..-1,H 3 = (E) 5,698.33
(base enrollrigRET-

Current enrollment (F) 6,053

Line

CALCULATIONS

(F)6,053 4 Line (E)5,698.33 = ()1.06224
(increae or
decrease:

14 Line (C) $657,265.56 x Line (G)1.06224 % = (H) $098.173.77
(First.inc.'ement)

2) Line (H) $ 698,177.77 x 1.0749(CPI) (1j $ 750,4'66.98
tSecond increment)

Line (I) $ 750,466.98 201057,258 = (3) $ :003727

1178-M779 (Millage)
/messed valuation)

time -(J)- $- .003727- -x- = (K)- g--73727

Line (K) IS TILE MAXIMUM TAX LEVY FOR FISCAL YEAR 1979-80
(This may not exceed 50 cents)

SOuRCE: Nevada Department of Taxation
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Table 10

..011PUTATION-OF_SCITR/CTSPEN6INGLIMITATZONS

County: Storey Date:

Person preparing form: Phone:

Address:

I. ASSESSED VALUATION

1975-76 $ 6,044,211

1976-77. $ 9,823,776

1977-78 $10,165,152

TOTAL (A)$ 28,0Z3,139

Line (A) 4. 3 0' (B)$ 9 444,380
(average assessed valuation)

Line (B) x .005= (C)$ 46,722
BASE DOLLAR* AMOUNT '

II. PUPIL ENROLLMENT

1975-76 141

1976-77 155

1977-78. 153

TOTAL (D) 454

Line (D) HH 3 = (E) 151.33
(base enrollment)

Current enrollment (F) 187

Line (F) 187 4- Line (E) 151.33 = (G), 1.236
(inc or
decrease)

III. CALCULATIONS

1) Line (C) $ 46,722 x Line (G) 1.236 % = (H) $ 57.748
(First increment)

2) Line (R) $ 57,748 x 1.0748(CPI) = (I) $ 62.068
(Second increment)

,

3) .Line (I) $ 62/068 13,652,029 = (J) $ .004546
. 11978-1979
Assessed valuation)

4) Line (J) $ .004546 x 100 ° (X)

Line (K) IS THE MAXIMUM TAX LEVY FOR FISCAL. YEAR 1979-8e
(This may not exceed 50 cents)

SOURCE: Nevada Department of TaxatIon
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Table 11

COMPUTATION OF STATE OFFSET OF OPTIONAL 30 CENT LEVY °

Growth in Relevant State Taxes(a) State's Contribution
to Offset Lois of
0timal 30 Cent Le

School Levy
(Cents per $100)

Maximum Combined,
Rate

Equal to or
greater than

But lets than

2 per cent .0000 $0.80 , $1.94
2 per cent 3 per cent .0001 .79 3.93

.3 per cent 4 per cent .0004 .76 3.90
4 per cent 5 per cent .0007 .73 3.87
5 per cent 6 per cent - .0010 .70 3.84
6 per cent 7 per cent .0013 .67 3.81
7 rIr cent 8 per cent .0Q17 .63 3.77
8 per cent 9 per cent .0020 .60 3.74
9 per cent 10 per cent .0023 .57 3.71
10 per cent 12 per cent .0030 50 3.64
12 per cent 13 per cent .0032 ..

3.62 .

13 per cent 014 per cent .0035 .5 3.59
14 per cent 15 per cent .0038 .42 3.56
15 per cent 16 per cent .0042 .38 3.52
16 per-cent 17 per cent - .0045 .35 3.49
17 per cent .0048 .32 3.46

.

(a)Relevant taxes are the two cent sales tax and gross gaming revenue

21. G
r
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can reach 0.94 rather than $3'.64 per $100 of assessed value.

With normal economic conditions the actual rate will be,below

$3.64 because of the spending-and revenue caps.

The of ects of the 1979 tax package will be to increas3

the_proport on of State to local funding of schools, but with

little, if lny, real impact on. equalization of support per
, 1

pupil..The' State will fund the loss of the mandatory 70 cent
-.\.`

.
.

levy fromtheLocal School Support Tax minus the tax on fOod.

This will still be the lobalresources the State will equalize.

In addition, the State will make up for the loss of 30 cents

of fie o6tional.property tax, and,allow the districts_to-levy
1* ,

the remaining 50 cents within the revenue cap. But all of this

increased Sta e aid is returnsd on the basis of local assessed
;

value or to able sales. Moreover, the funding of the:31 cents
I

of tI4NoptE0 al tax will direct more State aid to- wealthy

districts. The only move to reduce inequality will. be brought

about by the revenue cap. The effect cf the cap is to level

down rather than to level up.
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V

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

In this paper we have described the evolution of the State's

role in local school finance along with,a critique of the Nevada

:Ian. The State has developed a system to minimize wealth-

--related_expenditure disparities among districts, and to provide

for special program needs through a formula apportionment.

Because of the disparate demographic characteristics of Nevada,

it is difficult to construct a formula which will distribute
FY

funds to meet all of the objectives stated in' the Plan. One
A

. -

of the main premises of this study is that the tax reform move-

ment must be made consisteii't with the aims of the Nevada plan.

'The following are some of the specific areas where, we believe

the formula does not meet its objectives.

'First, there has not been an adequate case made for the

"urban f &ctor" which makei extra allotments of teacher& to the

largest schools. Secondary schools of enrollments of 3,200

are allowed a studentzteacher ratio "of 22 to 1, whereas a school

of more than 3,200 operates at a 21 to 1 ratio. Is this because

large schools are less efficient thanmedium-sized schools, or

arwthere special ptogram needs of the largest schools? The

--rationale should be stated-and supported with research. A

related concern is the allocation of more non-teaching certified

positions per 'pupil as enrollment increases.
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''thé.séjie hit makes this ,prOvition_difficult to evaluate is
. -

= that some eduaatio officials believe that the urban ,factor

is designed to Aid iiiehools with large minority populations.

Eetter:,dboUtentatiOn. is needed to support this contention.
.

,

tbe';00ecial low-wealth allocation factor does not

work.: :The-objeCtivie of_ this -additional apportiontent for low

wealth is to :ensure that each district will have total resources

per .pupil of at ,i6404.48O oicent-of what they would have if all
, -

resources 'tateWigle, were apportioned as Equalized Basic Support

is -apportioned. When the formula is applied for this factor such

'Wealthy' diStriCts.::0-,Clark 'ootinty (Las Vegas) would receive an
, ,

eii'ti4a:aPportionterit.. The ,problem is ,probably caused by applying

a formula to a State-Wide system of only seventeen districts.

Statewide averages Will be dotinated by Clark and .Washoe which

,..-71i41,re.-60-- per centcéftof the uia:i.11:" Rather than rigidly appiY,. the
. .

..

fortula4 the superintendents have wisely negotiated the loii,

wealth appottiontents: The recognition of a need for extra

low wealth apportionment suggests that Basic Equalized Support

le:hot meeting the objective. Rather than to continue to nego-

tiate the low wealth apportionments, we recommend that the basic.

-formula be redesigned. This could be accomplished by including

more of the local-resources within equalized support. For

instance, 53 per cent of the property tax revenues are not

equalized in the plan.
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Fourth' the 'tax reforik-Of 1979 Will ,have a-Major impact
- .

.:0*.the_relatiVe2,Partl.cipatiOn_Of the.State and local. districts;

, in 1441140T education.,- The loCalproPz.Irty tax =for school support

_1044.40:redudedrfromi$1.'50 per $100 of assessed-Value.to'a

maximum of 5,13 cents. The shortfall will be made up by the State

from non- property tax revenues. Unfortunately, the same

proportion of revenues will be equalized even though more will

come from statewide resources., The consequence will be that the

State will direct an equivalent of 30 cents per $100 of assessed

value,on the basis of assessed value. Thus, a wealthy district

will receive more State aid than a poor district. We recommend

that consideration be given to including the entire $1.00

shortfall within Equalized Basic Support rather than continuing

to include the equivalent-of 70 cents within the formula._ This

action would bring at least two - third's of revenues based on

assessed Value within. Equalized Basic Support as compared-to only

:,47 per cent now. We say at least "two-thirds" because the revenue

cap, which will limit the local property tax rate, will reduce

the optional tax rate below 50 cents in most cases.

Finally, the question of intra-district equalization is an

important one in Nevada with seventeen county-wide districts.

Because of the lack of data we have not investigated this issue.

The issue of the appropriate balance between local and State

adminiitration will be increasingly important as,the State

increases its share of school finances. Local districts will

need to convince the electorate that the objectives of the Nevada



Plan are being met _within the district as well as among districts.

We have no evidence that this is not the case, but the data should

be routinely generated..
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APPENDIX I'

CORRELATIONS ON POOLED DATA

1) Actual expenditures per pupil by district.

2) Actual State Distributive Fund expenditures

per pupil by district.

3) Per capita income by district.

4) Pei pupil assessed value by district.

5 years (197301977) X 17 districts = 85 observations

Correlations were:

cly

(2) +.398

(3) -.265

(4) +.866

(2) (3)

-.383

-.015 =.196
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COUNS'Y

CARSON C/TY
' 1973=74

1974.-75
1975776

B35:3i
CHURCHILL
1973 -74
1974 -75
1975-76
1976 -77
197778
CLARK
197,1674
1974.45
1.47576

IN4:31

1974 -75
1975 -76
1976 -77
1971-..78

tub
19/3..74
1974 -75
1975 -76
1976 -77
1977 -78 .

ESMERALDA
1973-74
1974 -75
1975 -76
1976 -77
1977...78

EUREKA
1973-74
1974 -75
1975 -76
1976-77
19.77..78

HMSO=
1973 -74
1974 -75
1975 -76
1976 -77
1977-78

APPEND/X.41

EXPENDITURES, DISTRIBUTIVE FUND,-PER CAPITANCOME
AND ASSESSED VALUES' IY COUNTY; 1973 ..74 to 1977-78

EXPENDITURE
PER PUPIL

DISTRIBUTIVE FUND
PER PUPIL

PER CAPITA
INCOME

ASSESSED VALUE
;,,

PER PUPIL

"1,046 556 5,178 13,075
1,021 517! 5,487 14,643
1,243 642' 5,851 16,144
1,257
1,365 670

6,421
7,036

18,398
'20,212

1,06f 570 5;035 13,157
1;163 582 5',368 15,259
1,424 675 17,022
1,424 709

.5;392
`5,814 17,869

14559_ . 804 6,057 19,404,

,102 438 5,399 17,618
1;066 439 5,845 19,310
1,385 548 -6,350 21,128

1!1 918i

1,,027 169 6,852 35,151
1,147 199 7,347 39i679
1,460 267 7,618 43,405 O

1,397 333 8,024 43,491.
1,574 246 8,753 53,210

1,258 432 . 5,453 27,528
1,295
a,619

477
'543

5,633
5,880

2,433
37,827

-1,611 566 6,334. 41,364
1,811 704 7,142 42,211

2,349 1,075 3,608 95,904
2,605 1,195 3,787 85,986
2,817 1,213 4,536 92,409
2;946 983 5,061 108,597
3,507 1,071 5,411 111,178

2,471 32S 3,939 89,371
2,212 251 3,759 94,956,
2,551 311 4,046 111,647
3,143 167 4,791 193,390
3.,802 597 5,784 170,043

1,304 506 4,707 23,580
1,201 497 5,092 254522
1,673 629 5,531 :30,920
1,567 616 1,928 34,505
1,808 738 6,122 37,939
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APPENDIX IS Continued)

COUNTY EXPENDITURE DISTRIBUTIVE FUND PER CAPITA ASSESSED VALUE

LANDER

PER PUPIL - PER PUPIL INCOME PER PUPIL

1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78

LINCOLN

1;270
1,184,,
1,507°
1,514
1,848. I

1973-74 1,448
1974-75 1,661
1975-76 1,832
1976=77 2,018
1977-78 2e:49

LYON ,

1973-74 1,262 ,

197475 1,188
-1975-76 1,527

___:1976.=7_7L,

-1977-78
1,415
1;614

MINERAL.
1973=74 1,175
1974-75 1,346
1975-76 1,417
1976=77 1,547
1977=78 1,779

NYE
1973 -74 1,421

'1974-75 1,573
1975-76 19715
1976-77 1,851
1977=711 2,178

PERSHING
1973-74 1,213
1974-75 1,223
1975 -76 1,423 '

t 1976-77 1,546
1977-78 1,692

STOREY
1973-74 1,743
1974-75 1,400
1975-76 1,642
1976-77 1,844
1977-78 2,209

NAME,
1,108

11011
1,067

1/331
1977.,711 :503

WHITE PINE
1973 -74 1,233
19749-75 1,192
1975=76 1,368
1976-77 1,472
1977-78 1,668

435 4,796 29,647
. 379 5,376. 29,560

557 5,664 30,420
635 5,737 30,127'
731 5,954 35,722-

1,023 3,783 17,091
1,055 4,197 18,412
1,115 - 4,673 , 20,873
1,187' .74,816. 25,119
1,270\, 5;497 25,521

'-
555 4,138 24,287
530 4,436 26,557
686 - 5,189 31,115.
685- _-___----5;540- 29,226
826 5,858 . 31,140

624 4,637 10,035
707 4,i93 12,199
762 5,299 13,780
763 5,745 15,957
956 6,341

1
17,511

625 4,557 35;997
680 4,670 36,323
795 . 4,971 . 41,719r.
816 5,260. ,. 45,926
956 5,646 55,336

340 6,157 40,344
379 6,532 40,800

. 513 6,604 13;708
- '508 6,689 50,552

570 6,529 53,130

565 4,477 54,803
784 4,650 48,608
828 4,900 55,378
920 4,996 51,898

1,037 5,387 62,176.

iii

6,608 26,222
337 6,175 23,231

44, 9,007 ,35:172

527 4,596 20,900

550 4,971 22,260
740 5,312 19,811
723" 5,208 22,271
840

0 6,105 25,080
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APPENDIX III

MORKSMENT8- ON MEMO PL4N-PORInt 77 -78

'COMMIT
itoqm.

$`93.1' xtd. , nal* 1!",r
Tow.-
Om.
Ximoa,

,19767.77:

Wyo.
-lima

SASIC

OUA

MANTLED ,
-,,xaszc*

adeporr

SPEC.
lex

umxls

-x

1174

TOTAL
.GOARANTES6

SASC
=MIIT4° .-

4aii011 tin. 7 - 2 9 ti . S 913: 5 60312 4 066 94 23 404 800, 6 47.'74

i3RUCNILL 173 105

-
1,334

.-

II!!!!'
.

2,14 161 . 2,7411- ,2,717 1'412S

.., .

2,811,57S li '9.6a0' 3,005:17S'

.CLA11K ..5,526 :3;315:6 34,828 :39,77 1711,016.6 '4,107 .414114.6 80,646:2 1.022: 83,926:23 .349: 6,124.900 90,051,031

DouctAl.. 1S4 .92.4' -1.747 01i063 2,902. 12,
(+36E

'2,995.4 .2;720. 1,020 3 055 30$ 11 193 600
''

3.248.408- .

-,-,-- -

231 139.8 1 670 1 64 3 4S1. .147
(+32:2)
1,566.

,

3,649.. 1:105 4,032,008 17 299,200 4,132,008,

88 13 7.8 IIII4N. 93. 114. 121.1(+1),.1 1,954' 237,216
+5/9)

1'
'

27.378 264,594

_

4.2 169. 9
..... .

178.2
.. , _.

201. 1,763 354,716 2
,

4 35,200 389,916

iit9NOLDT 9i 54.6 72S 1 525. 108
(-9.2)
1,624. 1,605. 1,152 1,541,591 140.800

70,400

2.002.1E1.

1,0011.481'
LANDER 60 36 433 816 32 818 863 1,087 938,081 4.

-LINCOLN,.-1-
.

62 '37.2 438 36 844. 9 853.21 . 767.2I 1 461 r 1 246'52
_

S
.

$8 000 1 334 SIS ---
,,-

LYON- 174 104.4 1,069 1 07 2 244. 107 2.351.4 . 2,570,320
'-4/10

11

%

183,822

_

2,754,142

:MINERAL 89 60 1 308.
I

SO , 1,417.4 1,044 1.179,76 105,600' 1,585,366

NYE
59 35.4 592

- .

--1--365:

l
I

140,800 2,161,151'

PtaSHIN5 48 28.8 622. 24 686.: 682.fi 1 039 3 I 57 800 74 385- .J.-

,STOREY 9 5.4 78 7 156. 2 158. 155 1,654 ' 261,99 1 I 17,600 279,594
,

-MANIOC 1,841 1,104.6 11,813 17,28 30,198.'
I (-16)

998 31,180.; 30,868.8 1,007 31,398,86'

.

132 .2,323,200 33,722,064

Winn PINS 141 84.6 796 94 1.821. 112
1

1.

(+944..
i.92141141 7;7111 7R a t5p,4no 2.377.189

TOTALS 9,054 5,432.4 59,285 69111- 133,829.4 6,330
(-82.4)

140,077 137,745.8 034.4 145,274,65 ,600 1C060,0004155,834,653



APPENDIX III (03. ntinuikl)

. ,

fRflY . ASSE8880
VALUATION1

X,.007
It SCHOOL'
SUPPORT
TM

TOTAL
LOCAL FUNDS
',MAILABLE

TOTAL STAIN
SUPPORT-FOR
/CUR QUARTERS

AMOUNT PREVIOUSLY
PAID FOR 19774.78

AMOUNT DUE FOR'
FY 77-78
(+1 or Z-)

-_..

-:61.111111 cirri 119,511,647 836,582 1,691,515 2,528,097 $ 3,943,646 3,951,747 4 (12..101)

53,379,773 373.6S8 463,641 - 837.299 2,167 061 2,164,867 3,009
Cipitent1L,.

el 1.982:244,725 11,875,713 24,732.435 38.607,748 51.441.283 51,246,670

v.

196,613

159,365,708* 1,115,560 1,397,663 2,513,223 735,685 822,358

--

(86,673)

BLVD 153,329,344 1,073,305 829,906 1,903,211 2,428,797 2,430,810 ( 2,013)

liNIT4P411)A
-.

18.333,363 128,333 13,090 141,423 123,171 -115,122

104,408'

8,049

( 5,649)01 IRA . . 38,154,174 , 267,079 .24.078 291,157 98;759

is1810m 621 827,331 439,791' 444,796 884,587 1,197,794 1,196,414- 1,380
. -

.4.aliona 35,262,799 246,839, 142,125 388,964 619,517 629,735 (10,218)

'LINCOLN
'..

. 21,697,422 151,882 102,773 254,655 1,079.870 1,085,245 ( 5,375)
-

`LYON 73,242,434 512
t
697, 330,782 843;479 1,910,663 1,895,441

. .

15,182

-NINUAL . 23,932,375 167,527 162,970 330,497 1,254,869 1,259,302 ( 4,433)

Nit 85,631,361 599,420 187,363 786,783 1,374,368 1,330,794 43,574

rinimisa 36,979,659 258,858' 115,048 171,906 392,479 391,347 1,132

STOREY 1 9,819,848 68,879 46,916 115,795 163,799 164,611 ( 142) -,..

.,....

iNAENOE 1,096,868,945 7,678,083 12,286,839 14,964;922 13,757,142 13,825;020 (67,878)

NRITI PINE 49,111,827 343,783 399,007 742,790 '1,634,399 1.623,169 11,230
, ..,

;TOTALS

.

4,019,712,715 28,137,989 43,470,547 71,508,536 $84,326,117 84,241,100 S 280,169

.

61.1.111UF=-. -

2`):1ofa

4ZilliggigLfwv



. APPENDIX IV

TEACHER ALLOTMENT TABLES, RELATED ALLOCATIONS, AND VALUES

'Teacher Units for Elementary Pupils

Enrollment
From - To

Number-aTeachers Pupil/Teacher
Extremes

3 - 12 1 i 12
13 - 27 2 . 6.5 13.5
28 - 44 3 9.3 14.9
45 -- 66 4 11.2 16.5
67 - 90 5 13.2 18
91 - 120 6 15 . 26

121 - 152 7 . 17.2 22
153 - 192 8 19 - 24

.

193 - 4,800 divide by
not less

26, but
than 9

21.5 26

4,801 - 14,400 divide by 25 . 25
14,401 or more divide by 24 24

Teacher Units for Secondary Pupils

. Enro lment
From - To

Nu er o Teachers
'

Pupil Teacher
Extremes

Not more than 45 c,. - -- 9

46 54 6 7.6 9

55 - ' 77 7 . 7.9 11
78 - 104 8 9.8, 13
105 - 135 11.7 15
136 - 170 10 13.6 17
171 - 209 11 15.5 19
210 .- 252 12 17.5 21
253 - 3,200 divide by 22, but

not less than 12 22
3,201 or more divide by 21

.

21

II. Special Education Program Units -

For 1979-80, one for every 9 teacher allocations
For 1980-81, one for every 8.6 teacher allocations

III. Other Certified Staff Allocations -

For districts of less th,a 600 enrollment, one for every 5
teacher allocations

For districts of 600-1200 enrollment, one for every 4
teacher allocations

For-districts of more than 1200 enrollment, one for every 3
teacher allocations

*
Source: Nevada Department of Education, "Nevada Plan for Support of

Public Education"
291
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APPENDIX IV (Continued)

511111IVIT VM.IThS FRO4 TFAOHIR AND.0111ER CERTIFIdA11:9 ALLOT/II:NTS AND FROM
l't3P I:-.1174145WIENTS; SUPPORT VALUES PUPIL; RATIOS OF SUPPORT VALOIS o

4.....:
Pup Is

tricts ;Total-11a.
. Enrol !went

Total ichr. r3,voo x $136.x ,

I', other CU:mit:art Itirpl. IE li:o. Enroll.
ENO .Alloi. Al Iiitmunt s fit x b)

$190 x

Secondary
Enroll.

fi,i-aT

Support
Value

'tit a RlIt i 0 to
Value ILwut
Per Pupil JP /P Value

Ratio to

Mcd.State
Value l'/P

sansitx_;
rchul

5,03.2 332 , $ 3,950400 $ 392,387 $ 575,320 1 4918,507 $832 1 1.0246 .9190

.9 514.2,743 254 1,8346001 114,688 263,150 Z280,438 032 3.0134

XIS 82,119.6 4,835 57,536,500 5,582,330
,

7,002,870 74922,708 444.r.- 1.0536
843 1.0200

0965 .
.9723 ..7

3.0611' ,

1.4724,
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eralda7 I__

eka

boldt .-1

aer

114.8 11 130,900 15,477 190 140,567 1,277 1.5573
178.2 18 214,200 12,675 ' 16,150 242,025 2.3.4 1.66)4 2.5772.

1

1;624.4 106 .1,261,400 113,342 150,290 1,525032 939 2.1451 1 0830. ,
841 Si 606,90u

.-

67,456 46,040 704236 474 3.0659 1.0000

1 3 .2618

1 .0,123

CON
n

853.2 67 797,.W0 65,051 70,110 933,7F3 1,094 J .3341

1 .0,42 1

3.0417
1.2tha

2,351.4 141-
. 90

1,677,900 165,828

100,014 '
215,0i0

118,940

Z050,818

1,170,954

1777
060

4
1 , 054

eral. 1,361.4
-

952 ,000 :

!.
.

. 1,437.4 108 1,285,200 93,078 143,070 3,523,348

ihiN2 686.0 ' 31 452,200 49,1J 61,180 562,993 020
4 1.000- ....--,....
' 1.5707358.4 15 178,500 , 13,634 13,870 203,904

-
'1,248

.-
' 2.4055

hoe 31,180.6 1,:714 21,596,6001 2,137 ,729

132,410

2,937,740 24662,109 055 '2.0426

3.202'

I .9061'
= . . .

{ 1.1426 s;te Pille. 1,944.6 122 1,451,8001 394,490 3,761,700 904 = A
.

2...,
te Totals....... 140,077 8,292 $98,674;800 59,577,318 f13,234,830 $12),40A,740

,
$ 867 1.0585 1.000,..,

toss non-residents transferred in
',Ills residents transferred Alit

Source: Nevada Department of Education
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TAXPAYER EQUITY IN THE FINANCING OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

by J. Richard Aronson and John L. Uilley*

I
INTRODUCTION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION
CENTERIERIC/

document has been reproduced as
received from the person or organization
originating It.

Cl Minor changes have been made to improve
reproduction quality.

Points of view or opinions stated in this docu
ment do not necessanly represent official NIE
positron or policy.

ReCent studies in the area of school finance have concentrated

attention on the problems associated with achieving a-Condition often

referred- to as categorical: or expenditure equity.' Independent school

districts, if left.tOrthemselves, can be expected to supply differing

asloUnts Of education:. To the extent that these differences reflect

the -viryifig tastes and preferences..of the 'residents of the-various

school-districts, they can be tolerated. However, when differences in

expenditure per student among,school districts are caused by differences

-. in districts' fiscal Capacity, inequity is said to exist. It is-now

generally believed that variations in expenditure per student among the,.

-school districts of a given state should be wealth neutral and to achieve

this goal state funding schemes such as DPE (district power equalizing) have

'been suggested.:

The attempt to achieve expenditure equity has been pursued because

of society's concern for the well-being of its children. It has, however,

had the effect of diverting attention away from another group also worthy

of equitable treatment: the tarpayers.

*Professor of Economics, Lehigh Universiti,.and.Assistant Professor of
Economics, Lehigh University.

'See, for instance, CoonsiClune, Sugarman, Private Wealtb'and Public
Education; and M. Feldstein,-"Wealth Neutrality and Local Choice in Public
Education," American Economic Review, March 1975.
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IL

Traditionally, taxpayer equity takes as its guiding principle "the

1441-tteatmentjof equals.". One popular application of this principle

of horizontal equity is that taxpayers with the same fiscal ability should.

Pay the same"shountof taxes-to support the .public Secitir:2 Another

.and.peihapi More sophisticated statement is that taxpayers with the same

sbilityahould;bear the same fiscalpresaure. That is, the ,difference

between benefltsteCeiVedtand taxes paid-should-be the same for taxpayers

with equivalent hada]. capacity.3

Unfortunately, the guiding principle for tax treatment among non-

-.

eqUils-ii-nnkao precise. The-general.-notion.ok'"unequaltreatment.of

uriegnitie leaves the dOor,open for an infinite variety of value judgments

Albout.how individuals With unequal fiscal ability should be treated.
1. 4

Equity principles concerned with tax rates, fiscal pressure and utility

sacrifice have all been argued for" in various numerical forms.
4

The goal of this paper is to determine whether certain school fund-

ing systems are capable of fulfilling well defined criteria for the

treatment of taxpayers. We introduce alternative concepts of vertical

equity concerned with the tax treatment of residents in school districts

of different wealth. We then detekmine both theoretically and empirically

2
Ability-to-pay can be measured in alternative ways. Incomes, wealth

or a-Combination of the two are the most common measures.

3
J.M. Buchanan, "Federalism and Fiscal Equity," American Economic

Review, September 1950.

4
See Musgrave and Musgrave, Public Finance in Theory and Practice,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1976, Ch's. 4 and 9.
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.

thwelUity ImpliCatiOns of various schoOl funding schemes. In what

Define:and,describe alternatiVi-expenditure and taxpayer
eq0ityConCeptil.-

.Describe state fundiatachemes that are offered as tech-
liquesrfor4chieVing-wealth,rieuOility'in,the provision
:Cif.educatiOn. We-ShalLexOlCre the conditions -under which
Certii*.fOrmsrofboth .400nAiture-indtaX0ayer equity are
attainable,- Thc*Wo,schemei3 to-be analyzed' re DPE (dis-.
tract poWer:equalizine.andlthe.Wealth neutral systemof
lfartinleeldstein-(WE) .

PieaentArapirically'hased:Stmulationsof thetaxpayer
burdensthatWculdrexiat-ac*opa,achool distriatil in
Tenni0444:taider ailt_erhative.achoOl-funding:'sYStems.

14*_,Wil1 1141O-0-0171.44:;4Chnigue!for:analyzingchow the
diatr14--proPertyMiX.-(iie., the relative' sh4es-of
reeidentialiiind'monreaidential.property within a district).
Affects lOCal tax rates.
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44-.-044 section the OOseepti-of:-expenditure equity,' taxpayer

eqUity-And'what,May bi.ealied:!effortequity:are defined. Our objecr

tiire*:t0,1ind out "Which 0-theae.equity-criteria are satisfied by

laiewarious,,itate fUndingacheiei.

'Expenditure Equity.

"EXPenditure equity is defined as a condition under which districts

which are identicalin all respects other thin Wealth actually epefid-the

same -amount per student. This concept-Ot-equity does not require that

all ,districts spend,the same amount.pe: Student. 'bistricia-with 'a strong

preference for education areIree-to.Spend iore5 tiOwever, the.attairi-

ment of expenditure equity implies the elimination of wealth (or ability-

`tO-pay) as a factor,affecting the level of expenditure per.student:

Taxpayer Equity.

s Taxpayer eqUity refers to a condition under which districts with

the same preference for education but different levels of wealth tax

their residents at the same tax rate. The local tax rate is determined

by relating the level of" educational, expenditures to the district's tax

base.6. As will be seen, the level of.expenditure per-student under-

taken by districts in response to a particular state subsidy scheme is

a crucial factor in determining whether or not taxpayer equity can be

attained.

5
The term "preferences" has a precise meaning in, economic theory. Tech-

nically speaking, districts have the samepieferences if their community in-
difference maps are identical. For a detailed examination of the concept of
preferences see, for instance, R.H. Leftwich, The Price System and Resource

. Allocation (Holt, Rhinehold & Winston, 1976), Ohs. 5,6.

6
The local,tax base is the equalized property value of the district.'
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'Effort-Equity.

-*fort equity isa condition.Undet which expenditure per student
0

per lt-Oftaxrate,issindependent Of school district wealth. Effort

equitydoes noixei. nire-that .districts ether spend the same amount

.per student oetaX at the same'rate. It merely requires that 1% of local

tax rate levied in a poor district will generate the same amount of

revenue-end expenditure per-student as 1% of tax rate levied in a rich

district. A funding systei that results in both' expenditure_and taxpayer

equity will also'Produce effort equity. However, the converse-is not

true. *system may satisfy effOrt equity without satisfying either ex-
.

penditure or taxpayer equity,

Neither expenditure equity nor taxpayer equity nor effort equity

can be expected to exist in a system of pure local decision making.

'State funding systems have, therefore, biii-suggested to help remove

some of the inequitiei. The two funding systems we will examine are

(1) district power equalizing, and (2) Feldstein's wealth neutral system.

".
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-DISTRICT POWER EQUALIZING (DPE)

To understand the implicationi, of DPE for the treatment of taxpayers,

it is. necessary to describe the mechanics of the plan and,examine the

pattern of expenditures likely to emerge under it. The grant per student

that the state awards a district under the DPE plan is given?by equation (1).

(i) Gi = ti (W
k

- W
i
)

where

G = the DPE grant per student to the i
th

district

't = the tax rate of the ith district

W im the wealth per student of the key district

W 1. the wealth per student of the i
th

district

ti

To implement the plan, it is necessary.to designate a-"key district."

The key district is the%one which receives no State subsidy. Districts

poorer than the key district receive state subsidies while those that are

wealthier than the key district have a portion of their locally raised

revenues recaptured.
7

Under this plan, the size of the state grant is in-

versely related to a district's wealth:
8

7
Equation (1) shows that when W4 > Wk, the state grant to the i

th
dis-

trict is negative.- Thus, the relatively wealthy district must locally raise
more than $1 of revenue for each $1 of expenditure that it undertakes. In
-practice, political considerations have prevented states from adopting sub-
sidy systems with a recapture feature. Although politically unattractive, -

systems with recapture will most likely be necessary to meet court decisions
on wealth neutrality.

.8
,The DPE grant allows districts to command revenue for education as ifthhey

had the tax base of the key district. The locally raised revenue of -the i
district is't4W4. Combining these revenues with the state grant o(kti(Wk-Wi),
the.i " district has at its disposal the amount tiWu. Thus, the i
district can command revenues as if it had the taxSase of the key district.

Under DPE the size of the grant depends on the tax rate levied by the local
district. Thus, if a poor district chooses to tax at a higher rate than a
filch district, it will command more revenue per student.
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The:portion of lOcal;4Xpenditures financed by the stae is given

by the state aid ratio (SAR) where

(2)- SAR wealth per student of the i th district -

wealth per student of the key district

Wi
Wk

Equation (2) shows that a district which is half as wealthy as the key

district will have half of its total educational expenditures paid for

by the state.

Because under the DPE plan the state pays a portion of a district's
40

budget, the plan affects the price of educational expenditure. TO the

'key dilitrict which.receives no state aid, $l'of education costs $1.

Howevei, aAistricthalf as rich: as the key district has half of its

budget paid foi, by the state and, thus, faces a price of $.50 for a

dollar's worth-of educational expenditure:* The price (P) of education

to the i
th

district can be expressed as follows.

(3) P
i

sa 1 EAR
i

Ipbstituting equation (2) into equation (3), it follows that

(4) P wealth per student of the i
th

district Wi
i wealth per student of the key district Wk

9
Equation (2) is easily derived from equation (1).

(1) G
i

tiWk -'t
i
W
i

DPE ass.Pies that the total budget of the i
th

district will be equal
to t W SAR is defined as G it W

le Dividing both sides of (i) by
tjWk yields

(ii)

-1 -Wi
vi
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Thus, undei the DPE plan a district that is 1% poorer than the key district

faces a"IZ lower price,for its expenditures on education.

Aal.ong'as education'can be considered a normal economic good, we can

expettAhat allowering.ofAts price will induce an increase it the quantity

demandeton the part of a school dist:Int. The percentage change in expen-

diture per student caused. by a percentage change in price is called the

price elasticity of expenditure (B) and is a behavioral parameter the value
.

of-whiCh must. be estimated if weAreta fully understid the potential

effects -of the DPE plan.
.

(5)
i

- B, (0 < 0),AP
P

. ,

where E represents school district expenditure per student.

education expenditures are, of course, affected by a school district's

wealth or fiscal capacity as well as by the price of education. In the
O

absence of a state funding plan, wealthy districts can be expected to spend

more than poor districts on education. The percentage change in expendi-

ture per student caused by a percentage change in wealth is called the

wealth elasticity of expenditure (a) and is another behavioral parameter

the-value of which we need to know in order to predict the potential effects

of the DPE system.
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i

(6)

Al

ea
a, (2 > 0)

w

To see how a DPE program affects the revenue raising capacity and spend-

ing propensities of school districts, consider a case in which there exists

two districts, one, the key district, having a level of wealth equal to .

$1,010 per student and the other, a poor district, having wealth of $1,000

per student. Also assume that the two communities' preferences fot education

are identical and that the values of behavioral parameters are known to be

a 1 and B -2. As t final conditions assume that in the absence of any

state funding *chine the key district would spend $101 per atudent.23

Under DPE the price of education to the poor district would be%%

lowergthan that facing the key district. This occurs simply because the

wealth per student in the poor district is 1% lower than that in the key

district. Since $ -2, the 1% cut in the price of education to the pooi'

district implies that its. spending will be increased to a level 2% greater

than it would have been in the absmce of the DPE plan. However, the dis-
,

tricts have a wealth elasticity (a) of 1. This means that the difference

in expenditures between the two districts that is due to wealth alone is 1%.

10
It follows from the equal preferences assumption that if the poor

district were as rich as the key district and faced the same price of
education, it would spend the same amount per student as the key dis-
trict.
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When the price and wealth effects are-combined, the very interesting

result is that the poor district will spend 1% more per student than the key .

district. This follows because the poor district Was spending 1% less than

--the key district before DPE and the DPE plan induced . the poor district to

increase its spending by 2%. Thus, underthe conditions assumed, DPE

appears to have had a perverse effect. The poor district has been induced

to spend more per student than the key district so that the wealth bias

that DPE was intended to eliminate has beei-ieveried rather than eliminated.

In-staimary then, given the values of a and 0, the DPE plan has produced a

situation in which two,districts that have the same preference for educe -

tion are induced to spend differing amounts per student and thus, it has

not achieved expenditure equity.

DPE and Taxpayer Equity.

Not only does DPE, in general, fail to produce expenditure equity,

it also does not guarantee that taxpayer equity will be achieved. In

our case, the key district locally raises and spends $101 per student on
of

qa tax base of $1,010 per student. Thus, the tax rate leVied by t key

district is 10%. The poor district will spend $102 per student. This

district, which has a tax base of $1,000 per student,. however, needs to raise

only 99% of its educational expenditures locally. Thus, the tax rate

levied by the poor district is 10.10%. By powering the price of education
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to the poor district, the DPE plan has in:thie case induced the poor

district to tax itself at a higher rate. than the key district.11

In genral, the amount of expenditure that a district will under-

take depends on its wealth, its preference for education and the price

of education. Given this level of expenditure and the state-aid ratio,

the amount of funds which must bia raised locally can be determined.

The local tax rate can be calculated by dividing the required locally

raised funds by the district's tax base. The important point is that

the tax rate that a district levies depends bOth on its preference foi

education and the state. subsidy scheme in effect. The DPE plan cepnot-/--
guarantee expenditure equity because it ignores e-fact that a district's

tax rate is determinedbegh_b s preference for education and by its

,response to the price changetincorporated in the subsidy plan. As will

become apparent below, the DPI subsidy plan overstimulates poor districts

when la1 < 181 and understimulateo them when lal > 101. The only case in

t 1

which DPE will actually produce expenditure equity is when la1 = 181 12
.

11
Given the 1% lower price that the poor district faces for educational

expenditure and given that the price elasticity of expenditure is -2, the
poor district spends 12 more per student than the rich-district. But, the

only way,that a district that 1% poorer than another can spend 1% more
when it faces a 1% lower pTice is by taxing itself at a 1% higher taxth
rate. This can be seen by'considering the formula that relates the i
district's tax rate (ti) to its level of wealth per student (Wi), price (Pi) .

and expenditure per student (Ei).

(i)

Pi Ei

t

The above equation follows directly from a district's local revenue identity

which is

EiPi = Witi

This identity pimply says that the local portion (E P) of the school
budget can be raised by taxing the local tax"base (WI" at the rate ti.

12
These results are derived in Peldstein,."Wealth Neutrality and Local

Choice in Public Education", op. cit.,
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Table 1 suilarizes the figures use in our arithmetic example.4.

Assuming a = 1 and B 0 -2, the poor district taxes itself at a higher

tax rate than the key district even though they have the same preference

for education. The treatment of taxpayers implicit in the DPE plan can be

determined by considering the elasticity of the tax rate.2with-rsspect to

us centage chan change in wealth that willlge-4ci-tr-6rinthe tax----theratteax---tsrate

twealth (t
DPE

). The e as with respect to wealth tellstW

occur under the DPE plan. For DPE, CDPE = a + 8. 13 Thus, in a DPE

13
The elasticity of t with respect to W is

cDPE W dt
(i) -

tW dW

The taxrate faced by a.district is given by-

. (ii) t =ti

The pride formula under DPE is

(ii P
i
= kW

i

Assuming a Cobb-Douglas (multiplicative)
specification for the edu-

cational expenditure' function and ignoring all` independent variables other
than wealth and price (since as wealth changes only price is changed bythe subsidy formula), we have

(iv) Ei wai is:

Substituting (iii) and (iv) into (ii), we have

kW
i i
(Wng (kW

i
A

=
1+0 n+0(v) t =

W k
ii

(vi)

Thus,

dW
. k14-0/...N.0+0-1

+8-1
Wi

1+0 _aDPE
(a+S)w- = -1-a$tW

k
1+8

W
a-18
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; ysteir with or- B -2, 41'1;1410%inifeliWieusei the tax .rate to

-fell by

What then does DPE achieve? Table 1 shows that effort equity is

achieved under DPE. Our definition of eifort equity requires that for

the i
th

and key districts expenditure per student per.1Z of tax rateis

identical for the-two distriCts. That is,

Ei Ek
(7)' ti tk

Expenditure per student in the poor district is 1% greater thin that in

the key district but the tax race is also 1% higher. In the poor district?'

C

14
To see that effort equity will always be achieved under DPE,examine

formulas (i) and (ii) which relate a district's tax rate (ii) to its wealth
per student (Wi)f net price (Pi), and theleVel of expenditure pert student
(E ..

i
) , .

,

-. ,

(i)

P4E4
t
i

"i

Simple rearrangement yields

Ei Wi

ti Pi

Q

. Since a district,that is 1% wealthier than another faces a 1% higher
price of education expenditureunder DPE, it must be true that E4/ti
is independent of the district's level of wealth (and is also inaependent
of the values of a and 8). Thus, although DPE, fails to guarantee expendi-

ture equity, it always achieves effort equity.
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beaPparentthatiiii can guarantee neither expenditure

equity nor taxpayer equity. Two districts may have the same preference"
.... -

for education. Hoirever, when > lai, DPE gives the poor district a"

lower price than is needed to offset the difference in expenditure due to

- the wealth differential. Thus, the poor district is induced to spend more

per student than the wealthy district, a state of affairs. which can only

be reached if the poor district uses a higher tax rat -:. than that employed

in the key district. Although residents ok th'e.poor district are no;

I

burdened in:the sense of effort equity, they ale burdened in another way

since they face a higher tax rate than would exist based on their pre-

ference for education alone.
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,TMCWEALTR'NOTO.L,STOTik-(WHO

*Artikteldstein hat devised -an allOdation formula with which the
P

lifeci.oU4ifferences school district wealth on educational expenditure

Per Student can -be neutrilized.15- Under this system, referred to as WNS,

twoschbOl-dilwricti iiith the' same-Preference for education but different.

leviiS0 Wealth will biinduced to acrid the same,emount per student.

Wealth neutrality is achieved.by taking explicit account of a district's,

price and wealth elasticities in determining its state financed grant. If

the value of the relevant 'behavioral parameters, (a and 0) are known, it is

-pOssible (through a system ortatching_grants)xo change the price of educe-
,

tionSPexpenditure Just enough 4:1 offset-the effect of wealth differences

on educationalexpenditureTer student. That is, a price of education for

e;peor districtcanbS-Set'jUst lowenOugh,to-induce it to' increase education
.

expenditure per student by ini-aMOunt which 'Julie equals the negative expendi-

ture differential due to wealth.

Since the manipulation of'the price variable offsets only wealth dif-

ferentiels, WNS still allows. two districts with different Preferences for

educiiion to spend different amounts per student. Thus, the WNS approach

neutralizei wealth as afactor affecting educational expenditure while pre-

serving local choice.

The ability of WNS to achieve expenditure equity can be illustrated with

a simple numerical example. Once again assume there exists a poor district

whose wealth per student is $1,000 and a key district with wealCh.per student

of $1,010. Also assume that a 1 and B -2, and that in the absence bf a

state funding scheme the key district would spend $101 per student and that

the poor district would spend $100.16

1-
martin S. Feldstein, Ibid.

16
Given its wealth elasexity, if the poor district were 1% wealthier,

it would spend 1% more on education (i.e. $101 per student). Since the
price of a dollar's worth of 'school expenditure would be $1 for each district
in the absence of state intervention, it canbe inferred that in the above
case both districts have the same preference for education.
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The erucialeieient in-the WNS approach is equation (8) which is used

to determine the price of education that 0 school. district must face to

achieve expenditure equity.
17

(8) P

where P
i
= the price that the ith district pays per dollar

of educational expenditure.

W
i
= the ith district's wealth per student.

k = constant scale factor.

The value of k is set such that the price to the key district will be $1.

With a 1, B - -2, and the per student wealth of the key district being

$1,010, the value of k that will.set P, $1 is .031465839.

$1 k(1010)1/2.

Itz .31465839

. LA

17
Assume that expenditure per student depends on a district't wealth (W)_,

the price it faces (P) and other factors (Z) which reflect a district's pre-
ference for education. Thus, a simplified version of the regression equation
might be (in log form)

ln E a + a ln W + 0 ln P ln Z + u'

To see that the price equation (8) neutralizes the effect of wealth on
expenditure per student, equation (8) is expressed in log form and substituted
into the above regression equation.

P k -
a

W

Substituting, we have

ln E a + aln W + 0(ln k
a

In W) + y ln Z + u,

in E a + aln W + 0 ln k - aln W + y ln Z + u

in E a + Oln k + y In Z + u

Since the wealth variable does rat appear in the final equation, expenditure
per student is independent of wealth under WNS.
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Thili*Ce:'tOt education to .the :poor district will, of course, 'be less that. $1

arid theeXaCt valUe.can be calculated usipg equation (8). When W = $1,000,

P .995,

P st (.31465839) (1,000)

P = .995

The price faced by the poor district is 1/2% less than the price faced

by the key district.
18

Given its price elasticity of educational expenditure,

thii Aistrict will be induced to spend 1% more on ,education than it would

have without the state matching,grant, Since it spent 1% less than the key

distria before the state subsidy, the effect of the grant is to induce this

-district to spend at the same level as the key-district. That is, the corn-.

bitted effect of the Priee and wealth elasticities act to assure that in both

districts the level of expenditure Is $101 per student. Thus. the manipula-

tion of the price variable has neutralized wealth as a factor in determining

the level of expenditure per student.

WNS and Taxpayer Equity.

Is the WNS approach capable of achieving taxpayer equity as well as

expenditure equity? To spend $101 per-student, the key district taxes its

residents at a rate of 10%. The poor district, however, does not bear the

full burden of its expenditures; it is subsidiied by the state. The poor

18
To achieve wealth neutrality, WNS gives districts a (-1)% change in

price for each 1% difference'in wealth. For example, if a = 1 and
B -3, a district would be three times as responsive to price effects than
to wealth effects. If a district were 1% poorer than the key district, it
would need only a 1/3% lower price for it.to have the same level of expendi-
ture per student. Thus, when a = 1 and B = -3, the WNS calls for a 1/3%,

i.e. (-
0
)% price differential for every 1% difference in wealth.
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district faces a. price, of education which is 1/2% below tharfacedbx the

key district... Therefore, the district must locally raise only 99.5% of

its expenditure per student ($101 99.5%'= $100.50).. But in order to raise

$100.50 per student from a tax base of $1,000 per student it must taxits

residents at a rate of 10.05%. That is, although preferences for education

are uniform between the two districts, the residents of the poor district

face a higher tax rate than those of the wealthy district. Thus,, although

the WNS guarantees expenditure equity, it does not necessarily result in

taxpayer equity.
19

Table'2 summarizes these results.

if

19
Given its 1/2% price reduction, tie poor district can spend $101 per

student by raising $100.50 locally. But to raise locally 1/2% less revenue
than a district with a 1% larger base, it must tax at a rate that is 1/2%
higher than that of the wealthier district. The truth of this statement

can be seen by considering the formula,

PiEi

w
in tii;
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TAELE 2 a

Fiscal Characteristics Under WNS With a 1, 0 -2

(6)

E
i
1-

,

tistrict

(1) : '(2)

Wi

(3)

E
i

(4)

$
Kaisea
Locally

(5)

Poor District

Key District

$1,000 $ .995

$1,010 $1.00

$101

$101

$100.50

$101.00

10.05%

10.0%

$10.05

$10.10

Col. (4) Co].'. (2) x Col. (3)
4

Col. (5) 18 291.11
Col. (1)

P21-13/Col. (6)
Col. (5)
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The treatment of taxpiyers implicit'in WNS can be determined by con-

WNS
sidering the elastiCity of the tax rate with respect Co wealth tW

. As in

the case of DPE, the result depends on the values of a and 0, but under WNS

_
cWN

Mith a = 1 and 0 = -2, the tax rate falls by 1/2% for every '1%-increase in____

wealth.
20

20The elasticity of t with respect-to. Via

WNS W dt

(i) ttW

The tax rate faced by a district is given by

P (E )

(ii) t =
W
i

The price formula under WNS is

(iii) P = kWi'

Expenditure per student is

(iv) Ei =
a 0 wi kWi k

1

Substituting (iii) add (iv) into (ii) we have

(v) t

kW
i

0
)

= k
1+0

W
i

W-

Taking the derivative of (v) with respect to wealth, we have

Thus

- It
dW

i

WNS
W

E
tW

=
i

k1+0 (-
0

a
-1) Wic = -

k
1+4, 0

A

I
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There is a special ease in which the WNS achieves both expenditure

and taxpayer equity. Equation (9) expresses the relation between a dis-
.

trict's tax rate, price, wealth per student and level-of expenditure per
. .

student:.

(4) t

PiEi

i W
i

Since WNS guarantees that two districts with the same preference for

'education will have the same expenditure per student, equation (9)

shows the two districts will face the same tax rate only if the percentage

wealth differential is equal to the percentage price differential. But

the only case in which the achievement of expenditure equity calls for a

1% price differential for every 1% difference in wealth is when (al a'i6r.21

Will effort equity be achieved under WNS? We refer back to Table 2.

Although, under WNS, expenditure per student is equated for the two dis-

tri...ts, column (6) shows that expenditure per student per 1% of tax rate

is 1/2% less in the poor district than in the key district. This follows

since both districts have the same expenditure pei student, but the poor

district lazes a 1/2% higher tax rate than the key district.

'nu proposition may be put another way. For expenditure equity
to exist, the percentage wealth differential times the wealth elasticity
must equal the percentage price differential times the price elasticity.
For-taxpayer equity to exist.(given the same expenditure per student),
the percentage wealth differential must equal the percentage price dif-
ferential. Only if the wealth elasticity is equal to the price elasticity
do we achieve both expenditure and taxpayer equity.

a15
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AWOilLilweYs4/4.-Ooorei-distrits less expeedithre'Per.stodeat

per It of tax rate whenever lal < 1E1. Equation (10) should help make

this statement cleat.
n.

(10) Ei Wi

ti Pi

In this case, the percentage differehce in price is less theft the percentage

difference in wealth, thus expenditure per student per 1% of tax rate rises

as a function of wealth. Of course, if lol >- 101, WNS gives poorer dis-

tricts more expenditure per student per 1% of tax rate than wealthy districts.
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'Whether or not state funding. schemes such as DPE or WNS can achieve

either expenditure,or taxpayer equity dependi on'the values of the be-

havioral peraieters a and 0, the wealth and price elasticities of educational

expenditure When-a i B, a DPE system will-achieve neither expefiditure nor

taxpayer equity. DPE provides a 1% price difference lor every 1% difference

in wealth. But if 181 > poor districts (with the same preference for

education as wealthy. districts) will be induced to spend more per student

than,the wealthy districts, Moreover, since the expenditure per student

of the two'districts will not be tyi same; the 'fact that the percentage

price differential is equal to the percentage wealth differential guarantees

that the tax rates levied by the two districts will not be the same.

DPE does result in what we have called effort eauity. Since between two

districts, DPE adjusts prices by 1% for every 12 difference in wealth. ex-

penditure per studefit per 1% of tax rate is constant under DPE.

WNS achieves expenditure equity. In thisrsystem, expenditure per student
,

is made wealth neutral by setting the price of education to local-

districts at' just the level needed to offset expenditure differences caused

by wealth differences among districts. WNS does not, in general, result in

either taxpayer equity or effort equity.

181, both DPE and WNS satisfy expenditure equity, taxpayer

equity and effort equity. When Ia) 18 18). the pricing scheme that produces

wealth neutrality (equation (8)) is equivalent to the price formula implicit

in DPE (equation (4)). Thus, under this condition, DPE may be viewed as a
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spacial Case-of.WNS end either funding. approach will resultin expenditure

, . .

-.. equity. That is, districts withthe same, preference for education will

. e

-siiind the, same amount per student. *With lal = 181, the price of education

to each district changes 1% for every 12 difference -in wealth. Equation (9)

shows that the tax. rate needed to finance educational expenditures will be

the same in each district. This means that taxpayer equity is achieved.

Effort.equity will also be achieved by both plans-when la) = 101. This

must be true because when '(al 181, DPE and WNS produce identical effects

and it has already been demonstrated that DPE results in effort equity.

Table 3 presents the numerical results when a = ly 0 = -1.
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TABLE 3

'Fiscal Characteristics under WNS DPE
. When a gm 1, 0 sig, 1, k

1,4

5-;(1) (2) (3)

.031465839

(4) (5) (6)

,E
$

Raised
Ei

District Wi pi i Locally
t
i

t
i

Poor District $1,000 $ .99 $101 "$100 10% _. $10.10

Key District $1,010 $1.00 $101, $101 10% $10.10

Col. (4) gm Col. (2) x Col. (3)

Col. (S) .511111-
,`.' Col. (1)

Col. 16% . 111!121
` ' Col. (5)

4
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V.

INPIRICAL ANALYSIS

N

We have *two main goals in this section: We wish to:

(1) estimate statistically the-values of the behavioral para-

meters u and Bfor Pennsylvania school districts.'

(2) simulate the patterns of per student expenditure and local

property tax rates across Pennsylvania school districts that

would be produced under various types of DPE and.WNS funding

systems.'

0

Thrtaiets of simulations are presented. The first set shows the distribu-

tion of expenditure per student and tax rate& <ader both DPE and WNS when

the median wealth. district is chosen as the key district. The second set

shows the' expenditure and tax patterns likely to emerge when the average

lei/el of simulated expenditure is constrained to equal the average level
ft

of actual expenditure in Pennsylvania in 1976 ($1,044 pek student), A

third set of simulations takes account of the-. property mix (the proportion

of the property value owned by residents.vs. nonresidents) in determining

the patterns of expenditure per student and tax rates under both DPE and

WNS

0
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A; 4:

A
.

R.$z..sionauaiyais A.C.uied-tO deri4c.OUr empirical estimates of

.

emienditure).

- ,
11i.,Onr::14StiaticlaX.,prO-Cedare,We regress expenditure per .student on

'eight --iiidapendent,iiirtablee expressed the equations in natural

logs, **hia.,foia-ifie-estimaie&coefficicAts of the regression equation

Csk',:be:=InterOreted-4,elasticitY.**Ities. Our calculations are based on

414-fram,44505aChOOlAiairiCtS in Pennsylvania and all observations,...
e -

'except hOie thei-ieireien0aggid-values-of the dependeW, variable, are

:.
,for

.12Z The dependent and eight rindependel..4. variables are listed

.DFI'F2IDENTVARIAB :-School district seneral fund expenditure-
., .

pert daily MelberShip (E)4

DID4PEPENT- vARIABW:

111,4OhOoi.40tiictqpintaincoTle per weighted average

daily membership (INC)

(2) karketWalUeof-prOperty per weighted average daily

membership (W).

(3) Price of education (P) = the dollar price to the dis-

trict of one dollar of expenditure.

(4) Federal non-matching grants (FED).

(5) State' block (non-matching) grants (SBG).

-_
22The data used in the regression analysis were provided by the Division

of Education Statistics, BureauOf Information Systems, Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education.
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(6) Ratio the,,current weighted average daily membership

tothe-Weighted'average-daily membership five years

ago:(WADN).

(7) Porcentage.ofstudents in the population (PERC).

(8) Expenditure per weighted average daily membership

lagged two years (LAGVAR).

The most important'variable to,describe in detail is the price

of education. Since both the DPE and WNS subsidy plans are matching

grant systems which alter the-Price of education to districts, our

empirical goal is -to- measure districts' responsiveness to the matching

sxaSt component of the state -aid kogiam. The current Pennsylvania

state educational financial 'Ian is soomplex system composed of both

matching granti and state block grants to lotal school districts.
23

Under Pennsylvania's Act 59 program, a local school district is entitled

to matching aid if it satisfiestwo criteria.

(i) the level of expenditure'per student in the district

is, less than the median level of school-district

expenditure per student.

23
The state subsidy given to a

local wealth, per student costof
factors. The system is described
by the Pennsylvania Department of

district depends on the number of students,
education, density, sparsity and poverty
in the Act 59 Subsidy Primer, published
EduCation.
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(ii) the school district' demonstrates that it is making an

appropriate tax effort.
24

For districts that satisfy both criteria, each dollar of local expendi-

ture triggers a state grant of an amount equal to $1 times the aid ratio

that pertains to that district. The district's aid ratio depends upon

both its wealth per student and income per student.
25

In general, under

24
Tax effort is measured by the equalized millage rate. The base

earned for reimbursement depends on a district's millagerate relative to
the median millage rate: The "Base Earned for Reimbursement" is deter-
mined as the smaller of either:

(a) The.districes actual instructional expense for weighted
average daily membership;

Or
(b) The amount earned through tax effort, calculated as follows:

-1. Where the district's equalized millage is 30% or more
above the State's Median Equalized Millage, the base
earned shall be the state's median actual expense per
statewide weighted average daily membership.

2. Where the district's equalized millage is 15%, but less
than 30% above, the amount shall be $50 less.

3. irbere the district's equalized millage is less than 15%
below, the amount shall be $100 less.

4. Where the district's equalized millage is 15% to 30%
below, the amount shall be $150 less.

5. Where the district's equalized millage is more than 30%
below, the amount shall be $200 less.

25
The aid ratio is a weighted average of the market value aid ratio

and the personal income aid ratio. The market value aid ratio is-derived
by dividing the value of taxable property per weighted student in a dis-

.trict by the taxable property per weighted student for the state as a
whole. The personal income aid ratio is the personal income per weighted
student in a district divided by taxable income per weighted student for
the state as a whole. The relative weights of the combined aid ratio are
property value 60%, income 40%.
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the Pennsylvania subsidy plan, the price of education to the ith

district may be expressed as follows.
26

(11)
P

1

i 1 + (aid ratio)i

For districts not qualifying for matching aid, the price of an addi-

tional dollar of educational expenditure is $1. For districts that face'

a price of $1, state aid under Act 59 comes in the form of block grants.

The influence of this factor on expenditures per student was captured

in our regression equation through-the state block grant variable.

The estimated regression equation is reported below. The numbers in

parentheses are the absolute values of the t-statistics.

(12) luE .62136 + .13491nW + .07371nINC .93331nP
5 (2.524) (10.53) (5.40) (5.30)

+ .5351 1nLAGVAR - .08341nSEG - .021 1nPERC
(21.80) (6.05) (1.31)

- .011 1nFED + .2461 1nWADM
(1.88) (7.21)

26For example; if a district has an aid ratio of .5 and it'spends an

additional dollar on education, the state will provide a grant_cf $.50,

resulting in a total expenditure of $1.50. In this case, the-local dis-

trict pays 2/3 of the cost, the state pays 1/3, and.the price of a dollar's

worth of education to this district is $.6667. Equation (11) differs from

the price formula of equation (3). Equation (3) assumes that the state pays

a portion tSAR)-of each $1 that is spent: Equation .(11) assumes that state

aid 1$1:. aid ratio) is added to each $1 that the district spends. As the

numerical example of this footnote makes clear, an aid ratio of .5 in equa-
tion (11) corresponds to an SAR of .33 in equation (3).
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According to equatiOn-(12),-the estimated value of a.= .13491 and

B = =.9333.27 Apparently distil-eta' are approximately seven times as

responsive to price as they are to wealth.

Simulations of the Patterns of Expenditure per Student and Tax Rates Among
Pennsylvania School Districts.

Here we simulate the patterns of expenditure per student and local pro-

perty tax rates that would emerge across school districts in Pennsylvania.

under -vatiBus types of DPE and WNS funding systems. The discussion is divided

into three parts. In part I we explain the mechanics used to generate the

simulation and we describe the expenditure and tax patterns that result when

the district with median wealth is selected' s the key district. In part 2

we simulate the patterns likely to emerge where the average level of simulated

expenditure is constrained to equal the average level of actual expenditure in

Pennsylvania in 1976. Part 3 provides a set of simulations intended to demon-

strate the impact of the local property mix on inter-district expenditure and

tax patterns.

27
0ur estimates should be interpreted with caution since 1976 is the

first year's data upon which Act 59 subsidies are based. Unfortunately,
data constraints necessitated the use of 1976 data. Clearly, it would
be worthwhile to estimate these elasticities once the Act 59 subsidy system
has been in effect for several years. However, it should be noted that
these estimates are of the same general magnitude as those estimated by
Feldstein for Massachusetts school districti. His estimates were: a = .283,
B = -1.00. See Feldstein, op. cit., pg. 82.
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Part 1

Expenditure and Tax Rate Simulations
When the District with Median Wealth

Is the Key District

The procedv.7e used for simulating expenditures and local tax rates in-

volves three steps.

(1) Select the key district and set the price of education

to be faced by each district.

'(2) Calculate the level of expenditure per student in a

school district by inserting the price of education to

the -"strict (determined in (1) above) and the district's

values of the other independent variables into our re-

gression equation.

(3) Calculate thilOcal tax rate needed to finance the local

share of the school budget.

The first step is to determine the price of a dollar's worth

of education faced by each district. Under DPE the price of education

is entirely dependent on the wealth of the district. A district that

is 1% poorer than another faces a 1% lower price of education. The

price of education implicit in the DPE plan is

P
i

go kW
i
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Under the WNS plan, the price that a district faces dCpends on the

value of a and 0, as well as upon the district's level of wealth. As

explained in section IV above, the formula for determing the price of

education to a school district under WNS is

P se kW e

In order to-calculate the WNS price of education to a district of

a given amount of wealth, we need to know the values of a, 8 and k. Based

on our regression analysis, the estimated wealth elasticity of,expenditure

per student (a) is .1349 and the estimated price elasticity of expenditure

per student (8) is .9333. The value selected for k is that which makes

the price of education to the key district equal to $1.
28

Tables 4 and 5 contain two sets of simulations. The entries in Table

4 describe the expenditure and tax rate patterns we expect to emerge under

a DPE plan. Those shown in Table 5 would be expected under WNS. We did

not feel it necessary to provide simulations for all 505 Pennsylvania

school ' districts. Instead, we limited our calculation to 21 sample districts,

one for each 5th percentile in terms of wealth per student.

The price of education to districts of various levels of wealth are

presented in column (2) of each table. In these simulations the district

of median wealth has been selected as the key district. In both cases

the median is Bentworth School District (11th on the list), and faces

2a
This calculation was described on p. 17.
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a price of $1. Notice that,the range of values between the price to

the poorest and richest district is much less under WNS than under,DPE.

This occurs because DPE provides a 1% difference in price for each 1%

differenCe in wealth, whereas the WNS plan gives only a 1/7% difference

in price for a 1% difference in wealth.
29

Our second step is to simulate the level of expenditure per student

for each district. This is accomplished by inserting the values of the

independent variables that pertain to the district (including the price

that it faces under the particular subsidy plan) into regression equation

(13).
30

(13). lnE = .62136 + .1349 InW + .0737 lnINC - .9333 la

+ .5352 lnLAGVAR - .021 ltPERC - .01 1nFED

+ .246 1nWADM

Column (3) of. Table 4 shows the simulated expenditures per student,

across Pennsylvania school districts under a DPE system. The pattern

that emerges is that expenditures per student decline as a function of

wealth. This result, occurs because of the interaction of two factors.

First, since DPE gives a 1% change in price for each 1% difference in

29It
should be remembered that the price formula in the WNS plan takes

account of the fact that a in .13491 and B = -.9333. Since districts are
approximately seven times more responsive to price than to wealth, WNS gives
only a 1/7% difference in priCi for each 1% difference in wealth.

30
In our simulations of the patterns off expenditure per student under both

DPE and WNS, we.have set the state black grant variable for each district
equal to zero. Since we are interested in the patterns that would emerge
undei a pure matching,rate system (either DPE or WNS), we felt that the
inclusion of state block grant variable would have produced distorted patterns
of expenditure.
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Table 4

Simulations of Educational Expenditure per Student and Imputed Property
Tax Rates Across Pennsylvania School Districts Under a System of District
Power' Equalization in which the Median Wealth District is the Key District

(1)

District
Wealth
pei Student

(2)

Price

(3)

Expenditure
per
Student

(4)

Property
Tax
Rate

(5)

Expenditure
per
Student

(6)

Property
Tax
Rate

($) ($) ($) (%) ($) (7)

7,510 .35222 '1,157.7 .054 1,437.9 .067

11,380 .53372 867.8 .041 1,031.8 .048

13,240 .62096 801.7 .038 914.3 .043

14,430 .67677 698.1 .033 853.6 .040

15,455 .72484 704.9 .033 803.1 .038

16,431 .77061 709.3 .033 769.5 .036

17,326 .81259 703.2 .033 737.6 .035

18,023 J14528 689.4 .032 714.7 .034

19,317 .90598 609.0 .029 676.3 .032

20,175 .94621 600.5 .028 653.2 .031

21,329 1.00033 624.8 .029 624.8 .029

22,274 1.04465 564.9 .026 603.6 .028

23,724 1.11266 571.1 .027 573.9 .027

25,133 1.17874 546.8 .026 548.1 .026

26,581 1.24665 513.1 .024 524.1 .025

28,598 1.34125 587.3 .028 494.4 .023

30,699 1.43978 513.5 .024 467.2 .022

33,100 1.55239 484.4 .023 439.9 .021

36,499 1.7118.0 444.9 .021 406.9 .019

45,699 2.L4328 361.8 .017 340.0 .016

90,260 4.:!3319 213.8 .010 197.5 .009

'Source:
All numbers are derived from data made available by the
Division of Education Statistics, Pennsylvania Department
of Education.
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Tfble 5 p

Simulations of Educational Expenditure per Student and Imputed Property
Tax Rates Across Pennsylvania School Districts Under a Wealth Neutral
System in Which Median Wealth District is the Key District

(1)

District
Wealth

per Student

(S)

(2)

Price

CIL

(3)

Expenditure
per
Student

'(S)

(4)

Property
Tax
Rate

(X)

(5)

Expenditure
per
Student

(S)

(6)

Property
Tax
Rate

(%)
7,510 .85993 503.2 .058 625.0 .072

11,380 .91318 525.6 .042 625.0 .050

13,240 .93339 548.0 .039 625.0 .044

14,430 .94508 511.1 .033 625.0 .041

15,455 .95450 545.2 .034 625.0 .039

16,431 .96299 576.1 .034 625.0 .037

17,326 .97040 595.8 .033 625.0 .035

18,023 .97595 602.8 .033 625.0 .034

19,317 .98578 562.8 .029 625.0 .032

20,175 .99199 574.6 .028 625.0 .031

21,329 1.00000 625.0 .029 625.0 .029

22,274 1.00629 5e3.0 .026 625.0 .028

23,724 1.01551 621.9 .027 625.0 .027

25,133 1.02401 623.5 .025 625.0 .025

26,581 1.03234 611.9 .024 625.0 - .024

28,598 . 1.04331 742.4 .027 625.0 .023

30,699 1.05406 687.1 .024 625.0 ..021

33,100 1.06560 688.2 .022 625.0 .020

36,499 1.08076 683.4 .020 625.0 .019

45,699 1.11646 665.0 .016 625.0 .015

90,260 1,23191 676.8 .009 625.0 .009

1
Source: All numbers are derived from data made available by the

Division of Education Statistics,. Pennsylvania Department
of Education.
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wealth, the range of values of the price of education is quite wide

between the richest and poorest districts. The other factor is the

very high magnitude of the price elasticity in relation to the wealth

elasticity of expenditure. That is, low prices induce very large ex-

penditure responses. The remarkable result displayed in this table is

that the poorest district has been induced to spend more than five

times the amount being spent by the richest district.

A second set of simulations is also presented in Table 4. Column

(5) shows the prbjected pattern of expenditures for Pennsylvania under

a'DPE system if districts were identical in All respects other than wealth.

This' accomplished by assuming that with the exceptibn of price and wealth

the values of the independent variables foi each district are the same as

those of the median district. These median' district values are then used

in the regression equation to produce the simulated levels of expenditure.

efo

This allows us to isolate the effects of DPE ad' the patterns of expendi-

tures. The resulting pattern is even more dramatic than that shown in

column (3). In this case expenditure per student in the poorest district

is more than seven times asgreat as the richest district.

The ability of WNS to achieve wealth neutrality is demonstrated in

Table 5. Column (3) shows the resulting pattern of expenditure per student

when we use the value of each district's independent variables in-the

regression equation. Column (3) shows a slight positive relationship

between expenditure per student and the level of district wealth. Since

WNS neutralizes wealth, this pattern must be due to the effect of the

other independent variables.
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The pattern of expenditure revealed in columh (5) of Table 5 pro-

vides the clearest picture of the effect of WNS. In this simulation

districts are assumed to be identical_in all respects other than wealth.

That is, in using the regression equation to derive the level of expen-

diture we use each district's own value of wealth per student and its own

price under WNS, but the values of the other independent variables are those

of the median district. The result is that the level of expenditure per

student is the same everywhere. Wealth neutrality with respect to per

student educational expenditures is clearly visible.

The third and final step in our procedure is to determine the local

tax rate needed to finance the projected level of expenditure per student.

The local tax rate is simply the amount of revenue per student that the

_district must raise divided by the market value of property per student

for the district. The amount the local district must'raise is calculated

by multiplying the level of expenditure per Student by the price of edu-

cation- faced by the district.

Columns (4) and (6) of Table 4 show that under the assumed DPE plan

the local tax rate declines with increasing levels of district wealth.

This result is not caused by differences in districts' tax bases since

under DPE each district is guaranteed that for any given tax rate it can

raise the same amount of revenue per student as the key district. The
o

deciini-in tax-rates_occurs because poor districts have been induced to

spend more than rich districts on education. Poor distri-Eft-spend-more______,___

on education because they are given a'lZ difference in price for every 1%

difference in wealth, even ough districts appear to be about seven times

as responsive to price di .erences than to wealth differences.
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Aix rates also decline as a function of wealth in our. WNS simulations.

Columns (4) and (6)of Table S show the steady downward drift in tax rates

as the level of district wealth risei, under WNS. In the case of DPE, tax

rates were higher for poor districts because they had been induced to

spend more than the richer districts on education. Under the WNS simula-

tions, levels of expenditure per student do not decline as a function of

wealth so that the source of the decline in tax rates cannot be the same

for DPE and WNS.

The general relationship between the tax rates: of, school districts

and their levels of wealth can be expressed using the concept of tax

elasticity. In'Section IV above it was shown-that the elasticity of the

tax rate with respect to wealth under the WNS plais (- -1). Thus,'

given our paraieter estimatee;,the tax rate'dedlines by approximately

6/7% for each 1% increase in wealth,, Intuitively, WNS gives districts a

. .

price change which'is just large enoug6 to achieve wealth neutrality.

For Pennsylvania, WS gives districts a 1/7% change in price for each 1%

difference in wealth. The equation below shows that, for given levels

of expenditure, if price rises by a smaller percentage than wealth, the

tax rate must all,as a function, of wealth.
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Part 2

Exnditure and Tax Rate Simulations with Average Projected Expenditures
Constrained to Equal Average Actual Expenditure per Student-in Rennsylvania
in /976.

The state-wide average level of the simulated expenditures presented

in Tables 4 and 5 are substantially below the actual amount spent by

Pennsylvania districts during the yeai 1976. ( eactual average level

of expenditures per student was $1,044.) This ccurs beca6aewe did not

include the influence of state block grants in our simulated expenditures.

Presumably, state block grants would not be needed in either a pure DPE

or WNS system. Thus, to retain the SBG variable in the simulation pro-

cedure would produce distorted patterns of expenditures.
31

Tables 6 and 7'show the patterns of expenditure per student and

tax rates when state'block grants are set equal to zero and the averagi

level of expenditure per student for our 21 sample districts is constrained

to equal $1,044. To assure that the.average level of simulated expenditures

will equal $1,044, a district which is wealthier than the median wealth

district must b1 used as the key district. The selection of a wealthier

ilstrict as the key district proVides all districts with lower prices cor

education and thereby'inducea them to spend at higher levels.

Table 6 simulates the expenditures associated with our DPE plan. 4

mathematical search procedure revealed that in order to insure that the

average level of expenditures across all Pennsylvania school districts

31The
SBG variable was included'in the estimation of the behavioral

parameters (a and $) in order to guarantee,urbiased estimates of distriCts'
responsiveness to wealth andpriCe. Given these estimates, the simula-
tions were carried out with SBG = 0.
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_

,Simulations Educational. Expenditure Student and IMputed Property Tax,._., _ ,

.

Rate$:"ActoSs PinnsylVania-School Districts Under a System of District Power

:gquriI'izAtiOn O itulatedAverage Expenditure per Student Constrained to Equal

0404)-'
Jz..---------

(2) 0 (3).-- (4) (5) -(6)--(1)

Oietrier Expenditure Property Expenditure
Oeilth
'Per-Student

Per Tax per

Pace-, Student Rate_ Price Student
($)-- ($) (z) ($) ($)

.205759 1,912.1 .052 .262606 1,891.2

12,3iO4- .311789 1,433.2 .039 .397930 1,357.1

13,-240 .Z52750 1,324.1 .036 .462969 1,202.6

4?.436 .395353, 1,152.9 .032 .504581 1,122.7

15,455 .423436 1,164.2 .032 .540422 1,062.9

6,431:- .450177' 1,171.6 .032 .574551 1,012.1

17,326 '.474698 -1,161:4 .032 .605847 970.2

18,023 .493794 1,138.6 .031 .630219 940.1

19,317 .529247 1,005.8 .02E1 .675467 889.5

20,175 .552755 991.8 .027 .705469 859.1

21,329 .584372 1,031.9 .028 .745821 321.8

22;274 .610263 933.0 .026 .378866 7'3,8

21,724 .64999D 943:2 .026 .829569 754.8

25,133 ,688594 903.1 A025 .878838 720.9

26,581 .728267 847.5 .023 .929471 689.3

28,598 .783528 969.9 .027 1.000000 650.2

30,699 .841092 848.2 .023 1.073467 614.4

33,100 .906874 860.0 .022 1.157424 578.6

36,499 1.000000 .734,7 .020 1.276278 535.1

45,699 1.252062 597.5 .016 1.597979 447.2

90,260 2.472944 351.2 .010-- 3.156165 259.7

;Source: All numbers are derived from data made available by the
Division-of Education Statistics, Pennsylvania Department
of Education.
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;Table 'r7
.

SimOlAtiOns of E0C4i041kxpenaiture per Student and Imputed Property Tax
Rates Acrois Pennsylvania School Districts Under a Wealth Neutral SysteT
(Simulated Average, Expenditure per Student Constrained to Equal $1,044)

4

(1)

Iistrict
Wealth
ei Student

(2)

Price

(3) (4) (5)

Price

(6)

Expenditure
per

Student

(7)

Property
Tax
Rate

Expenditure
per

Student

Property
Tax
Rate

($) ($) ($) (%) ($) ($) (%)
7,510 .49309 845.8 .056 .496709 1,043.2 .069

11,380 .523572 883.4 .041 .527469 1,043.2 .048
13,240 .535157 921.1 .037 .539140 1,043.2 .042
14,430 .541858 859.07 .032 .545891 1,043.2 .039
15,455 .547260 916.3 .032 .551333 1,043.2 .037
16,431 .552126 968.3 .033 .556236 1,043.2 .035
17,126 .556376 1,001.4 .032 .560517 1,043.2 .034

18,023 .559558 1,013.2 .031 .563723 1,043.2 .033

19,317 .565195 945.9 .028 .569402 1,043.2 .031

20,175 .568757 965.7 .027 .572990 1,043.2 .030

21,329 .573349 1,050.4 .028 .577617 1,043.2 .028

22,274 .576954 983.1 .025 .581248 1,043.2 .027

23,724 .582238 1,045.3 .026 .586572 1,043.2 .026

25,133 587115 1,048.0 .024 .591485 1,043.2 .025

26,581 .591889 1,028.5 .023 .596294 1,043.2 .023

28,598 .598181 1,247.8 .026 .602633 1,043.2 .022

30,699 .604343 1,154.7 .023 .608841 1,043.2 .021

33,100 .610958 1,156.7 .021 .615506 1,043.2 .019

36,499 .619654 1,148.5:, .019 .624266 1,043.2 .018

45,699 .640122 1,117.7 .016 .644886 1,043.2 .015

90,260 .706311 1,137.5 .009 .711568 1,043.2 .008

'Source: All numbers are derived from data made available by the
Division oP Education Statistics, Pennsylvania Department
of Education.
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averaged $1,044 per student, the 90th percentile district (19th shown in

column (1)) had to be selected as the key district. Column (2) shows the

vector of prices for the 21 districts and column (3) contains that pattern

of expenditures that result when we use each district's own values of the

independent variables in regression equation (13). Column (4) shows the

distribution of imputed property tax rates. The patterns displayed in

these columns are similar to those derived under the OPE system when the

median district was the key. Both the level of expenditure per student

and the imputed tax rates are inversely related to the districts' levels

of wealth.

Columns (5), (6), and (7) of Table 6 show the simulation results

when!meneutralize the effects of the independent variables other than

wealth and price. That is, we assume that each district can be described

by the values of the independent variables of the median district. In

this case, establishing an average level of per student expenditure of

$1,044 is insured by selecting the '75th percentile district as the key

district. And once again we see in bold relief the major effect of DPE

when the price elasticity of expenditure far exceeds in value the wealth

elasticity of expenditure. Both expenditures per student and the imputed

property tax rate are inversely related to school districts' levels of

wealth.

The simulations shown in Table 7 are based on a WNS plan and pro-

duce expenditure patterns with a state-wide average of $1,044 per

student. A curious feature of this simulation that in order to produce

the'state-wide average expenditure level of $1,044 per student it was

necessary to employ a set of pricac in which the price to all school dis-

tricts was less than $1. Since WNS gives only a 1/7% price change for
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erlh 1% difference in wealth, a district with a level of wealth of

$1,000,000 per student had to'be chosen as the key Cst:ict.32

Column (2) of Table 7 shows the set of pr.'ces needed to produce the

'desired average level of expenditures.

CGlumns (3) and (4) show the patterns oi expenditure per student

and tax rates that result when using each district's own values of the

independent variables in regression equation (13). The variation in

expenditure per student from district to district is much less than

under a DPE system. Yet, some divergence remains. It appears that on

the average the level of spending is a bit higher in .he richer dis-

tricts. This pattern, however, is not due to wealth of the district,

but to the impact of the other independent variables. With regard

to the s4mulated property tax rates of coluffin (4), the pattern is

as expected. The rates are inversely related tc, district wealth.

The simulations shown in columns (5), (6), and (7) are calculated

on the assumption that with the exception of the price and wealth vari-

ables each district has the same independent variable characteristics as

the median district. To produce an average level of spending of S1,044

per student, a district with wealth per student o. 5750,000 had to be

used as the key district. The patterns are, once again, predictable.

In this case, expenditure per student is the same for each district.

perfect wealth neutrality in expenditure per student has been achieved.

And once again the cost of such wealth neutrality is clearly seen; the

property tax rate needed to achieve wealth neutrality declines with

increasing levels of district wealth.

32
.No district in Pennsylvania has a level of wealth per student as

high as $1,000,000. Thus, in the simulations of Table 7 all districts
face a price of education which is less than $1.
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Part 3

Expenditure and Tax Rate Simulations: The Influence of the District's
Property Mix.

In this part we examine how the property mix of local districts

can affect the intra-state patterns of expenditure per student and tax

rates. The ownership mix of district property between residents and

nonresidents directly affects the price of education. For instance, if

half of a district's property is owned by nonresidents and these non-

residents are unable to shift their taxes back onto residents, then the

price of a dollar's worth of education to residents is $.50.
33

Such a

lowering of the price of education will induce an increase in their level

of expenditure per student. The extent of the reaction, of course, de-

pends on the estimated price elasticity of expenditure per student.

Two factors must be taken into account in analyzing the effect of

the property mix on the level of expenditure. The first is to determine

whether or not the property mix has any effect on the estimated value of

B. The second factor concerns how the property mix related lower prices

will affect the levels of expenditure per student and tax rates. Once.

we know the extent to which a district's price is lowered by the mix,

we can use our estimated price elasticity and regression equation to

simulate expenditure and tax patterns.

33-
nonresident property owners may be able to shift part of their tax

burden onto residents by raising the prices of the goods they produce,
by lowering the wages they pay local labor or perhaps by moving their
capital goods out of the' taxed area.
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To determine whether the property mix affects the estimated value

of 0, we estimated our regression equation using a price variable expressed

in the following manner:
34

(14) P
i
= LS

i
(1 -

0
C -

1
I )

where

P
i
= the price of education to the residents of

the district.

LS
i
= the local share for the ith district = 1 minus

the state aid ratio (SAR) implicit in the state

funding scheme.

C
i
= the fraction of the tax base in the i

th
district

that is classified as commercial property.

I
i
= the fraction of the tax base in the i

th
district

that is classified as industrial property.

£0 = proportion of the commercial tax not shifted

onto residents ( <
0
< 1).

£1 = proportion of the industrial tax not, shifted

onto residents (0 <
1
< 1).

Equation (14) takes account of both the matching rate implicit in state

grants and the mix of taxable property in a school district. For instance,

34
This specification is taken from, Helen Ladd, "Local Education Ex-

penditures, Fiscal Capacity, and the Composition of the Property Tax
Base", National Tax Journal, June 1975.



0

a value of t
0

= = 1 implies that the incidence of the tax on commercial
1

and industrial property falls entirely on nonresidents. In such a case

P
i

= LS
i

(1 - C
i

-
i
) and the price of a dollar's worth of education

within a school district is reduced by an amount equal to the fraction of

total property value which is industrial and commercial.

Equation (14) is based on the asusmption that residents own all

residential property in a district but none of the commerical and industrial

property. This is, of course, not necessarily true. Moreover; there are

no firm empirical estimates of the proportion of the tax burden which

businesses could possibly shift back onto school district residents. To

cope with this information'gap, we have calculated the value of the price

elasticity of expenditure (0) under a series of assumptions regarding the

degree of possible tax shifting and the relative proportions of commercial

and industrial property owned by school district residents.

The degree of tax shifting and the proportion of res :Ldent ownership

of commercial and industrial property can be expressed through specifying

the values of t and L. For example, suppose that in a given school dis-

trict one half of the total property value is commercial (i.e., Ci 1/2).

Furthermore, suppose that one-half of the commercial property is owned by

residents and that two-thirds of the tax on commercial property cannct be

shifted back onto residents. Under this set of conditions, one-fourth

of the district's property value is owned by nonresidents and two-thirds

of their taxes cannot be shifted back onto residents. Thus, the price of

a dollar's worth of education to residents is reduced by 1/6 of a dollar

($l/6 = 1/4 2/3 $1). This price reduction could have been expressed

simply by setting t
0

= 1/3. That is, variations in t
0
and t

1
alone can
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capture our assumption° about both the degree of shifting and the owner-

-ship by residents of the commercial and industrial property. In the

estimatioh-of,our regression equation we have experimented with several

specifications ofP based cil different values of
0

and 9,1.35

The results o;- our empiriCal calculations show that the value of

the price elasticity (0 tends to be remarks ly stable with respect to

differentvaluestand L. That is, for values of ranging

from .5 to 1.0, the value of the estimated price elasticity changed,only

slightly. For to = t1 = .7, the estimated regression equation is

(15) lnE = .602 + .1291nW + .061 1nINC - .8691nP
(2.51) (10.,32) (3.938) (5.08)

+ .550 lnLAGVAR + .0781nSBG -
(23.15) (5.847)

- .0121nPED + .231 1nWADM.
(2.12) (6.579)

.0371nPERC
(2.06)

Table 8 reports the results of simulations which take account of

the property mix. We assume a DPE subsidy plan in which the median wealth

district is the key district; Column (2) Shows the price of education to

each district before we take account of the property mix. This set of

prices is identical to that shown in column (2) of Table 4. To determine

35
The use of a value of t

0
close to 1 means that most of the commercial

property,in a district is owned by nonresidents and that there is little
shifting of the tax burden back onto residents. As the value of to de-
creases, we know that either the proportion of commercial property owned
by nonresidents is decreasing or that a larger proportion of the tax is
being shifted back onto residents (or both). Of course, as the values
of

0
and 11 become smaller, differences in districts' property mixes be-

tween commercial, industrial and residential have a smaller impact on the
price variable. .
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Table 8

Simulations of Educational Expenditure per Student and Imputed Property Tax
Rates Across Penysylvania School Districts Under DPE (Median Key)--Including
the Property Mix

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Price Price
without with

District Effect Effect Expenditure Property Expenditure PropertyWealth of Mix of Mix per Tax per Tax
per Student

($)

(LSi)

($)

(P )(Pi) Student

($)

Rate

(2)

Student

($)

Rate

(2)

7,510 .35210 .32625 1243.5160 .058302 1544.4628 .072411

11,380 .53355 .47463 968.2016 .045394 1151.2518 .053976

13,240 .62075 .45524 1071.1905 .050222 1221.6512 .057277

14,430 .67654 .64161 733.7174 .034400 897.1830 .042064

15,455 .72460 .63867 793.2530 .037191 909.4206 .042638

.77036 .65371 827.0935 .038778 897.2611 .042068

17,326 --.-81232 .64062 877.9379 .041162 920.9278 .043177

18,023 .84500 -:75191 768.9822 .036053 797.2657 .037379

19,317 .90567 .78774 -------,693.8728 .032532 7,0.5386 .036126

20,175 .94590 .78481 7i-S:0496 .033525 777.7655 .036465

21,329 1.00000 .86585 764.5149 ---.035844, 764.5149 .035844

22,274 1.04431 .88971 656.2010 .030766 ---:-.7014.2]..3 .032872

23,724 1.11229 .94901 662.5309 .031062 665.7832-----4-031215

25,133 1.17835 .96337 660.0980 .030948 661.6453 .031021

16,581 1.24624 1.08226 585.5543 .027453 598.0447 .028039

15,598 1.34080 1.00723 767.2340 .035971 645.8673 .030281

30,699 1.43931 1.27096 576.9'492 .027050 524.8297 .024606

33,1r0 1.55188 1.30672 568.8830 .026672 516.6359 .024222

36,499 1.71124 1.26465 590.1484 .027669 539.7312 .025305

45,699 2.14258 1.49249 507.1617 .023778 476.6469 .022347

90,260 4.23180 3.31284 268.8076 .012603 248.2246 .011638

1
Source: All numbers are derived from data made available by the

Division of Education Statistics, Pennsylvania Department
of Education.



the change in price due to the property mix, we must make assumptions

about the proportion of the tax burden on nonresidents which cannot be

shifted back onto residents. For this simulation, we assume to = t1 = .7.

This means we are assuming that the proportion of commercial and industrial

property owned by nonresidents is such that after we take account of the

degree of shifting of their property tax back onto residents, nonresidents

pay $.70 of every dollar of tax on industrial and commercial property in

the district.

Using these values for L0 and t
1

and,the values of C and I for a

particular district, we can calculate the price faced by the distiict

after taking account of the mix factLr.
36

For example, the property

value of the median wealth district in Pennsylvania is proportioned

approximately as follows: 72% residential, 11% commercial and 17% indus-

trial. The price equation assumes that all of the residential property

value of the district is owned by residents and thus there ca.. be no

reduction in price from the taxation of this property. Taxation of com-

mercial and industrial property does reduce the price of education to

residents by the proportion of the tax base 'that is "external" to the

residents (owned by nonresidents and the taxes cannot be shifted back

onto residents). The assumption that to = t1 = .7 means that .7 of the

industrial_and commercial tax base is external to the residents. Thus,

the mix factor lowers the.price of education for the median (key) district

from $1.00 to $.8058. The priCe-faced by residents of the 21 districts

is given in column (3).

36
Data on the property mix of districts was provided by the Pennsylvahia

State Assessment Board, Harrisburg, Pa.
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Colnins (4) and (5) show the patterns of expenditure per student and

tax,rates that emerge when we use the prices of column (3) and the values

of the other independent variables that pertain to each district in regres-

sion equation (13). Comparing the results of this simulation to the

results of the simulation in which we used the same DPE plan but didn't

take account of the property mix (Table 4), districts now undertake a

higher level of expenditure per student. Since districts now spend more

but have the same guaranteed tax base as tn Table 4, all districts now

face a higher tax rate.

In terms of the distribution of the increases in expenditure per

student, the 15th, 35th, 50th, 65th, 75th, 90th, and 95th percentile dis-

tricts show large increases in expenditure per student due to the mix

factors. In general, the mix factor appears to favor students of the

relatively wealthy districts. The correlation coefficient between dis-

trict wealth per student and the district proportion of nonresidential

property is .088. This implies that, in general, wealthy districts

tend to have a higher proportion of commercial and industrial property

than poor districts and thus receive relatively large price reductions

which lead to higher levels of expenditure per student.

Columns (6) and (7) show the patterns of expenditure per student and

tax zates under a DPE plan in which we take account of the property mix

but in which we assume that each district can be described by the values

of the independent variables'of the median wealth district other than

wealth, mix and price. The patterns conform closely to the patterns re-

vealed in columns (4) and (5).

o
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,
reports the,resuiteof 'simulations that are based 'on a

HNS plan and take account of the price effects caused by districts' property

mixes. The median wealth district is the key district. Column (2) shows

the prices which districts face under WNS while column (3) shows the price

faced by districts after also taking account of the property'mix.
37

Columns (4) and (5) show the patterns of expenditure per student

and tax rates when we incorporate the districts' awn values of the indepen-
,.

`dent variables.
38

The differences in expenditure per student between

41,

districts are due to differences in property mixes and the other indepen-

dent variables except wealth. The pattern is that expenditure per student

tends to be higher in the'richer districti. Since the direct effect of

wealth has been neutralized by WNS, it must be true that the other:inde- .

pendent variables are correlated with wealth (we have already established

that the correlation coefficient between mix .and wealth is .088).

However, as, expected tax rates decline.as a function of wealth,tihder

the WNS plan.

Columns (6) and (7) report the results of a simulation which employs

a WNS plan and takes account of the price effects caused by districts'

property mixes. Each district has its own values of wealth, mix and price

'37
Column (2) of Table

P. 9 is, of course, identical to column (2) of

Table 5.

38
The tax rate is calculated as

(LS
i
)E )

ti=
"-i

Even though P
i
determines E LS

i
must be used to calculate the tax

rate since the tax is applied to the entire tax base.
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Table 9

Simulations of Educational Expenditure per Student and Imputed Property
Tax Rates Across Pennsylvayia School Districts Under UM (Median Key)- -
Including the Property Mix

(1)

District
Wealth
per Student

($)

(2)

Price

without
Effect
of Mix
(LSi)

(s)

(3)
Price
with
Effect
of Mix.
(P

i($)

(4) (5)

Expenditure Property
per Tax
Student Rate

($) (X)

(6)

Expenditure
per
Student

($)

(7)

Property
Tax
Rate

(X)

7,510 .85993 .79679 540.3632 .061874 671.1381 .076848

11,380 .91318' .81234 586.3053 .047048 697.1534 .055943

13,240, .93339 .68451 732.0149 .051605. 834.8346 .058854

14,430 .%4507 .89628 537.0653 .035174 656.7186 .043011

15,455 .95450 .84130 613.3470 .037880 703.1683 .043427

16,431 .96298 .81716 671.5588 .039359 728.5315 .042698

17,326 .97040 .76528 743.6785 .041652 780.0941 .043692

18,023 .97595 ..86843 672.2244 .036401 696.9492 .037740

19,317 .98578 .85742' 641.0938 .032716 711.9280 .036331

20,175 .99199 82306 683.9870 .033631 743.9786 .036581

21,329 1.00000 .80585 764.5149 .035844 764.5149, 435844'

22,274 1.00629 .85732 679.3132 .030690 725.8156 .032791

23,724 1.01550 .86643 721.2882 .030875 724.8289 .031026

25,133 1.02401 .83719 752.5192 .030660 754.2832 .030732

.26,581 1.03234 .89650 693.0724 .027111 712.9629 .027690

28,598 1.04331 .78375 969.6693 .035375 816.2798 .029779

30,699 1.05406 .93077 771.6436 .026495 701.9360 .024101

33,100 1.06560 .89726 808.0063 .026012 733.7978 .023623

36,499 1.08076 .79871 906.2540 .026835 828.8315 .024542

45,699 1.11646 .77771 931.9342 .022768 875.8517 .021398

90,260 1.23190 .96439 850.5416' .011609 785.4143 .010720

1 Source: All numbers are derived from data made available by the
Division of Education Statistics, Pennsylvania Department
of Education.

I
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t.

wallas the median district's values of the other independent variables.

Since WNS uses the price to neutralize-wealth,_the only remaining deter-
.

minant of differences in districts' levels of expenditure per student is

the property mix. We see quite clearly that the mix factor tends to

favor the wealthier districts. And in this final case we see, once again,

the very familiar pattern of tax rates declining as a function of wealth.

DPE and WNS Compared to the Existing Expenditure and Tax Distribution in
!. Pennsylvania.

As a final point, it is of interest to compare=the results of our

simulations to the situation as it actually exists in'pennsylvania. Plotted

in Figure 1 is the actual level of expenditure per student for, Pennsylvania

districts in 1976 and'the simulated levels of expenditure per student expec-
s

ted to emerge under the DPE and WNS plans..3
9

Figure 2 presents the tax

rates that existed in 1976 and the tax rates generated by the DPE and WNS

simulations.

Figure 1 shows that under the existing subsidy system used in Pennsyl-

*-Vania, expenditure per student rises as a function of wealth. The poorest a

district has expenditure per student of $696 while the richest district has

,expenditure per student of $1,861. The DPE system would completely reverse

the wealth biad.' Poor districts would be led to spend at very high levels-
.

($1,912 per student for the poorest district),while rich districts would

be induced to spend at low levels ($353 per student for the richest district).

39
The simulations plotted in Figures 1 and 2,are those in which the average

level of expenditure per student was set equal to the actual average level of
expenditure per 'student in 1976 ($1,b44).
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II*04-sult:isd4e, of, courieito the wide range of prices given by DPE

COMbined*distriOtil strong responsiVtaess to price effects.

clo,c900-#49#45he.actut9. System, the adoption of WNS would reduce
.

4he*ffereneevin)tbe,4eVel ofeXpenditure per student between poor and

rich.diatriOtaynder.WNS:the..poorest district would spend $845 per

Mtndiat-fwhiie-4hericheatAistrict would spend $1,137 per student.

lilthoUgh,thire-,remaina a.positive -relation between expenditures and

re440n;mapOe due-to factors that are positively correlated

.iiith*altkloush=na:prePertY mix) since the direct effect of wealth has

been4i0atriaiiied. 'I!ok districts ln'the middle of the wealth range, the

,-;leVe1M-of:.-expenditn*e:TitstadeaunderiiNS and the current system would
- ,

166,neatiY-,identiCai. tielitinteffect of would be to reduce the dis-

iarit40-.*exPenditnre4er'itudent between poor and rich districts.

?Figuri-V-patilita,USio,COmPare actual tax rates with, those that would

iWgerieritedtinderM1%-andyNNA. There is no "clear trend in tax rates as

alOnctiOn of*ealth-under the current system. Hoirever, under-both DPE

apcIONS-tax-ratee aa.a function of wealth. Under DPE the elasticity

,Ofthe-tax_rate with respect to wealth is (a + 0).-Since we have estimated

that's = .13491 and 8 = -.9331-i'this means that the tax rate falls by

.7984rforeach 1% increase in wealth. For WNS the wealth elasticity of

the tax rate.is-t--.1-.- Thus,.in this case, given the values of a and

0, the tax rate faili by .855% for each 1% increase in wealth.

Under DPE poor districts would face relatively high tax rates because

DPE would induce them to undertake high levels of expendittta:---By*Oviding

a 1% change in price for each): difference in wealth DPE guarantees that
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'iliia-:iiiiiiiCi,44:74aaraanit-ftiailafar education as if it had the tax base

4---***est,?;14.4*tot,, But given the -same tax base and spending more,
'..::,.=, -_,,l''.= '' '1:' .:,:-.--:-- ---,- ,I..-,440:41.440**4-1*604ither, tax rates than richer districts.

Under WNS, 406*:iiiiitkiCia!weitlit, be given a. 117% change in price for

each
-,-0 k .

1% difference in wealth. Since the state subsidy is less than the

diff4ei-i!iilaJiiiatthihe;gUaranteed tax base of poor districts is less
_.thEUV'the4.taXbiisaot veitih-Ydiiietictil.- Given that all districts under-

take about the

.

same level of expenditure the poor districts with the

4!;41:0,atiaiiiilte4iitic,baseillaluat face higher tax rates than wealthy dis-

tricts. the,`-treatment of taxpayers is the cost of achieving

the.-aciiiitablafreatMent,,of .itUdents.
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VI.:
SOSitAR-LANIX.-.CONCiUSIONS_

.

This implications for both students

:,-*OrpayaragOtadOptinueitker a district, power equalizing system (DPE)

*4***aiiii*Oral system of Martin Feldstein (WNS). Both DPE and WNS

aireiliaiChing-rate4istemii.ahick the state pays a portion of the school

44tFic**liudget. *tin.typtems attempt to offset the effects of wealth

diffOrtntiiiis-IOn*pencliturelier zaident by lowering the price of education
- ,

.rof4,0Or.,dittriCtt,, The WNS plant differ in the size of the price

districts. The DPE plan gives a 1% change in, .

priOclOi=eaoh.j.% difference in wealth. In determining the size of the price

reduction, WNS takedliccount of districts' responsiveness to price changes A 1

,(OriCe*Iatticity of educational expenditure) and gives a poor district a.,.

price which is 1O17 enough to just offset the influence of the wealth differ- .1

/ entiat;On,expenditure per student. WNS achieves wealth neutrality in the

sense that. districts which are alike in all respects other than wealth

141I.actually-spend_thesaMe amount per student. DPE does not, in general,

achieve wealth neutrality since it ignores districts' responsiveness to
1

:- -Oita:04461.

TO determine- how.Pennsylvania students and taxpayers would be treated

.underihnitenplans*Itiave estimated the school district expenditure re-

400nai*Onest to changes (price elasticity) and wealth differences

(*4kelastiCitY).. The value of (B) the price elasticity was calculated

,
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= öbè933hilé the value oi'the-wealth elasticity (a) was .1349.

,111BX,.-:schoatdietiiCtx in Pennsylvania are estimated to be approximately

:Ogyeti,.tiliteXAs:,reSPOnsive to price effects as to wealth effects.

- _

'::11i-teiMX,Ot;theikeatithent-of studenta, WNS achieves wealth neutrality

:****14ifietticts-017t change in price for each 1% difference in wealth.

diitkict-s are more respongive to price effects
.,

thinfteiii4ialtii-ettectS, the DPE pian which gives a 1% price change for
- -

r

*ichAtidiffeiende:ii",wealih_would-stimulate poor districts to spend at

--7 , , . , - . , - ,-..,
4000* levels than wealthy districts.

the-:,tkeitMeni,.,of taxpayers under the two systems can be stated using

the,ke7Wen4Odent#YHth4-400lies to each'school district.
40

P1Ei t
i i

At=14001e rearrangement shows that DPE guarantees that expenditure per

student per 1% of tax rate is independent of school district wealth (effort

,eqUity)..

(S.2)

_Under DPE price differs among school districts by 1% for each 1% difference

in wealth.- Thus, the left hand side of (S.2) (expenditure per student per

74 of tax rate) is the same for all districts.

40See footnote 11 for a discussion of this revenue identity.
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thtrDPE .and` WNS Would°faii to achieve

aax.ate `of:=a, ,district is

er, equity 410.:***, that 4444;Cts with the sime_preference for

iieatit*:-faces OkAfAl**** Thie.Condition will not be satisfied

w0414,4nduCe,OOr 'Chao/ districts to spend more per

n°71.1.ah '.$inde,, in essence, DPE gives- each school

district ,.:he,:iiiimegUaranteed! tax hale, necessarily follOWs that in

;ord41,tofinenCe;*ii,r-ihigher:,4eVeri3Of :expenditure, poor district's will

th#n those used in wealthier

,-

41nd'er ,twoidietriCte, with 'identical preferences' for education

:but .withs.dif event Weilth].IeVeis_are led to spend the same amount per

et-udent.,, *Weyer; ',adjustment In- price needed to assure expenditure

it*eiaitei .*PoSiiii4=,the::,sipt:ipment of taxpayer equity. In this system.,

.erlip#04r*Or.0:tidetif4,,,ecivalimi sanont districts by lowering the

ii:#0**4 .0444* for each '4. increase in wealth,. a situation

which: <implieis. -_that;. poorer; districts witl.have to employ higher tax rates

districts.42' :.Thus," it appears 'that:there exists a tunda-

1004-004i.00epwee0,044040ent-of expenditure and-taxpayer equity.
71

e.:exietLielatiOnlietimietifweiltheAd--the tax rate under DPE is die,
:E40604*-44.4001-

.

iexact_Teltit on ,betweeti,'Wealth and the tax rate %Aide: WNS is dig-
,. .. ,.
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,

,

na -ponceriV, ,,tirdeteriaine the effect of the property

property value °lined by -residents NiS.. 'non-

-t0"nrit*tia-,t,fertta7,:,O4.--4penditu.O.,Per,:,StUdent. and tax rates. ,The,

lowers he -price- of education totdinikres.01 !QthPTST-f-F

Lof tion districts under-residents. Resonding tot loiter price
-4, 1

enditureperAitudent-an d'face higher tax ratesa :**0

1ln
el:04 residents.

41
It

1- /0 4.
--=tuainta.

ofto:WIontid
, F,;;-,'

-*4.71`

y thr districti. Th correlation coefficient between district

proportion , of nonresidential property

' , ,,'
0' 'have higher :proportion of

,reoeitfe relatively Iárg price

tions which 1eid to higher
. -

levels of expenditure per student, r

s*,

.
7,,

-

.1

reduc-

-

-,

t, ._'*-A, t,
....,,...kiz,,...

rt,ei:lb*hi-00.0c.Of Pax: rates due to the _mix is discussed on pages- 53

4iiii.,:54:.- -- ''-'. -- --cr '-- s
- ,,
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_
TOWARDS THE-DEVELOPMENT -.0F'-MORE COMPREHENSIVE -MEASURES

-

'OF FSCH00.-,DISTNIOTf.WEATP.*
- ,

Introduction and 'Overv. iew

aSuialicia-
tuvrootiAi INSTITUTE Of SDUCAT1O11

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION
CENTER (ERIC)

leThis document hes been reproduced en
mewed from the mum or offanYair
origkuovn:
Minor changes have been made to improve
reproctuction quality.

eftedscavimwoonionsunwillohdocw

14CaretatiatOday-stili.ute-Troperty valuation as the sole measuren""mwefficitume
pow., a pc.I.,

'..,cit=theAbiliii.ofSchdol-4istiicts to provide, educational services. Yet

illieieisjneigaging;Co!iiern,, promOted in part by legal challenges, that
.. , .

jil.dgi,,measureedfseal capacity are warranted. -Significantly, seven
. , . ,

itate0:-haVe-reCentIy:andeXiakenrevisions of their basic measures. In
.,-

moat income kaabeen included along with property as an additional
,

.

,fia04,Capacity-Variakle. 14owe'Verohere remains the problem of the best

-lamOod-14:CoMbining the- two, ,as well as the appropriate weights,0 asso-

Rich;

- s

Ih,the-pretent paper, we shill examine more closelY the problems
.. '

. , .
..,-

encountered in including bothincome and property wealth'in an indeX,of

1

ACkool,district fiscalcspecity, Several alternative ways oftcombining- c

-s,

two -will be explored', being directed to four
,--

_ . , ...

-Ctatgs., Ni shall also analYze-how the various alternative combination
-,,

and-weighting sChimediend'iC affect the relative rankings of district
,4,---: ,,

-fiscal :capacity by geographical type--(uiban; rural, etc.). Finally, the

.

iipliCatiodeof these alternative fiscal capacity measures with respect

:to-the-Magnitude of state aid and the achievement of fiscal neutrality

1411 be exiiiiredi

-*NobertJ. ThOnton,,Lehigh.University

the author Wighti-:4 thank the following persons for support and
=asaiststiCe_rendered in_tke,preparAtion of this study: Ms. Esther Tron
--,the -.*:,4iffici,C1HEducation, Professors J. Richard-Aronson and John

(for r-coMputer assistance), and,

Pat_ShOup-IfOi-typing:serVices)._ -Mr. John Augenblick of the Education
-:ccOmieSion* the_Siaies was. generous in making available to_ihe author
-several ledint.mq#OgraOks_of the Commissixt. Needless to say, any errors

contained in:the study -remain' the -sole responsibility of the present author.

t`i
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114 r port- iii - ,divided inkO-1.**-,1447. chapters. Chapter I

an- additional compOrent of

from both an,,eethicadeend:.a,lndicial_standpoint.t It
.

ei!!0***404s *Os r4a;441.1.0tfa -,handful of states havl :recently

'*tijk*"t*,c4::*i*pi0:*ea*l**' ailepg. these lines.

pter :IL reviews and. critiques the various methods which, have been

eated4or,:formulatizir-measures---of fiscal -capacity. Then Clcus is

Kansas and Minne ota as

.empir4a,14.Y.4e weights-4,for aili-propeity are derived- a least-

iiiiiiimi-rogresSion_entlYsic, An ai.teinative method of deiivi weights

0,;.:Preperty- into an income flow will also e. utilized.
_

-,i41-11e.efien,;':the:Weighti4'Aceorded income and property turd to vary

lteat11. depen4inuOn...:the:i4PrOach,,nsed:

Chapter "III the fiscal consequences of utilizing the alternative

Weeiph-lea"ezei,develOPeCin,.chaker -n- are examined. Fir t of .all,

attention is directed ,to,-eitaagaa in the average-level and dispersion of

fiscal capacity by district- type e-oyet the four states st ied. Next,

changeS 'the-.1eVeI,;ef*tate4id are simulated using th aid formulas

Cist`tOit*In.effeCt: Finally, where possible, the fist 1 neutrality

consequences: .of these stete aid -changes are examined,

In-.Chapter, yo, the 'One/ chapter, a brief sue= of the important

3 0



,

CHAPTER

rritit-ifeasuria, tiftSehoO1-Di8iriat-Wealth:, Limitations and legal Issues

(

0044t0494.00h0400,0nt,Of-itate aid distributed to local

7-7
1AiStrietsi;Vialaid4orOwlagiAeririverStly related to the amount of

erty**10,TerpOilAn-,40-00001,diatriet. Property wealth'

,
.,,.,' :.; :,-,-,';',:V''I',;''', :,;"-,-'1,1,`:' .-'-';`,,:---,V:= :

. . " , .

,=.4400OSedlYineasiireivihe4iseiLeipacity-of the orschool district the
. , ,,

-,"2-::-.:.,.'; ..- 1,, .:,-':C ,, ,..',--i ,,-,,,,.,\',

ability to raise taxes locally for school support. There has developed

, , .... ,

growing recent years, Ve with this method of

laagn,rintsdiatrictmealtn for eiti distribution purposes. Principally,

1-4440leePargue4,614Viopertilmetith itself is inadequate as the sole
r

measure of a*diStricei fisoal.capacity. It is contended that local income

ffi0o1011-consicieredfaien,additional factor in measuring a district's

Atyj0*Pkif4O*WOUcetfon',.

lthete)aremsieioui,ielionnini arguing that income should be included

imiAin,idditiOnal:meieUre of wealth. In the first place, regardless of the

-,-4044WOVe,.of40404ed (pieperty tax, income tax, etc.), income is

14001WaYs4he.*itieliteAlOurceei the payment of the tax. Hence, it may

'
1144eEterIstdiesior-ef- the, ability 't9 -a the tax 2 It would make little

A`* ''' - -

,440140er:,eXSAPie;'c.IOtaiirOperty-where there is little or no income, as

Aik,axistence.vilitopettic-taX"Ciitnit breakers" or the elderly in some

-istaPW'SkvecmitWill,40.
. . . ,

, - - -
ho0;114544-playOliclerms,school district "wealth" 'and "fiscal'

*0414440040.1*Oft4eSteteei4976), p. 10.
en Odden, Alternative Measures of School District Wealth (Denver:

--,1.4444:4-40:4444

.
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44,0#4.4 06*asti*et (e.g.) TOwi) are empowered

income-ia=an'otiviOui-AdditiOnal, Componedt of such

44-4Zidie:***;Y-0;ZaisaJ..tax:dolltriv., tvenWhere a school district

' ""-" ,,-_- ',:''' l'r-:!4.;:?.-V!,::,_:'!- '' : .

''' art=of iiiiii*ii.:80****1,bOd-Y. (e.g., .New York -City) , income
. . .

`,taXe8:1;aVied:sbyi tha:4Overaental -bOdY, are often. Used to finance educa-

iiio41,;000diturak l*ak ,tbeabOve cases illustrate is-that restricting
. ,

adak:daPacity,,t0,iptopaity,WealthJalona,may result in understating the

j

atiA4t,OV00a4dbOiAliatZiCt0-.#,,taile tax dollars.3

16i4dditioa gZoWing body of evidence that income is an

iMpOitant--deterMinantoi.schooi-district expenditures in many states.

iea.154den:-hasiOinteCouti.,tba-coefficient of correlation (r) be-

6004eZpupiliandyStite,aTi local expenditures per pupil is

*Oonii,041.64. /n,-,COlOrado,and Washington respectively, the

cdeifiaient of:correlition between median family income and state and

1041,4exPailditUrear,PuOil is +0.36 and +0.40.
4

Moreover, as will be

:064441040elow, income per pupil and local expenditures per pupil

:sra:high/y correlated in -each of-the four states which are the subjects

of -tha,Ptesent analysis, (Pennsylvania, 'Minnesota, Ohio and Kansad.)

t_he Case 'for-including income as a supplementary measure of school

diatridt,1441th-is madaaven.mora convincing when it is realized that

OZOpeZfy..Vitiues-44 income are hot-always highly correlated, as Table 1

indicates. For-districts-in the thirteen states listed in the table, the
,--

correlation cOefficientSbetween property wealth and income are generally

amall.:and'oftennOt significantly different from zero. What this implies,

360
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1704-*icin/410):Cietiti ISetVien,Property Wealth
r; #a*:471*1*Oike,iiteasurOs

-

Cfliforn (1971)1` -

44*0.40-10'
ti****'00)4440:10,

1.o44*-00* 401,0)-
Kansas - ;091

.

Missouri., (1975)2r

New 14***.:04**icf**00.;
Ohio

900413,Mr'4
Pennsylvanian

*49 ',4:44',4970i`..

:C*eIfitionAletVeen. Property Wealth
_ . Per -Pupil -and

. _Income Ter

, I

7-0.56
1

V.32"

'0.341,

0.13

ObOv:kiaV* Etikigy,tiot version - of that appearing in Allen Odden,
in,ithe,4tateii:..1978. (Denver : .Education ;Commission

",tkS'40,-c.1,1,#.1..:19,71))4:4T=.'18$'
.,parentheses refer to the

yliit*itOrraopOnd: ing;:tvn,,.;;OrOperty,trealth2.-indfinCome reSPectiVelY. The foot-
..noke';3:0" erfi:refert*thetiolITPO.011ifted

Income Per
Household

0.15
-0.15
0.14
0.24

0.20
0.19

-0:20
0.01

4-0.09c

-0.03

!le"kir-

:ti e*i,,:rin-ti -4,-iii'alifotnia School.-Finince:, Dimensions,
:Siiiiiies 41111 iiii,',(Sant:affliiinitar -Rand:,Corti,;:i.'1975Y,:-' p.' 41.

'i-44:11;,4:47.,.r.F:._::' '.'
VA' liiit ikPt iniiitti,lefort- in- tht States: 1978 (Denver: Educa-

'I. otYt tisilStatet4-,-19,78).; ,p:., 18; ...

iiiiiiietitiitheit:'---;



---:-Ol'-'Couree'is-,ihmit-higk,OrOpertrweilthdistricte may also be low income

=

districts (Ind vice-versa). Examples of the former include some large

eit'iea-where Pip Sity valtiegi are -high, but average incomes are low. Farm

-,. ..

.,.tplespniti_ es:constitute.another situation of a high-property-value/low-

incolOilitUrei On the other hand, in many residential suburbs of large

:,,; , , ___. i
_

Cit*ea,,ipTeqsely theApppeSite situation may occur. The upshot of the

1.04,oblerVed.,cOrrelition'between the two variables is that both property...___
. , _.

.

--and,inCoileiheuld:te included in a more comprehensive measure of a dis-..,.., ... ... , __.

;`

. '

fiscal-capacity.

,Ohy_Alterniiive-444ainres of District Wealth Are an Issue

In the famous Serrano 4:4riest-deCisiOn of the California

IppramatOutt.in-1974.it-Wai.ruled that the quality of a child's edu-

Cation.iaiy.-nnt-be:"Ounction of the wealth of his parents and neighbors"

_ "
vithourviOlating-the equal ImoteCtion clause of the Fourteenth Amend-7-

*Ot ie the United-Statis'Constitution.6 The Court's ruling, of course,

AindersCorelvtbe" nectiiitY4f deriving accurate and equitable measures_
, . .

,

OV1004 wealth. Interestingly, -te California court implicitly accepted

'texablevroperty values Sea legitimate measure of district wealth or

fiscal capacity. However, as Akin has pointed out:

There ie little reason to believe that later decisions

of 'this type will not take tbe'potation that effective equal

nation of taxable property values does not necessarily co sti-

tute.equalimation of ability to finance education.... seems

5lbid.

-5 Cal. 3d 5 4871. 20241, 96 Cal. Rp . 601 (1971).

-7
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yearsait.rths Seiraina,8004spn,, U.S. Supreme Court con-

-.-ftbe;?RcidiiqUEM.,ceee,Ititats e!sc4o0i finance- system which generated

lifferenceir.#4ducationa1.opp;ort%miti.es..did not violate the Fourte ith

Aaiendment,-..; ,Neyertheleee, litigatiOn-hes proceeded -apace at the level of

;-,sibeestate courts,.,00eit 3000r. ;banging, school finance litigation stra-
.

, .

, tegies. One of the most important recent decisions is that of Cincinnata.

v. Eüêx bf:.tjte;',O*O..bietriet Court in 1977. Although Ohio passed a

guaranteed yield program in 1975 intended to ,produce a fiscally neutral
_

0

SYStea4,ibe-ohie'iiietZiet, -e.'"Urt- 6s gone- beyond the simple property

Weaftbt,aitpeCt,:of.;fiedat neutrality. Instead, it has suggested that
,

:educitional--opportnnity,should not depend on either local income or
V , - a -

'4oc4 ChOi is:

'Pen in- ttii:Asence,-,of schoal litigation problems, however, the

cpFpper-fmeAsIgealet.-of, wealth _ is an important question to citizens and.,
-

kaiak for the purpose of gauging tax effort. In most states,

Mtn, -'!Fiscal ,Capecitt,and/the Estimation Method of the Advisory
COaailselcM:Ok.-IntefOrepiMentel,',Relationi,-National Tax Journal, Vol.

41,14;44..-(40097.1), *40i.'
e

v.,Rodie uez, 411 US 1(19703,

-For-Am-excellent review-of .recent school finance litigation-, see A.
1681840.1860OffiiindiAtitOkiiheStates: 1978, pp. 9-13. °



00i5pii4 a tic:, 1 _district from the state is e.

ffOrt. Tax,effOrt,,by definition, is the ratio

AaAkin 'puts it,. "The relative effort

talkanOnn, iii°-reVehue can be accurately estimated

ties :to
,

revenues are known."10 The problem
.

capa4ti,.g,,z,;ourse--, 'is not unique to school districts.

usen:fOfrSni° as to distribute health and public welfare

nit isainiei'lliirereelY proportional to state ability

t n:federii)::-OVernment -uses state per capita personal

olittiiiiint:1118-6,451.1iicome,',ail,,a.COMpOnent..of Fiscal Capacity

rtancii,o' broader meaSurei.-of district fiscal capacity,

°:'SeVeral-:;statesIlinvieaaiiit to _utilize some form of income
_

:property wealth Measures, for the purpose of

'43;,tb'sClitiiiii4iitriCta. The attempts have been of two

major, types

Property -yainition-has Leen adjusted (multiplied) by

101-410,Chke' ratio, the,:ratiO being the ratio of district income

-(per tangy) to the --median. (per family) income of the :state.

iho'de COnnectieut currently use this form of adjust-

inent' and'.igif.**ze incoM figures derived ,from' the Bureau of the

;nformation from'thie source is not available on sin

annual basis.

.41414- ;st. 275.



;InCisayetif*,4,6*-. ad-40--tO,:prOpert)y_ valuation (with

470_11Cft:*i9T-0)4c4.*40#8 applied to each) in -order to

liChiiiii'zfinHAti itive index of property- and income wealth.
. ,

,., .,.:.:.,., ,,.:,:.
._.:.,.,,,..,e,W, 'Mefillitylrfill.a)-,:art, examples of this type.

Al!=14111; 'shows currently seven, states -Utilize one of the two forms ,
, ,

, ., N.
N'

. 414:;.1niiadjuiteUiieit14--Meitinres--aS described above. Significantly, simi-

liivireilth,tieilUresi,.-ite being seriously considered in several other states.
-

In fact, seventeen states in all are beginning to compile income data by

; *01001::44.8triCtiinticiPatiOn;,'ot Altering their school district wealth

"iietainter ln,,;,thes-near-,3future,..- In most of these states, this has been

-114**tedly,.the:ciegt***/F.*.requiring taxpayers to identify school

districts on their ätate tax returns.

The inclusion of :*000me, as an additional component of fiscal capacity

4. only of the however. The 'other half is that of the appro-

Priate-',00tem,,Of..tieight*,to aisociate virith income vs. Property. Reference

öflceaàti to Tab1e i'will,shoW the- substantial differences which exist among

the .ván stItes now using income in their fiscal capacity measures.

ansha,:,fOr instance, uses an effective 50-50 weighting system for property
. .

Valuationl:a4**Sidont -taxable .income. The Maryland weighting scheme is

essentially the same Is that in Kansas. The Pennsylvania measure, on the

Ot4r-:.*44,attfachca a 60*'.weigiiiito property valuation per pupil and a
. ,
'40rtieight to persOnal, income per pupil. The states of Connecticut and

*Rhode Island use the ratio of district family income to state family income

ucationa ,,astnrleryicei..Edu cational Policy Research Insti tute,A

SchOotliniineeotteseireiter"trWide- ,to :Personal Income for the Fifty States,
'01h11;='etabe;1970L-4'i
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-Table -2

:ltiteli.itichlioth-IncoMe and Property are Used
injiessures ofLLocaltAbility to Support Schools

Statej'-

Connecticut

Description

TrOtintt!4110*tion-pe -capita modified by ratio of
ily income to state average.-tOunl,0409 Se4410 f

:Four -year- average f adjusted property valustionplus
':jreiidenttaXnbli ncome in the district.

tO*ertaluat onand taxable income per pupil.

Property 411 tion_per pupil, with an income.factor
,used ,60-a41 ttbe,re4Uired local effort in the foun-
-ClitiOn'Oir ot-thenidforMula. (The income-factor

,

4-!comPuedAt-s'50rof'the deviation of a district's
.:4410s,t0'.grOnnincete-per return frOM the statewide

40440

DiSt ct-wealthvleasure is 60% dependent upon property

Va. qmn'Oer-pupil and 40% dependent upon personal

-;11110004-er,Odpil.

40Aiiiect.property valuation per pupil modified by a

imeitiOjOkilY Income ratio.
.

COMOOsiihAeic including real property valuation,
individual income, and sales tax on both a per pupil

.'capita basin.

%PenneYlvanic

Sources 404tk *000lick,'Sahool Finance at a Third Glance (Education
CoMMiSSi-OlcoftheStates, January 1978)..
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4'9,10eightyprOpertY,vsluation. Such a ratio effectively constitutes the

.equivalan:t of'a'variable additive weighting system for income and property.12

iihat:the,40e'diseussion,Of these btoader measures of fiscal capacity

used its seVen, stateS'ahowa is.a lack of agreement on just how much impor-
,.

-taiiCe_ihouldlie attributed to income. Most likely, the weightscurrently

42To-Sea the nature-of the variable weighting system implicit in a mul-

tiplicative income-ratio scheme, imagine a state with three school districts
*Oh(pe student) property wealth and income levels as listed in. the table

jP1Otir

DiStrict Property Wealth(P) Income(I)

A. $200 '$100
B - 80 150

C 100 125

ASSUMe that. all three'diStricts are of the same size, making Y = $125.

It iha_measure-of fiscal. capacity is defined as property wealth alone,
-.distric147's fiscal capicitY is $200, district B's is $80, and District
0.0 $100. With an income -ratio weighting scheme for property wealth,
however, district A's "adjusted" fiscal capacity (rcA) would be:

FC
A

= !A = 160

In .a similar fashion; it can be seen that FCB = 96 and FCC = 100.

To see what system of (additive) weights for property and income the
.above ratio-scheme is equivalent to, it is necessary to solve the follow-
ing equation:

FC
A

= WiI + W P

where FCA is the "adjusted" fiscal capacity of the district in question

1
and W, and W

p
are the income and property weights. Imposing the constraint

that W W
P
= 1, it can be shown that for district A, Wi = .40 and Wp = .60.

Fdr-district-B, W, = .228 and W' = .272. In district C, whose income level

is at,the mean, the property weight is 1.0 and the income weight is 0.0.

tiitty wealth (such-as that in Connecticut a

therefore;,it can be Seen that a multiplicative.incoT
Rhode Island)

weighting

schew fOrliro
ia.equiValent to a variable, additive weighting scheme for income and property,
,;here the 'weights would differ from district to district depending upon the

values of Y and P.

367



,edipreimite,ind --partly uncertainty. But it

itimt:id41 **, the:deteiminatidn of 'a logical and defensible

iy1,0* of, *lop ii',1."--.mu:-imPOrtaut matter for the purpose of evaluating

expenditure 'eclUity Ot. school finance programs.
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&Oa 'ospacjAy.

10.-Chapter' i .we diliCtieled.the rationale- for: including income along

`,'Pko Petty it-ati-iniditiOnal component of flaeal capacity. In this

haPter- Wets dia-CeSS:,SoPte 'of ;the general method's which have been

economics and school finance literature for combining

Afteir;,nOting.,',theif etrengthi,-And shortcomings, we shall then

_

,attempt'0,,.deri4e =a set .of-,appropriate weights for income and property

:ter: ithe,feuk,statel, which nerve. "as the focal 7-lint of our analysis
1

-
r

044 40,/ as , end 41innesota.

-PreWioUiiiffOrts-to iteasure: Fiscal Ca acit

.

Most,,SPOraaches':.to.-mealnring.-the, fiscal capacity of a given juris-

ictiw 40 :Watilified!'into,one.of two basic types:

4), those, 144-ckmeasurlt, :capacity as a function of economic

*ndicittOra ,10 4" -property wealth and income),

thOie'WhiCk4fine-capacity ipiterme of the tax bases

phillabli-tOk :government and the amount of revenue

irhich-,'COn*be .produced by taxing these' bases?'

lecipseef tha40114ilance;ot the property tax as the vehicle for financing

Iota' *al .1X0endituips, the- 'tax 'base methOd has tended (until

reient1W*4'the,-approaCkMoSt frequently advocated and used.

studies, attempti were made to link

.inco,04*Proparty:,Mailth into an index,.of fileal capacity in line with

4000:16,,:#44.00;liproich., In theik 1923 study, -George Strayer and

_ -11.

Adiviso spiati-Olk.:Intekgovertmontah Relations, Measures of State

aiid==LocahFiscalr Cipacity acrd .'effort 07ishingten, D.C.: U.S. Government



calculated itt-COUnry, index ::of' ability to . pay for the state

Ait :Niauldirk--.).; e'0404e- inCOMO__tai..'-ii:e -.COUnti in question was added

--the .market value of .the.dd,Unty!s..pioperty. The sum was then

.-- -

--40idieby-!.00--,--to:,-yielsi:the,-Indexi- The-logic underlying the weighting
t

AV*614--.1*0-#00te).Fs.-Wa0 not made, clear. Strayer and Haig _mentioned

. .

Oili;.0at, th e
.Atati' st4,-

i a,
l.

:Pro- bleainvolied in establishing the precise
, ., . .. x

1 . 4 , +- -.

ii iii t e tsi . a'._.inyit ,i * jii iii-with exaCtness with the resources at
. ..

/
., .. .

-tfiel_diapdall..0 ktie.-:0*ofoiiinTO: Threc .years later,. John, Norton de-
/

-":1140kCf"8:'.;00:PliV ;WO*. tor ,the-:states:-4 His fisdal capacity index was

APeditiect=alv tliesuM-of:income Oitui.,Ohe-f2enth the value of tangible

NOttOn as did Strayer and Haig, noted the

"1 adequacy" Ofkiiss:in4ex ft0m:a strictly, scientific point of view.

.lieVettheleati.:he ,noted: that: 'it made little- difference in determining

P .

IhiteiatiVe-fiscal-iipadityrankings of the states whether as much as

'1 /3 -or ;as- littler -as 1/20 of property wealth was combined with income

-As :William Sparkman points out these two early methods were seldom

1.100 after their initial -404alAnce.
6

Howevet, the underlying principle

flai-OijOyid a renewed *interest in the 1970's, as witnessed by the seven

states,Vhich-haVc most recently broadened their fiscal-capacity measures
-

-Along the :linatlirst suggested by Sttayer-Haig and Norton.

- :

'George -
Strayer and ROkertAaig, The Financing-of Education in the

Finance Inquiry Commission (New York: The

PacHillan: Company;.- OW, . 172.

171.-

-4 '- ",
aMMOM

(An Ice Norton, The Ability .of the States to Support Education (Washington,

Education-Association 1926), p. 17.

Slbid:.

_-"The Relationship Between Socioeconomic, Varitibles

luid4eaWitfort4Or:EducatiOni" Journal of Education Finance, 2 (Winter

4977)' 00 11438i
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ThifAdvisory, -00.1lesion on Tntergovernmental Relations (ACIR)

hat:04,forth;WhatieprObably-the_hest knoMn method for measuring, fiscal

thei16:=CilledripreSentatiire tax system" approach.7 The ACIR

= 10thod-consists offitimating-a:single rate for each type of tax, a .rate

,Wt4e.h-,When,lewied, 4.101taneOuilY upon .all taxed-jurisdictions will yield -

.the.;aCtu4rdix-feWOus:Of'ihat type Which has.been collected for all

jurisdictions. When this single rate is multiplied' by the taxable base.

of:thejuriidiction-iir,Oestioi, the resulting figure is the "fiscal

-capacity!' ..of, that jurisdiction: as the ACIR for this particular

Ity0e-octax. For the beige of_Other types 6f taxes, a similar procedure

is followed-: 'To.cileulate-a-meaiure of total fiscal capacity for a
4.

.1iiip,jurisdiCtion; the,simple-summation of each of the separate tax-

-specific fiscal capacities is-undertaken. Tp essence, the ACIR repre-

'ientative _tax. system:approach is equivalent. to a weighted-average tax

ii(Wbaied on the actual rate used by all the jurisdictions in a given

peOUlition. The productofthis weighted'average tax rate and the tax

question"Yields-the.fi.cal capacity.

Despite the simplicity and logic in the ACIR method, there are a

number of problems.wi, th the approach which have been pointed out by John

$ The most serious of the Criticisms is the ACIR's treatment. of

various tax-bides as independent when'in fact they are not. As Akin puts

iti "The'average relationship of each base to its tax revenues is determined

2
AdWisery Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Measuring the Fiscal

CaRiCitY-of ttati.ind Local Areas (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1971):-

p cit. , 278-8l.

1.
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=with; no allowance for the Sect '.that.the- heavy ,use- of one base_-may pre-

-cliide,",tbe--heivy'iuse-ot-,iihother-:because- of the constraint of income and
.

.

wealth "g For- exaaple, it,'is -geherally-recognized that income is usually

the-eltiMste-Seercia.-of the-PayMePt-,of -a tax, whether that tax is a property

='00445ales;:taX,et'O.' COnseqiien41,i'thehe'avY use of any particular tax

typOiOuldiend:040giCally'lraduce the _ ability of the jurisdiction to use,

=

anYzof..:,the- OthertaX)itypes. Fetter .put, the separate fiscal capacities

upOnone another. Yet, the ACIR

:MethOd:makes:0-4400ancelor. such :dependence. Theoretically, no matter

hi*:hii4ily-OrAightly):.4xed.a)uriadictiOn happens to be in any one tax.

tegory, IttlisCal-OapacitiesJorsthe other tax types remain-unaffectedi'

leCitpeeofithisserio41:40,,in-the ACIR method, Akin has suggested that

_4h-alternative llethodOlOgy beAmilized, one which (like multiple regression)
-

allows for the relationship-between Alternative tax bases to be analyzed.

% 0

.-luitherAiscusSion.ofthis methodology will be presented later in this

chapter.

Problems of independence aside, our reason for not utilizing the ACIR

yapprOaCh-in the current study is more basic. The ACIR tax base method

a/Iowa:the inclusion of only th gse tax bases which are actually-taxed 1y

;the jurisdiction in question. Siire School districts in most states d
.

.not have the power to tax Inc* ditectly, strict adherence to theACIR

meihOd'would preclude the addition of income in a measure of school district

fiical capacity.

0

Ibid., p. 278.

'
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,anCM'aiti hovel roach, to fisooAapao:ty =measure-,

iriret stiggesteciYhy

4::kinif7Meannte, and

measure. McMaho ests,,coriierting: income and:-property

=4).1?).'

values onto an ,income flow (or. annuity ,Period) which

obtain a',geaarallre4 income !f low

reaenr--,yalee,.of the opeee,.004,,eipected

canCial wealth' and ;additig '3.,t to

order generalized'wealth

. .

tiernIktive ,methoclni..24cMehOn 'ehoi0 that

.same, P1-04"-Weights- !income 04 :asses;

More importantly,`- however,

,
11-=0n*siOn- rate can, be, utilized

tbniiertin - yoper0. to an inCottie,:flow- or ,income to

1,,efiacr :hadO*egi:the '''Sjght!' to

t!.0*!)441100',..*4-130e it is!4esired

tralecSION, and the -property- conversion

:he Fpurpose. _14 det.1.vieg incOMe,:has'ed

*yen-, district ,..the =total value of the

oritiatj,iilesit'b .07 ,antLadilect'tn, total dis-

;9414,er,,Neaa4ro:Of ;40a/th-acil.=Ef fort for Educational

t!,1:University. of Illinois Faculty 'Working Paper :#475,

Hansen,, "An Income7,Net Worth Approach .iO-

rican Economic Review, 38" (December



fiscal -capacity, inclu-

, 7

The McMàhon:,.*01010.11g,I*010104.1111. be discussed at greater length
.

44ter,Iri-,hi4!;Chapter:,'-'4'itOikrtihe.iirerieding,'diaCtisSiori, however, it should

ead__VarIationin, ;the .way in which

0040,-*40..#0.:#0te4::;ip,ottr,*:ttie'.inessures of fiscal capacity which

A*Ve440-0A!roOteOrii:tholoohriplifiria0ce.literiture and it, the measures

thiêh-ae

income and

r.,

AlternatiVe-,PiaC41.1CiiPacity:14easures: ,A-IPourState Analysis

44:,,-:**iiiji#:4:_thi4-,:chaPter_, We will attempt ,to,4riaiyie the ques-

100:','Otthey-i)40':.10'''ti!',401146.k income and property ,Wealth- into an additive

44*)104Ch04,44:tr4.4t4041-,criP40.ty. For the reasons mentioned in the

,,the4.04trii*Y, weights given income and property-1

4114:11*-ifeVefi:--S*Ely*11.01:iientiy include income as a component of dis-

We will ii.i6o,:,avoid the representative tax system

approach of the ACIR, inasmuch as the ACIR approach would exclude income

;Of.10641:irihoOI district fiscal capacity.

Instead,'we will utilize the :methods proposed by John Akin and by

Walter McMahon. Akitfliugge44,ihat the relative importance of income and
-;

property -(as Well , as other factors) in determining--leveli_of governmental

expenditure can be ascertained by the use of multiple regression analysis. 13

Bgreegirig,..-locat.goVernitientai (here school district) expenditures on in-

Opme.!andTroperty wealth, ,the. relative importance of the two in determin-..,,, ,.., . ,..,
, .,,,,.-, .., , . '.,'''" ,

V* actual expenditure may estimated. In contrast, the McMahon

approach C'prikists,-Of,,,COnyerting income and property wealth into the same
, ..1

--Akin-- =60:.,cit'.,

(V, ,
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--e-7--P,.
$.1.ggt0- 5losical, 4aes,:pr?-;!ecucipg appropriate: weighti. The multiple-

.,
XeSeten.:Oirneati-.1.1.elsentia/IY--e-way- of ascertaining the appropriate

On-,Me0040.,appeei to have solid (though

:weights.° based on Fobserved° school. district expenditure" behavior._ It is

rely an4sPitiCal.iikficileh, to-the Weight determination problem, a,
o t IrtheoratieSiimethdd.-.PrOPosed, by MCMahon.

1.1**,0**1**alt.04'.**4hC14''SC4ein be analyzed and tested

glepaTatelY/w#h respect, states: Pennsylvania; Ohio, Kansas,

and Minnesota. ievera/' reasons lay behind the selection of these par-

atliest on* oriki:inosik pootta*was' the availability of income

data:. =:All four states along t.he,,grOUp that now collect income by

:101ki.ii0V44110-4.4 sq-004-eit, t7;,19,-Ot the four states (Pennsylvania and

Kansas) are ffiew7*ising:-,WealtkieSsures which are-belied on both district

incOatend:.,6004;ty,-IlthOngh ,the'weights associated with each differ.

n,o0ier'iwn.Aktates,ciirretitly,Use only property as the measure of

_wealth, As has-'been previously mentioned, however, the- Ohio

piiito#,Cort decision Of:Cincinnati vs. Essex has recently brought

*to ::0-4tio0;,Oke constitutionality of the Ohio wealth formula. Minnesota,

Mother State, in which recent fiscal reforms have been under-

'Thi,lieseieiiiion=inisieiieightitig System

."-Iic.-.0ielmiltipi.2.42'.:4-egiension approach to deriving weights for .income

,endlirePerOii We'llha# attempt ,t0 determine the linear combination of
-

yhi0(1?Stit explains the actual spending practices of

all ,sCi:)4 31140.:OtO live* ;state. Specifically, if E stands for

375



.-11F*Prqt

Or l!enue.) fro. local sources,

41 :t)."*10,400.4.P.roPertY Meath

- .
two independent

etiiis the least-squares

re.'i11"-.1hei:COSitiiiitpliatirestIt)? =toil-, and the 'Ws are the net Testes-

049.n1-!:#44,4,41411'":?4:44,002`044ffi0PIPO'zi4.4.4,1,1401**4'-14;c4

110.0.4401.4041414****Allki*.i4604.47,4i,90440°
with a $),-

tf400.0*iikcitoe---inctiNci*,,,proiteor, per pupil on the average for the

strict. analyzãd, As such, the relative aagnitu4es 01 the tMo:--Coeffi-

1.,.cieiirioitleY4,40,5coneideredi,.tec:zepreleat.,100
"4-404, or relative importance

Ait,t40;14:1i*400.01*.0.41"-4*t40041:00 of '0401.0t educational expendi-

turd. (These raw weights ay ;thenli*:con*erted- into percentage weights

A pçpisible objection to this method might be raised it this point

proposed differences district expenditure per

pupit'àI the baste-of on].; .-itsrol.meriebles,ri and P. But certainly other

factors than siiply 4! and also serve to
- -

explain differences in district

t: s'*

diiittlet-eapee0itexeS in

Minnesota and Colorado, VinC.flt and Adams utilized such variables as the

pszc.ntag. of ainority pupils, density, and many other ilSitahles to -explain

*Wit L cent and 'FitiCattektiiiiii of -School'
*at sli*Of-thMlratet
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.1.001044.4theiliir04$.61i:iquation
virtually :all

city, ierreiirir 4e, use ie'bised solely

"CotieetitientlY, the

iitribUte,Stet**Winiii, of a,.

Si* the*, variables. What
,

r-,:fectore- (encb. r,a1. the- nuMber Of

Aikat*,.

may .influence the amounts

;they ,getieriilly. do not do so through

w4tet0,

eraOhoNe O'be: addressed 'here;, In =cases

is or 'of.';different OrderS- of

etiete4:,-;that:''beta'-coeificients",be,-esti-

,teite-Soi:On,-.Coeffieietiti. Beta coefficients

OCIiiii*-8)'<iiTir simply the 'result of

variables units.

fiCient -*kit .how much. of, an .effect

stndint-Wil/ have

itures 44'41 lii;:stilida0..cleliiatton :units) .13
,

o estiseete =the; regrestiion equation With _all

one. The AdVantage thiii trans=

of coefficients will indicate the _percentage

dAltrtil!e,0144' ,per.'pugiVgehetateds,briy-One--Fer-

40reseed' An.,Stich a. way, the

400044art?,114kOr800 as

iittoEs of :beta, ,CoeffiCienter seelierdecai
0447: York: JOhn

95 -.34;



Ittik*Vidikaitiitet*.4nelYse11-144
all_ three of the

Ikons be utilized.

nolvUtilizintan income

state :itndet the ,.o,41,-(pre=1.977)11,d formula,

wealth;vaii,-,the,tikile-Mealute-Of. :district's fiscal capacity.

katiO:4(A.B),,COnsisited of: the following forMula:

itriCtAirketAialue/District WADM
titteliaricetyalUe/Atate,',wApti.

-(.50)

..,
tz.,VilUes-::Were,,(and.Mtill. are) determined by the State Tax

Pennsylvania General Assembly passed a
,

ef;',:neW--,t*tik,c:onsists of cOMbining the property aid-

,

F44*-#4404ted1,7abOV0:44.-th4a. income aid ratio. The income aid ratio

_

-Personal Income/District WADM(.50)
Itat:01411°nel Income/State WADM

ticoWe;-',datIt',,:is,,,c01.1e'cp4:ftia.thePersonai Income Tax Bureau of the

eiinZilvaniikepstt ent'..of:Revetiue, and is available on a district basis..

membership
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ratios deicribid aboirt

44440 'tadd. '60% of -the ,property aid'

Aid- in,..Other- Words,

- ;.

t.ai =Vat

urss*snt" o determine the actual aid emount."

sv.ral i4dtionaJ. points should be lade about the new state aid

formula. ,:ti,i'Iiiiii'-11-0.1.eiPi:efif,1:*ieppears that the 60-40 weights associ-
.

tipliedim.what is called the "Base Earned

AktiiiPietitiiiielaota*-m,,,,t4e,r000t of ,political compromise in

-1004,1*aniagehaiWA,00ilii rather than the result of the deter-,
:;:tiori'-'4'the*-a44altIMPOrtaiiarkOt 'revenue and property in district

, . ,__
')BeatitifidY-- although Act 59 was passed in 1977, full

eN

*fuhdinijiislioisyit. occurred.

ha,,,"Bi-al4araect,f0.4aiini?uraement", is determined as the smaller of

liiiiltructional expense per weighted
avenge daity membership,

), he oit earne4 through tax effort, calculated as _follows:

1 .E4 3 0 or more
equalized

v, a
4 *.:*01;.*he,q,diiie- etitaceqUilized:Jiiiilage is 15%, but less
tháá. 30% ibqv!,,thesrnbuñt shall be $50 less.

;1`,
- 3. era,ithaidiatrictl.eitua.,liXed:10.114*46, /esa. than 15%

hail -bes:$100'"1eis..,
rifei,iiiikikeg70;,tijiliz,"-A4L-il,1).,loge is 15%--tcv,30% be-

mount

...sicti4),,:iscissaised,isiiiste, is more than 30%



sii*ii,iesitia!_ba_Oici-l!tight

00i46.4chaW34.10000141)1edo As of this year,
,....

,00014iskricts..A1l'hut,-one of the

1004414MatiputhebeSic-equation (1) specified

reaUlts,treiiiiieriied'An Table 3.19 It should be

ee-41ternitiviAipeciacitians of the basic equation have

ec.variablev,expreeied in 'dollar. form; (b) with
,

.

#4teaderd.liViation'units; (c) and with the

AtatUraIllogirithsvfoili.

Sfen4r,04sble4,:the.-coetficients of both the income

*004.140,1000 ghlY,410ificant (a = .01 or less) in all

digerence,inthe Magnitudes. of the co-

however, which, .1.s.important for ascertaining the appropriate
r.

-
nair,:tne4sumptAonthat the percentage weights are directly,

roportionalto,theAllagnitude,of the regression coefficients, the per-
, , .

tentawyeighte' tor Incemi -and property (Wi and Wp) in an additive measure

140,0-4altuiated as follows:

'_Ctieff. W.
i

.-coeff41.

Setileetio-the constraints that WI. + Wp = 1.0

'400%and'Wl. are each > 0

, -

400illor04.W.,,wes=exCluded-because of suspected errors in.the.data.

OreSti08,4o,*ate*ithe correlation between income wer WADM and
st04,0;14Y,K40#00e00,10gher inTPennsylvania Cr ,. .53) than for Ast

jk-64440408-40alii0c4 (See Table 1, Chapter I). Still, it is not so

rh =that 444rph1e04jUlitnullinearity appears to be serious.
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iiiiiiiiii.taaffiCieati;..,Pennitylimnia 1975-761

'Partial Ragresiion.,CoeffiCients2

Constant:

49'''754' ..0151** 4175** ,71

(4;'10); T.-6015) (.0008)

M. Val..
per4,4 tper WADM

.1tindardiXedRe ression Coefficients O's

A;

4925ffst .6471** .71

.

,latural Logarithm Regression Coefficients

.815 .4331**

:274:--- (.0381)

la = 504 districts. I

.7967** .83
(.0283)

tdadarterrors
significant at ,5X level, two-tailed t-test.

-level, two-tailed t-test.

Explanationlanation,of 'Loc.. Ray., Total general fund revenues of school
',districts :from 10Cal sources.

Vital, income' of. taxpayers in district.
it, Val.. Market -valuattOS_ of property.

via* alighted average daily membership.
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ev,keetgiStetit-Tebie-OZ each of" the three

440.0i0etietsefthereitessionve404tiot. The-percegtais weights
'

,(with. the data in dollar

ncome and -54-for property, while the property

;m1140w.cs00-zelos,-zomew*itAigher,1:69and .65) for both the sten-

'000.00:064,010#4010fis. O

*St4apatti#04,,,Ic iheu*bi3OOted-that in all three cases the

lieig4tireiletieteajWith,:prtpertY-eXceed the. weights associated with
. _ .

.iteele.. lUite,,itterestitglr, the emiirically-deil4ed weights do not

4iffeir,400teCiOly*Om,Oks-6940 weighti currently used in the new

Pennsylvania aid fereae.2°

er:OteelloolAiltriateiniennsylvania are characterized by

eiit*eMeWhi- ,Ter,,a4ZeMely;ioW'veluel et:Property end/or personal

,i46.0e-,0,44t _Ott. eieNiUtiyer'dietricts" do not all lie on the
04.-thet_theiore,iypical districts when values

_44.4.74-144a,r? ..,er%proPerty,per'WkWareplotted against 1°0121

is-Suggests-thaiour assumption of linear

igetiete4444,Weet*e*,,,Measureetf district wealth and local

:ieVetteivier Stuaeiit.sey not be justified.

liedeOilef-,thii-OOSIOilitY, along with the'desire to look at a

-sore hemegetIOWS,4004,otTinnsylvania districts, we analyzed a modi-'

lieCsi101e461iieriCieieensistifig.only of districts whose income
:004*,:aiiiviiiikiiiilloeiwmcfell within the 5th and the 95th

01,te.04,41,11'*'41#14,iitiia01.Vatia--school districts. The weights for this

100410&.$00.1e4,40.Striptit dit.noi differ appreciably from the weights

Aethi,entire-,(n...",,504)4ppulation of districts. This was generally

-tree ,:foi'-the-ether'tfiree,itates analyzed here as well, so no further

be offered.:

382
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_
1

r#11*.4.,*OF State to investigate

alternative usasurel Off,f114.10,c4410.0.- 'As in the case

of ,iichOoi.,tinanCing.:has. under-

ificátrscSnt hangss. Ii fact, Minnesota was the first

c s1snificant school finance reforR in the seventies by

.,.l of foundation support. In 1971,_ a -suit

àoürt which charged 'th14`. the existing Minnesota

Stel.441:UStonsjititfitional'.. TheftiMing.,Of.the-Suit cor-

th that of the more ISMOUs, Serrano case in

71, however, Governor Oendill,Andetioii,,eigned: a, new
-.

,aend; , the 'COLtt case was late* ; dropped.21

The new )Iinnsiotaaid formula is a-foundaticni-pian,'aS was the old-

fOrmula. The guaranteed foundation level, however, has been raised

SO ftdmi:1971,,to- 1972.' Other important aspects

vf"the-'sieforitritiClUdet an ittelpt. 'to --control total *district resources

S10: mill tax rate being the maximum permis-

sable levy ;(subject to some exceptions). Beginning in 1978, Minnesota is

stateS,,nOW.4edaiituiing a, pOition of the excess revenues

ôöll.c ted by school districts taxing at the maximum levy.23 The measure

of filial,CiiiiiiaitY,-cuirentlY-in use in the Minnesota system is" .,:.
. . _ .

that, of totii lidjciated4rOperty valuation as adjusted by the state's

A001.4#0On,,Aid:,-;44awOOmmitte*,(feBBIC)- for variations in assessment

8- op. p. 8.
`.* - -

foundation level stood at $900 per pupil
unit for r*dei

r

1-6 ad 7=4.

°IflitilDid--41c-heelltidindi4110414n.the States: 1978 (Denver; Edu-
cation

.-;.. - -'-

ql



the -current Minnesota fiscii.capacity measure includes

property attempt. o estimate the weights
-

iVen.inincOMe:.and: property :if the measure were altered

o_;AnCl.U4,:en,:inenekeCaloo:iteitie: -4 0: the case- of Pennsylvania, we shall
4 -

, . .

Use:,1167.titile'regreiSion:enalysiir to estimate the linear combination of

inCO4,.44-,,,weiiith,*eti.04-.,exi)/iiiii3 -the actual spending practices of

'Ahei.dietrter. iil.-0-00,40,0-.. ,-4464,.10.0 the raw values of the net regression., ,..., -

-;4effiCiente,: we:Shall-4S calculate the regression coefficients for the

i0idain:,:ek.lirefised:in'fbioth,-standerkritevistion and logarithmic form.,
=4:7Tabie:.5:-heWerbeen:4iited'the.results of the three basic estimating

eqUitianiii-. As -Weitruellor',Pennsy/vania, thecoefficients of both the

income, :l and. proper'tyzvsriables..are pOsitive and highly significant in each

..-of :the. three, equations 24. ;t4e,;kiljust,cd, R. values indicate that about fifty

,_.perCent-pf the VaiiatiOn. in local expenditures per pupil have been explained

the *egressi'on-eqUations

:In,-Table- 6;. each- 'pair; of regression coefficients has been converted

intora Set .of percentage, weights fOr income and property wealth, respec-

tively,' As in:,#e:cisii.,'Of-PetinsqlvAnia,. the weights to be accorded property

4)er-_Pispi-/ ere.sig4ficentlY-higher than those for income per pupil. If in-

COMe were to be.inciUded in the,Minnesota measure of school district capacity,

the:Molt
.
appropriate' weighting system (based on school district expenditure..

b0aviOr), would, carry-weights of roughly 75-80% for property and 20-25% for

--income. It will' be noted that the weight-given to district income is some-

Whi loilief than, iii .`the, Cale' of. Pennsylvania.

44--The. Sere -order-:COefficietit of correlation between income per pupil and
'.../i0perty per pupil, is: ..32'..

385
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-',Tablas-5-

ItittiliisiOsiiCOaffiCliti Minnesota, .197546X
.

iNtasion:Coefficients
Inc.' par Erop:.,:par

AO**. ,:01901 .44-

(400) (.0012)

,,s
- 4040, ..6073**-

.-179**- ,:441fiti .51
044 (-.-632)

roki# -44t two- tailed t -test.

iCiint,acj.tleyel,-,\two-taileUt-xest.

aoir;df''tirsisi Loc. Exp.- s LOolily derivact eapandittires.
F

Inc. 4!. Total PaiSOnaI income in district.
.keisident ;1)01.1 -units.
*silted *lane, of -01-foparty.as
determined by: stife EARC.

186:
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0000Cyieit.d

recently enacted reforms

e:OhiorefOii however, consisted of

10M:#06OriagitiOnprogram while, raising

tihiOvStill,uses property valuation pet

'support, schools. Property

tiviAjuSt lUrinter-,district differences in

401004er,,,Ohio'(aIong with a number of

epOSsibilitY_OloOdifying its.aid pro-

actorAnAts,MeaSure of district fiscal

i4iiiii nd Minnesota:before we shall

14.0.Ok'Of income and property which best ex-
,

emst-squareivregreSSion) the-actual Spending practices
-.. _ ,

--- .

school districts. In Table 7 the results of the

egUstiO00e-been listed for the year'1977-78. As
. ,

served iwt e-tableitheco62ficients of both the income and

M*****ms:a4,090#i40,and'highly'significant in all three basic

_,04000.0* ereeyidence.of multi-collinearity, with the co-
.

'MtiiCieUt-of,CoireiatiOh,iabetween income and property only .16).

From approximately
'68X.

to 82X -of the total variation in local revenues

upl ,explained by" the estimating equations.

iiiAhCiegressiOn.,U0e0icients in Table 7 are converted into

,,.reen4geiweighti-IteesTable 8) a now familiar pattern emerges. In
.. ...., .. _ .....

.

04,00-0i alithree,weightIng schemes, the weight for property wealth...., .,,
, .

Allen Odin; School. Finance Reform in the States, op. cit., p. viii.
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1977461

pirtial- Retrss$ion Coefficients

2

7

, ..01See' .60r
05) ',(40094),

4.4
itistesiioti,,COefficietitis. a)

'800*.
.76

tutall.oferittisi,legiesaiOn

-424*:* .82
(020'

4
bz

atrACtI,,*ta omitted ,beclOae of .incomplete data)

two- tailed 't- test..

'1441 '00et,01,1*, revenue per 'P.414.,
,(i* :pupil)- :federal -ad-

Atisted3tosa AnOmaa,,tapOtted '04
1070:!Jilo, income: tax

44ge4-1,40.10,4 personal

..217.1*.ms



fits; Derived from

tiliosiono
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c.di,ths weight or inco,e. Here, the property weight

about-'te171:4354,3*-101...11}! weight .averages onlyPAL-. --

'-be the principal determinant of thearirto

r -Pupil in the state of Ohio.

.4061:3c r

fff;:the:44140#01tht:ee,iitatee studied,. Kansas has also

441.0:ant effiplia-I41041401***:rif 'edUcetional finance: Prior
..=

1,..4

ikkri. --er:,,,ef;Me-parite school aid plans (17 formulas, for

kiiiiear,:-hOWeiter was 1.n4ti-

Ciat*of the former aid. plans. 'AS-17Measure of

constrUated, which con-

adjUsitedaasetted ,property valuation plus the

taxable ince sin the- ountyof the school district. ,Kansas was thus one

=

0Aliojirst4itetette*Oaderi.li*Meaeure,of local-district.capacity to

ilUda:;,`SCiaa,;tYpai:OCinOaiftes;.,COMPOn:ent. .

,

teriible!sa:*it*-`tlie5419.05.Adtf- (riot the least important of whicti wa

the,liee:rotlivieerintv.,iricieiyfrit local district aid purposee). led to appeals

for ràfom and
,

n4etteCkii=.4*-the....Criri*.tc4... The result was a new law, the Kansas

lectien.ACt.-Of 1973. The 1973 Act produced a guaran-

,--e.iii..t4:11ctitijkl:.4i-strict guaranteed the difference between

,

11.

, oug :54iieriesio04nd-AnsilYaie of the Kansas school finance
"

Araill72;;tti*,P3kr, Aki Sifi.,.!!44S Analysis -4 the Kansas School District

itatieitAat 3.913,14- in,tither2Tron,- .Seiected Papers in School

-)

;_:",



111),es4y.4401)**,;?0*.;01,a7,0*.,4121coni:,Produced by its local effort.

ore, in place of the previous county economic index the new law

ct iie.,I.t04'sialuatiOri of taxable tangible property

uetedto the statutoriy equire ssmentioof3O percent) plus

a*FXOtietjtediiiiiiet..i0a4,04 Iticaae,. The switch from county income- to

strict Income was made i',A4v,a 1973- requirement that all Kansas

ayetei entify-:t eir 'resident:SO*1 district on their state tax re-

.41.4:48,`:-.7.1*.,4:1.975raaiendMen:ti the, definition of district fiscal capacity

'was iitered once more to make capacity the average of property

:valtie;*.0Cdoliejile0010St:re4:04' three years, The change had the

'4E ei:i/Oe,te.duci4Igthe:;sharii annual fluctuations in state aid which had

..cift040014A - .

In effect, the Kansas deOlition of district fiscal capacity as the

sum of a district's income and property per pupil results in equal weights
. _ -,

fOni#Y-beintasSigned:'.to income and property. As before, we shall attempt

Wderi'Ve.:vMOtricalWthe set of weights for income and property which

ieflect the actual spending practices of the Kansas districts. The basic

e41*Atling,equatipt. specifies the local district budget per pupil (net of

_ AlitteAtid), ai4Junttion -of average adjusted valuation of property per

and average taxable income per, pupil. The year analyzed was 1975-76.

p. 7.

me :current Kansas. definition- of a local district's fiscal capacity"

(fir *etltkil* 004) :14411e, fouryear average of adjusted property valu-
444ii44-reaident_taxahie income in the district. The four year average

=1*e0X0etii*a_ChiligeenaCted in 1976 by the Kansas legislature and replaced
.thiIireviddivthree',year-_,aVerage'.

.392
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seen fro. Table 9, once again the-:edefiCiente- of both the

Coni44TtOpertrwariablea,iare.of- he.exp,cted sigmandhighly signi-

1cant (a O5) as well.30 However, for the;,;basie regression equation

tk4.1,44040114.Tte.010i'; 01011*WAi#0:

Witi100:itgAM000414. 4104,4124 ratio.

to Intone (Table 10) exceeds

For the standardized and

-4,98.014)440491#10007,*;,14*.yroparty weight assumes the dominance

i'0'lias\dbderite&Idifth*-;00-Ofthei,pre!iods three states.31

IC-a

eegressiohoofducing #PProPr
'`

,170pertYfcWhaSeCod-db-deriiidg,,:ietuaI district spending behavior. A

fe:,a00,-40401YieldedWaightidtaYStimayhiCh, for each of the four

*44ze4400.0.104erilly higher weights to property than to in-

i hts for income and

óae

,-Atvopposed-to the previous method of deducing appropriate weights

baSed0d-observed-ichool'Aistrict behavior, Walter McMahon has prdposed

ethOd-ditoMbining income and wealth to yield an a priori measure of

.

aandol-diattictliscal capacity which is independent of school district'

*lendidg.behaVior.
32 Eializing that property value is a stock and income

-^7

30-.-ThOiMOle,correlation coefficient (r) between average adjusted valu-

atior6)ei040.1 and average taxable income per pupil was .545 for the 19757

7.6.1iChod1riaat.

There,i4 reason td' that the weights for the income and property
,

termn%the,beisic tegrOSSidn,equation may be respondingtto the influence of

,a,f0W:dddsdally.high,(00* income/property districts. When a sample of

AiittiC4046 iddoMeaadd,property values between the 5th and 95th percen-

:iileadeiected:And_the weights were re-estimated for this sample, the

ideo004614tzpertYweighta_became approximately equal at 52% and 48% re-

:81**01.Y.

.01W'alterMdlandn, "A Broader Measure of Wealth and Effort for Educational

and' Tax Eqdity," op. cit.
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iiiiiott-CbeffiCiSateilkanieS, 1975-761

1,10144..4goessio4-06ffiaents2
r

;per'. Pup

4620**
1!..13P)

..81

tandardiZet :Coif ficients ,(8!s)

,

59** .800** .81
,

LOgaiithia-Retreasion 6oeffi,Cients

.231 ** .790** .93

X.010) (.016)

zAii4ittiOio*000.4tidn)

iia ******444-46*i:
sign 4*-*1-fvo,

fat 10Vel,
two-tailed t-test.
two-tailed t-test.

inatiO4.iiii:rOci Ex*: -par Pup. = ,Budget per pupil mi
state aid per pupil.

The. per Pup. = .Three -year .average of

taxable income per puil.
Val. per Pup. Three year average of

adjustdd valuation par pupil.
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::..444e4 it way of combining the two into a

ej!,r0edUreTie,baaed-on-i meth011irst-suggested by

1**01,:._414;to4sists,of converting property

:pert' period .

OOrding,t0;,0iine,Of'reaeOp_1(0g,AO'roperiy in a district may be

eaat*tentiallyo4urchasel:an-annuity, which in term would

a**** **r. a*eitain'in4ber of Years._ The periodic

WhiCh-Aiy. beltorisieredfo oOnSist, largely of imputed income)

e0004 *dUrrent'income in the .district to yield a single

inOO**easUre,, it may be argued, is a more

,,celeprehenalVe$44aure,iO4:.*4441a-,ability to finance education than

*O*4t9046'*4i.i§0104.04-.-

.Rltematively, McMahon. argues that current income (from human and

over an appropriate time, period

.to;:yielli-astok=ter0=z-the present value of currentand'expected future

income. :Thia,:atock terra may then be added to the market value of pro-

,t

43:4'0-0-obtain the total stock of wealth,in a district--not just property

4ealthi 'but humail anctlinanCial 'wealth as well. This more inclusive

stoCk.measure-would-140 be superior to either current income or property

voliii-iione-as_a measure of a district's ability-to pay. What McMahon

has demonstrated, however, ie tfiat the-iliaVe-two-incomezproperty conver-

sion methods are essentially equivalent under certain conditions inasmuch

as they given, the same relative weights to income and property.
34

2/11. Weisbrod and W.L. Hansen, "An Income-Net Worth Approach to Measuring
-Econemic Welfare", American Economic Review, vol. 58, 1968, pp. 13, 15-29.,

34mdMahon, op. cit.
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04'_be -uled,:.44 Shall use- -the

,ilin440)1441c4.4OnVersion---to. deriiie -a set

94;104110044XiCher.e, 8aSiCallY;. the 'method

iiiiie0,441641e=atti*eIt*) as being the

011', Os thOlarketvelue of pro-

0.444*4*zt*4*14:#84g:*i:l**01Y:'tlle',pefioclic ;payment of an annuity

/*, 'the purOpSeiiof speCifyihg k, in-

e4nte*eWrate:andfthe term of the annuity is re-

thougb 'Catieillight made, for a .number of interest rates,
J

us0,044,10t7unrealiytic, rate. (McMahon is somewhat more

Se40-44-,aC4,*04.) As far as ,the, term of the annuity
_ .

s::eiipsea the-expected remaining lifetime of the

ii in a-idhOcii.'district 48ince the 'average age of persons

ears 440; ,0,04! since "the life expectancy of a 44 year

-
1404010,heit-chosen 28 years as the term of the

. ,

064 iiiceheckAitcensus-like-tables however, has found that
, d , - _

Aigrage4 4:ife:.expeetfi#-,at*A4 Yeat-oid; person is actually 30.99

- :

n48 ThereforeJ.2.Y.214!!! 31
-

-itagia0*pataliel the McMahon analysis very closely.
, -



alveee46i, '4a41,1's

resemr.va usof..the-anuity
,

STIP "re. e,

payMent. interyela

;with: annual{ dee00- undiing) , 31 payment

,100.10Ond'to.he,,eclOaltO 1'98,39

400'14010' measure of ability- to-

clitren1 4nCOMe-AnCOropeitYWialth, the

bed. to property is..08'. toFfriFlit4MoOmos

4640e,coUrited:*ith.* weight_ more than 12

of!Courses!lisiteryedch.in contrast to

eiiiricatlyinsthnpretdOns-Section.

iiineConCidiionst;Alternative Wealth. ieasures

1P44h#TtO*******-h0O been concerned with several ways

01i0jiiii404,4415=ic-644cal capacity might be broadened

4iiiii4000*40itAgpit-i; '4Sentia1ly, the problem was to deduce a

:400000470#004***444#110i1 A.41:00 and property. Two alternative
.

A

44Siia approach, according to which the

WEST-Mathemet s-of-Finance (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963), p. 81
. ,

cMandii-fOr i = and n = 28 was .067.-
-



':r fleeted: the -aettial spending, piaC-

-*1*-Staiat, theatetleal approach,

income, (:#,:flo*peast**):iiod .Property (a stock r,easure)

Ito measure .better reflect a

i. bi2ity
_

Irsiw.I.4st1)g:..pe..trokappi.och.lekilitere--100.king!-Y. -different. For

rrict spending, habit; iiete-iuilyie-d- for the

_ 7
iiiiit.pati`

4.ieightSli:the-weights accorded- property

--it'aicordea-,income -averaged- only about

thethen tilitiVe-iieights-remained in this range
,

atittekiailisied' oi the Weighting Schenie used. Only for_.

d. t e..-income:Weight exceed the .pkOpeity weight, and

!..i-0,eightfialichitatee at that.

%;041iast-4:th the eatPiiically4ased--iteighting system, the theo-

Teti-44y. '40:14Ceit*cift**11-*-440 gave, income the heavier weight. The

,ii3OPer*,-,0,00#1*SioplaCtOi-;*;:iiai:.OrilY, .08 (compared to the weight of

.1,00 10,_-ti*tent intonyt-.)'. MoOOvei, the weight for property appeared

-,ti'S--hegiii-tig-iffsensitive-,to-the,-choice of the interest rate and the period

cktahOti's 11'yallia,tof .067 was based on a 5% interest rate

.a 28_;yearF.payaaeut .period;. -.au- opposed to our .07 interest rate and 31

s {difficult at this -stage; to -argue which one of these weighting

.Eac;haa4ta'Shoricomings. The empiric - ased

4-14. -14;"SUbieCt;,t04he.-*iticiaaLthat it is ess ally based on how
y.

siate*:L*448--,t9- ome -and property wealth in its schoolttie

,expericiCiiiecdetistOti: As such, Oilnot exalt-My take into account.



the extent to vhich Atifferenees in district educational preferences may

have altered spending. 14imadver, although we have attempted to isolate

Erri4ocek-sourcii t6.'examine their responsiveness

'',..0i4#04Wi0(1***40t*AprePerty wealth, we have made no allowance for

is effected by 'state aid. In other words, we have ignored

: the possibility of .a,-IleIdeteiae. "price ,effect" influencing the level of'
44:0e441;44114M;

.

Thei(cMahon 40.049*itethod, of 'wealth measurement is not without

_ T--.414)!.0000inga!:alae.. Besides the::arbitririnesa of the discount rate

andttiea#4dittiperiod;;_aeleCte4 there is also the question, of how to

Ixeittfi*,.404-04t,types,-OfAiropertY. (commercial, residential, industrial).

It may be unrealierio! to suppose that a single interest rate and period

should be applied tp 25th.
_ .

4- A "
4

their _shertcomings- however, it can be argued that,both

wgtingjystema haVea .aound logical basis. In this 'sense, they

404--at:leaSt be ,preferable" to narrower measures of fiscal capacity

With:,eithev_exclUde income entirely or which use a weighting system

'4iliiiitIvre0.-etta political' compromise, ignorance, or a flip of the coin
, r

4W40)t.

49ilittin:Feldeteinr "Wealth Neutrality and Local Choice in Public-
R4ceifion,0 -Alseticati-Econemic' Review, 65 (March, 1975), pp. 7549.

-
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etnitiVe Fintat-dapaCitY,MeaskireS

yestintrof the e iveweigits t13 be givert-to,- tricon-Anct-
-., x ,:,,,,,,,,, -..--,,,,-,,.. .

er,:,mensure,,Rfjiscal,capacity i&& .significant one
,-.

,. ,

i',,,- --,..7,:,v,.---,,;,.. -,,,,,;,--,-xt.,,,.):,'-,--f,,-

tet.we nv:edderived several ntetnatiVe weightingalternative=
. ,

',4;',"-'''r,,-.,,,,,::.,,,v,,
- .

ic and observed behavior. Several important
,-,,"--..,::.'''',":'?r-'4'-'4,:'-,'-,-U,:-';''''"sr''P' -

,- . -",'::.7".:,-,--,:-.-.4.i:k.-!*.- , .;_, -- .

, ovever,,:_iiingniding,;*n effects which a, reyision of
--. ,,,.---' ,---:7:,-,, :,,,:-..,-,---,''-'-':,',*:`,-"n--_,.:,'-',-:,'---."-,',

,

4#Cal.Calpaft17Uldbring-about'.. :Specifically,

1,/60 ii;.'-t n-lrit*OUs-niterna4Vej04aSutekeiOect.therelpfiVe:rapkings
-,,,,:,t,,,,&;,,,,4,,,,;;,,,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,....,,.,:,,,..,..,7%.2-.6=:,,,.,,,,,:,,,_.

, .- .

,,..C4Piait's*.-4if_SChao/-ditittiCts::in_rhestate$,:btudfq0 "Would
7.4

these F*:4*$41)#Cii1:440,nteirrefleCt
_greater or lesser relative

variation 'these effects differ according

!,Vglin;.:,..0.44,Ogt,4640oCati,.onA?i the School.diSttictT Finally,

iff04404:44441-0i041. forthcoming to various dis-

ricts-shod these alternative wealth measures be adopted? .Would

reiiter*Unliiiit,I.A4-pf,-reicPendituren per -student result?. These are

aniiii*thn,tittestionti;,whiCh,:nhall-be_analyied in the sections to follOw.

-

7 llreVioniEStudies

- _

:Tbe-xelitionship-betVielivniternitiire local fiscal capacity measures

and;schOOIlinande,eqUity,haibeen discussed frequently but seldom analyzed

0001404140g**hefew:,00010s,:Conducted,to date, HouLestimated

#)08,-**,*ti,".06,91 444:00e4qUity-Efiects of Alternative Local
4iical'44patity.MtieUre-":PaPei nteientectat the Fourth-Annual Meeting of

.

'EduCationAtien0;issotiatiOn- Washington, D,C , January 15,

;3-A3



0441-..alteraiit002-3.egalliscal,capatitymeasures in

oul.ajiscalcapacitrmeasures consisted of various types
3

ncome..; agtors_a plied as weights roassessed prOperp valuation.
, 1 _

: ,- , , ,

e:LI:c.t..,-;.(441-,,-,.7t.9,:x#7.Lon4i_e41*_ja_e_j.ectitin of his weighting systems.)

Stri1itition:-ot,state,44,under,Various)nelaures of local fiscal ca-
.,

1?1,18,---,the#simi9.#00:1?),,,,,,,,t4,40;ing each alternative local fiscal

MaaaUteinto,:,;the.**iatitig:Illinois state aid formula. Hou found

AP,A,,,i.09,theweigkicAog was the best of the weighting systems

the purposes of moving toward greater fiscal neutrality..
A

Cprgyip:Us131,:-..;noted- Paper, Waltef ,ricMahon. utilized a broader
Iwealth .:,ineasUra.:Whith,added,,,the:ba italized flow pf income to .property

wealth Using this measure for
- =

Illinois, Mclialhon_thowed that at various

0ionctation,,,4eyels,i4':iiteadermeasure of wealth had the etfect- of itnprov-
'z '

ing the targeting of _*ate aid to the lower expenditure-per-pupil schools.
.., ,

recent study, Thomas Melcher analyzed the equity implica-
_ ..

..tions, of .using alternatiVe local fiscal capacity measures in the state school
- -

ry

:=A

finance system recommended by the North Carolina Governor's Commission on
.

Scheelinanc . 5 (North'Carolina, as of 1978, still uses a flar;---------- ''

grant' system of-state aid.) Melchar used eight different local fiscal,- .;-
, .

. 2J.D. HoU "Effects. of Various Income Weightings on the Distribution
-of Illinois State, Aid to .Education," in S.M. Cronin, ed., Alternative
-Measnrea,of Wealth and Effort (Springfield, Illinois: Illinois Office
,n,fEdUcation;1977)i,

Ihe feur:Weightinggtet'Hou were:- a per capita income weighting,
a,medtan'fai*Windome,weighting, an aggregate income weighting, and a

.pei WAWingeMe-weighting-(Ibid.,-p.-4)

-,4McMihoriiop, cit.

Meicher,op.. cit.

V
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'milia4rea;11-04biind,:t*theAmpleMentation of a fiscal equali-

,

on.any,OU 0030#0 capaCity measures would

.

4iSOucO*ipAi (as measured by various statis-

...,

e:ecieffi,cien6)0iariation),within-the state of North

urtherC*Mdr6attbeuse of any of his fiscal capacity

ejibteeosigient with principles of ex post fiscal

eeif*eatheTearebn proddct-moment correlation co-

epWeerk,revenUeTer:Un3t and local fiscal capacity was lower

s,:aiM4lated'revenue_dietributions than in the actual 1.176-47 revenue

N' '9r. C44'0 na.

iii-inOther-recent ,study, .note, Allen Odden84xamined the effects

deverai,aiternativivealth measures in four states (Colorado, Connecticut,
_ .

o4th,DakotaiA4nd:Washington. Included among Odden's alternative measures

04-tvoj*Toot vfproperey values (per pupil and per capita) by the

'046* the,distribtmedian-faMily income to the state median family

F-.Olden_ that ihebhoice of measure clearly affected fiscal

,

_The-eigh*.:alternative localfiScaLcapacit;measures selected by
lfelCbet-WereAiased on,,themajOr conceptual approaches found in the school
4gui*Ce4iterature*Oon::themeasbres-currently in use in some states
-401il-eaatiresf.AcOnsipted...bf.:_(1),:_rax.baSe access per educational need unit,
01);OX14aeacCesa.;p4,40ita,(3YillersOnal income per educational need
10.WOIQIi0000.2.4400:Per Capita) (5) tax base access plus income-per
,0d4catitial.,ineed:Aunit6)tax base access s-plus personal income per capita,
#iija4aae-4CCeia:liiiiiiiPliedAiia%peraonalincome factor per educational

taX;Seie4CceSsmultiplied by a personal income factor

er*Iiita4IbiC)

57.

'Odden, Alternative Measures of School District Wealth, op. cit.
A
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7_

I.- -- -00e4Yra Lag04;_YartiOwlarlyi_40tral cities seemed to be affected

YAWO)";,,of.xhe.wealth',.0easutei with percentile rankings chang-

. .
.

4040044E00pOce0t#WpOint*. The fiscal capacity of individual
. '-',,.,'A'\:--,,-;.',';'-, --- --",',-'-': ,.'--`,-' :-: .

.

.4614640istri4t040#;:al00.:4614404POWVe to the specific wealth

44404:, jthig,the:Striki*Variation in wealth rankings depending

iiii4hC,ChoiCe;,OgiieaSure was probably the most significant of Odden's

=

4ilheijtCallike2tO.Amulatingtate.iid under various fiscal capacity
i' :',''':":-,,i,_ ,,:, -.,-,..,,-;, ,, ....,;=. ;, ,,, .- .., ,

.

.
.

ikaturet',,:044enjoifit4,thW,the'ute of the (multiplicative) income-weighted

*iilt1011.0,084re:410-9944704;01P effect for central cities. In some cases

some1064,64,State:414i i0(in..,-caSee it increased it In the case of

......----

,t]Ohutbaa4istri4t0,:the Income-modified wealth measure would' have generated

..
the, case of non-metropolitan area, finally, the state

, .

aid4eVei:Wbuid. have generally increased. .Odden's sample, however, was

4,*(40:cted:to an. analysis of only a few .dozen districts across the four

:
states. Therefore, generalizations should be made in a cautious manner.

The Effects of Various Fiscal Capacity Measures

In the sections to follow we shall analyze, the fiscal consequences

of specifying district wealth in accordance with the various weights which

wereAerived in -the previous chapter for the four states constituting the

focus, of our study. Attention will first be directed to the variation in

°ibid., p. 21.
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I'

2ories.

The inclusion---caPaCity,A14, er,,;e!1*!)-97,4r:ins

in the composition

$
,s

Cte&to,alte r somewhat the

eratlYetiae

!econd]y, changes in the relat1e .rankings of school districts by

Stated siMOly, we shall address the

..ithether thef_. 'CinSionOt an income- factor to property wealth

ect. upon the fiscal capacity of the average

urban, *ubUrbirt; or turiildistrict:

simulate the changes in the level of

ter-0040g to the various districts in the

it10-0**01.114,0,0:-MAO-Owp,:altlernatiVe wealth definitions be utilized

in the existing state aEd formula. Of considerable interest here will

..;:ife.the-:fiseal;nentralitY-,conaequenCes of such alternative wealth measures:

ide., whether t-he,'cortelationsbetween expenditures per student and the

4e'Ve1.:-qt,Wealth,v4.:,stUdent would be lower under the alternative measures

:4'hlin''Undee.'ttie-,cU'rrent,t1;ealth.measu,re.

-

Var.atio'niñWeà1th Rankings tinder Alternative Fiscal Capacity Measures.

SBeforepreteeding to examine the variation in district fiscal

,thealternati've.--Wealtkdefinitions, it might be useful

11, the. income and property weights derived in Chapter

.1.:-IX.-240i',",e40,4ate,.;,;:ife.,Innie7 derived .four alternative sets of weights--
-, -..

-0ii.ee.-,00A,-0-rtio;,'regressiori analysis of local district spending behavior

. .

an&thefourth onthe.-pririciple of converting property to an income

465

347
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viMiiiightsASSOciatedf.ilth:licome=ind4roperty under Actual and

'1AlteriiiitiVeTisCdLICnOaditY:Measuris

sic. Standardized Logarithmic Property

urrent liegression Pegression Regression Conversion

Measure _ Measure Measure

1.00

46

.13

ncO
_,

meyeight', .21

1.00Opetty:Teight . liqo -.79

:Kansas. ._

4,6611*2140elt 1.00 .67

prope#yMeight 1.00 .33

.31 '.35 1.00'

.69 .65 .08

.13 .22 1.00

.87 .78 .08

.18 .26 1;00

.82 .74 .08

r.

.17 .23 1.00

.83 .77 .08
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the_iegfeasioniWeighte-given income vary

**creetete,j4t, iii:nearirevery case (exc...tpt Kansas)

ncome,weightiti,tonsiderablY-lower than that for property. The

ropertyi-deaVeriiolv.weightingtithod, however, gives income the dominant

*04hC-ineach.State.. These differences inweights provide us with an

op0Oft0aitYAO",4mu1ate_and observe the fiscal consequences which would

ie*14*.ia*-successively itreater importance is attached to the income term

i4efiTiihg-fiatal-caPacitY. As the table shows, we have a fairly

v1tie4/4pd:00ntipuous range'of weights given to property and income across

measures and aeros4tatei.

:IrwTable.11.afe,liated the results of applying the various alter-

eatiVe0eighting-SYStedis whiChve have devised." Specifically, we

:haVevilulated the wealth level for each school district in each of

the-four states analyzed in accordance with our weighting, schemes. What

.Tabie 12 shows is how responsive the variation in district fiscal cape-

city is to each of these alternative measures of capacity. The two

measures of variation selected are the coefficient of variation and the

95/5 percentile ratio. The coefficient of variation (the standard devi-
,

,ation diyidedby the mean) iaa relative measure of variation which in-
-

eludes all districts in, the population. As such, it is responsive to

.skewness and may be strongly affected by the presence of extremely high

or low capacity districts. The 95/5 percentile ratio (simply the ratio

'10In Pennsylvania we have analyzed both the old, pre-Act 59 measure

-of-fiscal-capacity (Property per WADM) and the 60-40 weighted combination
of property-and income which is now being'implemented.
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Table 12

,ViriationinilicalXaOacity Among Districts Under Current and Alternative Capacity Measures

Current.
=Fiscal Capacity

4.00

'3:28

"47.2X 4.64

73.9% 4.16

59.8% 4.79
. .

Explanation of terms:

Basic Beta - Weighted Logarithm4eighted Property Converilio

Regression Measure . Measure Measure Measures

C.V. 95/5 Ratio C.V. 95/5 Ratio C.V. 95/5 Ratio C.V. 95/5 Radii

40.5% `"3.16 43.2% 3.37 42.4% 3.31 37.3% 2.66

42.7% 4.00 43.1% 4.04 41.7% 3.91 47.3% 3.13

69.6% 3.86 69.7% 3.87 67.6% 3.66 1116.6% 2.78

.,.

52.3% 4.22 66.8% 5.91 65.9% 5.80 35.1% 3.01

C.V.. Coefficient of variation (standard deviation 4 mean)

95/5RA40-= 95th percentile + 5th percentile
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-e.e4114140i40-40 the population--only

coUtile), -relatiiiely inefficient.,..

The ratio, however, is not respon-

fex.:e4reii4-Y-,11ign Zr low observations. To-

ficitini vericiiiin and the 95/5 ratio should

0..ft:helihter4:diStriCt dispersion of fiscal capa-
7 -capacity -measures.

first:.of all, it .should be noted in

capacity under the old (pre-

caPicity. -(prOperty ;per VADM) was considerably higher

at iinder._the iieiis.,6040:,wogkting, scheme. Both the coefficient

ariation ;and' the 95/5 :04:000.6 ratio reflect this fact. Since

.weights fairly close to the new 60-40

el!tik-°now 'j?ei4:iilpiemehteil: under Act 59, it is no surprise that the
, -

bvariation°in district capacity is approximately the same, for these

aVea440, iniereit,inglihe property conversion (McMahon-weighted)

Siire,,prOducea the variation amohg, district capacity. All

case: of Pennsylvania, there is not much difference in

-sthe relative variability of fiScal capacity across districts, no matter

iich-- capacity °measu`r_''ee is used. The average difference between the

urrent 4.*.-_,.59'.:7*.aaukt:,and all the alternative wealth measures is only

iiiieScita,-ind. Ohio,- the story is much the same.

o*0'4
,underjhecurren

the coefficient of variation for district

.wealihAlleasure (property per pupil) is 47.2%
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etithe,threeregreiSiOn 144*ightingsChemet, the
-

_

041044,-;-Ofr-IfSkiiiitiodroOS.tilightlY,.-While it stays the same for

*-5prOPer.ty-COnlieuiOly,Weighting..,SOheme. For Ohio, whose district

S-Aiiiiodiline44#40petiy;per,pUpil there is considerably

'.44ifiatien,inAiialth,per pupil across. districts as measured by

L ,

,z00'efficient-*Oratiatio*A73;90. But the inclusion of income

,variation in fiscal capacity

for'=the:iliree-.regresesiioii-hased measures. The extremely high coefficient

of; variation< for :the ,oroopi:conversion measure. (106.9P is the result

0t114-4eriiiiih.incoMetierpupil districts in Ohio. The 95/5 per-

Ceptiie4atio,A64-11-:.be,p0fed, is of a considerably lower order of

Maiagnitud'e' ..

euostsizeable differences in the variation of inter-district

t

wealth
.levels

is seen in the -case of Kansas, although the order of

,magatUde of the differences is still rather small. The basic .re-

egression Weighting scheme (with apprpximately a 67% weight given to in-

.66mOresults in a 7 percentage point decline in the coefficient of

,variation vis-a-visithe.current income plus property measure of fiscal

capacity. Thebeti and log-weighted. schemes, however, (which give

Only-about.10d% weight to income) result in a 6-7% rise in the coeffi-

dent of variation. The property-convetsion wealth definition produces

the lowest relative variation acrosa districts of all the weighting

. schemes.

On the basis of the above comparisons, the major conclusiOn'which

can be drawnis that the inclusion of income generally seems to reduce

the variation[ in fiscal capacity across districts. The heavier the

410



aiiet-:144:14A the variability. It

fir*
dOeffidleie,o

t ,Lite.magititude of the decline in

NviitiO04.00,44y4irge. To use the-case of
- -

inikiiitswm00*iiM,01$,.?thi)t0IgeMent-Ora roughly 20% weight to

-"ii4A04,1am4eVthe-mMSO-OViithei of the three regression-
,

htS)*uid re04:0' decline of only 4-5 percentage points

n-,thc-cOefficientoUiraiiitidn=1M district wealth. In percentage

apeerieSPOOS-.,0M_deCtiee.of less than 10% in the coeffi-
.

44**,o'f'siti4-0,:. ly the property-conversion weighting scheme

9-pops-OBS-the POtential for effecting"a sizeable alteration in

_

104041414*Y, 44:144'441#4#1iesick.

,
'The4aCt-that-the deOline In variability should be so slight may

.

At-fIrSOleemmurPrising.,Yiowever, one should remember that the order

.,of-m4hitUde:OfprOperty (ier student) is itself considerably greater
*

than' hit ofjncome(peestudent). In the states analyzed here, the

-value;,of:,Property peri)Opil ranges from 2 to 4 times higher than income

per pupil, ConSequently, a 20X weight associated with a term (income

per-OUpil) which is again only perhaps 26=30% as large as the term to
,

Which: -if 'is added- (property per pupil) would'seem to possess a somewhat

limited, capability for altering the already-existing fiscal capacity

.#ruCfure-.

A:hinges-in Fiscal Capacity by'District Type

EVeethough the overall variation in district wealth did not seem

-to,b0ignifican4reltered-by-the-wealth measure used, it does not pre-

elude that_more_considerable differences might be found

411
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italteofAiittiCks: -Therefore, in this section we have

a fiscal capacity ,ot,i'ciipt'clistricti in each of four states
-

,4ifit441,,i:.°C1jiaiii,fiect,:by;:geOgraphiCal/population status.

vithiwaitIMS44ut-,outside

Aithou\ there are many classification schemes which could be used, we
=--

one used by J. Dan Hou. 11
'^^

iiifi411i,AOWS401,4404ct was placed in one of the following

four ca-
-

tfgories:

1. Centralcity districts those school districts serving

Alle:';40itiWciti-loi-;Cities). in a standard metropolitan

statistical area (SMSA),
..t;'Suburbaii:sChOolvdistriets: those school districts located

the central city;

- Smeill.Uriiiii@-(nOit4[SMSA) districts: those districts located

in a non-W4-4,ty with a 1970 population of at least 10,000;
1

'4 'Iliikal`2 all other -School districts (non-SMSA, non-urban).

-,, Iii-the,pages-4hich follow, we have simulated the wealth levels which

:-1d result 'S)(.1d' fiscal capacity ,be redefined in accordance with

ch-e,..VatiolUs:4,eigyiiis,derivoi,for each state in C!-apter 2. Differences

in wealth leVels, by type of district as defined above will be noted.

.%e

PennIylvania °

, -
,7InjaN.e 13, we have estimated the average (median) fiscal capacity

_ :Eat.-*101-J:,Lti*.:four MOO: geographical types of school districts noted

above. Since the biciert:'bilitagnitude of the various measures of fiscal
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I.

ty e of,§ehoo1-bistiiet, Pennsylvania, 1975-76

,
.

,Progerty.

Bettie. Regression -IletefVeithted I.ogWeighted Conversion
iiiieni*eaitiie- :Measure- MeastirpMeasure Me04*e-

74edian. .-.IndeX- liedian_ , -Index Median- Index Median. Andex Mediin_.Index,.._.._ ..... ...

i6i1i9k

100 $19,392 100 $19,176 100. $17,012 100

0.



indsX,nOmberriialUes:*ve,aiiobeen calculated. It

Ojaref020, that in comparing the relative fiscal capa-

rAinkifigs-of .10**oUs;tyPes-Of'dietricts across the fiscal capacity

e.index number values (and not the medians) should be utilized.

a:4curre00.1fisciittapacitY measure in effect in Pennsylvania, we

ayecalCulats0,b0h44a,-propety,per WADM measure which was the measure

and nEhe. 6640, ei titintscheme for property and income which

,
e.104A1144;c4ted.bysa.comparison of the index number values. As can

Ofect,:aincS%Ant59-WaS :passed in 1977.

variations , yAchopl district type and capacity measure are
1`.

e-sseukHaccosding to:bOth t:4e-Old measure of fiscal capacity (Property

414.;theACt.59meaSure, suburban and central city districts

4ihestlaverage fiscal capacity, followed by smaller (non -SMSA)

'006i**ciFt441--14isiiidts.

Iiiterestingiyi-the60-40-fiscal-capacity measure has apprecibly

_altered:neither the order nor the dispersion of average fiscal capacities

_a.groaa_district typet:__Since the weighting schemes which were derived

)from-our three regression equations produced weights very close tothe

60-40 seheme now in effect under Act 59, it is not surprising to observe

that there_is_little difference in district capacity rankings for these

alternative measures. When the property-as-In-income-flow weighting

___method_is used, _the variation in fiscal capacity is lessened slightly--

with the average rural and small urban district capacities rising and the

suburban and central city average dropping slightly. The compression,

however, is very small. We are, therefore, led to conclude that neither

the level nor the ranking of the:average Pennsylvania fiscal capacity

would be significantly altered under Any of ou: alternative fiscal capacity

measures.

'414 ,
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nnee04,4t, will he,reMembered, currently uses equalized property

rtiutii1,404ts definitions of fiscal capacity. As an examination

Will point out, the. average fiscal capacity of districts by

Strengly influenced by the particular capacity

.
°MeseUretutilizedthanwas the, case for Pennsylvania. Under the current

,..

sca eiPiCitymetaure rural districts and small urban districts have

, .

e-highest per pupil, with suburban districts lagging

ii.
.

iinding iis not.unexpected. As Allen Odden has pointed out
12

,

, .

_ ....
-... ...,

rural dreas w thlargeareas of;farmland and few pupils) may often rank
, y

,.

,:.1)14104tiettOr$iot0,4004 measures of fiscal capacity are used In the

6,40o resi4entiil suburbs, children of school age usually constitute
,.. :

4,-4gh4picentaggcoi the population.' Consequently, residential suburban

--,:districts often rank, low when property per pupil is the fiscal capacity

ineaSure.used'. Under the three:regression-derived.measures, however, with

incOMesiven'weighta of approximately0-25Z, the rural district's average

falls,sjightly While the suburban dist ct average rises, and the gap

between the two narrows somewhat. The fact that the fiscal capacity of

.:the Average residential suburban district is,higher when an income weight

.-Is_added largely reflects' the property-Toor but income-rich "bedroom com-

munity'-'--type of suburban area.- This finding, it should be pointed out,

is 'also consistent with other evidence.
13

Finally, the average relative

-,-.

litcat,capacity of the central:City districts is seen to increase signifi-

dahtly.under the regression - derived measures.

12A. Odden,, Alternative Measures..., op. cit., pp. 14 and 16.

13
Ibid., p. 17.
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Table 14

School District, Minnesota, 1975-76

_________
.---- Property ._

XesillegieSiion Beta-Weighted .1.0g44eighted COnyerSion

Current MeaSUre -Measure Measure Measure Measure

:Median. .- Index. Median Index Median Index Median Index Median Index
----,-

1.475o 82

:.$15,480 .-100 $14,810 100 $14,875 100 $14,618 100 $13,063 100--
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riAt 'e-ProPertyi'Oiaiteril.On,,measure.,, 'which is heavily

,the ural districts possens the lowest average

capaCity. (as expcted):folI0ed in ascending order by suburban

',-,,luiba#:;diSikie,:tii;.,..and,"the:cen:tral city districts. All
-:

,in'411,i;.5.thet,Miinteletii.JcapaCit'Y'rankings appear to be fairly strongly
--`; ,

,

-- .,-,-''',4-..4,-,,,,,-;:affected,by!theichoice,-Of, fiscal capacity definition, with urban and
,

,

abisrbanAfitriet-tiacil,capaCitiea rising, as income is weighted pro-
-"

" 7 4, '

ressiVelYrOoke,:lheavily,Athile:preCisely the opposite occurs for the

iraii114iekt'tf,aff-tiier,aVe*Age,:riiral, district.

. ..
- -

the four-states analyled 1ere, only Kans 1-as--a. considerable
, -.., -,,,, .'--,:

4:iiityi,Mi,th_44:441Cal capacity measure which includes income and

liegi..t--4-:16itice fiscal capacity is specified as the simple sum of
..- . .- ... 0 ,, , -2:.,-, ,, - 44,

4n-C'Ome Ind.-property per student , the Kansas measure in effect assigns

'equal -.weights to each.
. , .

,...., ... ...,, .,. -... .. .

, .> s . .

-. -As ,;the.-incleiv,piiinbei values in Table 15 clearly show, the current fis-

àal capas*tysmiking by district type in Kansas is fairly similar to that

observed, -in Minnesota. Rural districtstank 'highest _in fiscal capaci_ty,,

"followeit.by small Urban,iiuburban, and central city districts. .-Under all

four alternative weighting schemes, there seems to be a tenden:y for the

fiscal capadties of the small urbaii,''S'uburban,' and central city to rise

moderatelys as progressively _heavier weights_are assigned to income (see-
. . ,

Table 11 for the percentage weights corresponding to each measure) For

-thii:r-kuriti districts', ixactly the opposite occurs, as the average fiscal
.

rails es/income is more heavily weighted;

417
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iCat1DiitilW

:-0's .iliiiti' '

YUrban
Iiiiiii,Sittil

--,'-.Suburban

---7-Celitral City

District
_10ians

Table 15

Fiiq4 Capacity by Type of School District, Kansas, 1975776
1

"`"-- 7," r"

current Measure
--Median Index

Basic Regression
Measure

Median Index

Beta-Weighted
Measure

Median Index

Log-Weighted
Measure

Median Index

Property
Conversion

Measure
Median Index A

. !
-4:^,

S42;680 113 $17,020 112 $30,041 115 $28,446 115 $11,152 106

,.

_ --:

28,419 75 12,098 79 16,959 65 16,512. 67 10,642 102 A

24,133 64 10,204 67 15,057 58 14,586 59 7,407 75
'..

.

21,279 56 9,120 60 13,628 52 13,176 53 7,141 68

$37,738 100 $15,146 100 $26,060 100 $24,803 100 ,$10,473 100

IThe_general_order of magnitude of the current average fiscal capacity level is considerably higher than that of-
the alternative Wealth measures. This is because of the fact that the simple weights given to income and property
under the current weighting scheme add to 2, while, the percentage weights under the alternative fiscal capacity
measures sum to 1. For this reason, the index number values of fiscal capacity levels should be used rather than :-A

: :the'smedierie.., :::<

ro

.

.
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enIO#Jpart,Jhe_Changes. in the fiscal capacity index values

all*ltiOdpatOyer the slianiof-the weights resulting from the re-

gr"sgfenanalqiigi.- Only in the case of the heavily income-dominated

,7eOnyersionveighting_schemedoes the fall in the rural capacity

the- rise in the indices of the other three categories of dis-

"e-COie-enbatantial.

e-measuraof.fiscar capacity currently in effect in Ohio is

ropertYper:TUpif. According to this measure, the average fiscal

caPACiiiia,Of. :the districtatink (in ascending order) from rural,

NT--anail-Urben tO-dentral-city districts, as can be seen .,y examining

4ebte-i6. Under the three alternative regression-based wealth measures

income given Weights-of approximately 10-20%), virtually no change

,
occurs in-either the ranking or thelevel.of the_aVerage district by

geographic type. Only the property couversion weighting scheme produces

any effect on thefiscal capacity levels, causing a modest rise in the

fiscal capacity of suburban districts and slight declines in the average

levels of,the other three district types.

Conclusions: Changes in Fiscal Capacity by District Type

As-we-have_seen in the previous sections, the average wealth rankings

by type of district have varied across the states analyzed. Of course, the

regression-derived weights given to income and proptrty have differed from

state to state, which accounts for part of the variation. Nevertheless, it

is possible-to observe some general similarities across the four states.
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Fisóal Capacity by Type ofit.chool-Distr-icti-Oh 1977=78

, fable 16'

, y

Current .:MeitSure

of District Mediatt,. . Index

urat,

.'

,, $23-709

stt

Süburbäñ St

" 45.1.1Sa

Central City

to-istrict

1104fis

10

Basic Regression
Measure

Median Index

,Beta-Weighted
Measure

Median Index

..1

89 $22,356 89 $22,396' 89 $21,453

Log-Weighted
Measurer

Median Index

24008', -112

:26,733

28,555 114 28,590 114

101. 25,564 ,402 25,596 102

31;771 120 29,988 120 -30,041 120

P-00*t)?: 7
Conversion
Meásuré

Median
:

89 $15,334

27,660 115 19,176

24,788 163 19,155 107

28,817 120 '21,008 117

$26,520 100 $24,989 100 $25,046 100 $23,995 100 $17,915
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e7.ii##1,:diStricts.444,of all, the assignment of a moderate

WiAgiii:Ici[iitit6MtAiiirdidtated.hthe.regression weights) had a modest

eiatilielteffe#-1*,the,Svirage,rdial district's fiscal capacity in two

Kin04-40d4iihneiOta).40.4 no effect in the two others (Ohio and
-,r

Pennsylvania):. *Weyer the assignment: of a dominant weight, to income

-;;

10.a:**;iiropertionveritioneasuri),produced a more substantial reduc-
,

,t1.4.44440f4044,acftii Of:the_Siierage rural district in three of the

our',Statea. `Only.ip.PenilsYlvanis was there no change. This conclusion

-is` 10itconsiitent with the finding of Alien Odden that "nonmetropolitan ,

'areas: general/y,rank highest in property-wealth...and lowest in income.
H14

In of the=puT. states, turfed; there was a clear tendency for
":-1,11^4,--- i.n4f ,i

*he'iveiage fiscal,CopaCitylAnthee-agiW"ncp-SMSrailIricts to rise as
_.-

...--,--------0.:z.,:.--,:. -...
t

In ...-

.income -was assigned a progretaixtlly4higher weight. Only in Ohio were the
-t -,-t, -

..'"
results erratic with respect-to#62tiscal capacity index for smaller

' *.".Z' .1

Urban areas. It should be ncitedi, though,,that the rise in the fiscal
4 :J

- .

.

-.7
.

-- -- -
capacity index was quite small for two of the states (Pennsylvania and

Kansas). Only in the case of Mi#nesota was there observed a pronounced

5

rise. e \

With respect to the suburbandistricts, there was also a tendency for

the fiscal capacity index. to rise `moderately in three of the four states

as district income received a progressively higher weight. Only in Penn-

sylvania was there essentially no change. This finding is again consistent

with Odden's observation that "suburbs appear to be poorest...when an in-

come modification is not made.
"15

14
A. Odden, Alternative Measures..., op. cit., p. 16.

15
Ibid., p. 17.
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4Orifie'eitie of the central city districts finally, no clear

4:04144411.. Ii-the.Cate:of- two states (Pennsylvania and Ohio), the

c us on-of-somoderiti.Weightlor income caused little or no change in
-"--

--=
tke.e0Otriteity,lideil,cantatY ihdex. A heavy weight for income, in

#:4601:00ei*ch.-tke-OroperticOnlieraion scheme, produced a modest decline

..-iincentraLcityAistriatie4verage fiscal capacity in both Pennsylvania.
-

*51'044..,40;.04-090.,oithe.bther.twe states, however, there was a

,Itende001,0r-the-reli-lyeJisCal capacity index 6f central city districts

40.44.**.th,ptegrestiVely -heavier weights for income. The responsive-_

:` -' 1:..

048-0Vitielilideicatlleity:',index was only moderate in Kansas but quite

large for Minnesota.

,

.

, Overall, ho evert. is clear that the effects of adding income

-
-0.400easure-offiseal,c444tY .10114vikty depending on the state and

itype distri 'studied. . Nevertheless, there seems Zote a general

:(thOOghl n univetsal) tendency: for tke average fiscal capacity of rural

dist cts.to decline and the average fiscal capacity for small urban and

- .

uburbawdistricts to rise as progressively heavier weights arr. assigned

to income: It should be kept in mind that the conclusion above refers

only to the average district. We have not considered the existence of

substantial variation within district classification categories.

State Aid Simulations

The wealth simulation exercises of the previous section are revealing.

.In general, the effects of. including income with a moderate weight into

our fiscal capacity measure have been to lower slightly the average fiscal

422
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fieutral4tihoWeVei

PHT4acSlUittly-:the. average fiscal

iStriet.tYpes::-.0ithin the context of fis-

*-interestinito ascertain the magnitude

04mOOPtOketa*aidhickwould be forthComing

eti4ifAigitribtaahOulOhe,iisdal-cipacity levels be

ri,aCcOidanO-0414h,0**topa alternative weighting schemes.

le,Lbtliscall-heiltralitYhaaemerged during the 1970's

4:44direof,44nity,in,sCh6t4 finance circles. According to the

tiOr6ii-,:Court.'s,Addrieluez,diataion, .the principle of fiscal neutrality

;requires -that the,gualitr.of.-Public-education may not be a function of

ialtWefthe-schOol,diStritt. theCourt, however, left no operational
_

ilefl4tihri,%of fisCaintrafikty so the-definition is still open to

,VarYingjntorpreta.tions, :both, -in, court decisions and in the school

400,14440r0'40eil

4,dsefuldistinotionthat has emerged concernirg ;fiscal neutrality

lath-At-of ex. mite vs: ex-post fiscal neutrality. As Stephen Ba.1-o has

__stated; "The ex poet interpretation is that the actual level of educational

/040a rtlingt not correlate with wealth.... the ex ante formulation is that

the ability if a district to support schools should not depend or. Wealth."16

.

AvAarro s,definition, ex post fiscal neutrality is attained when the coeffi-

,Cientof correlation (or another appropriate measure of _association)

liehieen'tetaldistiict Spending and district wealth (or fiscal capacity)

10Lker6:.2rhis-is...the_definition of fiscal neutrality which will be utilized

-Stephen.Barto-rUlternatiVe Post-Serrano Systems and their Educational

lications," in-4ohn_NnCids,-ed., School Finance in Transition (Cambridge,

la 4e1iinierPUK:,4oi,o' 1974), p.'32.
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a statistical -,problems Which coMeInto.play, toW-

tins tO.Ainiulateihe amount of state
.--

e,alte*Tiativ*Measurea-Of wealth. The principal

6,,;04A040#-4it the state aid or subsidy formula

aid which would

'01APAS,P41*,are-goiSql tied to the wealth measure

hnseqUentlyi,Ifthe-vealthmeasure is altered, it can be

ecOdAhatlhesubii4,foriUla will also be altered. Otherwise

O0endihvuOsOnjW4eatt14 wealth measure), it is possible

Wtitakatati,aidilialt4t either .rise or fall to unrealistic levels.

A good case in point is Kansas Under the wealth definition currently

;JOSOthesiM4OuMOfIncome=per pupil and property per pupil), the

neañ,wéalth for all Kansas districts for 1975-76 was approximately

$44,000 er pupil .8ut_according to the weights based on our regression

1A447,4406400-, 1:or example, the mean wealth per pupil was only about

- 717mo4op Consequently, if the alternative wealth definition were

OtilIzed,without altering the subsidy formulas, a huge increase in total
.

-,-**e aid for nearly all districts would result. Such an event is

highly-unlikely to occur. Instead, there would be changes made in the

,basiC, subsidy formula.

In previous simulation research involving state aid simulations,

some investigators have simply utilized a hypothetical subsidy formula.

,Allen Odden, for example, simulated state aid under alternative wealth

measures for the states of Colorado,_Connecticut, South Dakota, and

147, Washington.
18

Cdden ignored, however,*the different subsidy programs

17The principalTeasOn for the discrepancy here is the fact that the
aum ofYthe weights under the current-Kansas wealth definition is 2,
wheriai-the sum of the percentage weights based on the regression
coefficients is I:-

18A. Odden,,Alternative-Measures- of -School District Wealth, op. cit.
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etei'-atitet and instead simulated aid undereètin

bsidy plan.

eVti mu atiOn'47eiferefais--helOw, we shall utilize the actual

Of -State aid under alternative

ifiiiteaiv,AhefeheceadarY;AOWever, we shall alter the

eiLPikaaietera'Aei(der, to keep _the:general order of magni-

e:aVerage-wealth levels s(and.hence the total amount of state

34felefibiite ) ,:a'PiirliititOatelY- the -Same.

atiehe
4

èibiid'- plan in-effect in Kansas in 1975-76 (and, with. some

cations;,tInleffect,at the current time) is based upon the con-
ep of power equalization. Each_ district is guaranteed a budget limit

-74srp., is.1),.4ecl, upon its enrollment category (three general

aiiiifieations) and -its "local effort rate ." The state share of the

,-40giit is a residual amount'--the difference between the lLgaliy auth7

.*i*k.to-ii.lbudget and the "local effort" of the district.19 (For a

-f"ul1 er-explanaticn- of the iechanies of the Kansas subsidy scheme, the

ireads4:,iaeferied to the sources in- footnote 20 below.)

-effort'!- under the kansas Act is defined as the sum of:

ya4-4;CCa1:-.Wealth, Of the district (the sum of district income _per

-Pi_40,a0440opertY per pupil) times the district local effort
iatei:Oiir"tisifea the Tali) of the district's budget per pupil
tO4helnidgetAier pupil "norm" for the district's enrollment
-OteitOtA;:,,,-":,-,,,,

017t1i iffprevious:yeati_a reCeifitirfrotiflederal-impact aid -(P.L.874);
-C).4:flie:r:ilieti,14'8,-'shei,- -If the county school foundation fund.

Nee:-EStiier-iion ed:Fuillic School Finance Programs, 1975-76 (Washington:
197.6);: Also, Dafrw19in3Daiicoff, "An Analysis of the

'iic4ii:ii*hOol,,,,,bfitif,epEquaStkijon Act of 7 , ' in E. Tron, ed., Selected
(W4ehisgos: Office of Education, 1976).
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changes in the level of state aid per district, we

have *1st estimated the level of each district's state subsidy per

pupil under the current definition of district wealth (the sum of dis-

trict income per pupil and property per pupil). In doing so, we have

excluded -that- part of a district's "vocal effort" which consists of

receipts from federal impact. aid and from the county school foundation

fund {see footnote 19). We next calculated the amount of the subsidy

which-would ba forthcoming to each district under each of our four

alternative wealth measures.
21

The differences between the "alterna-

tive wealth measure" subsidy levels and the "actual wealth measure"

Subsidy levels are given in Table 17. (A negative sign refers to a

decrease in the subsidy should the corresponding alternative wealth

measure be utilized.) The entries in the table represent the median

0

(dollar and percentage) change in the level of state aid per pupil by

each of the four district ty;ss.

As can be seen from the table, the simulated changes for the basic

regression equation weighting scheme are usually fairly small. Although

the average statesubsidypaid to rural districts would rise slightly

($8 per pupil), there would be average declines of from $10 to $45 for

districts in the other three classifications. It might be noted that

these simulated changes in state aid are quite consistent with the changes

in the relative wealth ranking's simulated in Table 15. There it was ob-

served that, under the basic regression weighting scheme, only the rural

where necessary to maintain the general order of magnitude of the
wealth levels, the local effort formula was adjusted to keep the local

,,effort of the median district the same under all ,A the definitions.
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Tale 17
-5

,-7

Stati Aidlimulations: Kansas, 1975-76
-.

Median (Absolute -AndPercentage)r Change in State.Aid per Pupil Under Alternative Wealth Measures
1

, .- Rt ,.,,, , e g , . ,,, ,,,,,,, _ ., , N .

'4

.
,

, ' . :

(t.

0' Standardized Property
Basic Logarithmic

Regression Regression Regression Conversion ---,_ ,...t

Measure Measure Measure Measure
..-i

Type-of-District- Change I Change Change % Change %

Small Urban
(non-SMSA)

Suburban
(SMSA)

Central City
(SMSA)

$ 8 2% -$12 -9% -$ 5 -6% $ 51 13%

- 412 -8% 41 8% 39 8% - 162 -,35%

-10 -2% 12 2% 14 ,2% - 58 -10%

-45 -87, 52 8% 53 8% - 204 -16%

1Changes calculated as the difference in the amount of state aid subsidy under alternative wealth

measure relative to that amount .simulated under curet. wealth measure.
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77. -r!...,+`4-7-`:-7'

to

a

strict*U10:eXperience (on the average) a fall in their relative,

ireAlth3evels.1PrOptingan increase in aid). Average districts in the

*her'Sthree:'04essifications would experience a rise in their relative

*A044440 which would generate a decline in state aid. It should

e.,1ptectthstthesid changes are_not of a.sizeable magnitude, hoWeVer.

Oerage.generai state aid per pupil in 1975-76 was $455,
22

which

_ -....

*06.d.zmake.theSimUlated changes observed here on the order of 5-10%.

--------
-

,-.(--,-1111r-ilier. three alternative wealth measures are concerned,
,....-

e changes pl-therlevel Of-it-ate ain-aie of varying signs but also

Iiiii1Ysmallith,the sole excention of the property conversion weight-
,

4,s0ieMe, *tkEtle,dopinance which it gives to the level of district

#00,04.esiehete would,bring about a very pronounced decline in aid

leVer0 to.small urban, suburban, and central city school districts.

Only-in the case of rur4l districts would an increase ($51) in the per

pupil subsidy occur.

Probably the most appropriate generalization which should be drawn

from Table 17 is that if moderate variations in the relative weight

given to income and property should be introduced in the 50-50 weight-

ing scheme currently in effect in Kansas, the average change in the

level of the state subsidy given to school districts would not be large.

Because of the peculiarities of the Kansas state aid formula, it

is not possible to simulate the resultant changes in total district

spending and thereby estimate the fiscal neutrality consequences of our

alternative wealth measures. However, the coefficient of correlation

22
Baicoff, op, cit., p. 21.
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beiwien-exPinditur's- er u it and district wealth as de-
e..1) .Y

,J*4 income Per pupil plui properti, per pupil) was +.83 for the

=191546'.sChool year: --In other words, the current state aid system

is,not fiscally neutral-lin, the ex post sense). There are
,

. two-reasons-why we would expect that a revision of the weights of the

,,hasic wealth measure along the lines suggested in the previous chapter

,,_Would.-aot lead to a pronounced change in the degree of fiscal non-

-neutrality, however. In the first place, the simulated changes in

he level of state aid which would be forthcoming under our alternative

schemes were small--averaging only about 5-10%. (The only exception

*16,fOr the property conversion weighting scheme,) This finding,

----coupled with the fact that only about 40% of the general operating

kUnds for Kansas schools were paid by the state during 1975-76, leads

a us to conclude that a revision of the weights would have, little effect

towards generating greater fiscal neutrality. Secondly, in Kansas -it

is the rural districts which have the highest wealth rankings under the

current 50-50 wealth measure. And as we have seen in the previous

section on wealth rankings, several of our alternative weighting schemes

(the ones with higher income v: eights) would result in a decline in the

relative fiscal capacities of these rural districts. The result, of

course, would be even greater state aid and a movement further away

from fiscal neutrality.
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0

as c70hO4support program in existence in Minnesota in

-With some modifications, currently in effect today)

that:4444UndatiOn,plan. -1n-197546, the program 'uaranteed a

ninhAng leve 1;900,7peryUpil unit, with a reduction for his-...--,
.,--

3160er:*iiiditigAistridta.

edetiiiedsUhaidY, plan in effect for the year studied was as

TO416Wi -The.iiati ifiare was set as the difference between the pro-
.

gkamtalcUlat1On4900,-formost districts) minus the specified local

I*1.Ocal:sharewas in turn calculated as 30 mills times the

uste assesse -valuation of,property.
23

The state share was further
.

reduced, :by a portion of -categorical--aids-.

AiieiMUlating.changea-in the average level of state aid, per pupil

O

diatrict, we have first estimated-the level of each district's

. state-subsidy per pupil under the current definition of district

wealth (adjusted assessed valuation). To simplify the analysis, we have

excluded deductions from the state share for categorical assistance.

Furthermore, we have treated the program calculation as $900 for each
0

district, thus ignoring the smaller program calculation for historically.

lower- spending districts.24 Consequently, it should be remembered that

23
In the lower-spending districts, the local share was further adjusted

by the ratio of the actual(sub $900) program calculation to $900. For
/ further'explanation on the details of the Minnesota foundation plan see

E. Tron, Public School Finance Programs, op. cit, pp. 84-85.

24
The fact that-Minnesota computed the smaller program calculations for

the historically lower-spending districts on the basis of district spending
in 197071 end forMuli7inowances in later years made it necessary to treat
all districts the same. The author wishes to extend his appreciation to
Gary Olsen of the Minnesota State Department of Education for pointing out
the complexities of the Minnesota formula.
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idititi4iddivelOhiCh,ye`use as bases for comparison are only

Alst,1*,actualaid-leyele and are not necessarily equal to the

4.160idAeVel#40effeet for that year

4k:Tab1e-1Wer have presented the differences between the aid

- - liVelSsiMUiated-by each of the alternative wealth measures and the ;

aid level during the 1975-76 school year As in

the previous table for Kansas, a negative sign( refers to a decrease

-Iiithe:-suhsidY-should-the corresponding alternative wealth measure

be:utilizedi---Table entries represent the median dollar or median

elitage-thadge-in'atate aid per pupil.
25

,01-be seen from the table; the changes in the level of state

+

::aier pupil are iai'rly small, averaging wider 10% for most of the

regression based wealth measures. Only the rural districts would see

an increase in the subsiay'leVel should, any of these alternative

Wealth measures be utilized. For the Other three types of districts,

howeverthe addition Of en income factor into the wealth or fiscal

capacity definition would-result in a moderate decline in state aid

levels. The decline in aid is most pronounced for the central city

school districts, where the use of the basic regression weights would

result in a 10-18% reduction in the per pupil subsidy.

Interestingly, the property conversion weighting scheme, with

income-given the dominant weight, creates the greatest change In the

0 .

.
levels of state aid per pupil. While only a 5% average aid increase

P 25',Where necessary' to maintain the genelal order of magnitude of

the-wealth levels, the millage rate was adjusted to keep the product

of thejnillage rate and the wealth of the median district the same

-under all of the definitions.
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Table 18

State Aid Simulations: Minnesota, 1975-76
Median (AbiloiUte and Percentage) Change in State Aid per Pupil under Alternativeliealth Measured

uhurban
(SMSA)

Central City

I

*Sic Standardized Logarithmic Property

-RigresSion _Regression Regression -Conversion__

Measuta Measure Measure Measure

Change % Change % ;Change %

$_8 2% $ 6 1% 0%

- 27 - 77 - 25 -7% - 46 . -12%

- 12 - 3% - 12 - 3% - 26 - 5%

- 49 -10% 45 -10% - 75 -18%

$ 18 5%

- 204 . -53%

- 107 -23%

- 254 -78%

Changes calculated as the differenCe in the amount of state aid subsidy under alternative wealth

measure relative to that amount-simulated under current wealth measure.
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;Ywould result for:rurat districts, th.:, other three district

-iee-4eil) sizeable, aid declines. For central city dis-

deCline-is;78L

question, remains as to what the fiscal neutrality

effeCti-'of ihe'simnlatedchangei instate aid would be Until re-

'*.ntlY;, school finance investigators have devoted little attention

_tn:thefiOecific .statistical tests which should be used to measure

the:fiscal neutrality Of a given school finance system. Robert
.

Bernehaspresented probably the most comprehensive survey of the

---"---
----porentiai_measurement.devices.

2
.

6
_Although it is only one of a number

of

.

14Variate.measures_Which, might be used, the measure which we shall

use 'here is the Pearson .product- moment coefficient of correlation (r) .27

26.;
xobert Berne, "Alternative Equity and Equality Measures: Does the

,

Measure Make a Difference?," in E. Tron, Ed. Selected Papers in School
Finance, 1978 (op. cit.), pp., 1-57.

27
it is important to note that the Pearson product-moment coefficient

of correlation (r) is-a'satisfactory statistic for determining whether
or not fiscal "neutrality exists: i.e., whether wealth and spending per
pupil are related. However, it will generally not indicate the magnitude

.of the spending inequalities which the wealth differences have generated.
A simple example will indicate this. Suppose there are three districts,
whose fiscal capacities and per pupil spending leVels are as shown below.

A -B .

Fiscal Capacity $100 $200

. Exps. per Pupil 499 500

C
$300

501

As can be seen, the difference in the fiscal capacities of the three
districts is sizeable here, and:the level of expenditure per pupil is
positively (and perfectly) related to the level of fiscal capacity. The
coefficient of correlation would equal +1 in this case. However, the
difference in expenditure per pupil across the three districts is obvi-
ouslylvery slight and certainly not a matter of concern.

_ Some researchers 'have suggested using the regression coefficient
calCulited_by regressing_ spending per_pupil on wealth per pupil as
the appropriate measure Of-fiscal neutrality. This statistic, how-
ever; also aUffers from a.major shortcoming. Given two alternative
wealth measures; it' is_generally not sufficient to claim that the wealth
meitura mith,the lower regression coefficient is indicative of greater

IiiCal neutrality:, The dispOrcion of the inter-district wealth distri-
bution must also be taken,into account.
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In Table, V have been listed the correlation coefficients between

spending per.pupil and district fiscal capacity as defined by our

Various capaditY measures.- The table shbuld be analyzed with some

however. First of all, the...correlation coefficient between
_

actual tatal,spending per pupil and the actual wealth level in Minnesota

Torthel975-76,school year (line 1) is seen to be+.22. Although the,

magnitude ofx is not large, it is statistically significant at the .01

. level. In short, fiscal neutrality did not exist in Minnesota in 1975-

16. Because of, the complexities involved in including categorical

'in the simulatiOas, we first simulated actual spending pen pupil net
o

of:categorical aid as the sum of expenditures based on local revenues

and the level of state subsidy'aid. As can be seen in line 2, the

correlation-coefficient between simulated actual spending (net of

categorical aid) and actual property wealth is a negative (-.14). In

other words, this finding implies that t'be effect of categorical assis-

ltance is to favor the wealthier districts. Interestingly, our three

regression ;based wealth measures /Tines. (3), (4), (517 are .'not signifi-
.

cantly correlated with simulatedual spending, and might be said to

be "fiscally neutral" with the exclusion of categorical aids. Of all

our alternative wealth measures, only the property conversion wealth

measure seems to produce a decidedly non - neutral effect, with an r = -.17.
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Table 19

Pearson Correlation Coefficients between Spending per Pupil
and Various Measures ofDistrict Wealth: Minnesota, 1975-76

.

O

Line MealthAeasure Spending per Pupil

(1) Property per Pupil .22**a

(2). Property per Pupil -.14**
b

(3) Basic Regression
Wealth.Measure -.08

b

(4) Beta - Weighted
bWealth Measure -.09

(5) Log-Weighted
b

,

Wealth' Measure -.07

(6) ' Property Conversion

Wealth Measure

*significant at a = .05, two tailed t-test
**significant at a = .01, two-tailed t-test

aBased on actual expenditures per pupil for 1975-76 school
year; including categorical aid.

b
Based on simulated expenditures per pupil, excluding cate-
gorical aid.
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Ohio Aid Simulations.

In 1975 Ohio adopted.a guaranteed yield form of state aid formula

for subsidizing local school districts. The operation of the plan was .

quite simple. The formula guaranteed $48 per pupil for the first 20

equalized mills and $42 per pupil for each. equalized mill in excess of

20 mills up to a limit of 30 mills. For the year analyzed here, however,

the guaranteed yield plan was not yet fully funded.28

As we have previously doe for the other states, we have simulated

the levels of state aid by district type which.would result from our
0

.alternative definitions or school district wealth and compared them with

the (simulated) actual levels of state aid which would'have occurred

under a fully-funded Ohio guaranteed yield plan in 1977-78. The results

are listed in Table 20.

As Is evident from the table, the changes in the level of state aid

are extremely small for_the_sase_of_oux_three-regression-weighted-schemesl-

the average change being only about 2%. .The property-conversion weighting

scheme seems to have a more pronounced effect, lowering the level of per

pupil state aid to rural and suburban districts, while raising the level

of aid to small urban and central city school districts. None of the

alternative wealth schemes produce sizeable changes in the level of state

aid, however. This finding is quite consistent with our previous observa-

tion that none of our alternative wealth measures appreciably affected

the average wealth rankings among districts in Ohio.

28See Robert H. Wessel, "Why Guaranteed Yield Failed in Ohio," Journal
orEducation Finance, 3 (Winter, 1978), p. 265-71.
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Table 20

0

Sta:e Aid Simulations: Ohio, 1977-78
Median (Absolute and Percentage) Change in State Aid per'Pupil under Alternative Wealth_Measuresi

4.

Basic Standardized LogarithMic Property
Regression Regression Regression ConverSion
MeasUre Measure Measure Measure

Type of District Change % glAng e % Change 7. Change

Rural r6 -2.8% $ 6 1.0% -$19 -3.3% -$20 - 3.5%
0-
(...,

Small Urban - 10 -2.5% 12 2.3% - 9 -2.1% 12 3.1%(non-SMSA)

386

Suburban - 23 -3.8% 0 0.0% - 29 -4.9% - 62 -10.6%(SMSA)

Central City
(SMSA)

19 4.6%__ -0.5%-

1
Changes calculated as the difference in the amount of state aid subsidy under alternative wealth

measure relative to that amount simulated under current wealth measure.

0
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It is not surprising, therefore, that when we analyze the fiscal

neutrality effects of our alternative wealth measures, we find that

there is little change in the correlation between district spending

and wealth under our various schemes. As Table 21 shows, the current

Ohlo'system is decidedly non-neutral, with the coefficient of corre-

lation between spending per pupil and wealth exceeding .60. Further-

more, there is not much variation in r, the sole exception being for

the property - conversion scheme. Someizhat surprisingly, the value of

r drops to .15, still highly significant but lower than under either the

. existing property per pupil measure or under our regression-based

weighting schemes.

Pennsylvania Aid Simulations.

For several reasons which will be noted below, we did not simulate

the-difference in the-state aid subsidy which would be forthcoming to

Pennsylvania school districts under the various alternative wealth

measures. In the first place, the Pennsylvania legislature did not

appropriate sufficient funds for the new Pennsylvania subsidy formula

which was set up by Act 59. Consequently, the formula has not been

fully implemented. Instead, the state has decided to flgure \district

entitlements unaer the previous law, then disburse by the new formula

what extra funds the legislature did add. This praOtice-NhaS prompted

a recent suit on the part of 122 school districts challenging the method

of disbursing the subsidies.
29

29
G. Kocher, "Schools Sue Over Subsidies," Allentown Morning Call,

February 28, 1979, p. Bl.
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Table 21

if

Pearson Correlation Coefficient between Spending per Pupil
and Various Measures of District Wealth: Ohio, 1977-78

Line Wealth Measure Spending per Pupil

(1) Property per Pupil .68**a

(2) Property per Pupil .61**
b

(3) Basic Regression
Wealth Measure .64**b

.....

(4) .Beta-Weighted
Wealth Measure -- .63**

b

(5) Log-Weighted
Wealth Measure .. .65**

b

(6)---------Propert-y-donver-sion-- -
Wealth Measure .15A*

b

*significant at a = .05, two-tailed t -test
**significant at a st .01, two-tailed t-test

!IBased on actual expenditures per pupil for 1977-78 school
year, including categorical aid.

b
Based on simulated expenditures per pupil, excluding cate-
gorical aid.
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Moreover, in a recent article Russell Harris
30

has analyzed the

fiscal neutrality implications of the "new" Pennsylvania subsidy

scheme. Harris used both the Gini coefficient and the regression

coefficient as measures of wealth neutrality. He concluded that:

The new system maintains a,significant relationship

between the amount of local wealth and the total revenues

available to school districts as indicated by only a slight

decline as in the wealth regression coefficient from .3596

under the old system to .3520 as a result of the new legis-

lation. Likewise, the Gini index for total revenues available

r
to school districts declined from .0809 to .0764.

30
[The de-

cline indicated only a very slight movement toward greater

fiscal neutrality].

A third reason for refraining from simulating the changes in state

aid under the new Pennsylvania formula according to-our various alterna-

tive.wealth measures was the size of the weights which we estimated. As

already discussed, the weights which we observed for our three regression

based wealth measures were very close'to the actual 60-40 weighting

scheme currently in use under the Act 59 system.

In light of these reasons, it was decided to exclude Pennsylvania

from the aid simulation exercises.

3
°Ruissell Harris, "Act 59 and the Prospects for Reforming School Finance

in Pennsylvania," Journal of Education Finance, 4 (Spring 1978), pp. 487-501.
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Conclusions: State Aid Simulations.

For the three states whose state aid levels were simulated in

accordance with. our alternative wealth definitions, the following

conclusions may be drawn. In the cases of Kansas and Minnesota, the

assignment of moderate weights to income produced modest changes (less

than 10% usually) in the level'of.state aid to the average district.

In general, the average state subsidy to rural districts would rise

while subsidies to the other three district types would fall. Only a

dominant weight assigned to income would produce-a sizeable change in the

average level of state aid. For Ohio, on the other hand, the inclusion

of income--even with a heavy weight--would have only a very small effect

on average state subsidies.

Because of the statistical difficulties in accurately measuring

fiscal neutrality (see footnote 27, page 77), considerable caution must

be exercised in drawing conclusions here. We have observed, however, that

the level of spending and the currently-measured level of district wealth

are positively correlated for the states of Minnesota and Ohio. Broaden-

ing the fiscal capacity measure to include income resulted in a fall in

the value of the correlation coefficient in Minnesota, but (except for

the property conversion scheme) little change in the correlation coeffi-

cient. for Ohio. For reasons preeously'discussed, the fiscal neutrality

analysis did not include the states of 'lenses and Pennsylvania.
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CHAPTER IV

Summary and Conclusions

It has been argued that measures of school district fiscal capacity

which include only property wealth may be too narrow. The dissatisfac-

tion with such measures has led to frequent suggestions that income be

included as an additional component of fiscal capacity. As of the late

1970's, seven states have followed suchsuggestions and are now using

fiscal capacity indices which include both property 'and income.

The question of the appropriate weights to associate with these

two factors has been 1.argely ignored, however. The weighting schemes

currently utilizedin the state formulas which now include income re-

flect either political compromise or arbitrariness. Under the plausible

assumption that differences in weighting schemes can generate perhaps

sizeable differencesin district wealth and aid levels, the question of

-the-appropriate weights deserves consideration. In the present paper

we have considered two alternative types of additive weighting schemes.

The first was based on the premise that actual differences in district

spending behavior shluld on the average reflect the relative importance

of property wealth and income. "Fiscal capacity is as fiscal capacity

does" tersely expresses -the empirical rationale behind this first weighting

method. Multiple regression analysis was the statistical technique used

for deriving the weights. The second weighting method which we considered

was based on a theoretical approach previously used by Walter McMahon,

according to which property was considered as convertable into an income
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flow or annuity per period. This, in turn, could be added to current

income to produce a more comprehensive measure of a district's ability

to finance education. In effect, the property conversion rate is

conceptually equivalent to a weight for property.

The results of. the two approaches were quite different. For the

four states which served as the bases for the derivation of the re-

gression weights, the weights accorded property usually averaged 60-80%,

While those accorded income averaged only about 20-40i. By way of con-

trast, the property-conversion scheme Ttelded a weight of only 8% for

property, compared to a weight of unity for income.
.7a

In Chapter III, the consequerces of using these alternative weighting

-schemes were examined with reference to each of the four states. It was

found, first of all, that the inclusion of income. in a fiscal capacity

measure would reduce slightly the variation in fiscal capacity, across

districts. The heavier the weight given to income, the lower (generally)

the variability. The results of the weighting schemes differed, however,

according to district type. The inclusion of income usually had the effect

of reducing the fiscal capacity of the average rural school district.

On the other hand, .there was a general (though not universal) tendency for

the average fiscal capacities of small urban and suburban districts to

rise if income was included. Usually, the heavier weight given to income,

the higher the index of relative fiscal capacity. For the case'of central

city districts, no clear tendency emerged. In two states, the inclusion

of income increased the index relative fiscal capacity of central city

districts, and in two states it resulted in a decrease.
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..'ilherOstite aid leliels were simulated, much the same story as that

bf the wealth simulations emerged. Rural districts, on the average,

would see an increase in their aid levels if income were included with

a moderate weight, while urban and suburban districts would witness a

a

decline in aid tier pupil. In general (except for Ohio), the heavier

the income weight, the larger the change in the level of state aid.

As a final note, we think that it is necessary to point out that

there is no single "correct" or clearly superior method-of weighting

income and property wealth in a measure of fiscal capacity. The addi-

tive weighting schemes used here have the advantages of. possessing a

sound logical basis and being simple to construct and interpret. How-

ever, what we have observed is that assigning,a moderate weight to

income in an additive fiscal'capacity index would usually not produce

sizeable changes in the average level or dispersion of school district

fiscal capacity in the states studied. Only an extremely large weight

given to income (such as in the McMahon scheme) is capable of generating

such sizeable changes. It is important to note, finally, that the con-

elusions regarding the magnitude of the changes ire valid only for

additive weighting schemes. Under A multiplicative-weighting scheme

(suchoaA that used in Connecticut and Rhode Island), the xesulting

changes in wealth and aid levels might well be considerably greater.

1
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MUNICIPAL OVERBURDEN; ITS MEASUREMENT AND

ROLE IN SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM*

Over the past decade, ever since the landmark Serrano v. Priest case in
t''

LC1 California, the funding of public education has undergone court challenge in a ,

CD
number of states. The thrust of the court challenges have either been the highly

.(\i unequal per pupil spending levels that exist within many states, or the great

C:3
variation in financing abilities across local school districts caused primarily byLAI

a heavy reliance on local property tax revenue. 'Both of these problems have been

addressed by new state funding formulas that have been adopted during the last

several years in a number ofstates. 1
Despite this flurry of activity, several

analysts have recently suggested that the net effec!-. of many of these reform

efforts has been little or no improvement in the equity of the school funding-

' system.2 In particular, there is some evidence that despite large increases in

state aid, the ability of many of the nation's large city school districts to pro-

vide adequate funding for public education may be worsening. The claim is made

that cities' ability to suppOrt" local schools is constrained, not necessarily by

inadequate wealth, but rather by greater non-educational demands for local re-

sources. These higher nqp-educational demands on the local tax base result pri:

Marily from generally higher costs of providing services in cities, and from extra

public services that tend to be'required in Cities:
V

This argument has served as the basis of a recent, ourt decision in New York.

In Levittown V. Nyquist the Court ruled that a state funding system that equalizes

resources among school-districts is insufficient. The differential costs faced

by some large cities in order to provide non-educational public

(40
*James R. Knickman and Andrew Reschovsky, Assistant Professor of Public Administra-
tion, New York University and Assistant Professor of Economics, Tufts University,
respectively. We are grateful for the advice of E. Kathleen Adams, Robert Berne,

ty3 Katherine Bradbury, Peter Gottschalk, Richard Murnane and Leanna Stiefel on earlier
11 drafts of this paper.
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, orViceS, p'l'aces a drain on the resources available for the funding of public

education, The Court in New York suggested that higher non-education expendi-

tures in many. cities are in fact required in order to produce essential

.services in those cities. Similar arguments have been made in a case that

is. currently pending in Maryland.

Both the education literature and the New York courts refer to the

relationship between educational funding and municipal expenditures as muni-

cipal overburden. We shall argue in this paper that although the term

municipal overburden is widely used, it has never been well defined. Without

a generally accepted definition it is impossible to determine in which cities

municipel'overburden is a problem, and whether the concept.has a relevant role

in sEhool finance reform.

The issue of municipal overburden can most usefully be thought of as

two separate questions. The first involves measurement of the burden which

residents of various jurisdictions must face in order to provide for municipal

services, This is in fact the issue addressed by a large number of attempts

to measure =ban fiscal stress (or perhaps, distress). The second part of the
.4*

._municipal oVerburden 'question,involves local government's response to the
.

existence:of Mica' 'stream under what circumstances do local governments

. -
k

reSpond,to fiScal Stress by reducing their financial support:Of education?

'The impliCation of this question is that local,governments may not respond at all
, . :-..

,

o,to smunicipal fiscaltreSsby-reeucing spending n education,,

,

.

A final issue related' o municipal overburden concerns_the policy
<

. _ .

question of whether, and how, the existence of punicipal overburden should
,., -, , t -, t ,...'

-

;.pray .a role in the distribution of slate vid: Even .if the_problem of

, -

Municipal oVerburden is_ clearly, defined, it is a difficult task to design

irant-4-0.4 instruments that compensate local school,Iiistricts for their

0

0
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-"municipal overburden.

This paper addresses these three issues. We first turn to a review of

the literature that hasattempted to measure both municipal overburden and

fiscal stress. We then describe an alternative measure of fiscal stress that,

we believe, can overcome some of the shortcomings of the existing literature.

We then turn to the question of'the relationship between fiscal stress and

education expenditure levels. We briefly review the literature, and suggest

why the empirical results are so ambiguous. Finally, we suggest a number of

ways in which state school aid formulas can be modified to deal with municipal

overburden.

Existing Measures of Municipal Fiscal Stress

The education literature includes a number of attempts to demonstrate

that larger cities face, on average, greater burdens in providing municipal

services, and hence, are less able to financeadequate levels,of public educa-

tion. For instance, Gutherie, kleindorfer, Levin and Strout (1971) argue that

. . the residents of some school districts, pareicularly urban ones, are

vulnerable to paying property taxes for many more purposes than simply the

support of schools. These additional taices)re frequently referred to as

municipal overburden"3 (p. 119). Alternatively, Sacks (1974) defines municipal

overburdenin terms of local school expenditures as a percentage of total

expenditures. He notes that this ratio is lower in central cities than in

suburbs, implying higher non-education expenditures in the cities. Other

authors -define municipal overburden in terms of higher levels of non-educa-

tional expenditures in cities, higher property tax rates in cities, and

smaller proportions of total tax levies devoted to schools in cities. 4

Data from a large number of states support the contention that in general
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municipal tax leVies are highest in large cities, while educational expenditures

as a proportion of school expenditures are considerably lower in cities as

compared to their suburbs. For example, in a study of New Jersey communities

Regchovsky and Knickman (1976) report that municipal taxes per capita were on

average 26% higher in large urban communities than in.non-urban communities.

Likewise, in urban communities school expenditures averaged 42% of total local

expenditures as compared to 56% in non-urban communities.

These measures of fiscal stress are all seriously flawed.. Although

they are undoubtedly reasonable correlates. of fiscal stress, none of them

provide adequate and accurate measures of municipal fiscal stress. The defi-

ciencies of the measures are due to two important failures. First, they do

not control for the level ofAmblic services_ provided. For instance, a

community with high tax levies or high levels of municipal expenditures may

not be heavily 'burdened by public sector responsibilities; but rather may have,

through the political process, chosen to'provide high levels of services.

Thus, unless we can control forkliffering preferences for public services,

measures of tax or expenditures levels are insufficient as indices of fiscal

stress.
5

The second reason why high levels of per capita expenditures, or

sual: tax bases, are not necessarily good indicators, of fiscal stress is that

these measures fail to indicate whether the lIcal taxpayer in fact faces a

relatively high local tax burden. The receipt of intergovernmental grants, or

the ability of local taxpayers to shift or "export" their tax burden to

-non-residentsf may both result in high expenditure and/or low,tax base

communities whose residents are not fiscally stressed.

. In"recent years there have been widespread efforts to, imprOve on early

measures of fiscal stress. Papers.by Barro (1978), Bradbury (1979) and Cuciti

(1978) review this literature;and discuss the definitional and measurement
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issues involves in constructing indices of urban fiscal stress. Bradbury draws

the very useful distinction between "budgetary and "citizen" fiscal distress.

The former refers to,the-type of problem that faced New York City, namely

difficulties in balancing the municipal budget, while the latter involves

difficulties in providing residents with acceptable levels of public services

at reasonable tax rates. Both types of problems (which can occur simultane-

ously) are related to what Bradbury calls "structural" fiscal distress.

Structural distress exists when cities face underlying problems that lead to

long-run difficulties in obtaining adequate resources to meet local needs.

An example of an attempt to build a structural stress index is Nathan

et al.'s (1977) "urban conditions" index. The purpose of their index is to

point out which cities have high public service "needs." The index does not

measure relative "needs" directly. Rather, three variables which are thought

to be related to relative fiscal needs are the-basis for comparison across

cities. The-three factors chosen by Nathan et al. are (1) percent of housing

built before 1939, (2) percentof the population with below poverty level

incomes, and (3) rate of population change. The three factors are weighted

- equally in the index., In general high values of the index are generated for

cities thaeurban experts would consider fiscally stressed "high need" cities.

For-example, Newark and St. Louis, two cities on most lists of stressed
. _

cities, are near the top of the "urban condition" index.

The main advantage of the index is its simplicity. The mechanics of the

--index are easy to understand, but the simplicity, of course, is achieved at the

expense of a clear conceptual underpinning. In fact, the index is rather ad

hoc 'in character. Also, it is not clear that the index is sensitive to the

impacts of existing federal and state aid on the ability of local governments to

pay for necessary services,' or to the amount-of tax burden that is exported.
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In an intriguing recent paper Aaron Gurwitz (1977) suggests that a

community is experiencing fiscal stress if it is raising local tax revenues

above a 'maximum sustainable level." Excessively high tax rates will induce

residents and businesses to leave a community, This fact enables us to define

a tax rate that will in the long run maximize local government revenue. Any

higher-fix rate will not be sustainable in'the long run because it will reduce

the level of local economic activity, and eventually reduce aggregate revenues.

Gurwitz's index has the advantage of clarifying the fact that resources for

public, education and for municipal services come from the. same pool of

resources. However, empirical estimation of the index will be very difficult,

as its data requirements are extremely large.

An Alternative Index of Fiscal Stress

Ideally an index of fiscal stress should measure the burden faced by the

average resident in order for his local government to meet local "needs." In

other words, in defining an index of fiscal stress a distinction should be made

between the tax burden created by providing necessary services, and the burden

of public provision of discretionary services. In order to demonstrate why some _

communities have more public'seryice needs than_others, 45d why the costs of

Providing for such.17needs-Vaiy across communities, it is.useful to decompose

the determinants of local government-expenditures.

Define gi as the quaUtity,of a composite local public service provided

Per capita on an annual basis in community i; gi is thus a measure of_the out-

put ofloCal government. For example, the output of a police department might

be measured in terms of a reduCtion in the probability of a given type of crime

occurring. -Annual per capita'local government expenditures can be defined as

the product of 'g
i
and pi, the cost per unit of public output. Thus per capita
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' expenditures vary across communities because of variations in output, or in the

price (or cost)per unit.

There are several reasons for differences-in output levels. First,

communities vary in their ability to pay, or fiscal capacity. Demand for

public output is generally positively related to the size of a community's

tax base, and the level of intergovernmental grants received. The second factor

that affects local demand for public goods is the existence of 1 gal require-

ments mandated by statute or the courts which require that cer ain levels- of

services be provided.. Also, certain services are considered/necessary by the

standards of the time or the region. For,examplei by the of the

eighteenth century public fire protection was not considered a required muni-

cipal service even in the largest cities, while today all large cities would

consider- it one-of the basic functions of local governzhent. Clearly many

standards of public service, whether-legally mandated or not, are determined

by certain technical characteristics of a jurisdict on, rather than by citizen

_ ----
preferences. For instance, the_decisibh to have blicly provided sewers

--:--------
.

rither-thabrprivate septic tanks is usually dete, ined by the type of soil and

4//Fm

drainage conditions in the community.

Finally, the demand for public i affected-by preferences or

tastes for public good's. Depending on the d grees of responsiveness or local

government to its citizens' preferences, t relevant preference may be the

collective tastes of the citizenry for pu lic goods, or the preferences of

the-political leaders. An index of fisc I stress should reflect only inter-

community differences in required publi sector demand not due to differences

among communities in public goods.

The-degree of fiscal stress f ced by any community depetnds not only on

the public services it is required to provide, but also on the costs per unit
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of public service. To understand. the reasons for interjuqbdictional cost

differences we assume that the per capita production of public goods in

\jurisdiction i can be represented by:

gi F(Xi,Ni)

where X
i,Nare the "facilities" available for production of gi'

and N
i'

the popu-

lation of the community.
6

The term facilities refers to a combination of

inputs:, labor, land and capital necessary to produce public output of gi.

The facilities for safer streets, the output of a police department, might be a

given number of police patrols. Each patrol requires one or two policemen, a

police car, gasoline, and a communications network. Similarly, the facilities

necessary to product- educated children include teachers, classrooms, and bOoks.

There are three major reasons why per unit public service costs differ

across communities. The first factor is the degree of "publicness" involved.

For some public goods, edditional"populationWill have little impact on service

levels and-hence on costs. For other public services, or under conditions of

conges4ani-an_extra person will significantly reduce tie average level of g
i

,

and thus require additional facilities,-and_costs, to maintain service levels.

The composition of population can also have an impact on co:sta.For-example,

there is significant evidence that more educational resources are needed to

provide a given quality'of education to children from poor families than to

middle-class children.
q7

Hence, an increase in the proportion of poor children

in'a community, will increase costs if education "output" is to be maintained.

Costs of_produCing public services also vary,across communities because

the relationship between g,
a
and Xi varies. In some communities facilities aid

used more efficiently than in other communities. Efficiency differences may

be alunction of scale economies, inefficient factor mixes, or low factor
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productivity. Also, certain pure technical factors may require particularly

large amounts of facilities to achieve a given level of per capita public

service. For example, the provision of adequate fire protection in communities

with high-rise buildings reqUires.special facilities (i.e., hook and ladder

trucks) not necessary in other communities.

The final factor that affects costs are variations in factor prices.

Large cities generally face higher factor costs than smaller jurisdictions.

Labor costs dominate municipal budgets, and on average salary levels for

municipal employees are poiitively correlated with jurisdictional size. Accord-

ing to a survey conducted by the International City Managers Association (1979),

the mean starting salaries for policemen, firemen and refuse collectors are

approximately $4000 per year higher in cities with over one million population

than in cities with betWeen ten and twenty-five thousand population.

The above discussion shouldlmake clear that the costs of providing

necessary or required public services will vary substantially across jurisdic-

tions. In general we elvect that not only will the amount of necessary public

services be greater in large central cities, but the costs of providing these

services will also be higher4than costs in smaller cities. Controlling for

differences in tax base and in receipt of grants, communities facing high

public sector costs will face the highest tax burdens. If we call a community's

required public services its "minimum bundle," then we can measure fiscal,

stress as the tax burden necessary to finance a minimum bundle of municipal

'ervices.

fi The- actual construction of such an index requires that we be able to

(1) define each community's "minimum bundle" of public services, (2) estimate

the .costs of each minimum bundle, and (3) calculate the tax burden faced by a

typical resident in.order to finance the minimum bundle. In the next several
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paragraphs we shall suggest a .mthod of constructing such an index of fiscal

stress.

As minimum bundle expenditures are not directly observable, the first

problem is one of determining the composition and cost of each community's

non-discretionary (minimum bundle) public services. One approach to separating

-discretionary from non-discretionary expenditures would be to analyze municipal

budgets on a line to line basis. However, this detailed approach is unlikely

to be fruitful because typical budgets do not break down factor costs by the

. type of service provided. For example, budgets provide little evidence on how

much of police salaries are compensation for required, as opposed tr_ discre-

tionary, activities. Only if municipalities maintain program budgets will

budgetary data prove to be useful. Unfortunately, very few local governments

Construct true program budgets.

In a previous study (Reschovksy and Knickman, 1976), we chose an alter-

native, statistical, approach Cat starts with the estimation of a reduced form

expenditure function.
8

In specifying this function the goal was to employ

a set of demand and supply side variables that as closely as possible - eflect

the particular needs of each community, and the factors that determine :-.he

costs of meeting these needs. Thus the regressions include variables reflecting
F.

differences ift public sector-technology, factor prices, and public sector

congestion. For example, drawing on a previous example, 'he presence of high-

rise buildings will be an indicator of the necessity of having highly trained

professional fire fighters: rather than volunteers, and will also reflect tae

technical fact that high-rise buildings require more costly equipment (i.e.,

"facilities") to combat potential fires. Viriables reflecting population size

and composition will be important determinants of both the scope and cost of

the community's. minimum bundle of public services. For example, given current
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legislation and societal mores, a concentration of poor elderly people within

a community may necessitate the public provision of certain health care ser-

vices, and'may,increase the costs of providing other services, such as public

safety and recreation.

The important element in the specification of these expenditure equations

is that the set of independent variables used should explain as completely as

possible the costs.of a minimum bundle of public services. The differedce

between total municipal, expenditures and the cost of the minimum bundle

reflect local, discretionary expenditures. These are determined-by local pre-

ferences or tastes, which are implicitly included in the regression residuals.

'Estimates of the costs of each community's minimum bundle are derived by

calculating predicted expenditures using community specific values of all inde-

pendent variables, except for fiscal capacity. The actual value of fiscal

capacity in each community is replaced.in the estimated equation by the value

of fiscal capacity judged to be the minimum, necessary for the financing of

required public services. The resulting prediction provides an estimate

of the costs in each community of providing a minimum bundle of public services.

In essence, the regression approach is a method of weighting various factors

that determine the composition and costs of necesaar! public services in a

manner that is related to their relative effects on actual expenditures. Thus

it is a statistical approach to combining these factors into an index, rather

than a purely ad hoc approach such as that used by Nathw, et al.
9

The final step in constructing our index of fiscal stress is to determine

the tax burden on the average resident required in order to finance the local

minimum bundle of public services. This is accomplished by subtracting revenues

received from other governments in the form of grants. -in -aid fom the costs of

the minimum bundle.1° The total locally raised costs of the minimum bundle
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are.then divided by an appropriate measure of fiscal capacity in order to

determine-the tax burden necessary to i.nance a minimum bundle of public

services.
11

As the property tax is the dominant source of local revenue in many

states, the market value of real property is an appropriate measure of fiscal

capacity in those states.
12

However, if, as suggested by Helen Ladd (1975),

some proportion of the tax on commercial-industrial property can be shifted to

.residents through higher product prices, the fiscal capacity measure should be

reduced to reflect this shifting of the tax burden," Wherecommercial-

industrial property is part of the tax base, the cost of providing public

services-for this property'should be included in the costs of the minimum

bundle. In states where local governments rely on revenues from non-property,

tax sources, fiscal capatity measures should reflect these broader tax bases.

77. a preliminary study, relying on data from a sample of 62 local

overnments in New Jersey, we constructed a fiscal stress index using the

Anethodology described here (Reschovsky and.Knickman, 1976). The resulting

index indicated that Newark had to levy a seven percent tax rate to raise the

local portion of the cost of its minimum bundle while Englewood Cliffs, a

wealthy suburb, levied just a one percent tax to pay for its minimum bundle.

Municipalities classified by the state government as low socioeconomic status

(SES) and urban had an average fiscal stress index of 3,9%, while suburban

communities.had an average index of 0.6%. However, it is interesting to

note that among cities classified as urban many had reasonably low levels of

fiscal stress. This emphasizes the fact that not all cities experiene fiscal
Stress.

Although we believe our index of urban fiscal Stress overcomes some of

the deficiencies of stress indices found'in the literature, it is not without

its serious ihottcomiiiii. The poientialli-iost serious problem involves the
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regression technique used to estimate the cost of a minimum bundle of public

services. Certain variables that may be important in explaining coat vari-

ations in required services may also help explain variations in preferennes

for discretionary public services across jurisdictions. Alternatively, vari,-

ables that have been excluded from the regression because they explain pre-

ferences for discretionary public services may prove to be highly correlated

with included variables that explain variations in the costs of required ser-

vices. The consequence of either of these events is that the estimated cost

of the minimum bundle of services will be biased.
14

The problem is a difficult one. However, it cannot-be circumvented with

an ad hoc index which arbitrarily weights variables thought,to,be related to

need; the potential correlation of these variables with taste factors

'retains no matter'what weighting procedure is used.
15

We should emphasize, of

course, that despite the potential bias of the regression based procedure, the

bias is, likely to be much smaller than if total expenditures are used as an

index.

Municizal Overburden and Educational_gxpenatures

During the 1970s courts in a number of states have declared state

education funding systems unconstitutional. In addition, several constitutional

challenges to educational funding are still pending. Although no two cases are

identicai, nearly all of them arebased on one of two major arguments. In

.cases such as Robinson v. Cahill in New Jersey, the Court has ruled that the

.. state must guarantee that all children receive -a-"thorough and efficient"

education'. In other words, the i'ourt has interpreted the state constitution's

"education clause" to mean that the state is responsible for guaranteeing.that

all students receive an acceptable level of education: In most states the term
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"acceptable" has been defined either as a minimum level of per pupil,gxpendi:

tures or a reduction in the inter-district variance in expenditure levels.

In other states, the courts have focused on state constitutions' "equal

protection" clauses.
16

The argument, first articulated in Serrano v. Priest

is not directly concerned with.the equality-of educational expenditures, but

rather with the unequal spatial distribution of property tax base within

state. The Serrano court ruled that equal protection requires that education

spending levels not be directly related to differences in local school dis-

trict fiscal capacities. This criterion,often called fiscal neutrality or

taxpayer equity, is satisfied when taxpayers in two communities that have

chosen equal tax rates, enjoy equal per pupil expenditure levels.

A significant number oC. the school finance reform efforts that have

occurred during the 1970s have been addressed to the courts' first concern

-- the equality of educational output. The courts in several states have

mandated state legislatures to increase state funding of education in such a

way as to reduce wide variations among school districts in per pupil spending

levels. When appropriate adjustments are made to reflect the generally higher

costs of providing education in large cities, per pupil spending levels are

usually found to be lower in cities than in many suburban communities. For

example, in 1978 in New Jersey the average low socioeconomic status urban school

district spent nearly $200 less-per pupil than the average suburban district

characterized as high socioeconomic status. This pattern exists even though no

adjustment was made for higher costs in urban. districts and after a major court

mandated reform substantially increased state aid to education in New Jersey.

The claim is made that a major reason for.lower spending levels in urban

communities is the fiscal stress under which many urban communities operate.

The implication of this claim is that cities that are fiscally stressed respond
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...,to the higher burden-of providing municipal services by reducing expenditures

on education. It is in effect this behavioral response to fiscal stressthat

characterizes the problem of municipal overburden. Thus from the perspective

of courts,and legislatures interested in reducing inter-district variations in

education spending leels, municipal overburden is a relevant concern only if -

fiscally stressed communities respond to their fiscal distress by reducing

spending levels on education.

As education and non-education municipal expenditures must compete for

the same resources, any simple model of local government behavior can establish

an interdependence between education spending levels and municipal fiscal

stress.
17

With fixed levels of wealth, local residents must trade off levels

of each type of public service, and levels of privatelyspurchased consumption

goods.
18

Despite this fact and despite several attempts to empirically explore
.

the relationship between fiscal stress and education expenditure levels, there

exists no good empirical evidence establishing this relationship.

f------For example, Brazer and Anderrn (1975) found a negative relationship

between the tax rate for municipal services and education expenditures using

Michigan data, but the negative coefficicrt was not statistically significant.

Ladd (1975) included a variable that measured non-education expenditures per

.Pupil in an education expenditr- equation estimated with data from BOston

SMSA school districts. The coefficient of the non-education expenditure

variable, however, was not significantly different from zero:

In contrast to Ladd's results, Grubb and.Michelson (1975) found some

evidence suggesting a negative relationship between school expenditures and the

level'of non-school expenditures. Non-ichool expenditures were most important

in influencing education expenditures in high population areas.

Unfortunately, there have been no adequate studies of the relationship
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lietween,iiscii-siresean&educational expenditures. All of fhe,previous studies

used-very crude measurew.of"fiecal stress, name* municipal tax rates or expen-.

'diture levels. As we have discussed above, these measures are inadequate

as measures of stress. In addition,.an appropriate test-of the stress- expendi-

ture-. relationship will require more complex specifications than found in the

existing literature. One. problem is that measures of fiscal stress tend to be

highly correlated with the explanatory variables commonly found in education

expenditure. functions.

The question of the relationship between urban fiscal conditions and

:education expenditure levels is important and requires further research if the

courts tontinue to require that legislatures come up with more effective

iechaniaMs:for reducing inequities in per pupil spending levels. Unless

*OPIrical evidence can be.found that high levels of fiscal stress.adversely

'affect- spending on education, municipal overburden ii not a problem that is

rele4ant,to policymakers-concerne4 the leVel of per PUpil spending onv. ,

education, , ,/' t q , ,,
..*..---- . .

Meeting the judicial objective of fiscal neutrality, however, is not-..

,dependent on the behavioral response of local governments to the existence of

fiscal stress. Defining fiscal stress in terms of the costs of a Minimum -

bundle of municipal services, a fiscally stressed city can maintain addquate

education spending levels only by burdening its, citizens with extraordinarily

, .

iligh overall tax rates. Clearly fiscal neutrality cannot be achieved unless'

,COMpeniation Is made for the existence of fiscal stress.

The courts Will have to decide whether this problem is within the, appropriate

-domain of education policy. The discussion presented in this section suggests that
0

state court's decision concerning the relevaice of the municipal overbui.den issue

should vary depending on whether the court ruli g is based on a fiscal neutrality

,argument or an equal opportunity argument.
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Accounting for Municipal-Overburden in School Aid Formulas

This section :focuses on several policy, instruments which could be used

to eliminate the relationship between municipal overburden and education

expenditure levels. Perhaps the most ambitious approach to neutralizing the

impacts of municipal overburden would be to institute a grant-in-aid program to

local governments from the federal or state governments that Would guarantee

that every local government could provide its minimum bundle of public services

at an identical tax rate.

As an example, it has been estimated that in New Jersey the municipal tax

rate necessary to fund a "minimum bundle" of municipal services varies from

about one percent of market values in wealthy suburbs to about seven percent

of market values in Newark. New Jersey could adopt a formula that would finance

the net cost of each community's minimum bundle in excess of the amount that

each community could raise.on its own by levying a one percent tax-on its own

_Property tax base.19 Under this formula, based on 1975 data, Newark would

receive municipal overburden aid equal to six percent of its property tax base,

or approximately $250 per capita.

This type of municipal overburden equalizing aid coupled with "power

equalizing" education aid would insure that resources available for education

are completely independent of local wealth. The municipal overburden aid,

however, would be incredibly-costly to a state government. For example,

accounting for municipal overburden would require a doubling of state aid to

Newark. The result would be that nearly 100 percent of Newark's education

expenditures would come from non-local sources.

A second strategy for neutralizing the impact of municipal overburden

on education expenditures is to increase a community's education aid by an

amount related to the expected reduction in education expenditures attributed

1,,



to'municipal overburden. For example, assume that.a careful econometric study

inditates thaCfor every unit increase in an index of fiscal stress above 100,

education expenditures decrease by ten dollars per pupil. Thus, a community

with an index of 120 spends $200 per pupil less on average than a comparable

town that has an index value of 100 or less. One possible strategy would be

to-set municipal overburden aid at a level which would stimulate the high

municipal overburden community to increase expenditures by.$200. This approach

would insure that the level-of expenditures across districts is independent of

the level of fiscal stress as measured by .the index used in the formula.

The cost of this approach depends on the degree to which expenditures

are stimulated by increased aid. There are many studies concerning the influence

of varying types of aid on education expenditure levels. 20
However, there is

no research that focuses explicitly on how fiscally stressed cities respond to

grants-in-aid. Several recent studies of education expenditures in a number of

states have estimated low price elasticities.
2
1 This implle-ithat school dis-

tricts tend to increase per pupil, expenditures very little in response to high

matching rates and matching rates are often highest for fiscally stressed urban

school districts.

It is possible that fiscal stress itself may provide a key explanation

for the small expenditure response to matching aid. If this hypothesis is

true, then the above approach to neutralizing the impact of fiscal stress on

education expenditures could be very costly. For,example, if just twenty

percent of new aid to fiscally stressed communities goes toward increased

education expenditures, then it would take $1000 of extra aid per pupil to

inducea community to increase education expenditures by $200.

These approaches to neutralizing the impacts of municipal overburden

on education expenditures would solve not only most education finance problems
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in fiscally stressed localities, but also most municipal finance problems.

It is not at all clear that school finance reform is an efficient policy

instrument for addressing general urban fiscal concerns. Netzer (1974)

argues persuasively that ". . . there is no sensible way for the school

finance system to remedy all, or even a large part, of the fiscal distress

of pauper cities." He notes that general relief from fiscal stress ". . . must

come from outside the school finance system, from non-school fiscal measures '

specifically tailored to the specific circumstances of the cities." -

The two strategies discussed so far for neutralizing the impact of

municipal overburden on education.expenditures are formula approaches. They

are also fiscal neutrality approaches in that they equalize the ability to pay

And leave each school district free to set tax rates and education expenditures

at the locallydesired'level.

An alternative strategy for neutralizing the impacts of municipal over-

burden on education:expenditures is to directly equalize expenditures rather

than to attempt to stimulate equal expenditures or insure fiscal neutrality.

Direct equalization of expenditures can be accomplished by mandating education

expenditure levels and a level of tax effort. The state would then finance

the difference between the casts of the mandated expenditure level and the

revenues rasied locally by the mandated tax effort.
22

Alternatively, but

equivalently, the state could assume complete responsibility for education

financing and then set uniform state-wide tax rates to raise the required

funds.
23

F

Theadvantage of this approach is that it neutralizes the impacts of

municipal overburden without having to provide large amounts of aid that will

be used by local governments to reduce levels of municipal overburden. Full

state funding with expenditure limits neutralizes the role of municipal over-
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. . .
. . ,.

.

.burden in.ediscafion expenditure decisions, and, at the same time, leaves the
'.

.
. .

task of designing strategies for eliminatinror reddting municipal overburden

.to urban fiscal} policy. _

The problem with full state funding is that it restricts the choices of

local school districti. Districts cannot choose levels of education expendi-

tures that specifically reflect local preferences for education. Some districts

would be forced to spend less than they would freely choose,while other dis-

, tricts would be forced to spend more. Full state funding is generally not

popular among wealthy districts that have sufficient resources to allocate

discretionary expenditures to education.

In deciding which alternative policy strategy to use for neutralizing

the impacts of fiscal stress on education expenditures,. state decision makers

must choose between two rather unattractive tradeoffs. Either state aid must

be greatly increased in-order to fiscally compensate for-municipal overburden

or full slate funding with politically unpopular expenditure limits must be
...... _

adopted.

Perhaps what this suggests is that a complete solution to the municipal

overburden problem would be too costly and would conflict too much with other .

aims of education policy. In this case, a partial solution might make more

sense; both politically and educationally. For example, an acceptable compro-
.

raise might be atate-fwide funding of a level of education expenditures that is

'judged to be adequate for providing acceptable education services, and then

local freedom to add locally raised revenues to this expenditure level.

Conclusion

In this paper we have explored the impact of municipal fiscal stress on
ti

the financing of public education. The, relationship between fiscal stress and
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the level of expenditures on public education is generally referred to as

municipal overburden. Because we believe that exis:Ang measures of municipal

overburden are deficient, we have developed an alternative measure that is

based on the premise that public services provided by local governments can

be divided into required services, and those that are purely discretionary.

The set of required services is determined by a combination of legal require-

ments, technical requirements, and generally accepted norms or standards of

service within the State. In light of this distinction among local public

services, we defined fiscal stress in terms of the fiscal effort necessary for

each community to provide the required, or "minimum bundle" of services.

In order to define appropriate policy responses to the existence of

_municipal overburden, it is necessary to know the degree to which fiscal

stress affects education expenditure levels. Unfortunately very limited

empirical evidence currently exists., Despite this lack of evidence, the

courts may reqUire that state education funding systemsbe adapted to account

for municipal overburden. We have demonstrated that this may either prove to

be exceedingly costly or may require state mandating of education, taxation

and spending levels.

The process of making tradeoffs and compromises among educational goals

when choosing an education finance system that diminishes or eliminates the in-

fluence of fiscal stress on education expenditures involveo normative decisions

that an analyst cannot make. However. it is-important that the implications of

alternative strategies be made clear to state decision makers. To dn tir:.s, more

research must be done to determine the degree to which fiscal stress actually

influences education, funding patterns, and to determine how much aid would be

required to neutralize any impacts that fiscal stress actually haT-611 education

expenditures.
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NOTES

1. The Education Commission of the States (19:8) reports that-during the
1970s, 25 states have reformed their public education funding structures,
many of the reforms mandated by court action.

2. See Carroll (1979) and Knickman and Reschovsky (19m):

3. Coons, Clune and Sugarman - (1970) also suggest that the easiest way to
measure overburden is to measure local non-educational taxes.

4. See Sacks (1972) and Berke,, Campbell and Goettel (1972).

5. A number of recent studies that attempt to measure fiscal stress fail
to make any adjustments for differences in public sector preferences.
For example, a widely publicized study of fiscal stress in sixty -six
cities done by the First National Bank of Boston and Touche Ross and
Company (1979) uses actual expenditures per capita in its,measure of
fiscal stress. In another study, Clark (1977) used per capita expen-
ditures on nine types of public services as ameasure of fiscal stress.

6. This approath has been developed more fully in Inman (1977).

7. See, for example,

8. See Bahl (1969),
large literature

Jencks et al. (1972).

Inman (1979), or Wilensky (1970) for surveys of the
on determinants of local government expenditures.

9. This use of regression analysis is very analogous to the methodology used
to compute educational cost functions. For a discussion of education
cost indices see Brazer (1974), Brazer and Anderson (1975), Grubb and
.Hyman (1975), Chambers (1978), and Wendling (1979). In the case of cost
functions, regression analysis is used to distinguish the demand related
determinants of wage, levels or price levels from supply related deter-
minants. The supply factors are, interpreted as reflecting price differ-
ences while the demand factors are interpreted as reflecting quality
differefices. The regression approach to measuring necessary' municipal
expenditures has also been used by Brazer et al. (1971), Akin and Auten
(1976), and in slightly different contexts, by Musgrave and Polinsky
(1970), Auten (1974), and Barro et al. (1975).

10. Lump sum irra.nts.hiaVe a slightly different effect on minimum bundle expen-
ditures than matching grants. All lump. sum grants can be used to defray
the costs of the miniMuMibundle, but matching grants are directly related
to total expenditures: Thus only those matching grants which are matched
to expenditures that are included in the minimum bundle should be sub-
tracted from the-total cost of the minimum bundle.

-11. Barro (1978) has developed an index of fiscal stress that is similar to
the one discussed here., The Barro'index is equal to the tax rate that
would have to be levied for a town to raise its "expenditure-to-need"
ratio to the average level of expenditures in a state. For example, if
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a town has 35% more needs than the average town in the state and if the
average municipal expenditures in the state are $350 per Capita; the
index value would be the tax rate needed to finance exnenditures of $473
(350 x 1.35). Although this index takes into account varying needs and
varying abilities to pay, italso is influenced by the level of average

iditcretionary.expenditures,in a state. The index discussed in the text, by

contrast,-measures only the tax rate that must be levied to pay for a
town's non-discretionary expenditures. The two indices, although similar,
can lead to different conclusions about relative levels of fiscal stress
when towns with high needs'also have large tax bases.

12. There is a long,. and still unresolved debate in the literature concerning
the measurement of fiscal capacity. A standard reference is the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.(1971). More recent discussions
can be found in Margolis et al. (1971), and in Akin (1973, 1979).

13. In constructing our fiscal stress index we have ignored the fact that
property taxes can be deducted from federal and state taxable income:
Accounting for this provision of the tax. laws, would reduce fiscal

°, Stress in higher income communities and those with a high proportion

of homeownership.

14. Economic theory provides no clear guidance as to what variables truly
reflect needs versus piefprences. Consider, for example, a variable
like population density. A legitimate argument can be made that high
density increases the need for certain Cervices, such'as street cleaning,
that are less essential or unnecessary in less dense localities. In addi-

tion, the price of services in dense localities tends to be higher in part
due tthehisioridal structure of city -rural wage differentials. Thus,

one can interpret density as a need vatiable. On the other hand,- it is

very possible that citizens in dense localities_ have different preferences

for municipal services than citizensin non-dense localities. For example,

parks and public recreation may be far more important to-the urban apart-
ment dweller than to, the suburban homeowner. Thus, one might also expect

density to be correlated with discretionary expenditures.

One way of reducing this problem is to estimate the equation separately
for each expenditure category. Then it would be possible to interpret a
variable like density as a need variable in some cases, such as for fire
expenditures, but as a taste variable in other cases, such as for recrea-
tion expenses.

15. One possible ad hoc procedure for determining discretionary expenditures
would be to have a "panel of experts" sit together and decide on,a level
of non-discretionary expenses that would apply to each expenditure cate-
gory for each clads of cities. Legislatures, and perhaps State courts,

, might find this approach attractive. The testimony in Levittown vs.
Nyquist concerning municipal overburden consisted largely of expert.wit-
nesses stating judgments about the relative levels of municipal expendi-
tures in the large cities'of New York State.
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16. In1972 the U.S. Supreme Court in Rodriquez v. San Antonio reversed a

lower court decision that had declared unconstitutional the Texas system
of education finance on the grounds that inequities in per pupil expen-
ditures resulting from the existing system of school finance violated
the equal protection clause of the U.S. Constitution.

17. Gurwitz (1977) -offers a refinement of the standard economic model that
leads to the prediction that in fiscally stressed cities, increased non-
discretionary expehditures on municipal services will be financed mostly
by decreased education xpenditures as opposed to decreased private con-
sumptiOh. He argues that available income for public activity, is smaller
than total local income berause of the potential for out migration of
economic activity and of the population. Thus, if a commhnity is spending
all of the income available to it for public activities, there is a great
deal of pressure to decrease other public activities when the demand for

. one type o activity increases. If non-discretionary municipal expendi-
tures are high, this must be compensated for by lowered discretibnary

.

municipal expenditures and/or lowered education expenditures.

18. A wide variety of formal relationships between school districts and
municipalities exist. In some states, they are politically independent.
In other states,schools are.a municipal government functio...... In still
other areas a middle ground exists, namely, municipal governments have
limited budgetary control over school districts. Regardless of the formal
structure, we argue that as long as the tax base is shared, a behavioral
relationship between municipalities-and school districts exists.

19. Of course, a higher mandatory rate could be set but this would necessitate
the politically unpopular "recapturing" of funds from wealthy towns,
where the revenues raised would exceed the costs of non-discretionary
services. .

20. See, for example, Ladd (1975) and DiPasquale (1979).

21. See Carroll (1980), DiPasquale (1979) and Welch (forthcoming).

22.,The general approach described here is a foundation plan with expenditure
limits.. It should be noted that expenditures cannot be permitted to vary
above the "foundation" because each district's ability to pay for extra
expenditures would be affected by its level of municipal overburden.

23. Four states currently have education finance systems that involve
virtually equal effort and equal expenditure levels across districts.
Only Hawaii has complete state financing. However, New Mexico,
Florida, and Minnesota have finance plans that effectively limit education
expenditures and tax rates to levels that are homogeneous across each
state. See Germs et al. (1978), pp. 199-201, for a good description of
these plans.
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